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PUBLIC AND SEI'AHATE SCHOOL

COURSE OF STUDY

FORM I: JUNIOR GRADE
Pr«..rn. dr.winK with cl,.r..o«l. ...,l„un,l .halk., black .„d ..olouml crayo.u.. in

.trt!::;:£r
-^ " •"•• "•'"-""'

'
-•-"" '-- ->• -^

Rm.«nitio„ ..f ,h« ,ix .-..lour—riKl. or«„„.. .v..||,>w. ;,,«... blue, violet
Simple decoration of coni.triirted objwtx.

FORM 1 : SENIOR IIRADE

Free.™ drawing with .l,..r..,.al. ,^loure,l cliHlk-. bbick ..,„l ..„|„„red ..rav„„, in

Pictii.e Study.

The aix standard mlourK.

Simple de»lK„ applied when, ,,ractic«ble. to «.n.trueted object..
Single line capital IctterH.

•"

FORM 11: JUNIOH (iRADE

Freearm drawing with charcoal, hruah and ink, and coloured orayon, or water

Drawing of animals and children.
Picture Study.

Tints and shades of colour.

litterinr'*^'
"''''"'"' *'""' ''™''"™''''' *" ^"''"'rted ohiccts.

FORM II: SENIOR GRADE
Fr«ann drawing wrfh charcoal, brush and ink, water^lonr, or coloured crayons^d pencils wih large, soft lead,, in ill.strativ. drawing, andln the

^™
!^ntafion of natu.il fom>.. other ™mmon ohj.^ts. and simple landJp^ '



i AHT .

Drawing of BnimaU and children. ^

Picture Study. '

Hues of colour.

Simple design, applied where practicable, to constructed objecta.

Lettering.

FORM III: JUNIOR GRADE

Drawing with charcoal, pencil, brush and ink, and water-colours (or coloiircil

crayons), of plants, trees, landscapes, and common objects involving the fore-

shortening of the circle.

Illustrative Drawing.

Drawing from the figure and from animals.

Picture Study.

Complementary c-olours, graying of colours, three balanced tones of gray.

Simple design, applied where practicable, in connection with con-strnctive work.

FORM 111: SENIOR GRADE

Drawing with charcoal, pencil, biush and ink, and water-colours (or coloured

crayons), of plants, trees, landscapes, animals, birds or insects, and common
objects involving the foreshortening of the circle and the study of handles.

Grouping of two objects.

Illustrative Drawing.

Drawing from the figure and from animals.

Picture Study.

.Scales of five balanced values (neutral or colour).

Simple design, applied where practicable, in connection with constructive work.

Lettering.

FORM IV: JUNIOR GRADE

Drawing with pencil, charcoal, brush and ink, and water-colours (or coloured

crayons) , of plants, trees, landscapes, objects, and animals.

Illustrative Drawing.

Drawing from the figure.

Freehand drawing of simple rectangular objects.

Grouping of objects.

Picture Study.



COUHSK OF STUDY
.,

ScaleH of inteiMity, complementary harmonies.
Simple design.

Lettering.

POHM IV: SENIOR GRADE

^^SoS^riirL;;''"' "":.""' """ -»*"-"'- <- -"oured

Illustrative Drawinr
"'^"' ^^'"'*'- """^ ""''"'"'' ^'"'''' •" '"'«*'•

Drawing from the figure.

Freehand perspective.

Interesting rectangular objecU.
Grouping of objects.

Picture Study.

"'tronir'^
^""^^ '"' ^™'^^ "^ --' ->-' «"^ '"t-'.Xv; analogous

Simple design

.

tiettering'.

q».t.ty «d at tto «„. «™ «,„, t^, pri^dX 2;I4L^^ ""» •^O'"'' " " ««



4 ART

DETAILS OF THE COURSE

FOBM I: JUNIOB OBADE

Illustrative Drawing :

Sentences exprcssiiig action, games, sports, holiday experiences, speciftl celebrations,

nursery rhymes, and simple stories.

Bepkehentation :

Simple flowers, twigs, grasses, sedges, and trees, paying particular attention to direetiou

and position of masses. Toys and other objects interesting to children.

COLOUR:

The recognition of the six colours—red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet.

.In Design, the use of one colour with black.

Design :

Simple Imnlers and all-over patterns for the decoration of Christmas work, etc

Mediums :

Charcoal, coloured chalks, black and coloured crayons.

FORM 1 : SKNIOB GRADE

ILLUSTRATIVE DRAWING:

Sentences expresttiiiK lu'tion, jjamesi, sportH, holiday experiences, special celebrations,

nursery rhymes, simple fairy tales, lensona in Readers.

EEPRESEKTATION ;

Simple flowers, twigs, grasses, sedges, trees, landscapes. Birds, animals, children, toys,

and other objeetfr.

In this Form particular attontioi* should \tc paid to direction, relative position, size, and
shape of i

Picture Stt-dt: fSuggestive List)

The Madonna of the CAuir—Raphael ; tVoman Churning, Feeding the liens, ar The Fint
Stcp—mWft; The Song of the Lorfc—Breton ; Prince BaHAocar—V'lasquez ; Tht

Divine Shepherd—Murillo.

COWUB:
The recognition of the six standard colours—red. orange, yellow, green, blue, and

violet; the making of orange by the overlapping of red and yellow; green by thr

overlapping of yellow and blue; and violet by the overlapping of blue and red;
matching colours.

In Design, the use of une colour with black and white.



DETAILS OF THE COURSE
Design :

ing a»d crewiuB papTr.
' ' """8™™! may be obtained by fold-

Lettertno:

Single line capital lettera.

Mediums :

Charcoal, roloure.1 chalk, l,l„ck a,„l coloured crayon,.

FORM II: JUXIOR fiKADE

fLirsTRATrvE Drawixo :

Oam™, »port>, events, experience., Btorie,
niu-trative Drawing ,h„„M Ik- correlated with other school snhject..

BFPHKflENTATIOX

;

^eri-EE STfDY: (Suggmtive Li.t)

foLora:

Tints and shades of oolonr.
In Design, the use ofone colour wfth gray, white, or black.

Resign :

fnr the repetition o,Lt^'plenvt ,''''"'' "" "" "' '"'•"" '" "'"""-K
of using them for son, desLe „, rT •"V"';'"'"" '" '"' "'"""''' "i"- fe intention

construLl forn,,.
'^""""' """ "' ''PP'-^'"^ "™' "herever po«,il„e, ,o

lETTRRING

:

Sintrle line capital letters.

f^harconl. hla^-k rmyonn, I.nwh an.l ink. rnloure,! frnyonp or wator-mlonrs.



6 ART

FOBM II: 8ENIOB OBADE

ILLUSTILITITK DBAWINO:
Onmpii, sports, events, experieneea. Illuitrmtive Drawing ihould be eomJAt«d with other

school subjects.

BEPREflENTATION

:

Plants, flov/ers, budding or leafy twigs, stalks with seed packs, fruit on the branch, with

special intention paid to direction, relativo jmsition, size, and shi no of masses, and
to chare"! ^r of growth; trees and landscapes; animals; children; interesting objects;

vehicles.

PiCTtTRE STrDY: (Suggpstivo List)

The Sixtinr Mf(?onnn—Raphael; The DiicbesH of Devonxhire and Iltr Habi/—Beynolds;
The *Vflnc(Hor(,~Landsepr; The Shepherdess—Ijcrollp; Feedinff Her Birds—Millet.

COLOUR:

Hues of colour, flat washes, dropped and floate<l wasltcs.

In Design, the nw of two tones of one colour with gray, white, or black.

Design :

The making uf units from natural, g(>omctric, and other for^ns, and their repetition in

l«>rderB and all-over patterns; measurements involving the use of whole or half-inches

in planning for the repetition of units in patterns.

All dcfiignR to lie planned with the intention of using them for some definite purpose and
of applying them, wherever possible to constructed forma.

Lettebino :

Single line capital letters.

Mediums :

Water-colours or ctdonrrd crayons, charcoal, bnish and ink, or soft pencil.

FOBM III: .TUNIOR ORADK

Illustrative Drawing :

Games anc sports. Illustrative Drawing should be correlated with other school subjects.

Rkpresentatioh :

Twigs or sprays with *niit or flowers, with special attention paid to proportion and
forrahortening of parts; trees and landscapes; animals, insects, or birds; children.

Objects in common use, such as pottery, kitchen utensils, etc., chiefly in pencil outlin<

.

with careful attention to proportion and foreshortening; Japanese lanterns.

Composition:

Appropriate siie and fm^rtion of sheet, suitable margins, the use of ** finders ".



DETAILS OP THE COURSE
,

Piotum: STinv: (HuKRoitiv.. Li.t)

COLOUR:

Con-p.™...,,. .,„ , ,„,,„, .„ „„„„„ „,. „.„^,_„,^^^^^ ,^_^ ^___^_^ ^_^__^

DniOK:

Unit, dwivwl from n.turo or Kromplrv nlu. ..ri^
p..te™.. 8,«.r«, oh,„„^%r™a. rp rar^"^"; H ""t"

"' •"""'
conrtructive plan.; mpaaun-mmt. to ..^M, h • T ''™'' °*'''"'«' "•«' '"

.

in .he.e .^i^. ,oV rzro/;r.^:ttn:«"o"; a
"'''"?"; """ '•"'""'"«

!>«.«». to >. .pp„e„. „Kero po..„„e, t„'oon^^.'^X"! '"" "''

Lrttkbing
:

Ch.n.0.,. Hr„.h .„„ i,„, „.„„..o,o,.™ ,„r M„„rM „.,on.,, pe„„i,.

rORJf III; 8KMOR GRADE
iLLrxTRATIVK Drawiko •

Brprrsentatton'
:

l«d«.ape.; animal., i'«c.., „r';":iS;;*'™M«„
'"'""'•°^™'"'t "' P««"; tro«, .„a

.o"l.I U. paid to fo,«.horto„od .ireloTl,trio
'

h'^Kt ZT'' ^I^'"' '"™*'""
-^ .. part, o, oiHp.™, Hnd,™ ..17 1.Hd^rll'^t'r;,'::;*'.,:^

""" " ""'^
OoitposmoN;

Tho .tud, of ,p.oo division. .„d „,„r,i„. „„d ,-„o „. „, « fl„dor. "
P'CTrUE HTtTY: fBuBcortivo Li.t)
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Dksion:

Bilatoral units, derived from uture or from geometry, to be uaed alone or repeated in

bordrn and all-over pattema, and adapted to eomen. The conventionalisation and

squaring of natural forma. For com nictive plana, use squares, oblongs, drop

squares, and drop oblonga. Colouring in these designs to be two or three values of a

grayed colour. Designs to be applied, where possible.

Lettekino :

Plain capitals and numerals with the width planned in pencil outline, to be finished in

ink, colour, or a tone of gray.

Mediuus:

Charcoal, brush and ink, water-ci>lours (or colourwl crayons), pencil.

FOBM IV: JUNIOR GRADE •

IlXtTBTRATITR DRAWINO :

Descriptive poetry. Seasons.

Rrprerrntation :

Careful study of details of structure and texture in pl::ntB, flower and fruit sprays,

trees and landscapes.

Drawing from the figure and from animals.

Interesting rectangular objects in various positions, studying foreshortening and con-

vergence with the help of pencil measurements anti the comparison of slants with

the pencil held vertically or horiEontally, level with the eye. Vanishing points

are not to be used here.

An avenue of trees or a railway track, noticing that all receding horisontal lines seem

to meet at a point on a level with the eyes.

Groups of interesting objects.

Composition:

The composing of suitable drawings from the above list in rectangular areas, so as to

exhibit well-related apacen. These ahould be planned in pencil outline and finished

in flat washes, using tonen of gray, gray wi*.h black, grayed colour, or one colour

and black.

PiCTDRE Stitdt; (Suggestive List)

The Sower—Millet; The Arsnve of Middelharnis—Hohhema; any interesting landscapes;

ftaint Barbara—Palmn VfM-phin; Tllyiue^ Deridinfj Polyphemus—Turner; The Golden

Rtaira—Burne-Jonea.

COLOUR:

Colour circle, scales of intensity,

harmonies.

colour schemes of low intensity, complementary \



iJETAiLS OF TIIK COLHSE

Lettebixo: '

Ch»rroal, l,r,„h ami i„|<, w„,.r.r„l„„r,, po„oiI.

Ir-LUBTKATn-K DBAWINO:
n™^riptive p™.,ry, ™,,j„„ „,„„,,„ ,„^ ,^^^, ^^^^^

Eepreaentation

of children.
"^ '™'" """nalK, l„r,l., or inlets

; rapid .ketche.

-hould I. di^overod ,,, ac,„^ „Ur™, „ A '"d'"" ^
""'' ™"'"-'"'= •»'"'-

.hould ho „«Ki a. aid, to correct drawer
"I'-lfonal^ and invi.i.do e,lKe.

'""T"''"« "''J*^"' ""•'•'« '.«»ket> and Z,k,. thofactured object,, or „, on, of tho«, wi.rfru'it
/„.""""'""*'' '^'"""'•' "' "»""-

COMPOsmoN: ' *™'"'' " "KCtahle,.

The compo,ing of .nitable drawine, from tk. .k. ,•

exhibit .rell.related .pace,, ^ej cl^L '\ ", '" ''"''"'n.lar area^ ™ .. .«

Plementar,. colour, ^th a neutral
' '"""K""" "-"'"ur,, or t,vo com-

Pic-.OBE STiTDT: (Sugp-estive Li,t)

«o«r._B„me-Jone,. ""^.nff Po(.vp»^»,«_Tumer; The OoMei,

Makine of colour chart, scale, of h. i

-feme, fron, nature and fron, ll^a^''
""" '"•™'"-^- »'-<>'5™» "annonie.; colour



10 ART

DmaH:
Unit. (lerlTKl from natuiv, from gromrtry, mkI from .Ltnut hcipn. Tlic <um of thnr

ilngly ud in bordar* ud kll-orar pattern. .ppUrabl. to itenrilHng and woodWook
printing.

B.l«n«,, Rhythm, and Harmony, in Deign. The uw of irquam, olilong., dlwnondi and
circle, or their p<rt> in con.trurtivo plan, for pattern.. The colouring in Ddgn
lo be chiefly tone, of gr«ye.l colour, complementary and analogou. harmonic or
colour K-heme. from nature which eihlWf theiie harraonie..

Suitable problem, in Applie,! I)™!^,, ,ueh a. hook cover., programme «.ver., poater., ete.

LKTrEWNO

:

Plain capital., aith the width planned In pencil outline and flnLhed In Hack or colour
for title, and initial.. The u«. of ^e .ingle line alphabet in quotation,, mottoe.,
etc.. arranged in two or more line, of lettering. Numeral.. Boman capital, and
wnall letter, optional.

M>:l>irMR

:

Charcoal, t>ru.h and ink, watcr-coloura, pencil.



DETAILS OP THE COllRsK

DETAILS ABBANOKD AOTOBDINO TO «RASON

.

BimcMiER AXii OrruaEii NOVHfBn AND Dr^KMacii

Tom I

Tniilor Onde

Porm I

Ekniior Ondo

Porm II

Junior Ortdo

Porm II

Bfnior flinde

Porm III

Jniilor Onde

Ulutratire drawing.
Plowen, gr*Mei, and tmi in eoloui
Liowonj in colour.

tlluttratliw drawing.
nowCT. grniM ,Bd trm In rolonr.
Six itandnril eoloura.
IMtering.

Illuitrnlirp ilrawinic.
Tree, and suhjpctji uitnhle f,„.
ChriAtmu work.

Dnigni for ChriitmM work.

IlluMrative drawing.
Tr«* uid landMnpn.
Picture rtudy.
Border and «l|.owr pnttrmn for

Lettorin""
""" ^"" ^'"' ''"•'in'".

IlluitratlTe drawing.
Lnndacapra with ham trcM.
Chrlitmaa and Now Voar work
Lottorlng.

ninitrative drawing.
Plower., graaam, tiwa, fruit., or

'•egotahl™ in colour or in ink
Picture ifud.v.

Vinta and ahkdca of colour.
Lettering of name on drawlngn.

'"Crss ^it'i^-v^i.'
-"""-•

" 'tu';ji'"
""'"""•' "« •- '-'

H'SJri".!^!;,." '"
'°'°"'-

"r'"?!-
r"""*'-

'""" »«»""•. «PPH«i
Colour waahn. Hue. of colour 111 "";""'' ^"^ ^'™' ""'k-
I-..r,ng Of name on dra'wt;: si^J tl^lf^Z:^^-^'^;:^,

cation.

Ploweni, fruit on the i.ranch
fogetahlea.

Treea and landscape-, in colour or in
ink tone*.

Complementarv eoloura.
Bcalea of three valnea.

Form III

Smior Orade

Ploweia, fruit on the liranch, or
vegetablca, tree., and landKapn,
in pencil, colour, or ink value..

Scale, of five valuea in neutral tones
or colour.

Colour circle.

Graving of coloun.

Treea without foliage.
Winter landncapea.
Picture etudy.
Calendara, etc.

I.ettering.

Pive balanceil tone, of graved colour
"rnign. related to work for Ohriat-
maa and the New Year.

Bookleta or calendar., etc.
Tjettering.
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BcrriuaER and Orroini NOTEHUt ANB DKOKIIUI

Dptnlls of pUnt strueturc in pvnril Decorative panela or unita mu.

.

outllnp. from drawinga done in Septenboi
Form IV Flower or fniit» mml iBndnfiipe eom- and Oetolier, to be uaed in aueh

pDAltlonH In tonn of fcnivoil proltlema of Appliml Deaign aa
iKwk euvora, programme rovera,.Tiininr Ormle coliiur.

Colour circle. portfolioa, initial lettera, etc.

Propertim of colour. < I^ettering of mottoea, veraea, or
Tnloiir nrhpmni of low intmiiity. quotationa.

Drawiflgi front flower or > fruit Decorative panela or unita made
iiprayH. from drawinga done in Beptemlwr

Details of plant itructurp in ppiicil and Octolier, to l>e uaoil in auch
outline. proMomn of Applieil Deaign w

Form TV CompositionB from RtuiUni of magnxiiie fnvertt and pagea, title

flowen, fruitA, or WK^'taMea in

Rrnior Onulc auitalilo Rchemra of colour.

Lani1i*cn|M> compoaitiona. Lettering.
Colour circle. Decorative initUla.
Proportiea of colour—hue, value, anO

intenaity.

Analoftoui harmonieii.

January, February, and Marth April. May, and Juni:

Torm I

Junior Orndp

Form I

Senior Omde

Uluatrative drawing.
Toya or other intereating objecta.
Rordera, all-over pattema, and

ain^le unita, to Ih> uHed in the
making of V^ilentinea and Eaater
cards.

Illjatratlve drawing.
Budding twiga and Spring flowem.
Flower forma in aimple deaigna.

Illuatrativo drawing.
Winter tree.- iiud landacapea.
Toys.

Animal study.

Picture study.

Simple designs for Valentine and
Easter cards.

Illustrative drawing.
Dudding twigs and Spring flowers.

Flower forms in simple designs.

Designs applied.

Form II

Junior Grade

Illustrative drawing.
Toys and other interesting ohjecti*

Animals and children.

Trees and winter landscapes.
Picture study.

VaUntine and Raster designs.

Illustrative drawing.
Budding twigs and Spring flowers.

Tints and shades of colour.

Bordcra and all-over patterns.



DKTAJLS AIIKAN(JKI) ACCOKDINO TO SKA80JI

Form II

Mpnior Omle

Form III

•hinior Onde

form III

HcnioT Orailo

Porm IV

Junior Grade

Form IV

HMiior Or»dc

'trV;°' "''J*"" » • '"•"
"""I f;";.".."™

„, chiidr.,..Ihe eye,

Aiiimtli and pliiMron.
Trw ind irintiT Unilmpni.
Picture rtudv.
Ewtcr wrd(' iir V«l<.ntln™.
Colour nMh™. |i„™ „, „,„,„

II lit ' ciniiirfii,

Unit. ;;? l"','" V"'' 8P''"K «""<•"..

l>™l|tm nppllml.
MhiKtrntlvn d™»lnK.

"."inTl."™' "" "«"" •"' '""
IMurtnitlvo drawing.
0».j«-t, In Mmmon n*., ,uoh ,

P««crjr, kltrt™ „,ra.||,. «c
alwvB or Mow tho ovo lm-,.|

i^P»nrK lantrma.
Picture atiidv.

Plmvr ipr,,-, i„ ™|„„, „, , .

W.,^_ eon-po.,, i„ .„,..;,!:

Horil-r. ,„„i n».„y„ pattoma.
complementarj coloura.
•Ira^InK "' miloura.

lIll1HtrBtl.-» .1 ! npnnur lailllHoaru..

anlmala.
"lualratlve draivin)j.

!
"''J"''" '" "-"mmon urT, aurt a.

.lapanwie lantema.
j
Orouplng.
Pirtiin. atndv.

- "I ••Kun*
MpriuK lanclaeapei
Itiflecta,

fhart. „f ao^„ f .

outline.

Bordera and all-over patterna.

pencil

""'""'K '"'"I (lie n. nro, and aoimaN, l,i„l«, o, in«v!ta. '
""'

Illu«tratlve drawinir.
Bectaneular objeeta
Oiouping of ol.jeeta.
Picture atud.v.

DrawinK from the ««„„, to I,,
flm-bed aa poateta or uaed in"lurtrative drawing.

'"

'"/"™**"K "wtangular objeeta (free-
I

hand perapective). *

Orouping o{ objeeta
Picture atudy.

Avenue of trem.
Scalea of intenaitv
Complementary hirmonioa.

pj«e
™:'"' """'"'• «"" •"<»-

.^ppheil deaign.

"poX!-"^" °' '"•'«'P« com.

Smgle unit,, h„^ ^
»or-:§.„-t;.,rfi
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COIIItHK FOK UNGRADED CLASHES

Frpehand exprcMion with chAifoal. polouml chalk, blaek craToni, colournl

f-rnyoiiK or watpr-4*olnurii, and penciln, in illuMtrative drawingM and in th« rppre-

wntation of natural fornix and common ohjifts jmd landncapeK; the nix ittandard

(olonrK. propcrtieti of ooluur. tintH, ithad«i>, and hue* of mlour, matching of coUmrti,

complenipntary colouri, fprayinx of colours, neutral values; the appropriate decora-

tion of constructed obJectt<; lettering.

DETAILS OF THE COURSE

iLi.rsTRATivr. Drawing:

dunes, RiKirtii, pvptiti, experleiiera. Illuatnitlre Drawing ihould be correlated with other

•ehool mihjeeto.

BCPKCBCNTATION

:

Pluiti. floweni, huiUlinn or 1e«fy twift*, itallu with MCtl packs, and Tefcetalilea, in lult

able medium*, paying attention in Form I, to direction of growth anil poaition of

maaaet; in Form II. to relative niie and nhape of maaaee; and In Forma III and

IV, to foreMhortenin^ of pnrtii and detailR of trueture.

Forma II, III, and IV: Tre«>* itnd oiniple landarnpet.

Forma I and II: Toys and other interenting objects.

Forma II, III, nnd IV: Animala and chll<*'Wi.

Forma III nnd IV: OI>jertii in romnton iiiie, Ruch ai pottery, kitchen ntensila, etc.,

aingly and in grouiM. Hpecial attention ihould he paid to foreahortened circles at

various heights, Ixith when seen ns ellipiieB and as |tarts of ellipsra. Pencil meaaure-

ments should l>e usetl in determining proportions, and handles should lie carefully

studicfl. Interesting reetangidar objects, such as Itooks, Imskets, lioxes, etc., in

various poaitiona. The study of foreshortening nnd convergence with the help of

pencil measurements, and comparison of slants with the pencil held \*rtically or

horixontally, level with the eye. It ia not expected that vmniahing points are to bo
us^ here.

NOTE.—The drawing from reetangular objects is optional in Form IIL

CoLora:

Form I : The six standard colonra. * .

Form n : Tints, ahades, and hues of colour, mateUng of eoloan.

Forma III and IV: Properties of colour, complementary colonra, graying of eoloun,
neqtral yaluee.



COUHBE FOH LNUUAUKU CLASSKS
,4

LETTEIUNa

:

Pl«in r.plt,l i„„,, ,|„, „,
whl,h Iho Iwierlng b lnt«d«l. " "'' '" "• P"'!*" 'or

MRitl-Hll

:

Fo™. Ill .n.l ,V: P„„„, .k,™.,, ,,„ „ ,__^ „.„„,.,.,„,_,,^,

rOUB«K or STUDY ABBANQKD AC«>KI>.X„ TO 8KA80N
SKPTKMBKH and OtTOBE*

Pluts, fniiti, rrip-talilni

I

Trf« Mid |«ndic»pe«
Nix itmdird Mlour.; flnti, .hidm, and
nuM of colour

MatchlnK of rolourn

Properties of colour

IaNUAHY. FRBRtAHT, AND MaHCII

[
nr.„i„K f„,„ ,1,, flp,„_ „^ ^^

I aniniiln

I "Sje^'"*'''*'
'"'^~^ "^ ««tM,gular

NOVRMBKR AN,, Dec-bjibKH

LettiTjiijc

Calendar*, Iwok cover«, etc.

Apkil, »jav, and June

nuddin,, twiR.. «owen., Spring y^„i„^
Border and nllovcr pattern.
Complementary colours
Orajring of coloun.

"""-"""'"'"" '*-"- -•' »- ••^'" « -.^ •- .W i. „„. convenient.





ART
CHAPTJSR J

GENERAL INTHODfJCTION

THBEE SIDES TO ART EDUCATION

teaching it are n,a„,. «„, tt iLl'^Z^, I ^Sw"""""'-
'^"^ ^^^ of

to be largely suggestive. But though ZZl '""""''"S pages are intended

the teacher. the\«^derlying JinS ,„T t l?'
"""^ "'"' "" "'""'duality of

I" order that the L«t Z,t „- h
^"^'^"""* "^ """ '*""*" "' "" ""^'

»ubieet.it.ethical,eultura a"d dutH . K
"""" '""" ""- ^""^'""'^ "^ "•-

be recognised.
' '"'"'*"'''

''^"""S »" th" P"Pil'» oducatiou must

many of the e^erci^s delL^.'SXt: TT\7T''"' '"'"-*» *"»'
through the study of the subject is the i [!

.^""''" *''"* "'""• '" «'<' P«pil
labour, in that the lowliest woTk welV ," """ •""' "^ '"' "'«'"*-"'
toward it. ™.e to rank as a Terl::'?;;,:^:;; "' "" '''•^'"'"''" "*"'""'

the .;;^r :^t;;i;^:rr;;;i: ;;^it '^ft'-
^^-^ *^« --'^ «-

'.re coupled with the effort to prodC it

"^"'"' '"'^""y ^'>«" 'ese
The industrial side, however n.„.,t _ i u . ,

P..P.U who pass through he lien, tlr.™."
;'''''* "'' '"' "•*•">"«• "" *"«

industrial armv. all are made Zre u ""* J"'" '^'- ™"'<« "f the
develops the c.ativef:;,;t,rb,::revr«,dt;:rt • \""'"""^ ''''•^-

the brain. For the sake of th» „„„i .. '

"'"' *" *•"'< "' "nisoii with
the teacher with breadth If^L^^^^X, "t '!"'' '''""' "'^ *-- "-^^
and .hape many of the school ,esso„:;; ^^thefr nS""

"^ *'"' -«'"-"hood

THE COURSE OP STUDY
In the pagPB that follow, the Course of St,„1vunder six heads, namely: Illustrative Drawing ^0^ T'!!'"'

""' '"**^'^
Colour, Design, and Lettering. It is JiZT ^'^'^"^''*''"'' Picture Study.

! p. It IS not^to be understoo.1 that these division, are
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separate and distinct nor (hat they must neceasarily lie taken up in the order

indicated. They have been arranged in this manner for greater convenience in

handling, and in order that the Bubject may Ire more clearly apprehended.

A bare »tatenient of what i.< to Ih- taught is given in the Course of Study.

This is amplified and niiide more definite in the Detailed Course which follows it.

To any one who observes the manner in which the work for each Form is built

on the knowledge and jjower tliul should have l)een gained in the preceding Forms,

the Course, as set forth in the Manual, must commend itself as Ix'ing simple and

easily covered. Under ideal conditions the teacher cannot fail to find it so. At

the same time it has been recognized that some schools arc affected by conditions

which seriously hamper art study, while other schools more fortimately situated

have splendid facilities for this work. .Accordingly, an effort has been made to

frame the Course with sufficient elasticity to give scope to all. The teacher's aim

in following it should be, not so much to cover all the work prescrited, as to teach

all the principles through sirh exercises as are best fitted to the class and the

environment. The principles should be so taught that the pupil will be in a

position to apply them with intelligence in exercises that are entirely new to him,

as well aa iu those with which he is already familiar.

HOW EXVIIiONMKN'T M.\Y AFFECT THE COURSE

The lines followed in each particular school mnst depend largely upon environ-

ment. One school may be surrounded by fine old trees, another by gardens filled

with an abundance of flowers suitable for study. In one locality vegetables or

fruits may be easily prmured. Near another school (here may be an old house or

a bridge that the finger of time has softened so that it takes its place as a natural

and harmonious part of a landscape. Quaint old jars without decoration ; antique

vessels of iron, copper, or brass; or old-fashioned furniture of plain and simple

form are to be obtained, ]i(issibly, in one neighbourhood; while pet animals or

birds and interesting costumes for poses are to be had in another. The window

sketch in the city may take the place of the landscape .in the country ; while in some

localities the presence of a lake or river in the neighbourhood may not only invest

landscape study with more than ordinary interest, but also afford opportunities

for the sketching of boats. There are more ways than one of complying faithfully

with the Course of Study. The good material that lies at hand must inspire and

mark out the lines that may, with best results, be chosen.
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UBK AVI) CAKK OK MATEBIAr.S

A frequent cause of poor work in to be found in the improper ;!si>, and the
lack of care, of materials.

Tile leaves in the blank drawing books are perforated so that one at a time
may be detached. The practice of using leaves without removing them from the
book, besides restricting expression, tei.ds to destroy the edges of the unused sheets,

and mars their fre.4hnes8.

The owner's name should be lettered on each drawing in a uniform way.
The drawings made by each pupil should be kept in a portfolio large enough

ii. hold them and the blank drawing book. The owner's name should be on the

outside of each portfolio. All portfolios should be collected at the end of the
lesson and kept in a dosed cupboard or in a covered box.

Time may be 8av>d by adopting a systematic plan for the- distribution and
collection of materials. The things to he used by the pupils of each row should
be placed on the front desk and passed back in an ordf-rly way.

Paint-boxes should be cleaned at the end of the lesson, and ep.rli brush washed
and brought to a point. Sometimes bo.te8 and brushes are kept in the portfolios.

When this is done the brushes should be put in with the handle en' down. Each
pupil should be provided with a shallow pan or a low, wide-mouthed bottle for

water. A clean piece of old cotton cloth will be found preferable to i)lotting-paper

for the use of the pupils in water-colour lessons.

At the close of the lesson all materials to be collected should l)c passed up to

the front desks, to be put away by monitors.

Before the summer vacation, brushes should be put where moths cannot get at

them.

bieCRIAN riTCH, ACTUAL »IZC

Tlie brush used should not be smalbr than No. 7. It should be full and firm,

and should come to a good point when moistened.

The best charcoal for school purpofes is very inerpensive. It comes in boxes

of fifty sticks, which may be broken in two, as from four to six inches is a con-

venient length for the pupils to handle. Charcoal should be held loosely under
the hand about the middle of the stick or farther back. It should not be sharpeued
for general work.
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twelve inches in Bize. Four inches of the len^h Hhould lie turned up, divided into

88 many potketii an there are pupils in a ruw, and Htitchcd on the divisions. U a

piece of white tape is basted along the upper edge of the fold before the pockets are

stitched up, the compartments may be numberrd on it in ink.

If therd are so few pupils in a row that the pockets prove too wide to hold

the pencil secvrely, this defect may Ije overcome by an extra row of stitching at one

end of each division. A quarter of a yard of felt will make six cases, as this

material is two yards wide. The pencils should lie put in the cases with points up,

so that it may be seen at a glance whether or not they are in proper condition for

the next lesson.

The ruler should be used in Design, from Form 11 upwards, for measurements

and for drawing construction lines, excepting when an exercise is given to test the

pupil's power to judge distances and draw light freehand lines. With the exception

of occasional construction lines, all other drawing shouh' be freehand. A ruled

line has a mechanical appearance and is noticeably out cf liarmony with the curved

lines that cannot be ruled in a drawing. Good pencil rendering demands that all

the lines be freehand even in the representation of rectangular objects.

{•RITinSM OF WORK

During the lesson the attention of the class as a whole should be called to

the common errors that are being made, and the method of correcting these

should be demonstrated. Assistance may be given to the individual pupil when
it is deemed advisable, but the teacher's work should not form a part of the pupil's

drawing. All finished drawings should have their good points approved and their

defects pointed out by the teacher.

Many beautiful illustrations are to be found in magazines and periodicals. The
pupils should be encouraged to make collections of helpful reference materials of

all kinds. These may be arranged according to subject or medium in a large

loose-leaf scrap-book or in folios, to be brought out by the teacher as occasion

requires.

A bulletin board at least five feet long by two feet high will be found very

convenient for the display of good drawings add reference materials of different

kinds for study. The board should be covered with burlap or some similar material
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of « »ulHlued tone calculated to harmonize with th. «ur«.„„ding, and with any«mple, that may be pinned «,«„ it. A bulletin board , ould U L plac^ thatanyt ,.ng exh,,ted upon it will be only slightly alK.ve the eye of the avera„i
ta^tefullH^

PU-1.C exhibition, of pupil,' drawings, when well motnfed andta tefu ly arranged, have an educational force and assist in aronsiug general
interest. They are also an incentive to the pupils to n.ake greater effort The^exh,lnt,o„, may be held at school ..losings or at lo<.al Autumn Fairs.

The beneficial effect of lK.autiful surroundings on the growing child can hardlybe ertimated. Teachers should use what influence they haye i^ seeing that tte«chool.ho^ and garden are made a, boanliful as possible and kepT7gl co^d.t,on^ The walls of the school-room should 1. soft in col u , hfdepth^ Zldeluding on the amount and quality of light the room receives / few^
rls anTini:

^'"*',,-P--"«"^ -''J"*' of interest to the pupils will exe^

;::^^zz:^is^:X!"^---— «•>» -y

ILLUSTHATIVE DRAWING
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The rtiidy of (foml piHiiren may !» of great awintance to the pupil in exprew-
ing his thoughtH, if he i« made to realiiie that the artint in hia picture ia tryinft
to tell ua a story in the simplest and most beautiful way possible to him.

No hard and fast rule can be given aa to what mediums to use in Illustrative

Drawing. Charcoal, Iwing the most responsive, is undoubtedly the best medium
with which to begin this work in any Form. It is desiral)le, however, to aim at

having the pupils' most finished illuBtration« done in black or coloured crayons in

Form ] ; in brush and ink or water-colours in Forms 11 and 111 ; and in flat washes
of water-colour over pencil in Form IV.

In Form I classes illustrative and imaginative drawing should lie used con-

stantly, not necessarily in the drawing jieriod, but in connection with everything

(he pupil is taught. It is a means by which he impresses the knowledge he is

gaining every day through his language, reading, and number lessons and is also

an evidence as to whether his concepts have been correct or otherwise.

I/ater on in the pupil's school life, as his power over language develops. Illus-

trative Drawing becomes less and less n necessary means of sflf-expression ; but it

never ceases to be to him a valuable mental training, because it tends to crystallize

his thoughts into definite and systematic shape, and therefore should not lie

neglected at any period of his school life.

REPRESENTATION

The term Representation, ns it is used her«, is to he nndemtood as meaning
the delineation of things as they appear to the eye. The delineation may be in

mass, in outline, in values, oi in light and shade. Black, neutral tones, or colours

may he the means by which it is expressed, and the mediums through which this

expression is made possible are charcoal, chalk, crayons, ink, water-colours, and
pencil. Other mediums that might be used are, for various reasons, not suitable

for school purposes.

In this Manual the drawing and painting of the following things are handled

under the head of Representation: plant specimens, fruit and vegetables, trees,

landscapes, animals, children, and manufactured objecta. In the delineation of

these things, vigilant attention must be paid to Composition which, on that

account, is explained in connection with Representation, although ita application

is by no means confined to this division of the subject.
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hyacinth, daffodil, tulip, iri*. urange lily, poly«'>*''U.-. primrow, Weeding-hcart,

poppy, phlox, iianturtium. Kpidorwort, (wlvia, anter, Bunflowcr, |>i>tuiiia, coicomh,

coiimoK, ageratuDi, and the old-fanhioncd i»ari)(old, all of which make excellent

tudies. From early Spring to late Fall the woods, roadnides, and vacant lota are

overrun with a wealth of nuitahle mcterial—pussy willows and other catkins, spring

heaiities, hepaticas, anemones, dog-tooth violets, marsh marigolds, trilliiinis, clover,

dandelions, meadow phlox, wild mustard, buttercups, thistles, wild mints, mulleins,

teasel, hareliells, pink yarrow, musk roses, toad-flax, golden-rod, wild asters, many

varieties of grasses, sedges, and weetls, and.a host of other flowers.

rnuiTa wn tkoetaiiles

A aingle specimen of fruit without stem and leaves is not, as a rule, a desirable

subject for dri>wi!i!:; but fruits or vcgetaiilcs may Ik- studied and drawn in this

way in the upper I'orms. when this study is preparatory to a more finished drawing

ill which the specimen is to be shown with its natural complement of stem and

leaves, or in a composition made up of two or three of its kind grouped with some

appropriate utensil.

Among the fruits that make good studies when they are left on the twig or

small branch, are cherries, currants, plums, peaches, pears, apples, and wild or

uncultivated grapes. Other interesting studies are a head of com with the husk

parted so that some of the kernels are eximsed to view, small or medium-sized

tomatoes attached to a portion cf the vine, and squashes or similar vegetables to

•the stalk of which a leaf or two still adheres.

Trees must lie observed out-of-doors and drawn afterwards from memory.

At first, they should be studied and drawn alone; later, the height in relation to

the horizon should be noted, that they may lie used in landsc'ape composition.

The trees selected for study should be true to type and commi n to the neighbour-

hood.

lANDSCArES

The first landscapes drawn by young pupils must necessarily be made up with

the teacher's help. Form T pupils learn to observe the appearance of earth, trees,

and aky in a landscape through their drawings. Later, the process is reversed and,
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When money is supplied for tlie purchaae of drawing models, it is nnirise to
spend it all on Art pottery. A visit to an ordinary shop where such things as
utensils and toys are kept will often result in a collection of good models for a
xmall outlay.

Whatever is selected should be chosen for its beauty of form or colour and
should have little »r no decoration. Simple, useful objects are best That which
is fantastic is rarely beautiful.

A single large object will suffice for a lesson if it can be so placed that every
member of the claes will have an interesting, natural, and unobstructed view of it.

This cannot be contrived when objects are to be drawn below the level of the eye
and, in that case, some means must be devised by which six or eight objects may
be placed so that every member of the cl»«8 will have a good view of one. For this

purpose adjustable model stands like the one shown on page 29 may be
used, or boards may be placed resting on opposite desks in every other aisle, one
at the front of the aisle and one half-way back. These boards should have a
cleat fastened under one edge, to overcome the slant of the desks and provide a
level surface for the object to rest upon. Another way in which a level surface
may be secured is to have a support for the boards fastened at each side of these
desks, parallel to the floor and at the proper distance from it, to permit every one
who is to draw from the object to see the top of it slightly below his eye level.

In the Forms above Form II, Senior Grade, the greater number of objects
drawn should be placed below the level of the eye, in which case some suggestion
of the supporting surface must be made in the drawing. For this purpose a Kne
called the table line is drawn. It stands for the back edge of the supporting
surface and should be made less distinct than the outlines of the object, to which it

should be subordinate in the drawing. It should not be placed above the object
nor in any position that would call undue attention to it, but should be represented
as farther back than the base of the object or of any object in a group. The
placing of it is a matter of good composition, but the classes that are to use it

should experiment with an object placed on a book, raising and lowering the book
to see that the back line of the supporting surface is not a fixed thing, but depends
on the level of the supporting surface. They should also move the object from
near the front edge of the book to near the back edge and should turn the book
with its greatest length receding from them, to note the changes in the position of
the back edge in reUtion to the object, due to the width of the supporting surface
and to the position of the object on it.
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Composition is fundamental in the development of g,.^ ta«te and rai^s whatothenr.se would be a mere statement of the appearanee of things to the pT^wIe™md.vdual creative power has sway and aesthetic judgment is trained

USE OF FINDEB

A nuR or rinieiis

The selection of the shape
and size of the drawing may
be determined by using a
finder, which can be made of
cardboard or heavy paper in
two pieces, as shown in the
accompanying illustrations.

The inner long edges of the .

finder should be about ten
inches and carefully marked
in inches and half-inches be-
ginning at the angle, which
should be a perfect right angle.
The divisions will serve as
piides for equal lengths on
opposite sides of the "picture"
which is seen framed by the
finder.

If the sketch is to he
made from nature, it will be
necessary to determine what
part of the view will make the
most satisfactory picture and
what proportions in a rectangle
will best incloae it. The
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««=ompanymg Jluitration, wiU diow how, in a single view, . number of different^c^ure,, each . well balinced composition, may be found. Four of thL itS
.

seen, are amma .ubject., and four are simple land«=apea, each a study i^ itself

h...n^ ' !,.

•""*"" "'* '"^ '""^^P' »«"" tl-' *"> "hite sheep at the left

levels and of different sizes,. and their heads are not in the same position
In No 2 the two dark masses of bUck sheep at the left are balanced by the

T7 1 u f *'"' "^^'- "^^ """ "* *•«' P"*"" ^O"' "ot ™t the picture
exactly m half; its downward slope to the left is opposed by the downward slant to
the right of the wooded distance.

, J« ^°:
^J

^^"^ '' ' P""*' '" "'''•'' ** """ ""™ of the landscape give areas
of differen shapes, the light masses of the sheep in the foreground being nec^ry
to balance the light areas of sky and lake in the upi«r part of the picture The skyand earth spaces are in pleasing proportion, and the two trees and the distant hill
at the left beyond the lake oppose the mass of trees to the right. Bhythm of line
mass, and value are very apparent in this picture.

'

. J" f."-
*' *''^ ^"^ *'*P "t tl"- loft finds a balance in the tree group at the

right, wh.Ie the bright sky has a balance spot „f light in the foreground. The
ground lines do not cut the landscape in half horizontally.

In No. 6, there is quite a different-shaped inclosure, in which the light spaces
'

of sky and water are about equal in area to the dark earth spaces and vet are so
shaped that there is variety coupled with excellent balance. The landscape com-
position needs the two trees at the left to balance the darkmasses of trees at the
right.

In No. 6, there is an upright panel -vhere the trees rise across the long,
horizontal water-line, and the light areas above require the light boulders in the
foreground to balance the composition, while two small sheep in the meadow irive a
little life.

e »

In No. 7 the shape is somewhat similar to No. .1 hut without the sheep, and
the two small fir trees sre made prominent, aiding in a new foreground to kive
distance m the composition.

In No. 8, the three great requisites to give depth, foreground, middle distance,
and background, are very clearly defined. The masses of dark, though of varied
shape., balance each other and, as a whole, balance the areas of light occupied by
lake and sky. The long .liore-linc on the other side of the lake is not allowed to cut
the oblong exactly in half.
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The piineiplea of Compnition, although here illmtrated more particularly in

oonnectioii with Bepresentation, are equally applicable to lUuitration and Design,

a< will be aeen in the leaaons on theae eubjects.

PICTURE STUDY

A suggeetite list of pictures for study in the different Forms is given in the

detailed Course of Study. The teacher may choose two, or possibly more, pictures

for stndy during the year, from this list, o- may substitute others of equal
excellence that are as suitable for the purpose.

The attentive consideration of a few beautiful pictures painted by artista whose
claim to greatness is acknowledged by the world, will give the pupil a taste for

what is best in Art and will also aid' him in giving expression to his own ideas.

Apart from this, it will be found that the concentration of the attention on the
thought expressed by the artist in his picture and on the form in which he has
expressed it, will have an elevating effect on the mind similar to that experienced
through the study of good literature.

A picture to be studied hy a class should he large enough to be seen by every

pupil. Where it is not possible to obtain one sufficiently lar,'e for this purpose,
three or four medium-sized prints of the same picture may be placed around the
room so that each pupil may have a good view of one ; or one may be fastened up,
a day or two before the lesson, where every pupil wilT ''ave an opportunity for
stAdying it some time during the day, and each membir of the class should be
encouraged to discover all thi-.t can be found out about this picture by close

observation. A print that is >nnaller than seven by ten inches is not of much use
for this purpose.

A picture that has been studied should be left up afterwards for a few days,

in order that the pupils may enjoy it through the light that the lesson has brought
to bear upon it and also that their impressions concerning it may be deepened.

The method of teaching this subject, as demonstrated in the Manual, con-
centrates the attention on a single pictui and the artist who painted it. A
different method, by which several pictures that deal with the same fubject tro

studied together without being in any way connected with the artists who paintel
fliem, may be taken occasionally. This method is particularly adapted for use

with young pupils, who may be encouraged to bring pictures of children for study
at one time and pictoies of animals at another.
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In the ancceeding Formi, the pupiU learn to modify one cqlour with another,

nd in Form II, Senior Orade, and Forms III and IV they should be restricted to

the use of the three colours, red, yellow, and blue in their water-colour work from

nature and should be required to make from these all the colours they need. The

colour-box should' also contain black for use in Design and in the making of neutral

values. The following water-colours are recommended: for the red cake, - crimson

lake, or alizarine ; for the blue, ultramarine ; for the yellow, gamboge ; for the black,

charcoal gray. A number of satisfactory three-colour boxes are on the market,

supplied with cakes of colour which produce similar results although they are

called by different names. The teacher should test the paints in a colour-box before

Yecommending it to his class.

It will be found that the work done with a three-colour box ia less hard and

crude than that which results from the use of a six-colour box; and even when

pupils are not able to produce the exact colour that they require, the effort to do so

teaches them to analyse and compare colours and develops a habit of thoughtful

work which is most desirable. When pupils who have been thoroughly trained in

the use of a three-colour box in the elementary schools reach the high schools, the

range of colours permitted them may be enlarged.

Colour is considered in the Manual through Its three properties—Hue, Value,

and Intensity.

In describing a colour, we may s|wak of it as hmI or blue, or blue-green or

violet, etc., and this property by which we distinguish one colour from another is

called hue.

We may say also (hat s colour is light or dark, and this property by which we

measure the distance of a colour ir?n\ white or black is called its value.

The third property, intetuiti), is under consideration when we speak of a

colour as bright or dull. If we can imagine a colour gradually losing all its hue

without becoming lighter or darker, until nothing remains but a gray tone, we

imagine it as passing from full brilliance to neutrality ; and if we represented the

stages through which it would pass, we would be scaling it from full intensity to nu

intensity. This third property is sometimes called Chroma. Elementary Schoiil

pupils are expected to make scales of hue, value, and intensity. Time spent in

working over and over at these scales to produce accurate results would not be

profitably spent, as their chief efficacy lies in the face that the conscientious effort

to make a scale gives the pupil the power to analyse a given colour and tell what

muit be done to produce it. It also helps him to discover where he has made
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mirtake. in trying to match colours and what muat be done to correct niich
ni intakes.

It is through the study of these properties of colour that the pupil is led to
understand what is meant by colour harmonies and to endeavour to produce them
111 the different colour schemes he chooaei for use in Design.

DESIGN

Design in the broad sense of the term may he said to be the expression of a
thought or plan by drawing or in some tangible material. We may have Pictorial
Design, which is involved in Representation and Illustration; Constructive Design
which deals with the form and proportion of things, such as furniture, machinery'

]

and buildings of all kinds, as well as with the simple problems carried out in the
Manual Training classes; and Decorative Design, which has for its ultimate aim
the enriching of things made for some purpose apart from the decoration. It is
with Decorative Design that we are chiefly concerned here, although it must be

I

understood that the same laws govern all good design whether pictorial, con-
I

structive, or decorative.

I .u ^f?
**** standpoint of decoration or ornament, we may think of Design as

the orderly arrangement of lines or shapes and spaces, expressed in neutral tones or
I in colour. It should have for its highest intention the effort to produce beautv
lit IS only through obedience to the laws that produce order that we may hope to
lachieve beauty. There are many different principles which must be observed tobring about beauty in ornament; for example, unity, variety, contrast, repose
subordination restraint It will be found that these are included under the 5^

I

great laws of Balance, Rhythm, and Harmony.

I .,

^'»;"'*.°"'y •» »id to be produced in a design when no part of it attractslundue attention *o itself on account of its size, shape, position, or colour.

I 1 *^*'f*'"° f'^ ^ "'^ *° •* P"^»**^ *'•«" '" *•« P»rts of a design are so

Obt tk /"l":.**'^*
*" '^' '' '^ """"^'y *"<' '«~»'''y fr<"" one part toanother throughout the design.

i„ J!'™°"^
"*'"' """•'* '"''^' " »«»'^- 0"'y *"" things which have

Imi ^"fltt^nr" ""' *: ""' *° '"'""°""- '^° «^''" >»"»<»'?•

»

^^^must be fitted to the purpoie for which it is intended.
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the preparing of p™,e«,io„., de.ig„e« that the Lt C u« 'h I .ff^tndurtruU world, although the eierci«» in Design will no do^t he the ,^. „fmfluenc,,^ tho« bertfltted .or the work to Uke it up Uter, profe^onaUy

mJ.!^ ?°T .'" *° " "• ""'"^^ *•»' the .ttention of . Form I cIm, i,

bv tJIwiT" t Tf! *T ' ;'"" *"'"' '" *'''™ " '^'««»- •"'1 th^ l-'P givenby the te«,her ,ho.,ld be le.« direct and more »ugge«tive. The ,ide or top view of

all^ver pattern. Geometric and other 8h«pe« may ,I«, be u«d. In Form IIJunior Grade, inch measurement, .hould be u«d to prepare a plan to enanre'

."fraldb ir*"!."""'
''°' " ^""^ "• *""' «rJe. measurement, in to*

through the determining of the size of unit best fitted to occupy the space prepared

In Form III, Junior Grade, two constructive plan, new to the pupil are added

may be exhibited in the reUtion of a number of ,p«», to each other. ..developed,and way. ,n which the knowledge gained in the lesson, in Design ma; be madeC
of out of school are brought to the pupil's notice. In Form III. Senior Grade, the

r^onstructod so that it may be u«d with good eifect alone, or in a border or an
all-over pattern. The pupil, in thi. Form are also expected to be able to modify a
unit «, that It will flt any given one of the constructive plan, that are to be uaed
in Form III. The consideration of the rhythmic reUtion of space, is continued,
and problem, in Design that interest the pupil through home or perwn are dis-
cu«ed m this Form and studied more fully in the succeeding Forms. In Form
IV, a clearer undemtanding of Balance, Bhythm, and Harmony i. eatabliriied. In
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mueiU^ till .t i. «tu™t«J ud then u»d. while it i. rtiU d«,p, for dr.wi„B th^
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3. Securing of the material, that will be required for demonitration
4. Preparation of the materials that will be required by the claw
6. Placing of the specimens or models.

podtio. «d th. «kM -.owten*! by the pupil, previous to tho demoutnittan by the Lclier.

Approximate Timt;

HSTHOO

2 to 6 min.

1 to 6 min.

2 min.

S to 10 min.

S min.

6 to 10 min.

2 min.

i min.

1. A rapid demonstration by the teacher of the method and
order of attack, while the class observes.

2. The distribution of materials.

3. The study of the particular object or specimen by each
pupil, while the general order to be followed is obtained
from the class by questioning.

4. The class begins the work, while the teacher passes quietly
around noting every important mistake that is being
made.

5. The class sfoiw work, and each drawing is held oiT and com-
pared with the model, while the teacher mentions the
mistakes he has observed and asks those who have made
these errors to raise their hands. The drawing of, any
pupil who does not recognize his misUke should be
brought forward so that he may see it beside the model,
with which he may then compare it at a better distance.

6. The pupils correct the drawings where it is possible or begin
a fresh drawing on the other side of the paper.

7. The drawings approved of for effort or degree of progress.
8. The best drawings brought forward to show the claaa.

Attention called to merits, such as good placing, tmth
of shape, colour, growth, etc., as the case may be.

9. When time permits and interest is still fresh, another sketch
may be made.
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CHAPTER II

FORM I, JUNIOR GRADE

ILLUSTRATIVE DRAWING

BEAT EXEBOIBE FOB OEVELOPUENT OF BELF-EXPBESSION

In Form 1, Junior Grade, the new pupils may !» allowed certain periods in the
eats during the day in which to make pictures telling stories. These should not
be criticised, but each pupil should be able to tell the teacher what his pictures
mean, and he should be given credit for them unless they consist of aimless marks.

At this point a great deal of help may be given the pupil, without destroying
his individuality. A few strokes may make his indefinite figures take shape and, aa
he is not critical, no teacher fearing his own inability need hesitate to help.

Pictures on cards or around the room or sketches on the black-board will give
the pupil terms with which to express himself; but to set him copj-ing a picture
limits, rather than develops, his power of expression.

Let us suppose that the story he is telling calls for trees. He has not yet
thought of a tree, excepting as a pole with cross-beams upon which apples or other
fruits hang. The relation of each part to the whole has not troubled him ; therefore
his drawing bears little resemblance to a tree. He will, however, recognise the
photograph or picture of a tree and will admit that it is more like a tree than his
drawing is ; his struggle to express things as they appear has begun.

BCITABLE SUBJECTS FOB ILLUBTaATTVE DBAWIMO

The illustrative, or imaginative, drawing in class in Form I may be begun with
short sentences expressing action, such as:

Mary poshed the chair across the floor.

Sam ran across the room.

The cat jumped to catch the mouse.

Afterwards short stories within the pupil's experience may be given, as

:

The baby was so ill that mother called to Robbie to ran quickly for the
doctor.

4«
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Whilo the pnnil* are working, go about among them quietly, making mental

noten of their miatakps. In from three to five minuten, no longer, have them sit

hack with their clrawingit held at arm'* length where they van study them, while

. you ask questions relating to the mistakes that you have olwerved, such as: " How
many havo drawn Mary too small for the chair? Too large? With her feet so

high that she appears to lie in the air? How many have tlie lower ends of the

chair legs higher than Mary's feet, ao that she appears to be holding it up?"
Watch to see that those who have made these mistakes Uisi'over their faults. If the

class finds jt difficult to get the action, dramatize the sentence. Call a little girl

forward as far as possible from the class, so that all can see her, and have her push

a chair across the room. If necessary, let those in the back seats stand or move
quietly forward to a place from which they can see.

As the little girl pushes the chair, call attention to the relative position of

feet, hands, knees, head, cUmws, hming the pupils note particuUrly the points

where mistakes were made in their first attempt.

Let the pupils close their eyes again and call up the mental picture, then turn

their drawings over and try again on the other side of the paper, or complete the

first drawing if it can be corrected.

Send the pupils with good drawings to the front, so that those in the seats

may compare their pictures with ones that tell the story better. Let *he class choose

the one which tells the story best.

The dramatic element is the thing of vital importance in illustration ; and an
illustrative drawing in which this dramatic element is present, even though the

figures are but poorly drawn, may be much better than one with figures well drawn,
which is lacking in this vital element. The teacher should do little if any criticising

of the drawings in Forin I. His purpose should be to direct the attent'on of the

pupils to those things which he judges by the mistakes in their drawings have

been overlooked and to lead them to discover for themselves where their drawings
are faulty, in order that their future efforts may show improvement.

QAXES AND SPORTS

Among the many gomes and sflprts that may lie taken with pupils in Form I,

Junior Grade, are hide-and-seek, football, hockey, building a snow man or a Teddy
bear or a snow fort, snowballing, skipping, sliding, and skating.

Certain games and sports seem to be popular in some localities and almost
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In all illiutntive work the teacher muit endeavour to get the pupil's point at

view. He may find in the abeurd picture* a fount of amuaement to be inwardly

enjoyed, but the pupil's thought is not absurd, and to depreciate or make fun of his

effort may result in the stunting of his development and will most certainly destroy

spontaneity.

When pupils are to have an outing or are to he given the opportunity of seeing

a circus procession or a parade of any kind, they should know beforehand that they

will be allowed to make pictures describing what they have seen, when they return

to the class-room.

NURSERY KHYUKH

A list of nursery rhymes suitable for illustration is given in the teit for

Form I, Senior Grade.

REPHESENTATION

PLANT STUDY

Pupils in Form 1, under the guidance of the teacher, should be able to make
creditable pictures of the flowers mentioned in the General Introduction. It is

not always necessary for the teacher to draw the specimen before the class, but he

must use the chalk frequently to show the method, never permitting his class to

(wpy his work, but constantly calling attention to direction of stem, differences in

shape, and position of masses. He must impress upon his pupils that they must
look carefully to see where each part is and, after having drawn any part, they

should compare with the plant to see if it has been correctly placed.

DBAWIKQ OF A 8PBAT OF OBASS IS 0OLO17B

(Time, twenty to thirty minntee)

materials

For the Teachsi :

Coloured chalH, a spray of grass piittaed up at the front against a light back-

ground where all can see it, and a large piece of drawing paper fastened to the

black-hoard with a drop of mucilage or a gummed label.

Fo» THE FroiLg;

On each desk a box of coloured crayons, two shestx of S* by 9' paper, and a

rimen of grass. The latter may be laid upon the sheet of paper m tiie desk t»
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.. drawn where each blade ifr T" """*• ^'^ « '»"

""t; then each hl«le STV '"*""•"««* ^^e right
'"dening toward the middTe^nd^a.L'^ '"*'' '""' '"ke..

"«« the ^™ look sT "^ "'' *" ''«
'"""P point,

.bove^d helow™ iThldt?"'^
"•""^'' "' »''* ''^en it

«* ^o'T'^rLrMradiTwrht"
"r '^ - '•""«" '•-

"ttle brown along the «de of the

tl
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After «u.h rtep the p.p„ j, h^y
"

i™ IT'J.
"""""'y- "ithont e«rt„„'

~lo«« te,.^,. (One te,t «heet Z" '^ ?'
7"*' *"«' t"-"" .„^,Jh.v. hjd fme .„ «.,,h. ,,„ ,„^^ ^^ a™ SeJ' *:: 7 ""^ "*»"«•) When 11

."Motion, on p.«e 8, .„ byTr' ;:i'"''
""• -«"«*»»»* fo, .S.^J

SDooagnoira

BK^TKD xxxaoisn

SPIDEBWOBT ,N OOLODBH, CBAYOW
^^ f"«• '»«>«y to thirty miantei)

Ant
^ ge*. SMh pnpji to fn>i ._j

'''^**i :'£
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8PII)KHtt(.HTJ.VtoU)l'H
f"» THt Pcriu: *'

^KTHOO

Pl«« jrour p.pe, the w.y the Z^l u
«"" " '''"'"«' <" direction »

whupored line, to show hn- .fc J ^™' *'" *' ™ it best PiJ

It look riirht' u.t. ^ ^^*™*'*<> Womom? Wh«* rf~„ .
™ '"'"*
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BuUng it Ann and itnmg. One* more, hold jronr drawing off and oompan it

with tbt apray. Have jrou made a truthful picture? Letter or write your namr

neatly in the lower right-hand comer of the paper. Bach row of pupili will

now coma forward in torn and hold up the drawinga, k that we may pick

out the beiit and put them up for a day or two where all may itudy them."

RKLATKD KXKRClaKII

Expreia flowera of the aeaeon in different mediunu. ThoM having very char-

aeteriitic shape* ; for example, golden-rod, wild aater, and harebell, in the Fall, and

tulip, iris, and daffodil, in the Spring, may he rendered succetufully with charcoal

or black crayon.

Flowers such as the salvia and garden aster depend for their beauty largely

upon their vivid colouring. Huch flowers should always be in colour. The pupils

of Form I should be allowed to use colour very freely.

T8EE8 AND LANDSCAPES

For help in the drawing of trees and landscapes, which may be necessary in

Illustrative Drawing, the teacher is advised tn consult the lessons for Form I,

Senior Orade.

DBAWINO FBOlf TOYS

(Teddj h««r, from meinorj)

AIM

To get the pupil to se<> form and to express it as he see* it

MATRIIIALg

For thk Trachkh:

A brown Teddy bear and a piece of white chalk.

For thk Pupils:

A sheet of drawing paper and brown chalk, or charcoal, on each desk.

jtrrHOD

The teacher, holding the toy in one hand, steiM to the black-hoard and, with

the side of a short piece of chalk, rapidly shapes out a mass drawing of the Teddy

hear; then turning to the class he says; " Of what have I made a picture?" The



I)RA\VIN() PBOM TOYS

elcd, for • Bonwnt or two, for I Zll"" "

h. . 'J'^
""*"* '^•''•' him very.

'nan pl»ce to dI.» . J. ..
"' '*'*''*' "»»"

which he hold, the be.r P». 7 ' """'" " '"

The p»pii« then'z,;;";;.; .7: '"
'-^'^'-'r"

««- m.kfnff . p,etu« of th.- Car o , «„ T
^"^ "'"^

make . fine biir Tl J^
""''''" *''*y P"««»d to

-h«e the'io^Vr*: 'rZi,"' I-'"- ^^^^ "«•«

made migtakei
"iwover where they have

hert drawin«, ,7 fhw T' ^ ""^ «™nging of the

not ha. r.pt*l™™;L"ioL" «flT *°""
minutes. """^ *'*««" *<> hrenty

"- aj:5ro„\?o£?:M?ofTe :';r^'::Sn'^»'
"""• ** p-p*'- --k.

P«P". correcting the mistateg made in their

D«AWINO IMIf TOTS—
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fir«t attempt; or they ni»y study the

bear in a new poaition and afitain make
drawings from memory.

Drawings from memory after care-

ful study (except in the case of plants)

are usually better than those made from
the model, but exercise should lie given

occasionally in drawing from the model.

DRAWINO FROU THK MODKL

Following a lesson of this sort

where the object is drawn from memory,
111! another day three or four objects of

the same kind may !«• placed so that

p«ch pupil 1ias n good view of one, and
drawings may be made from these, after

the shape and the relation of the dif-

ferent parts have been noted by the

pupils under the direction of the teacher.

IWAWINO icon TOTS



CHAITKH Ml

COLOUR

Coloured chalks will l«. , ,

' **

n-pilarly. " ""•* "" "oarlv of „ ,i,,, „,
^'"' '" '<W'«ary.

Their fi„t ho H
''^™ *'"''" »' ""

'orminK t^I^^ '^ ™ '"" •*"?« Thin i, «,™ "J '""""f P"?-^ i« then
*""' ""P» "•'h with a middled™ ""^ "" ""'''"<' "«"*,
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Along the crean in one of these strips the little aquarea are arranged, the

pupils moving them along until they look well and are evenly spaced. A great

variety of borders may be made by different groupings, spacings, and positions of

the squares. Oblongs and triangles may be made from the small squares by

creasing and separating and may then be used similarly. Wooden shoe-pegs or

small sticks, and such seeds as those of the pumpkin, nquash, watermelon, or

citron are useful for the same porpose.

i r >

fl-P^-^-H-B

While the class is at work, the teacher should go about among his pupils, appre-

ciating what is good and making suggestions where improvement is needed. Each

popil should draw with a coloured crayon the best border he has been able to

arrange, as soon as it has been approved of by the teacher.

When a few good borders have been made, a problem in construction calling

for thr application of a border should be given.



APPLIED DESIGN

Bosoeas

APPLIED DESMN
TOWEL WITH BOBDI:r

Materials

'' W'H' « suitable border.

For the. to. 1,
••''TERIALS

P"Per. « pair
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Vv.

*¥¥

front of the cUsh,

P^^^^

The teacher

ilirectioiis and iUiiiitrates what is to he done by doing

it with his own sheet of paper.

The drawing paper i» laid on each desk tlie Ion;;

way across and folded to make four long strips of

equal size. The outside fold is well creased and then

carefully separated, leaving the sheet of drawing

paper three strips wide. This is now plai-ed on tlu'

desk the long way up and down, the near edge Ik

folded to meet the back edge, opene<l out again, anil

the bottom and top edges in turn folded to meet the

middle crease. When the paper ia opened out once

more, the creases are found to form twelve oblongs.

The row of three oblongs at each end is required for

the border and fringe of the towel. About two thirds

of the length of the space should he taken for fringe

and one third for border, or vice versa. The strip that

came oft the side may be used as a measurer, as its

width is two thirds of this space.

The towel is now ready to have the border applied. Only one colour, red or

blue, is used for this. The border space may be edged on both sides with a line

of colour; between these two lines each pupil arranges a coloured border similar

to one he has already made. The fringe is cut to the coloured line, and the towel

is completed, producing a result

similar to the illustration.

If another strip is removed

from the sheet of drawing

paper, the proportions are suit-

able for a sideboard searf or a

table riner. for either of which

the same sort nf decoration is

appropriate.

Where the primary ro<^ is

fortunate enough to poss»f a

dolls' house, theae problems may

pVw#
.imtro iMjiii—CTntiBTMAs wnoKLrt



P«Per. Linen, «.„„,, ,.„

"oths hanpnjfs for doorways l-,|

»-hich ^r;. T' '"'"''' '^h
will stand wnshin" Tf

Other thing, that may be''"^rated and different plan for-anpin^ decorative Xto .t
ran'dT""'"*"'*'°''"-th"

Foci's!!" n*™« ^^^" -itf.™ '• ^"O'- Orade lemons.

•»U.-0VEI1 PATTEItXs

:»;.'.-;;••'""=

than the flyerasp Form T t

ALL-OVBR PATTERNS
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When the 6" by 6' iquam are in

readioeaa, each pupil should fold and

creane his n as to make sixteen equal

HquareH, to help him to space evenly the

unit that is to be repeated.

Tlie unit may be chosen for the

class by the teacher, or each pupil may

choose his own from a number of suit-

nble ones suggested by the class and

drawn on the board by the teacher.

.\ny of the units already used for hor-

ders would be suitable. Others that

could be drawn in this class arc a round

dot. a ring, a lilac leaf, n hud. or other

simple form suggested by the pupils.

For special purposes, such as the Knster

constructivp work, nnits appropriate to

the season bnt not too difficult in shape

for the class should be selected.

Any one colour, or any one colour

and black, should be used in the colouring of these patterns, so as to allow the

pupils a certain amount of individual choice, while using sufficient restraint to

prevent their making ugly combinations of colour.



CHAPTER IV

FOBM J. SKNJOB GBADE

^^ « WKe a more practical form. Por

* OAUE OP UOC«Y—BY . .„

«3
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1„ ....mher work the iiukiiiit ot picture, in tlii« wny m.y be ro»d* t»J'<"'^^

t'^SfrJtl
"

gUnc. whether or not the f.cU he h« fught h.v. b«,n

"""?«iU «e «.u.lly ver, uh intere.te<l in making picture, to illu.tr.te

„„J^ rhS- ^»e method -i -king th. illurtration of . nur^ry rhyme w.th .

Form 1 claw i» suggested her.

UTTLE MISS Itni-FET

The t««=her ««U a little girl on a bench or Uble in one of *e fro^"'^';

0, the room. «, that the whole cla« may - fer
s.tt.ng on a '"'^

^J^ 7^^'^^
Pile of book*-«.mething which will reprewnt the tuflet .

She hold« a bow on

hlr ImeTTnTIip- a spoon in this, carrying it to her lip. a. though -he -e" «^"^

^e pupillwatoh'Thi. tableau for a while and are then allowed to tell whom

they think the little girl repreeent.. ,_ -u- *h» t>1u» where
Vi. quertion being settled, they are encouraged to

^"""'TJ'; ^^J^,
they like tJeat the howl of bread and milk or piece of bread and ^^^"'^'^^^
gil them after «hool, «.d .0 wggeetions are m«le a. to L.ttle M.s. Muffef.

""•"SrZ^then Uken down from the bench or Uble and. after *.

W v«L is related for them, the pupils close their eye. and th.nk of the un-

rp.::::^'Lr5L Mu.et «ting^way busay at her^urd. w.th h^ ,p>der

dan^nrabove her. A. soon as they imagine they can sec her. they open tneir

tJZ Zl ti^r picture, on one side of the drawing m». "-« *»-»• "

""'iCrthe le.«.n the teacher *ould have the pupil, correct their drawing,

after th. plan given in the le«on in Form I, Junior Orade._^

Wl»n thev have had time to make their picture, from the first ver«!, w

At the end of the le«on the hert picture, are put up at the f~nt, M> tn«i

the whole elu. may he helped and inspired by them.

LOT OF HCmraBT 1.HT.E. .tnTABLB «m ILLmWlUTIOK ^^ l^
Uttle Bo Peep; Sing a 8ong of Si^«J«~k..-bTe B^y.^y^^e «

iiim^i Ding Dong BeU; Old King Cole; HuA^-bye Baby on the Tt« Top,



NUHSKUY UHVMKS AND STOKIKS

M«if.t; Little J.ck Ho^' jJil xlr' p
*"' * '""* '"""^^ I^'"« ««-

wm ::Si:ZiXltS '-•'«^- •'"^- '•'->^ -d otW tone,

<i^^^^ir:L^r:rrChi;/ "'-t'^'*"" »' -»«''-. .-
n«d to the cU«.

™«"'"'°-' of the children. Stories should be told, not

n-mX^'VC^hC'iXL^lT^^^^ 'y -^^ Hoxie;

«. Ooorf CAi/d, ,„„. "Molher Stofier:?\;Mr:ri H 'L
""*• ''*"'* ^''

8II.VEBLOCK8 AND THE THBEE BEABS

AW
To develop th. pupiV in,.,i„.tio„ .„d ,»wer „, e„.re«lo„.

MATKIII.ILS

pupiA tL!
'" "" "•' " ^""""« '""- •""" -'—> -r -loured on.,.,. «„ each

KETROD

or ™t',rrordir,rT:i;;^^-^"
'^i-

»- «». p„viou.,, o..
Form I. J„„i„, (j„d, lej,; N™ V

be.r, ..m.lar to that given ,™„ng the
"f Sar„U,rt> an, ,*, T^ 'b™^";: Sw" ^'""k!""

"*" "" *"'« *'«'"°'v

-d the ..,, .tuation, in .hIJ^K STe::e,"/
*'"' "*""*• "^ "-"
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The pupib clow their ejm to Me which of the num; Mencf in the itorjr the;

•ee molt diitinctly; then, opening their eyec, eeeh prooeedi to depict the MOie

which ii moat vivid to him.

Ai they woric, the teecher paweii round, noting any miitakea that are being

iiiede. He then itepii to the front end ulu all to clo« their eyee while he calli

attention to thew miatakn, perhapi in lome euch way a< thi> :
" SiWerloclu wae a

very little girl, and the treei in the wood were tall treea. How high up againit

the treen would her head come? You will remember that the bean" house wa«

two (toriea high, how big would little Silverloclu look beaide it?" The pupila then

open their eyw and look at their drawinga a« the teacher aaka: " How many have

made Silverlorka too tall and the treea and houie too amall?" The pupila diacover

their mintakea and, where poaaible, correct them. When they And the paper too

mnall to expreaa thinK* in proper proportion, they may be ahown picturea where

only a part of the houae appear* and where the upper part of the treea ia cut off

by the top of the picture. The pulling down of a window ahade will help them

to lealiie that we do aee treea and houaei occaaionally in thia way.

The beat drawinga may be collected and put up at the front. A good ezerdie

in judgment would be to have the pupila chooae the picture they conaider beat,

giving their reaaona for thia deciaion.

t:V
RKPHKSKNT.\TION

UBAWINO FKOM FL0WEB8

OBUinnt IH nown-POT—
»T A rORM I FCnii

The leaaona given in Foi^m 1, <lunior (Jrade. on the

drawing of graaaea and flowera are equally auitable for

Form I, Senior Orade. Aa in Illuatrative Drawing,

better work ia to be expected from the aeniur pupila.

Maiy of the miatakea made by very young pupila are

dn« to lack of muacular control but, aa each effort made

1.1 draw aomething well helpa to overcome thia trouble,

there ahould be a marked difference between the draw-

inga made at the beginning and thoae made at the end

of the ilrat year at school. In Form I, Senior Orade,

apecial attention ahould be paid to direction, relative

position, aixe, and ahape of i
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DAFFODIL iN COLOUR
67

.unflflf n°if"*"'
'" "*"'*"« '" *'"' ^P^'-K ""' '"'iP^ •"•d daffodiU, while thesunflower. Cahforn.a poppy, and salvia in ,he Autumn make delightful ;tud^r

DAFFODIL I.V CX)LOtJB

AUC

coJ:/^^,S:-— --^-^ -"• - --. -Pe. and

For the Teach eh:

Coloured chalks.

FoH THE Pupils-

^^^ConsuU the General I„tr.„.ionWZ:^Z2^2 'Z^/^
HETHOO

tion.?;trfl""i7'r:rttT^' "r ^"^ ^'-^ *" ^'«-"' »-'
first. In the side .iew one of the n!T" ' " "'"""' ^'""•'" "^ »''^""'«»

teacher selects the yZ:.°L^:!: CI'Z."^:; I^^T T" TL
''"'

shorter and broader than tho,P «„ „ T j '^ "^- " """' •* ™»de
drawing it and is, rr^Lt,:,rL^^^^^^^^^

e.ends toward the person

it are drawn next, then, with a deener Xt L,
'^"''' °" "'* "'''« °'

the cup with its c inkly e^l is drr. '"'"'"'^ " J'^'"'»'-<'™''ge crayon-

behind the cup, therlre afded 711^ '"
"T' T' " P**"' >'"""« P^P f™"

petals. In a Lnt Tie, of the flow! t
" *"'

T'^'
°' «™™ *''"' ^''- '" *he

in radiating from it. ThrL orw , Iff
?" " ''''"™ "''*' "'"' •" P^*«'' ?"«

few minut^.
'"'" ''•""^"* P""'*'™' "'"y '« roughly shown in a

eentste'fl?^! rhe'^s U '^S ll^^^^r k ^l
''' ""'*'-''•' •««' ^P™"

=^:e^;^r^.rt9^^--.
. though it z:^:::z^;:t:^:iz:zt^r ^:

2ti5'
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flower is put in next and, tapering from the petaU, the strong green part that

peeps from the sheath; then the sheath is made with faint brown ttrokes tinged

with green, and iK-rhaps n little pink in added at the edges. Next, after the

attention of the da«8 has been called to the fact that the green leaves grow up

beside the stem, not out of it, a long line is drawn for each leaf, to show the

direction in which it bends. Long, green strokes are added to the direction line

of each leaf till it is made the right width and shape, and a little blue is add'^d to

it and to one side of the stem.

As the pupils work, if their drawings are to be truthful, they must hold them

off again and again in such a position that each can compare his drawing with the

particular daffodil which he is representing, to see if he is making as true a like-

ness as possible.

The best drawings should be collected and placed at the front, the pupils

themselves deciding which is the very best likeness.

TBEE8

When trees are in full foliage, the shape of the mass is clearly defined, and

they are- much more easily represented than at any other time. ' For this i«aaon

September is a particularly good month in which to begin the study of trees.

THE POFLAB TREE IN CHABCOAL

AiM

To teach the class to observe and represent the growth and general shape of

the poplar tree as seen in Summer.

PREPARATION

In drawing from flowers or objects, the specimens or models, excepting in

rare instances, are brought into the school-room. This cannot be done with trees

;

therefore unless it is convenient to take the class where they can study the tree

from a suitable distance, some special preparation is needed. This may consist of

a short talk with the class n day or two before they are to draw the tree, in which

the characteristic shape and growth of different trees are discussed in a very simple

way. The pupils' attention may be 4rawn to the level branches of the pine and the

disposition of its masses of foliage in clumps; to the umbrella-shaped top of the



fOPLAfi TilEE IN CHARCOAL

-.mpared with its width ^ "" P"P'" "^

n.a>na.,.etri. "
vitir" '" "'"""' """ '"^ P"?""

i» the tree th^' t"r T"" "''^' "'"^ •'"°'' ^-^h

ture, o/Tri f Photographs or other pic-

.-hereireZw'^tCr;" rr'""*'-"
«'"•

<«ke the place otZ' T °"""'" P'''"™ q"'*"

-7»pMtitthStc\r:i^ri'."''"'

-r«:rarai!^i--f™«"^^^^^^^
celled to7h«r„t „T^- ""/ *''' ""P"" o"' """•

"fcy or whatever is ^1,",^* tT
" "''"P* ^'^'"'^ *•«

to have them Lk a^ k
" ^"'"^ ""^ " >"^ P'«"

'-™S :£ ih" t:::Krt "r
'"^"* ^"--^ '--

« clear ima„ of itW "'*' "''"P' '^ "' *" h"-"

f-*o.,k:K7,—.'^

*" """ "• ""-

' "^^

Stiff; *""' «""'»"^ -•* the

2 T),. •!f^'''*'"'"PP<'f P«rtofthetree

t^tlfh'rr™"'''^'^''"
3 T»,

^' '"^'"'' the upper part.

i^ '"''""'thebranch^^.'^
* The ahape of the whole ma« of foliage.

,, ,
MATERIALS

Th -1
MKTHOD

<t»

TOl-l-Aa TREE—BV A TOEM J

POPIL
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they intend to make it, for the tree mu»t be well placed and an large m it can be

made without having the appearance of being crowded on the paper.

They may then be awked to close their cyen a moment and try to nee the

tree, after which they should begin to draw it, comparing the drawing from time

to time with the image in their minds by closing their eyes to think about it, then

correcting any place in which the drawing is not like the picture in the mind of

each.

As they work, the teacher should go alioiit noting mistakes, so that the atten-

tion of the claw as a whole may Iw called to these. In order that each pupil may

he led to detect and correct his own errors, thv" drawings should In- held at arm's

length, so that they may be oonipnre<l with the mental image and, as each mistake

is mentioned, the pupil should look to see if he has made that mistake and. in ciwc

he has, he should at once correct it.

A« indicated in previous lessons, the best drawings should he exhibited at the

front and, when too much time has not already been used for the lesson, the judg-

ment of the class should be cultivated by allowing the pupils to choose from among

the good drawings the one which most resembles the real tree.

THE POPU^B TBEE IS COLOUK

(Summer appearance)

AIM

To teach the class to observe and represent the growth, colour, and general

appearance o^ the poplar tree in Summer.

materials

For the Teacher:

Coloured chalks.

For the PrpiLs

:

Coloured crayons and a sheet of drawing paper on each desk.

As a preparation for this leRson, the pupils might he allowed to take home

their drawings from the previous lesson, so as to have an opportunity of comparing

them with the real tree at a proper distance. They should also be urged to pay

special attention this time' to the colour of the foliage, so as to be able to make a

true picture of the tree in colour.

Lx^-~.-.
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liANDSCAPE DKAWINO
71

MCTHOU

the '-^*Stt"'"r2j':,::tis.!:r r rrir'"
"-^ "^«-' <"

the uppcT part of the tree «houl<l Ik. .„d Iw h . ^^
""'''' "* """''• '^""^ "'de

the crajo,., „„.„.,„ ,„ „,,,_ ,„ i ,;„;"'J,7;^f
;"" trunk. E,perin,e„,/„ith

where to begin ,o represent the foliage Tl, !
""'.''™P<'' "'»" «"<1 h,.w and

LANDSCAPE DBAWINO

-ting earth and .,y, the^l^f/ Vi^ir''^' """^ ''"^""'" •" -"-
P.rst lessona in landscape drawinrr^rt

*"""'"'" """'«'"'« help,
different way from any les'^, hi f k

'"™°*'"'^ ^ *"""«J '" q" te a
intended chiefly to makl thTp:pi,*'':L'rr

t e"a"ntl''™
"" "'"'""'• ^'''>- -"

'" «'::'"" "> the sky, and alj to Ir them howT"' "'u'"'
""'' *•"- «'^">

^"en an^^^r: S^Sr^^' jj ^iSt^^-- '^^ «-- has
flowers. *"'"?• " delightful, details of paths, grass, and

o-r;;:;:;^h etikr^irt^:^ '"^"
r"

-^ » ^- --^ »• «^- of
o; the paper for the sky. and p«E in a lineTrrr''

'"*"• ''"^'"^ *'<' «>•-"•

observant member of the class to th7fact tW rll
"" ''**'"*''™ "' *'"' '^-t

no float in the sky. Fortunate is the telcb r 7 ''""'.'"'* "' **"" *"'*'' «"<» i"
distant woods from the .chool mlJ • ? ''"' '"''" '** '"'« '^ observe the
-ow.overed earth against tt;;"„^"S"^^^^^^ '"« -ooth line of tt
-een against the pale wintry ,kv

'™"' *^' '^''"''=- t"P« of which are

-Hets for Christmas. It i^ :^' o^rSX"' '''"*\"- -'-"- -ify nopelesR landscape in which a small com-
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pcitioD cnnot be found which will Ick well when cut out. edged with . Hr„..myo,, |,„.. and counted on . .uiubk background

on. o?Ih"«"" '"f!'"'
"'"^* "' ""'"'K I'OP'T or paper „r « lu..vi,.r weight, withon. 0/ thMe .01.11 U„d«c.pe. mounted on the oufide of e«;h «,d , ChruZ^

dtUght. him to tiJce home ,nd present to hi, p,rent. ., hi« own work.

WINTEB SUNSET LANDSCAPE WTTH COLOURED CRAYONS

MATERMLN

For e.ch pupil, a box of colounvl .rajon, and a ,heet of drawing paper.A, a preparafon for ,uch a lca«,n there «hould ho careful ob^rvat^n of the

a" r«,nie: ""''™ "' '"' "' "" "'''^"™""' •' ">" -ow-^venKltrth

VRHOD

iuat ^ft^r'the"""* h'T'""
"'"' "'" ''"" "»•"""« *'>e appearance of the ,kyjuat after the .un ha, di«ip,*.red, the teacher, holding a «heet of drawing paperwith one hand agani,! the black-board where all can «^ it, draw, a bliecZnline dividing the ,,a,H.r into two «p«ce,_all above the lirte for ,l:v. all Zll7Z-now^vered earth. He al«, -how, the cla«. by chalk line, on the b«d tl^th,. hne migh bo made to repre^nt level land, a hilWde, or rolling c;;unr

rou,h^\Ti"
' "'-^i' P-P*^^ 'he long way acro«. „„ their de,k, with therough right Hide up. and each, electing the blue crayon, draw, fie line which wiU

Zr • ""*
;

'"""'' "" P'"' • '"'"' •''"^ ""« «•"»-- 'he top ed^ of theupper ,pace. .\ faint yellow tone i, blended into the blue: next, a fainToLge

both the yellow and the blue above. Lastly, the rei cravon i, put on in "the ™^e
iTrLt .'' "r"-"'

*•"" """'" "'"""'•^ "PP"*^ «"" -J-P^-nK ino a f"w

iTirei " """" "' *'" ""' '""' ''"' """ ' ''"PP"^^ " "ave jurt

of o^'rbelf
™'°"

it "P.fT'
'' *•'* P^P"'- *** •""her show,, on a aheetof paper held againat the black-board, how thi, h done, and al«, that thecrayon mu,t be held very lightly and carried back and forth in a sttinj di,^!t.on acros, the paper to get ar. even tone. A. the pupils work, he mu.tTo
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pp -% ^'^txr:;zr;;--- n-..K ...J

». 1
be found ,h.t in v„. fewe^

i
™ ^ T":'

''"'"""""' "' "" --""-.
"thnr l«,«o„ outlined here the Z^,V ^'i ''' "'"" '"«" ">P'«1. In even

one or two le,«,n. in „,Mn, .«nJt I'^wTttl f.^ TT''- ^""''"'^ " •>«ve
""" y-ve^Kained «,„trol of the me^U

*''""* **"
'""''^''P*. '" •> the el«

<"itiv:,i:i:;TJ:.tt:ft,i::rj:"'""'- ••"' '-"" -0..^ .-.rd .„i„.t

.\MMAI. sTrnv

whool-room. '"'''^" "''"''' «"• ".ore freqnentiv made in the

''hJS:;e:tt'zr«T;"r' '™"'
r"

"'^"""'' -^

-<... n.«r::,rr^rrr,::.V'ai:;

been died, as there i, |e« likelihood then
-'"" -mTv-ar .,

rom,
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i>r itH iKing too frightened to aseumc a natural attitude when it is placed in position

(in the table at the front of the room. Suitable food should also be provided, and

the owner should stand dose to the model in such a position as not to obstruct the

view while the class is observing it. He should take his seat and draw with the

others after the animal has l>een studied.

Before the animal is brought into the school-room, the class should be warned

fhnt they m\ist sit very quietly while they watch the model, as laughter, noise, or

disordci of any kind is almost sure

to frighten an animaUinto takin;;

some crouching position not at all

suitable for drawing. -

As the owner feeds or plays

with the model, the teacher, stand-

ing at the back of the room, calls the

attention of the class to the different

poses it takes, urging the pupils to

note the shape of the head and how

it is placed in relation to the body,

the direction in which the tail

points or curves as the case may he,

the shape of the legs and their posi-

tion in relation to the body, the

shape of the feet and the way in

which they are joined to the legs.

When their attention has been

called to all the points they are

likely to overlook, the pupils are

asked to close their eyes, to discover

ANIHAL BTODT—BT TOhU I PUPILS

(Original in colour)

which attitude they can recall most vividly. They then open their eyes, the animal

is removed, and they proceed to draw it in the position that each remembers best,

using charcoal, or crayons.

A day or two afterwards, the same bird or animal should be drawn again

without the model; a story for illustration which would require the drawing of it

might be given advantageously.
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OBJECT DBAWINli

FROM UEUOIIY

Arranged on page 75 are mveral i>bject8 drawn from memory by Form 1

pupila. These drawings are very much reduced in size. When they were made, thi'

object in each case had been studied in the same way as in the lemon on the

Teddy bear in Form 1, Junior Orade.

FROU THE MODEL

After the Christmas holidays, young pupils are always anxious 'to show what

Santa Claus brought them and, as toys make most interesting models, each may be

allowed to bring his favourite toy. Where stands for these are not provided, the

toys may be arranged on tables or on the teacher's desk for those in the front seats.

and on boards placed across the aisles for the others, so that each pupil has a good

view of at least one. The boards should be placed fti every other aisle from desk

to desk, one at the front of the aisle and one half-way down. They should have a

cleat tacked under one edge to overcome the slant of the desks and provide a level

surface for the object to rest upon.

Before commencing his sketch, each pupil should decide how much space his

drawing will require and, as he draws, he should compare his drawing with the

toy to see if he is making a truthful representation of it. The toys on page •5ti

were drawn in this way with black crayons by Form I pupils.

Great delight is taken in this esercise if the toys are drawn with white chalk

and coloured crayons and the best ones cut out and pasted to a Christmas tree

which has Wn pinned np somewhere in the room. The Christmas tree is easily

made by folding a large piece of green paper in half and cutting both sides of the

tree at once. Teachers sometimes pin these pictured toys to a branch of real

evergreen tree, but the result is less incongruous when both tree and toys are cut

from paper.

PICTFRE STITOT

WOMAN CHUBNING—MILLET

The preparation for this lesson depends on the size of the reproduction avail-

able. In the present case we will suppose that a print T by 10* in size has been

put up where the pupils have had an opportunity to study it individually.
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Al hough he died before you were bl tio!,
•'"""'' •'^' *'""'V-- ""let.

,. ! ^^ ? '"" »'""• "« ''as born in ISuld J-
"/"' """ """'^ "«'?''' *>>"

'" """' ""d h"*- old wa, he when h! rfi
.,»"*'" '*^*- How long ««,

Pe.«.nt« day labourers we could »! then, The
.'^

i"""'
""" "'"•""• *-

Oruchy
,„ France and worked together in the fi^"^ t "' " ""'" P'«™ »"«^

Jean going to the fields with hi, parent . .
^^ ™" '""'P'"- *he little

•carrying a drink to them sometimes when^;
"'"""« *'"'-» ^'''^' "ying to help

»l»ade of a tree or a hedge when h"!! Zry
""" *'"' "•"' """"« ""'-P -«er thJ

a^-^^hTprii^rS^oT t^^^^^ --n on him. forng m the fields. When he was stm a bo! h/Jo ZTt ""P'"*^' «'<"»"'"?. -ork
the stove and with it draw, on the whitewlL " ^'"' " ^'^ "' <'''a'^l 'mmof trees and orchards and of peasantsat^J*"

"" "' «•>" «-ttage. pictu^
It IS not hard to fancy these friendTv „

7''^'''"e *° «"<! '">m the fields

-y to look at the sketehes'madrby he
' unf,

"" ""'"'"' °" *'«'- "omeward

'Zo "u'r"""«
a likeness ZILJZ''Z' ""T"' "* •"•' ^'"-n-

-. a- b. whent r;::.::::rz:s tr'- ^'--^ •» - «- -- «-
His long light hair f.ll i,^ i .

' ^ *** "^''t to Paris

oirr -"^ -^ ''°-^' tt:i^,T'''- -"' - ^0-*- "'»
of the wood«

.. Here is a print of his own nor .
•''™'' ™"'^ '"'» ' The man

«* what a kind face he had.
^'^""' P"'"*"! '')' him-^lf and we can

«. -^' ^-":::;;zzcv;;;:::Ltrri '- '^^~' "'e he knew

Z"T: *" "":'• "^"'••'»-». and hap";'!';']; :'"•'' ""•"•* 'or their families,
took a house with three «K,ms. .„d there ^th h ,

'' ^'' ^"" '« Barbizon
'-ry poor part of the time, b ,t happy oT "'* """ "«'« 'a-ily he lived
•»P^, kindly peasants at their worrind th^« TT "'"'"' '"' -"'" «*« theh.m fame were painted." '

""'' *''"'* »»"* "f the picture, that brought
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THE PICTUKB

"You have seen the title beneath this picture. What did Millet call it?

How many of you have seen a churn? Wa» it like this? In what way is this

different?"

In some such way the teacher proceeds to draw from the pupils all that they

have discovered in the picture. When their ideas coni'cminK it are exhausted, he

should question them somewhat after the following fashion

:

"How do we know that the artist wished us to look at the woman first?

Sometimes, in your pictures, you make the things the story is about, very small.

Is that what Millet did in this picture?

Is the woman tall or short ? By what in the picture can we measure her height ?

Did the artist wish us to think she was happy or unhappy in her work?"

Thus the teacher questions here and points out there, until the pupils realize

how different from their own homes is this interioH, with its solid, queer-handled

chum, made perhaps by this woman's great-grandfather, its stone flags, and its one

window placed high in "the wall, as we can tell by the short shadow cast by the chum.

" How trim and how suitably dressed for her work is the woman !
Notice her

big apron, her sleeves rolled high, the spotless white of the garment that shows

at the neck of her dress, the tidy cap under which every stray hair is carefully

tucked. How different she looks with her 'simple dress and her wooden shoes from

the women we are accustomed to see working

!

It is morning, for the space between the house and the shed is still in shadow,

but the sun shines on the sheep that we can see through the shed window grazing in

the meadow. In the shed, too, we can just distinguish some one milking a cow.

As we look into the picture it seems to grow lighter and, in the dark comer

behinc he woman, we begin to discover jars and crocks on the shelves.

As the artist sketched the room the top shelf was evtn with his eyes; for we

can see its edge only, though we can see the top of the one below it. A broom, not

at all like the one we use, stands by the shelves, and a towel hangs at the door.

Perhaps there is a basin on a bench just outside the door and the men coming from

work pause to wash their hands and faces, then reach in for the towel to d™ them.

Why does the woman smile? _ Does she hear all the lovely Summer sounds that

come floating in through the open door? Is she amused at Pussy ? Do you think

Pussy knows the butter is coming? Can she see the three hens at the door, the

boldest pausing, with head to one side and one foot raised, to see how far she dare
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s;£^rs;s£.'^^i--'--« -

—

™.Ie. bec.„« the butter i. com^g wWletb,Tir^,™P
*""'" **"' '""> »''««;

ere«n m the churn, the purr of the ^t
'
J,. "! ^""^ *''* '"" ""*'' <" th"

"ngling with the .ouuds that float inWT *''"/""''y ««»•' of the hens, all
Summer. "" "'** "' '"»° «•« meadow, to make the glad mu8 c o



CHAPTER V

COLOUB

SHJOTINa THE 8IX COLOCBS IN THE SFEOTBtlU

FoBM I, Junior Grade, learned to classify colours as belonging to one or other

of six families—tht> red, orange, yellow, green, blue, or violet family. When these

pupils reach Form 1, Senior Urade, they have become fairly familiar with these

colours through making them with crayons or chalk or naming them when found in

specimens and materials of various kinds. They should be given an opportunity

now, to discover and enjoy these colours in the glory of that perfect purity in which

they appear in the spectrum.

For this lesson, a sunshiny day, preferably one shortly after a rainbow has been

seen, should be chosen. On the day of the lesson or some time previously, each

pupil should arrange the six colours in their proper order in a row of squares or

oblongs on a sheet of drawing paper, makins each spot of colour as brilliant as the

crayon or chalk will make it. When the row of colours is complete, if they have

had the good fortune to see a rainbow recently, they should be led to talk about the

colours that were displayed in it. The teacher should contrive to set them wonder-

ing where the colours in the rainbow came from and where they went when they

disappeared.

When the pupils have been told that these beautiful colours are in the light

all th" time, and that they are revealed only under certain conditions, the teacher

might a»k the /(uestion :
" How many would like to see tlii' lovely spirit colours in

the light, now?" Of course the desire to see them would be unanimous. They
might then be shown the prism and allowed to ex,in"iie it, while the teacher divulges

the secret that this little three-sided piece of glass ean Ik- made to separate the

colours in the light so that they ean lie seen in all their beauty. Then the prism

should be suspended in a window in the sunlight, so that the glowing colours will

appear on the opposite wall. If the wall is not white, a sheet of paper should be

fastened on it for the time being, in such a position that the colours will appear

on it. The pupils should then be allowed to point out the different colours, naming

them and showing their relative position in the spectrum. They should also com-

pare them with the brightest colours they have been able to make with their crayons.

80
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'•"""""' "'«'^'"X»'«K RED INAKY or IT8 TONES

one mo.t nearly like the red i„ the Sow » M 5 f '"* *" ™" «»'' ^ere, the
l>y the class. •• Mary may come to Ih^ fr

.
' .

^" ''"" "'"'"" '" decided upon
of her hair ribbon i^'^J.^ZuZlZTrt' '" '" '"'"''' ™^ '-'-"
m the room but they .11 belong to the Ime Umilv V^ ""I T""' """^ ''"'" "">«

•
abo.e Mary and all the dark ™d, beloX, „ 'line

"'
'
""' "" "'•' '«"' '«''

order from light pink to dark r^ Tho" a. hTfr'"
"", "'*" """""^^ "™ ^

wher^they should place themselves in '^1! " ""'' "'«^'*'''"'' « *<>

bright ;Lws";%tthTpie!:so;pZ;:^^^^^^ ";;
«>« P"P"-ay ->ri„g

-nX;rtLtl;:r;jir;:-^S-"- -ere the pu„s bave

-^::;:rbu^:;sr~™^
meanwhile those in the seats wl hTo 4 tha "no' 1 C'"''

'" *"'«' *'"'- -«*» =

questioning is continued till all are in t^ir sdts
" "'"''• '^'« ^'^ »'

^ J

'•""''' S^" A-fB DARK RED

.nddemlTratlntVe'lrw^^^^^^^
in which the pupils make three two-inch 11^1,

done followed by a seat exercise
middle square is then covered with^ tsW the ^^

" """ "' •'™^-« P^r. The
Over the square to the left a sZ-tb ?f.hM

^ 'T" '" '"" "'length,
over the third square is first puallt'T *J'

""'"" " ™'"^' '"'"<'
-ered by the red crayon used in full« Thr^b

'""'"''' '""^•' " *>-
reprint standard red. a light red, and a da^kJ ""^ "'""'""'• "'""' «-""^.

WsIniZVVht-atghtTdrkertoSl^^^^-— ». .mple

,^
-other .ecolourssho^d be ta2:u::r:trral^-l~
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luxixa oatsoE raoH bed and tbllow

MATEaUM
For the Teacher:

Stripa of red and yellow tinue paper about 8* irfde.

For the Pupils:

Coloured crayons or challu and 6" by 9" drawing paper.

Teacher :
" It was a great surprise to find the six colours—red, orange, yellow,

green, blue, and violet, hidden in the light, and there are other surprises in store

for us. Let us hang a strip of red tissue paper in the window at one side and a

strip of yellow at the other side, so that the light will shine through each. Red by

itself is just red, and yellow by itself is just yellow. Between the two we shall

hang a strip of red and over it pin a double strip of yellow. The colour of the third

strip is now neither red nor yellow. What is it? With your red crayon, on the

left side of your paper make a strip of colour as smooth and even in tone as

the tissue paper. On the right side make a yellow strip. Now between the two try

to make the orange strip. Rub the red crayon on very gently, so as not to make a

shiny, slippery surface to which the yellow will not cling. When you have an even,

light red tone, go over it with an even coating of yellow. Hold your paper up now.

Have you matched the colours in the window ? Let us pick out those having the

best orange strip and pin them up at the- front."

IIODIFYINO CpI/OURS

The following may form a continuation of the lesson above or may he given as a

seat exercise

:

The pupils whose papers have been taken are given a fresh piece, the others

turn the paper over and use the other side. Each makes with his orange crayon a

square of orange in the middle of the paper, rubbing the colour on lightly but

going over and over it till the colour is even in tone and as strong as it can be made.

A similar square of orange but much lighter in tone is put on each side of the first

square, A light tone of red is then put over the orange in the square to the left,

and a tone of yellow over the orange in the square to the right. After this exercise

in the modifying of orange, the pupils should be encouraged to bring some flower,

fruit, or s mple of material that will exhibit one of these hues of orange.
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Haying Uught the .ii colouri thtt appear in

vt ra^Tdi^atei'-rrr °™"«" '^^"
-"

V u inaicated in the forero dk Icssonn n..

when Jo?.?""""
"""'' "'P-'""^ '"'n "a.""-

f.! \ .^""^* """^ ™'«Mtion between twoheavier school subjects.
"ttween two

DESIGN

Units to be u«cd singly, i„ borders or in

^nm T""''
'""' •" """'"'^ - 'he lewn this For„ as in Form I, Ju„i„, Grade AT\T^ latitude in the choice of i,„it Z- I.

»e. p incni of the same size jfrows
When the clasa is laying borders with smallsquares, oblongs, or triangles of paper or wi hseeds, some members are sure to discovn; iL

X^':Sf:;ra::rn:n--i
.irormrsS tit'" "? '> -"S"
^';^H-«ni:hcrwithr.\rrc„rr^?n
some cases some of the shapes may be covered wihHa^k crayon. Other design, will look bet e/if^hecoloured shapes are outlined with black wi,

parts of ,t should be left nneolonred. a. thi-:
SlMACt PATOiluVa—BV FORM I

nrpoa
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cUh ma; uie blick, white, and one colour in

flninhinft their denigns.

In Form 1, Junior (Jrade, the clam folded

the pa|>pr in M)uareii, to make a conntructive

plan to help them to apace their unit* evenly

in their Hurface pattern*. The unit wan then

placed in the centre of each of theae nquarefi.

The cnnntructivc plan is made in the name way
in thin claM; hut the idea of alternation in

developed by having the clam (a) place the

units in every other square, leaving alternate

squares vacant; (b) place the unit in the

middle of every square in the first and third

rows and on the line between the squares in the

second and fourth rows
;
(c) place the unit in

the centre of every square and also at the

intersection of the creases. In the second arrangement, the difficulty of half shapes

for the left and right edges arises; and in the third, the further difficulty of top

and bottom halves, as well as quarter units for the four outside comers of the

paper, has to be overcome. It may be necessary to have some members of the class

separate the paper along one of the creases, or fold it under, to help them to under-

stand how the half units should be drawn on the edges of the paper.

A! Al A l A

'aJataTa*

DHIT PUOD m THC CKNTKE Or KVintT
4D1BX, AND ALSO AT THE INTIX-
aacnoN or tbc cxeasu

APPLIED DESIGN

FIODKED MBBLINS

A delightful problem for the pupils is the putting of s surface pattern on
plain white muslin. The pattern should he rather small and dainty, and before

the crayons are used they may be sharpened. The really good results should be

pressed with a hot iron. In the case of some crayons this will make the colours

fast. If there is a school doll, the best figured muslin resulting from the lesson

might be made into a dress for it. Only those who have previously made a

successful pattern should be allowed to work on the muslin.

These may be used in the making of borders and surface patterns. Two or

three stripes of different widths may be put around the edge of a square of paper



DESIGN: 8 ..IPES
8fl

'" '" "'« '"»'t™tion. tw„ ,heetH of

intn m thk uakiko or «,

* by 6" paper are reonired Ti,»

match. The sheet of paper whinh t^tA
/"'P*" '" ">e back and in the seat vill

'^npe.in^on^i^X 01^1:/"? T^"
""" ends'shouid ha- ^

Step- to he fo.W«. in .J^^ ^^ f^^^j;-' '" *-«^—on!"^

«: sJSorixr:--rr - ^-- ^•

8- Draw the colour^ strl, ». t '"'' '^'^^- (^'K^"> «)

*• Cut .on, the er^iXtroVrshT"T «'-•
crease. (Figures) '"'*"'" ^" " the first cr«sawi«,
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6. Fold rh« othur thect along th« middle rreu* ud ont both irmr «t thi

time. (Figure 4)

8. Fold ud pute thn tndu of the fint nhcet to fonii the box for the Mat.
7. Place the other nheet in poeition and pante the hack and end*.

OTIIKII FROHLKliK

The Autumn book cover illuiitrationK ulinw (food placing! for the title and
uggeit acme waya in which a lierry or aimilar unit may !» repeated to decorate

the front cover of a foldc intended to hold the drawinga made from nature during

CJOJLl^'J
AUTUMN

XSS^Eo
QSim
iXSSSfi

urFTViS

AUTUMN
© © ©
©jO©

AtrrrvK book covcm

September and October. The nicaRurementu may be made by marking the Kpacea

on the cover from^ sheet of the same sjze that haa been folded and creaaed.

Christmas book covers may be made by cutting designs from coloured paper
and pasting them in position. Another plan is to have each pupil cut out the best

picture he can make of something appropriate to the season—a bell, a lighted candle

in the candlestick, a Christmas tree, or even Santa Claus—to use as a pattern in

tracing a border or other arrangement of the unit, which may then be coloured.

In work for a special occasion such s« Christinas, the teacher may give a great
d«al of help to the pupila by making mass drawinga on the black-board.

Valentines, such as those illustrated, are easily made from paper hy folding
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pi^S •o?:^^^ » "dj. «.7 b. cut. t««d. «i e^^

CBinniAs BOOK corn
rillUSniAB DOOIC COVni-B,

Simple flower. .„ch u fl,. o -
n>vni-»,

^ „,^ , ^,^

the lettenng .fter the rectangle ha» beeTo„?M„ f /"' "'™ ""' P««t«l under
«°»«^y be utilized in the «„e way^ " "*'"'"'' ^"'-"^ '""» th"

Tujnmiin
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I^TTEBING

Hhould keep on the blaek-boaSd nSai^In^* h^/ *"" '""P'' ^he teacher

-. ^rtl'tir;r;rt" - -"^^ ^>- in atieka „„ h.
A, E, P, H, I, K, L, M, N, T V W X yI- f ^.u""^"""-

'"•"•• '***«" «»

the»,„e\t2tTd'!houM sSd'upStt an' "'"V" ^'i'"
"" '^'**" *""''' •»

•ittt:rr "•*^-*-S'--i .X:::rr^a

" nartir-r-rort]^^^^^ ™ott.« ..h a.

l.ne oapatala of the simplest fetation Z^lZX^Jr''' ""'^ '*»>'
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CHAPTER VI

rOBMIi, JUNIOR GRADE

ILLUSTRATIVE DRAWiNO

B^:fo„. taking the IllustrativeIWing in F„„, ,j
<™cher should read the s„».
gestmns regarding ita use fn
Form I, Senior Grade. Here
" '" *'"'* Form, it can l^
made of great assistance in the
toachmg of other subjects. .

For the special lessons in
'ilnstration, the pupils ^j,,
enjoy fairy tales and stories
™<"h as those me.itioned for
Form I, Senior Grade. Stories

wjien anything with wh.V), *i. ..
""""^ <'<'*ails are best

mounted, and put up for sMy1 ""^
\"^l

*™ ""-Papers ,r maCinl
«n -;«nili.r animal, for cxam^ t l\t T' '^'^ """ '" «"'^- oi
charactenstic shape and attitudes «, th»t ^^ •""'' ''"P" " K«"«™> idea of its

- .help him to exp.ss hisS o^ the sti; V"^ '^*'' "" ™«^ -^'^
not^develop

individuality, it may be tTJf "' "'""trative Drawing does
""

st!e' ttt""^
°' t^aehingU. " '"' """"''^ *""* «"»- ""^take isl.^

!« S^vel'ttJlS iM'JvToKo*''^''"''""' "™P"">-™n should never
>n his^own imagination. ^ ""'' """^ ''*°"^'' »'"ch a pupil can live through

-- a «.er_ of .rm in t.eir arLX^n:^;^;^^,^S

coAaTU,a»owK,uu_Bv.
«„„„,„„,
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upon aoenracy, the drawing! are likely to be lacking in spontaneity. Thia difficulty

isay b« avoided, to a certain extent, by correlating the other lesaoni in drawing

wiiii illuBtration. A leeson in which a pupil has been posM and drawn in some

interesting position may be followed by the illustration of a game or story in which

that particular pose would naturally fomi a part. Take for example the lesson

on page 127. The class has some time previously been observing a game of hockey,

and a boy is posed with a hockey stick, after which the pupils make a picture from

memory of a characteristic pose. The next game of hockey each pupil observes

will leave a mental picture more vivid because of {he effort he has made to depict

this pose and, if the next lesson in drawing be *he illustration of a game of hockey,

the results are likely to be good.

The pose may be made to determine the lesson in illustration, or the teacher,

desiring to have the class illustrate a certain game or event, may pUn to take in a

previous lesson a pose that will be required in illustrating it.

Charcoal, ink, and coloured crayons are the bent mediums to use in illustrative

work in Form II, Junior Qrade. The drawings done in charcoal should be taken

home ; those in ink or coloured crayons may be preserved in the pupils' portfolios.

hEPBESENTATION

HBAWINO FBOH FL0WEB8

The method of teaching drawing from flowers in Form II should differ but

little from that used in Form I. Up to the present, much attention has been paid

to the position of flower and leaf masses in relation to each other and to their

differences in size and shape. In Form II, Junior Qrade, while the above-

mentioned properties of the specimens are still kept in mind, emphasis is also

placed upon the character of growth. The habit of comparing the drawing with

the specimen after each step in the drawing of it, should he formed. A lesson may

be ii vided advantageously into the following steps:

1. Distribution of the materials

5. Class study of the specimen

8. The placing of the faint direction line on hia sheet of paper, by each pupil

4. The drawing of the flower masses

6. The drawing of the leaf masses

8. The drawing of the stem wherever it is not hidden by leavea



DBAWJNG PPOM PL0WEB8
''• The correction of any miafjik.. _t

• final -mp.riL^;*thirri«'r'"'''^'''°»* •«--«. ''ter
pup" in such . positj; cZX fVf '™" "*" "^y *^«
the specimen to nofp ^verv noinl ^ I* ^7 °°'' '""" '''« drawing to
truthfully.

'" '^"" •" ^•'-h h^ h«, failod to r«pre«.nt «

« ^Xf:d^n SZ? 'ifr
""*"*""' ^""^ '- ^'o™ ". Junior G^He

taken up n,„re tho^ughly in^Fonl „! Sel^oTade'""
-»" ""'' ""-^ "hould bf

PPRPLE ASTER ,x COLOUR
(Ttao, twenty to tWrty „!„„,„,

AIM
To get each pupil to ««. ».>j

•"" •"'* •'
''•— •'=.'.° Xtrir^i--.

PobtheTeaorer: "ATEBiam

Coloured chalks.

Fon THE Pupil.-!
:

METHOD

leaves" ir,„„ *!,,
""^ «"«''" 's obtained ••• T^^ T "ow many

the flower from a piece of the l^f" Z ""'^^ » "'"^ »«n tell a pieTnf»a the C. i. to,d that thisUtg i,57":ert *^" '* '' "^ *^«'-^«'
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" Can we make a picture of the aater that will show difference in colour ?

In shape? In texture? The class is not quite sure al>out texture, so the teacher,

with a piece of chalk, represents on the bUtck-board a smooth surface by even strokes,

a rough surface by uneven, broken strokes, a fine, bending stem by a light, curving

line, and a thick, strong stem by firm, heavy strokes.

" What else must we think about before we can make a truthful picture of the

aater ?" Some one suggests the position of the leaves on the stalk. SoFtie one else

calls attention to the difference in size of the letfN'es; another, to the diffc ence in

shape of those near the blossom. The difference of the green of the stalk from

the green of the leaves is noted, as is also the trace of dark red or of violet on one

side of the stalk. The teacher himself calls attention to the shape of the petals and

the way in which they radiate from the centre.

All now make a rapid trial drawing of the blossom alone, on the wrong side

of the paper. Meanwhile, the teacher notes mistakes—probably petals too thin,

and in their radiation suggesting a whirlwind rath"r than a star. The way to

correct these mistakes is shown rapidly on the black-board, another quick attempt

is made, the papers are turned over, and each pupil is cautioned to watch his own

particular specimen and tell the truth about, it. They then proceed to draw it as

they did the grass in the lesson on page 51, first, the light direction line of the

stem, then, a light direction line for each leaf, next, the beautiful blossom and

the leaves. Last of all, the sturdy stem is strengthened between each pair of leaves

and its colour carefully matched.

During the lesson, each pupil as he works constantly compares his drawing

with the specimen he is trying to represent. At the end of the lesson the best

drawings are placed in a row at the front.

THE USE OP WET PAPER

Some teachers prefer to have the pupils work on wet paper and, when the

crayons are free from wax, some astonishingly good drawings are secured in this

way. With dry paper, the drawings are less the result of accident than of careful

effort, and on that account dry paper is to be preferred.

When wet paper is to be used, each pupil lays the paper on a slate and passes

a very wet cloth or sponge lightly, first over the wrong side and then over the

right, smoothing the paper out on the slate.

When the paper ceases to glisten, it is ready for the drawing, and this is made

In exactly the same manner as with dry paper.



For a Form 11, Junior
Grade class, very simple speci-

mens should be chosen, such
as a t»-ig or small branch with
an apple, jwar, or plum, and
two or throe leaves, or a pair
of bean pods on the stem with
a single sprin- of leaves. Rose
hips, haws, poppy heads, and
other seed pods also make in-

teresting drawings for this
class. The fir^t efforts may be
made with charcoal or with
black crayons.

When a lesion on the
drawing of fruit is to be taken,
the teacher should see that
there are ready a sufficient

number of specimens pruned
of all leaves that add to the
difficulty but not to the beauty
of the specimen. The order of
the lesson may then be as
follows

:

1- The arranging of the

specimens (See

General Introduc-

,fion.)

2- Tho placing of a sheet

of drawing paper
and charcoal or

black crayon on
each desk

DBAWING FBUIT

PBUIT ON THE BRANCH

S3

"""" >""w»'o«'™mT-»T«»«„rZ
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8. Oil. rtudjing by Mch pnpij of th. .p^Kmen rhich he i. to dnw udod br

4. Th.^pl«mg on h.. paper by e«h pupil of the faint direction line of the

8. 'T^' ?"«*»« o'tot line, to .how the direction in which the fruit h.n«
« Tu f '""* *• °"^^'* """ "' ""h leaf point.

*^

^J"^^" """ "' *'" '™'*' **'"« ""*''" '» ««* " """«' in .ize

8 Th« HW *
, .r.!"

P"'P°'^'''" *° "'"'l' other and to the fruit

9 Il-^rV *'"' •*"" "'*" " " ""* "''''*" by the leave,

Wnit IW COLOURED CRAYOiV.S

mbhed in nl.~r r • ' ^^P*' 8reen, or yellow, may be softly

tte «Je 'i^lT ^^^ "' •^''"''' """'' <»* '*«"'« ^""o'ing the .urfl rf

SLTieet^v'^b'T""?."
"""-"^orily '^P-^-nted. Thf colour Jthe^ i^kl^I i^™l^ "'ft''
'"-^ *'"' "*™ ^t^njrthened with b™wn and

like fte nl™ th«W "f
''""* *"' °''*'"""^- J" *'"' «"* "^ « violet fruit

St ae
°^ '""^"'^ "' *•"' '"^'"'- -"-W -J"'™ *o be made a

TBEE8

fo-nd'^hliX Fo™ n™''"^
°' *^ ^^'^ '" ^°™ '• *>"••- ««""'. '^n •«







MAPLE THKB IN COLOUU« KAPLE TBEE IN OOLOUBEI, ClATOW
(Aoton •ppnruw)

*°*
To tcteh the clan tn ntw^»..

~ '"WAKATIOK

of the different varietie. bT«U he l .^nH ri'"^ ^""^l^ ?"?'"• by Ulking
honrhood. Speak of the genZ ^'T^^^J",

">• «"«' "'P'- in the „e«^
«.« a™, .traight trunk, fhe rtrotLt l?^' " """P'^" ''"> o*"*' t.4.
colour ef it. foliage in Autumn. * ""* "f"" '"' <" '*• ""d the RloriouK

to draw „u.p,e t^ „„ ,^ ,^,.^;^ dt^S^ *'"' """• ''•"-" *••-

How many big Iin,b. could yoTt in t^ t

"" "" *"'"" -^ '«" *''« he£^

th ck I, too much like «ool, and like Tavin™ wt V ' '"'' '^"'^ "'*"' " "

What colour, did you ,ee in the mapIeTreJ
'

B^' ? * ~'°" *"" ^ «« «">
Waa the red like the ro«, or I ke th™v' / "

'' "'""^ '^''' ''«"^-

:-»--.„ the other .our, ^hTr^ ..^---^^^^^^^^^^
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When the light, blurred nun of yellow ii complete, the pupil. .uxKe«t the
placing of the- .liiri.r..rit.i«lo.ir.-.l liouKh*. and the oranKe, red. greoi and hrown
«ro^«.ftly hl..n.l<,l. with th.- winu- zi^m "troke. int.. Iho yellow m»>,. Tho trunk
and the hare lin.h- lh«t mI.ow beneath or through the foliage are then put in flrmly
with the purple .itHl brown or bla.k .ra.voni.. A few irregular up-and-lown rtroko«
of green at the Iwiw of the tree KiiffKent the Kra»», and the pietuie \» .oini.letc.l.

The tree i, then enwd iK'fon- th<> pupiU return, «, a> not to interfere with the
m-ntal image of the purtieular tree i-ath pupil haa been studying.

aATKIIIALU

A box (if i-oloured erayonn nnilaining the nix Htandard eoloum and black and
brown, and fl" by !)" <lniwiug jiaiK'r on ejiili ile»k.

UETIIOD
,

The teacher, ptandinji in front of the tlaxs given oonimandR or aokii quentions
m follows: " Plorc the paiwr in the Wst way. First draw the dirwtion line m
lightly that it IcH.ki. like a whispered line. How high is the tree to be? Show me
with your handu bow wide yon are gr.ing to make it o,i your paper. How much is

to be trunk? Hold up the crayon with which you are going to lx>gin making the
foliage. Use it very lightly, so that the other colours will show over it."

The pupils then continue sketehing the tree, constantly pausing to compare
their drawings with their niemnry jiicturcs of the tree, and the lesson is closed in
the way indicated i 1 former lessong.

WINTER APPEAEANCE OP THE ELM TREE

Although, BO far in the Manual, a different tree has been taken in almost
every lesson in order to giro the teacher, whatever his environment, as much help
as po88il)le, it is [lerbaps advisable to teach but one or two trees in each Form,
studying them under all conditions.

The elm trees illustrating this lesson were drawn by Form T Imys. These
boys had been studying the elm tree for a few days and had already drawn the tree

once. They were allowed to take these first drawings home, so as to compare them
on their way with elm trees that grew just outside the school yard. During the



WINTIa ^rtULAsa or tm aji m£_.»
~~



«flnd le«on u the pupiU worked with bUck crayon., the te«!her P»^
"«°f

branching. „
N««.-Th. »v.r.ge dewing, suiting '-,«'«-»»''' »""«"<»*•' ^™ "'

Ju-ufr CU«, Aould be quite equU to the., in the lUurtraUon.

LANDSCAPE DBAWINO

„ i?„rm I Senior Grade, how the teacher might draw a

It was shown in Fo™J. ^^"^^^^^ ;„, ,,,utance in producing certain

todscape by a method that "«»" g've tn p f^
^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^

effects with their -y°-'
''"^J^iVlilt r""nset tWe. The same method,

S atrS pranVirt^^S--^- .oughU more

clearly in lUustrative Drawing.

A SUMMER LANDSCAPE IN COLOUBED CEAY0N8

AIM

To teach the drawing of a simple Summer landscape, using coloured crayon..

XAIERULS

*"
Zo^^ZlL «id . large sheet of drawing paper fastened up i» f.U^ <-

the claM.







ANIMAL STUDY
I'M THI PCPILS:

Coloured crayon, and 6" by 9" drawing paper.

9»

METHOD

park. Let them describe the ii»mZ^T' ^"' «""" *" "»" ^""d" "^ the

near the earth, fresh H„ fiCr dark ^"""^"'r'^'"
""^ ^"^^ "''-«• "shter

deepening to violet.
' "'' ^'^" *<~"^^'

•''"'"fe-^" i" the shade,

with the black crayon a rectaS for his land
"""^ ""'^' '"™ ""^ "" •"' P""^'

around i,. Next, he may dZ Lrl h
" r'^' -1' " """^" "' "" '"* ""

.-eh of this is to be sky anrhowruch earth H
" "="'* """= ""^' *° ""'' "o-

liRhtly over the part for the sk7 « dl h t .
'""^ '""' "'"' "" l"'™ ""^n

-yon Should bJheid un^dtt^ ,''Ltan : 2".;;:
'""^

r,"'-
^-•^

paper and produces a faint br„«H ... [ II "" P"'"* touches the

the depth of tone requ d is pTdl ,?"' "T
'"^ *•"•"« "^^ "»'' -er until

crayon laid close together mlv be Znt "" '"''' '""' ''^"'"'^ °* e'""
mass of woods showing agaisthtkv i„"^r."

.*'" ^™'—"-i •'-th- The
^i^ag o,. up-and-down'^str^kes f g e^,- TodifidtX n

"^ "" "''^^'™*'"' ''^

effect of distance.
modihed by the blue crayon to give the

«e.d or „eado.. a ::^Z^^::Z^:'^^^ "^ '-« -" »' th^

hourhoo^ :rL^rc::^::n;;- --:::-- - - -gh.

ANIMAL STUDY
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AMUAI, BTDDT

Successful memory drpwings have Ix-cn made of large animals, as a pony, a

cow, and a goat, which were brought at different times to the school yard and

studied there by different classes.

Charcoal is the h^st medium to use where numbers of sketches showing

different (Hwitions of the animal are made; but where a single representation of

some characteristic pose is made from memory aft^r careful study, an ink paint-

ing, or silhouette, of the animal is a more desirablt kind of representation.

DRAWING FROM THK PIGOBE

For suggestions with regard to drawing children see the text for Foim II,

Senior Grade.

OBJECT DRAWING

FROM MEMORY

The first object drawings made in a Form II class should be drawn in mass

and from memory, after class study in the manner described in the Form I text.

Some of the.se memory drawings may be made with charcoal or black crayon,

but the greater number of object drawings made in this Form should be expressed

in injc mass.

FROM THE MODEL

Thus far in the child's school life, very little drawing has been done directly

from the model. By the time he has reached Form 11, Junior Oi."ide, the average

pupil has arrived at a stage of development where a definite effort should be made to

get hi'n to draw from the object rather than from his memory of it, therefore,

although drawing from memory should not be dropped, iucreaaing emphasis should

be placed upon drawing from the model.



PICTURE STUDY Uj

Obi^J^Zll ""'^.'m "u"
"°* '"'" '" '*"'««'" '"•> P""™" ™ foreshortening.

Objects p^8ent,ng d.fficulfes of this kind should be placed definitely at the eyeevel or above ,t in such a position as to obviate the necessity for dcali«rwah

^rrte^ll
,""""' """^ ""^"'^ ""^ "« """"-•^ '"'^•'"•o not show lotshortened surfaces or are of such a character that the pupils draw naturally fron.the appearance rather than from their knowledge of the form. Among thes^ are aclosed umbrella different kinds of hand-bags, oil-can, and cylindrical'lanteTn!

Placed thatT h"^" ff " " '"'"''™' """"'^' "' """"'" "''J-^'^ *>-« "«" »placed that each pup.l has a good v^.w, he must decide how he should place hisrepresentation of the object upon the paper and how large he can afford to make

T °T "1"': "
i""'

"'^"- "•= *''™ '"P^ •"' '"-h i" 'he ink and draws a 1 „

he buUds H f "V"'.'"'^
*" '"'""' "'^ '"" P'""*"'^- Upon this centra nhe builds h,s picture, shaping the main part out on each side of it constantly

hSrd : '"T'
"'* *'' '"'^-^*- ""*" "« "- '"« proportion' f^dh

re felt^ tHT "7"' '?"" •'*" """" P"'* »' *'"' ""i^' '" »t-'actorilyrepresented, the proper placing of minor parts, such as spout and handles isdetermined upon, and these are shaped out from the main part

PICTURE STUDY

THE SHEPHEEDESS—LEHOLLE

THE AKTIST

i-aris m 1848. He was a wealthy man and not in any way obliged to make a

ri \ ,
?' " ';

•""*•"• ^"* '''"'' *" "'^"•"l -<» "hen ifwlT Atfirst he chose landscapes for his subjects, but his later pictures were of peasant life

»^- }^l^t "?"" '" '"'" '""^* ™^ '^'"" »'"<' of ideas gleaned from other notedarhsts of his day, among them Millet, about whom we learned in p1^ I S^2Orade. His paintings, however, are not as striking nor as vigorousTthe wo ks

i^rv^XS^ "' '"^'""^ "«'-'-*»" *"" -^ ">-^'^
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THE PICIUBK

He pven .„ opportunity to -tudrthe pill™. 'f^^'"'.
"'"''''• ^hev should

»elve, before it i, taken up in clai. lome o, the „ 1 u"*
" """'"8 ">em.

^.hepEj; ";-i':ric- Si:^ 'r" r
"-^^ -^ ^^^-^ ^-

-1.:; What >e„d« you to ^nt „ ^Vha^T'' /' *"' "^"^ -™ -
the fohase on the trees be heavier if it l!,™;. f„*"°;

°' ^^^^ '' "? ^ould
-^ooth^ peculiar bark would you^u j^ the tJ^ ""l

' ° ^"""""- ^""" "-eir
What v..,k is iH-ing done just LinVT \""'P'' °' '^'•

diatanoo to the right ofL pi t^ e To thetft "h T'T "" '-" '" *«
things seem so far away? I, jt dear or b«v Vv ^ ''"'' ""• ""^''t ""^e t se
not spread out over the grass s! as to hJ '" '"''""• ^^ 0° "•« ""eep
hungry? D, sheep often^arrL^e elS Tlr" ' .°° "^^ -- to b^
m a Ime as we see them in this picture" Wh I T' ''P'"^ '^*'' *•""' ^eada
front of them, when some of t^e i^^k L™T L f

« *" "''''' '"'^ « *'«'« "?««> in i

«ee the wool on the nea.est shi" WhTT, 't u
""' "' *'"' P'-^'""? ««" Jou '

those that are farther away' "^^ ^ '" '* ""* "'"'*" » "^'^"'y »" the baeks of

theitLtZ^rctU'UX";..™""^*^" I» she fond of them? Is
they we« thirsty?

^ " **« '"'y Pl«« near, where the sheep might drink if

hn«h:;Ltrt;t;«:rardZ.;i'::;
;\r'"'-"'^^

°- '-«•«"'

htr "'- --" *^- ^ «»«- intetrin'-wKstS ^Til^S

They^hoJaraia tJexp^tr'^" "^" ''"'^-"* "^ »' ^^-^-t-

- long as there is somethingTnTut^ whth t?"^
"\*'"' "''*'"' ""'*«A

idle eonjectnre should be diLurl^i
^ ^^ *"' "P*"'"""' •>"'







CHAPTER Vn

COLOUR
TINTS AND SHADES OP OOLOUB

make , lighter and a darker to^e Cn thll.JVt °™ *'" P"P"" '«'•"' *"
Junior Grade, they should lea n that the ton ,

,°' ""'' ""'""• '» F"™ ".
are called tint, and tho«. that ar daVke re ll 1 'tT "*'"" **"" ""= "'"'<'"<*
to make five tone, of eaeh eolou in ludin^ th 1 j"?' '^^'^ '^""'^ •"»" '"""
really learning to n,ake seale, of vZ" ,,thj

"
th

' '" ""'"« """ '""^ "«

quarter of an inch apart, should be arranThT' k
'"* '" '™ "«• «'»'" «

Excepting in the cJof yelWand v oTerth. n,!?.'.
""'"' °" •"' '*'«* " f*!----

the standard, and over its whol surfl^^L ""''"t
'^"''™ '''°''" "« •"•o,*" ^r

the colour i, as smooth and as ! r g rit canTrd;^ T,
""""^ ''""'^' """'

the crayon should be rubbed lightlv oZ ihT r
'" "" ""I"*™ »"' «l»ve.

which allows the white paper to J fne thr^'l" m''
"""' "" '''" *""« >» Produced

lighter than the standard In thp t„n
^ suffie.ently to make the colour appear

W the pupils have Jnlghttl Mother' " f" ^''" *""' "><""" ^^
have no difficulty in making a .Jht, In tonT ' ""'" ^'^ '"'"'' '""^ ^''

To produce two shades of the colour . i.-i,*
rubbed over the square immediateirMn'w M* 1 "^^

*""" "' *"«»' ^'''-M »«
over the bottom square, "ajn t tL kI!".'"/'

""' " '''=*?*' ^"^ to-
UBtil they are covered with a avlr of c^

„' ™ 'f*""
"""'-^ "'" *•>««' gray tou„

In the caw, of yellow wh^f , v
*'"''"«^ <" » can be made,

the aecond squa™ L a7to ai'frr'Th'^f'v'';
"''"'"•' «•">- «•«>"" »- in

violet, which on the other hand T» dark lutf TL""'^
'""' ""*• ^ta^dard

ah^l^M)!
'""*™*"'"' ^'^ "--^"^ eo'ours are marked (a), the tint. (»). the
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The ihades of jellow are greeniih in tone and the ihadei o( onnge an brown.

An even f;ruy tune may be produced by rubbing the black crayon lightly over

the paper in the name manner aa the coloured crayona were uhciI in producing

different tinta of colour.

DESIGN

A Form I pupil i« expected to make little if any ate of the ruler in Deaign,

except ponsibly for nome very particular purpose nuch aa Chriatmaa work. In

Form II, Junior Grade, he nhould learn to meaaure in inchea and ahould be able

to mark off the paper in inch iiquarpa using light pencil linei*.

In Form I, more attention waa paid to the keeping of the unita equal in size

and apacing them regularly than to the shape of the unit itself. The pupil ahould

now learn that units may be too large or too small to look well in the aptcea in

which they are repeated. He should also Iwgin to simplify units. An excellent

plan for teaching him both to simplify the unit and tb judge of the beat size to

use, ia to have him cut it from a piece of paper of lhc same size as the apace to be

occupied. It may be cut from coloured paper or c' luured with crayon, so that he

can see it distinctly when it is laid on the apace prepared for the unit in the

constructive plan and can judge whether it seems to crowd the space or be too

amall for it.

When a constructive plan of inch squares has been drawn on a sheet of paper

in preparation for a surface pattern, one row of squares may be cut from the

paper, leaving it 6" by 8" in size. This strip will, when cut into squares, give the

pupil sijc squares with which to experiment. Three of these might be used in

getting a unit good in shape, leaving the other three to be used In determining the

size that will look best.

LEAVES AND PLOWEBS IN DESION

A collection of rather small leaves, such aa the lilac, myrtle, poplar, clover,

ahamrock, or other leaves aa simple in shape, should be brought to school, so that

each pupil may have at least one on hia desk to use aa a model. He should draw

this in mass with black or coloured crayon as near the middle of his inch square as

possible. The square should then be folded down the middle to divide the leaf in

half, and the smaller half should be cut around, so that when the leaf is opened

out both sides will be alike. The pupil may also' get the unit by folding the paper

and cutting from the natural leaf without previous drawing.
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muit be rape«t«d in •Ittmato iqiurM. A Form II pupil ihould decide which

trraogement if the better one for the unit he hai made, before he repeet* it

Some of the objccti drawn hy the pupili in the leMone in Bepreientation make

appropriate uniti for ipecial jm^tof. The teacher ihonld plan to hare objectn

that may be nude uw of in Detigii drawn on email piecet of paper, (o '.hat when

they are cut out they will not be too large to be uied. A tea-kettle, tea-pot, or jug,

would make a iuitahlc unit for the cover of a booklet containing th'j itory of a

picnic or tea-party. Drawingn from animali or bird* may be UM>d in the nme
way. A rabbit, a chicken, or a duckling, may be uaed for Eaiter, and a toy camel

will furniHh a good unit for a border to go above or below the title of the itory

of the Wiae Men, for a Chriatmas booklet. Other olijectx may lie umd with equal

appropriateneaa for thew or for other occatlonH.

The pupil should be taught to realize that, no matter what the unit is, it muit

be arranged in an orderly way when it is used in Design. Children may run, play,

and shout when they are at their games out-of-dooi^, but when receae is over and

they are summoned to the itchool-room, a very dilTerent sort of behaviour is seemly.

In the same way, flowers, animals, and other objects, when they are represented,

may be shown in a perfectly natural way just as they appear, but the moment they

are made into designs for the decoration of some article, good taste requires them

to be arranged according to some regular plan. The same uniformity and uniaon

in movement that makes us enjoy seeing drills and dances when they are well done

must be apparent in the arrangement of the units that are used in Decorative

Design, if the result is to be satisfactory.

CONSTBUCTIVl! PLANS

Aa has already been indicated, Form II, Junior Grade classes should learn to

use their rulers to mark oft the paper in inch squares with light pencil lines for the

regular spacing of units that are to be repeated. They may also use a constructive

plan obtained by folding and creasing the paper into sixteen equal oblongs. When

many repetitions of a small unit are desired (or a surface pattern, a better method

ia to have the pupils measure from the top of the sheet of paper, making a row of

dota an inch apart on the edge at each side. The ruler may then be laid across from

edge to edge and kept straight by means of these dots, while other dots are placed an

inch apart across the paper in regular rows from top to bottom. When the pattern

ia to be repeated in striught Tow^, the dots in each row are placed exactly under
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Dainty borders for handkerchiefs may be made with lines, dots, or a com-

bination of both. The manner in which the comers may be turned is shown in the'

illustration. The drawing paper, foolscap, white tissue paper, or any other white

or cream-coloured paper light in weight, may be used in making the handkerchiefs.

The unruled side of a sheet of foolscap paper will allow for a handkerchief eight

inches square. A plain margin should be left outside the border, to show the width

of hem each pupil prefers.

Class results may be said

to be ideal when the average is

high and no two individuals

have patterns precisely alike.

The making of a square

doily or a cover for a doll's

table will furnish a little more

difficult problem of the same

kind. The steps to be taken

l>y the pupils in making a

table cover similar to the one

a quarter of which is shown in

the illustration, follow

:

Plan for a six-, eight-, or

ten-inch square of paper,

according to the size of the

paper from which the cover is

to be cut.

1. Measure and cut the

square of paper.

2. Mark off the inches along each side and rule very light lines, making a

double row of inch squares all around the cover.

3. Leave the outer rows of squares for the fringe, and draw a line inside this

outer row

.

4. Rule some inch squares on a sheet of heavier paper, and practise drawing

the top of some simple flower in some of these squares, and one of its

leaves in other squares.

6. Cut out the best flower and best leaf to use as patterns for the border.

6. Use the row of squares inside the line for the placing of the border. Put

COBNER or SqUABE DOILT
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of cutting the corners.
"" '''*<=''-'~«<i the method

CIHCULAB MATS OR DOILIES

The round paper doilies
in the ilhistration are the
the worif of Form I pupils.
The averase results from a
Form II, Junior (irade class
should be as good or better.

A small plate, saucer
and ink-bottle were used for
tracing the three concentric
circles, the outer one for the
edge of the doily, the one
mside it to which the fringe
was cut, and the inner one
from which the units in the
border sprin;?. a circle
marker like the one described
in the Form III, Junior
r.rade text, might be used by
this class.

out, it was folded carefully lirat in h.Iv-.. .^ • .

^*'" ^"'^ ''"''y "" <"'

the eight cual divisions in^^h^'^^t:; T. Z H^^ira"S " "T
irom the cent., of the'c'l^ulM' ^Tfr" """" •" '"''"" " P<""'
the scissor, pointing to the centrome S.' ^' "" ™* *° *" ""'' ^*''

PAPEE DOIUES—BT POEK I ropiLS

j j
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Suggestions tor the making of six different valentines are shown in the
illustration. They may be made any desired size. Figure 1 has a gilt heart
raised by ladders made of strips of stiff paper folded in thirds with one end of each
strip pasted to the under side of the heart and the other end attached to the card
below, upon which a square of red paper has already been pasted. Below is lettered

the inscription
:
" For My Valentine ". Figure 3 is a booklet decorated with a

surface pattern of tiny hearts. Figure 3 is a heart-shaped booklet opened with

the back out so as to show the hinge. Figure 4 is the same shape closed, with

a border of blue forget-me-nots for decoration. Figure S is a double heart, with

the fold at the top making the hinges A and B. Figure 6 is cut from paper and
is backed with pretty coloured tissue-paper which shows through the openings.

LETTERING

Before he reaches Poim II, Junior Grade, the pupil has learned to try to

make letters that are upright, of the same height, and arranged in an even line.

He has also learned that the letters in words should be kept close together without

touching, but that there should be a definite space between the words.

His greatest difficulty has been experienced probably in trying to keep the

letters vertical. The only way to overcome this difficulty is to sit facing the desk

squarely, with the lower edge of the paper on which the lettering is being done

kept parallel with the lower edge of the desk.

The page of an ordinary exercise book or a half sheet of foolscap will be found
uwful for practice, as the space between the lines is an aid to the pupil* in keeping

the letters of the same height and in an even line. Larger letters may occupy two
paces. A space should he left between every two lines of lettering.
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mmed .tel, .bo., the .p«» where the lettering i. to go on the cover. In H^jthe letter, may be copied without difficulty in eau:tly the right pUce.

ABCDEFGHIJKL
MNOPQRSTUVW

XYZ^
6789



CHAPTER VIII

FOBM II, SENIOR GRADE

ILLUSTRATIVE DRAWING
Thk method of teaching Illustrative Drawing in Form II, Senior Grade need
differ very little from that uoed in the Junior Grade. In addition to the uae that in
made of drawing in connection with other school subjects, games, sports events
and experiences may be illustrated. A strong effort should be made in this Form'
to help the pupils to realize the relative size of the figures of children or people and
of any trees that may appear in their pictures.

ILLUSTRATIVE DRAWING—BY rORH U PUPILS

112



ILLUSTRATIVE DRAWING

Pure fun i8 dear to the hearts of Form II pupik, and humorous
descriptions appeal strongly to them. Occasionally they may be
allowed to make illustrations such as the drawings of "Little Johnny
Canuck

, which are the work of Form II pupils. They may be
encouraged also to bring the teacher funny rhymes, from which he
may choose suitable ones. Humorous happenings may also be
described by some member of the class, after the teacher has approved
of them. When a class is allowed to make these sketches, good draw-
ing should be insisted on as far as is po.,sil,le with so young pupils.
The humour mu.,t depend upon the situation, not upon grotesquely
e.vaggerated figtircs. Uthough it would be unwise to allow a cl7ss to
indulge often in funny sketches, there are dull and heayy days when
an amusing thought and the effort to express it in a picture will put
everybody in good humour and make work lighter.

Where the story is about people, children, or animals, the figures
expressing the action should be made first, after which the necessary
surroundings may he added. The attention of the pupils Should be
called to some good pictures, in order that they may see the way in
which the artists have pl.,ced their main figures to obtain a pleasing
result, also to the si^e of these figures in proportion to the distant
objects in the picture and to the size of the picture itself.

In the Ontario Second Reader are many selections which abound
in word pictures suitable for illustration. Among these are My

ifr'J'"
^""'^ "^ -'iory-booH Change About, Somebody's

Mother, The Duel. A Wonderful Workman, and Jackanapes
Charcoal, crayons, or brush and ink may be used in the making

of these pictures, which may be drawn in black and white or in one
eolour and black and white. The results are seldom good when the
pupils are allowed to use many colours. Either orange, green or red
however, used with black, makes a pleasing combination. Torches of
crayon eolour nay be added to a charcoal drawing to increase its
attractivenesfi. kod ths bor whowu hftir - pMt

thrw"—Br Pent
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REPRESENTATION

DBAWINH KKOM FLOWBBS

The difference lielwerii Fonii II, Junior (iiude, end Form II, Senior Hradr.

in the teaching of drawing from flowers lies in the mediums used rather than in

the method of prviientation of tlir Hubjcet iir the order to !«; followed In the lefsoii.

When charcoal or crayonn are used in the Senior Grade, the instructions already

given in the Junior tirade may 1k' followed. Masn drawing with a very soft pencil,

Kometiniei' called pencil iwinting. may lie taken up in this Form and should be

handled in a similar way to charcoal. It should )« borne in mind that no outlines

are used in any of this work.

The greater nunilH>r of flowers or other s|H>cimens from natu.'e drawn in

Form II, Senior Grade, should be painted in ink or water-colours. l''ull directions

for the use of these nie<Uums is given in the lessons that follow

imil.l. IV MAKINO HIII'SII STKOKEK

The principal cause for failure in painting with ink is the difficulty experienced

by the pupil in handling the new medium. His hand must be taught to guide and
control the brush before he can expect to make creditable ink paintings. A drill

in making brush lines will help him to get control of the medium. The brush

should be brought to a gisid p<iint iind held in a vertical ]M)sition by the pupil.

while he draws strokes of light oi- heavy weight, as the teacher directs, from left

to right or from top to bottom of the pa|)er. In the second Exercise on handling

water-colours in this Form will 1h> found directions for making brush strokes that

may be pnctiaed, using ink instead of water-colours.

0HA88KS IX SILHOUETTE

M.KTERHLS
Fon THE Tkacheb:

Specimens of grasaes or sedges and a large brush for the demonstration to be

made on the black-board, using water instead of ink.

Fob the PrpiLs

:

Drawing paper 6" by 9", specimen of grass for each desk, held erect in a jar

of sand or placed in position on a sheet of paper exactly like the one upon which
it is to be drawn, brush and ink, water pan, and clean paint cloth.
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HEIHOD

A lesson on gnmet ia given in Form I, page 60.
The teacher may get mme suggcstione from it, or the
lesson in Form II may be introduced by calling atten-
tion to the character of growth as shown in the
specimens that have been provided. The differences
in direction, shape, and texture of the parts should

Ki Lu ,

»'""•* ""ted- The teacher should demonstrate on the
black-board the proper stroke to be used for stem and blades and
the toiiohes that will best express the texture of the grass head.

The c ass may now fold the 6' by r sheet of paper and separate
the (WO halves to produce two 3" by 9" pieces.

After arranging the specimen npcn one of the sheets of paper
so as to get the most interesting view of it. each member of the classmay study it in this position, in order to estimate how large to make
his drawing and in what position to place it on the other sheet of
paper The specimens may then be pbced in the jars of sand or
may be drawn just as they lie upon the
paper: but in no case is a specimen to be
traced or drawn on the sheet on which
it lies.

Without making any pencil sketch of
I he grass, each pupil may first dip his
brush in the water, so that the ink will
not soak into the socket and he difficult

to clean out
; he may then fill the brush

with ink, drain it to a good point, and
lightly sweep in the direction line of the
main stem; he may then paint the head,
trying with light touches to represent its
texture. Next, he Bhor.ld paint the blades
after the manner he has already learned
in the brush stroke lesson and, last of all,

strengthen the stem where it is not hidden
by the blades.

aUiHODETTK OF BLUEBXLL
BOOKLET OOVn
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M for any nuan it is detinble to have the rilhonette in colour, • nnall
quantity of wuh of the deiired colour may be prepared in one of the hollowa in the
lid of the paint-box and used inetead of ink for the painting of the graiw.

When a sequence of leuona in diSerent granea ia given, the results may be
bound into a iimall booklet, for which the accompanying illustration suggests an
appropriate cover.

Other specimens from nature of which successful silhouettes may be made are
budding and leafy twigs; flowers that are distinctive in shape, such as the snow-
drop, tulip, and daffodil ; stalks with seed packs , different kinds of fruit on the
branch accompanied by some of their leaves; and such vegetables as the carrot,

beet, or onion, with a few unwilted leaves still attached.

EXEBCI8E8 IN HANBUNO COLOUBS

There are different methods of handling water-colours so as to keep them
bright and transparent, but all are alike in requiring tolour to be got with as little

miring as possible. The following Exercises will help the pupils to realize how
little miring is necessary and will aid them in getting the crisp, transparent colour-
ing that is so desirable in water-colour sketches.

FIBBI EXEBCI8K

Each pupil examines his paint-box and makes sure that the paints and the lid

of the paint-box are quite clean; he then brushes clean water over the yellow, the
red, and the blue cakes, so that the whole top of each cake glistens. Next, while
the surface of each cake is softening so that the colour will come off easily, each
pupil places a sheet of drawing paper, the long way across, on his desk and draws
six rectangles about one inch wide by two inches long, arranging them in a row
about one quarter of an inch apart. The brush is filled with yellow of full
strength but wet enough to flow easily from it, and this strong yellow is floated
from the top down over the second, third, and fourth rectangles. The brush is

now cleaned by pressing it against a clean piece of old cotton, which will be
found preferable to blotting-paper for the pupils' use; the brush is then dipped
into the water and pressed against the cloth, and this process is repeated until
it is' quite clean. By this method the water is kept clear. When the brush
is quite clean, if is filled with strong blue, wet enough to flow easily from the
brush, and this colour is floated from the top down over the fifth and sixth
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wctongle.. A riightly weaker blue i. made by dipping the point of the full bruiih
in the w«ter and then twiiting it in the lid of the paint-box, go that the water will
run up into the brush and weaken the blue with which it ii filled. Thi. .lightly
paler blue i, then floated on the fourth rectangle over the yellow. Both yellow
and blue will immediately diwppear, and a brilliant graen will .how in their
place. The bru.h i. once more cleaned and filled, this time with a .trong, wet
red which 1. floated over the fir.t rectangle. The ume .trong, wet red i. floated
lightly on the .ixth rectangle over the blue, thn. forming violet. The red h then
weakened .lightly with water and floated on the second rectangle over the yellow
to fom orange. In each cue the first wa«h should be dry or nearly no, before the
second wash is floated over it.

The paper should be kept slightly tilted so that the colour will tend to run
down to the bottom of the rectangle.. When the bru.h is pressed dry, the tip may
1« applied to the pool that forms at the bottom of the rectangle, to absorb the excess
of mouture.

In the above Exercises, the colours blend on the paper; in the next Exerciw,
the blending i. done in the brush.

When we try to match the colour, in a flower, we find that the same petalmay .how yellow-orange and variou. tone, of red-orange. Thi. i. frequently the
case in the ni^urtium. Petunias and phlox sometimes show red-violet and hlue-
violet m the same bloMom, and a similar play of hues i. to be seen in most
flower.. In the same way we find that a blade of gras. or the leaf of a pUnt mav
Mhibit a range of hues running from yellow-green to blue-green. The following

'

Exercise ,s designed to help the pupils to get this phiy of hues that we see in nature.
It is desirable, though not abwlntely necessary, that each pupil be provided

with petals of diffaent flowers and with green leave, of different varieties, but the
teacher should have a number of specimens of various hues that may be fastened
up, m order that the pupils may analyse the colour and decide what the exact
hue u.

8E00ND EXEBCISE

ITie painte are prepared as they were for the Pirrt Exerciw. It is most
important that they .hould be kept clean and should be well moistened with water
before each leaon begins, in order that the brushes may be filled with colour easily.
If the colour ha. to be worked off a hard cake, it beoomea frothy and the bruah is
also mjnred.
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The paper in pluml on u.,|i cli«k thi! Iuiik way avmm, tlie paint-box ii plautl
nt the back of the dmk and to the ri){ht of tlie paiwr, thf lid beiuK opened toward
(lie pupil. The water In plaivd eillwr Iwhind the liox or to the right of it. ""h-
pupil, with both feel flat on th.- fl.K.r, »it. at the left >iidc of the de.k, whir i

fac»« aquarely.

For an oranRe pi-UI, the hruahea are dipped in the water and flUed with
yellow paint, then brunhed atrowi the red cake and twirted lightly in the lid to
eniurc the hloixliiit; "f lh<' coIoufk in the bru»h hikI hIhi to l,rin){ it to a good
point. The petal of the flower in then painted with one Ktroke, jf pcMihIe.

The teacher xhould fantcn a nhcet of paper up at the front and nhow the clam
how to pn'wi the brush .b.wn no as t.> widen the -troke. If the jK-tal the piijiil hax
made i» w]\„v.vr than be intended it t.. be. he a<l<N more r.^1 to the bni«h and twinl.
It liirhtly in the «anio «p.>t in the li<l when- the flmt brn»hrul of colour wan lwi»ted
then makex a second petal; if it i« redder than he intendcl. he add* more yellow.
In thin way. without wa»hin(r hit. bni«h or working over anv of the petal., he'make*
fresh strrtkes until he has made one of the rolour he desires to match.

For practice in stem and blade strokes, the paper is turned over and placed
the Ions way up and down. The cakes that have become soiled are cleaned off and
the bninh is filled with yellow and blue, twisted to a jrood point, and held 'in a
vertical p.»ition. while the fine line is swept in from the bottom of the paper
upward with the point of the brush just touehinR the paper. If the colour is
not rtronjr enough, more of both yellow and blue are added ; if it is too blue more
yellow is added, or more blue if it is too yellow, if it is too dark, more water is
needed. The brush should he twisted lightly in the lid ..f the box before it is applied
to the paper. When the brush is too wet. it may be allowed to touch the cloth
which will absorb the extra moisture. For grass blades, the stroke begins with the
point jnst touching the paper and the brush is pressed down aa it «weep. ilowly
upward, to be lifted again so that only the point touches as the sharp end of the
blade is finished.

Daffodil, narcissus, and tulip leaves are excellent for brush practice of thi«
kind. When more than one stroke is necewary, the brush is brought from the top
down, lapping the edge of the first stroke while it is still wet.

When the Second Exercise is taken in the Spring, it may be foUowed by
a lenon on painting the tulip or the daffodil. When it is taken in the Autumn, the
salvia, sunflower, or common marigold may he painted in this manner. Small
fmits, irach as haws, rose hips, and barberries may be handled in a similar way.
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In the following lesMn, initead of mixing the colours in the brush, as would
he done in painting from any flowers attempted in this Form, small pools of
strong colour are prepared, so that a sufficient quantity may te floated rapidiv
over the eomparatiyely large surface required for the reprerentation of the leaf.
It wiU be found necessary occasionally to take colour straight from the cakes,
even though pools of colour haye been prepared.

THE ADTUMN MAPLE LKAP IX W.lTEn-fOLOrita

Each pupil should be proyide<l with a brilliant maple leaf and should haye in
readiness on his desk a three-colour paint-box, a No. 7 (or Urger) paint brush
a piece of old, clean cotton, a water pan, and two sheets of drawing paper. One
sheet of paper may be used for testing colours.

After the cakes have been well moistened so that they are softening and that
colour may be easily obtained when it is needed, th, maple leaf may be studied
by the class in some manner similar to the following:

The teacher asks: "What have we for to-day's lesson? On what tree does it
grow? What colour are maple leaves in Summer? Describe the shape" The
ast question being rather too difficult for the class to answer, the pupils are told
to hold their hands up, turn the palm toward them with the Angers well spread
out. Mid count how many tips there are. Their attention is then called to the
fact that, like the hand, each leaf has five points. They note also that, although«.me leaves are broader and some have deeper notches than others, all have Sve
large ribs which taper to the points from the place where the stem joins the leaf

The teacher then continues
:
" Are the leaves green now ?» Each pupil decides^at colours can be seen in his leaf, and a few are allowed to describe theirs.

They
"I*

no* told to mix half a teaspoonful of strong yellow wash in one recessm the hd of the paint-box, a little bright red in another, and some green made
from yeUow and blue in a third. The teacher shows them, on a sheet of paper
at the front how they may paint the whole shape of the leaf with the yellow waA
«.d mto this wet yellow mass blend the red and green tones that are seen in
their leave. When they have been counselled to study the leaf carefully and try
to match the colours, pUcing each hue exactly where it comes, they begin by
shaping out the leaf with the yellow wash and. when they have made this founda-
tion shape correct, they proceed to match the colours, comrtantly compAring their
painting with the real leaf as thev work. ^ ^
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nb. .re made m the «une way. Care should 1« taken not to make the ribs too

»hou d he made to repre^nt them. The line of the rtem should be painted with

When the work ,a fimahed. the really p,od example, may be put up for

washed and brought to a good point, and all materials put carefully away.

THE PUHFKIN IN WATER-COLOUBS

MATEIIULS
l"V)ii THE Teaoiier:

pape'a!:'S:;:ei:r'" " ""• "" '^""•'•'^""- •«- ""'*• """''•«

For the Pi'pilh ;

in. o!rfh'T'°T' Tr'^"' ^°- ^ ''"'"'• •'™'""« P"*'' <^'"» •^•oth f» drain-mg out the brush and bringing it ti) a point.

METHOD

that T^, f" n " "i?
*' ^ P™'""" '" ''"'='' t° P^ the pumpkin sothat It will l«,k well and be seen by all and, with the pupils' help, decide upon the

^r l^ "h"!
"'." "" '''™ "" "' "**"•• «'" the^ attent'^n to its '^Lrashape, and lead them to notice the creases in it and that the one at the centre seemso be a »tra4?ht line, while those „n either side seem to curve more and morlasTvK ' ""' '" '"'^" *^*''" " *"" "P '"-l -0 together at the

The attention of the pupils having thus been directed to the general char-actenshcs of the model, they may prepare to paint it.

The large wash for the orange colour of the pumpkin is made by blending redwith yelow until the colour of the pumpkin is matched. At least half a tea-jonful of this wash will be required to cover the whole shape with the exception

t Inottr,,^' 7 u ^^*t '"*""*''• ^ ""'« <•' the first wash is takenm another hollow of the paint-hox, and from it the stronger, darker colour forthe creases is made by adding . little more of red and a touch of blue
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After the teacher han made a rapid demonstration of the method of begin-
ning, the pupils may paint the pumpkin about four inches wide, by putting a
brushful of the orange wash in the middle of the paper and pushing it out,
making it larger and larger with plenty of wash, until the painted pumpkin is as
near the shape of the model a« each pupil can make it.

The class should be cautioned to work quickly, keeping the whole shape wet,
and not forgetting to make the uniall ctirvcs that nhow in the outline at top and
bottom between the hollows.

While this general wash is quite wet, the pupils should fill their brushes with
the stronger, darker colour which they have already prepared and paint the middle
crease, or hollow, making it with one long stroke of the brush, treating the side
ones in a similar way with colour just wet enough to show the hollows without
spreading If the wash is applied quickly and the creases are put in before any
of the shape is dry, a «oftly-blende<l surface will result. If the high light, a pale
spot on the shiny surface of the model, is very noliceable, it can be shown by
wiping out some of the damp wash with a squeezed-out brush.

While this orange wash is drying, the colour for the stem may be made. It
is dark green, almost brown-green. Yellow and blue without much water will

gi»e tlje green, if a touch of red be added. The class may now paint the stem,
bearing in mind that it is short and thick, and widens and is full of creases where
it joins the pumpkin.

The finished water-colour sketch may be cut to shape for the cover of a
Thanksgiving card.

Other fruits and vegetables that may be handled in a simiUr manner to the
pumpkin are different kinds of squash, the egg-plant, onion, cai-rot, beet, and
tomato. See illustration opposite page 134.

The attention of a Form 11 class should not be called to the east shadow.

TBEE8

The Form II, Senior Grade teacher is advised to read the lessons on the
drawing of trees in the preceding Forms, as the chief difference in the work done
in thia Grade lies in the use of ink or water-colours instead of charcoal or crayon.

In the ink painting of a tree, an attempt to get the different textures of the
trunk and foliage should be made. The several illustrations of trees in the
Haniul will help the teacher to see how this is done, and he ma> show the class.
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Ming a large brush and water on the black-board for the purjmse. A short,
irregular, up-and-down stroke is generally used for the trunk, and the strokes
should lap sufficiently to give to it an appearance of solidity. The same sort of
handling is given any bare limbs. The stroke should follow the direction the
limb takes. To represent the foliage, the brush should be kept very full of ink
and held so that it leaves an irregular three-cornered blot on the paper. The ink-
flUed brush is zigzagged upon the paper without being lifted wholly from it, until
a mass of three-cornered touches that overlap each other thickly along the irregular
centre of the bough and show leaf-like, indented edges, has been shaped out, and a
bough in full foliage has been fairly represented. Other similar masses are added,
until the shape of the whole tree top is portrayed. Practice will give the sort of
stroke or touch that is required to express different kinds of foliage. Usually touches
that most nearly represent the leaf shapes will, when massed together, best express
the texture of the foliage.

The two extremes of a solid mass of black and a collection of disconnected
spots are to be avoided.

WINTEB APPEARANCE OF TBXX8
Before the Winter appearance of trees that lose their leaves in the Autumn can

be expressed with brush and ink, the characteristic branching as well as the pro-
portions and general shape of the whole must he faithfully studied.

It will be seen that, even in those trees where the branches are almost level,
each branch joins the main branch or the trunk in such a way that it could not
be broken off at the joining, while the sap is in it, without tearing down for some
distance. Each branch or twig has the appearance of continuing, through the
larger branches from which it springs, all the wav down to the root. This
appearance can be given by beginning the line for each branch in the branch
from which it springs, some distance below the point from which it is to be drawn
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and turning it oat at the right angle when that point is reached.
Ureat care must be taken to show the diminishing size of each branch
as the smaller ones grow out of jl. Considerable brush practice is

necessary before the fine twips can lie indicated, and too much should
not be expected from a Form II cUus.

The tree should be studied at a sufficient distance to prevent the
seeing of details, such as terminal buds, which the pupils are likely to
make too important.

LANDSCAPES

In the preceding Forms the pupils have lieen led to study the
appearance of the sky, earth, and distant trr-cs and to try to represent
these in their landscapes. No definite effort has Iwen made to have
them place trees in the foreground, altHoujrh a Form 1, Senior flradc
class has done so under the training of a special teacher in the
landscape illustrations shown. With average puj)iU it will be found
soon enough to undertake it with a Form 11, Senior Grade class.
Before attempting to paint a landscape showing trees in the fore-

ground, the class should be urged to notice how much of a tree that is not far away
shows against the sky and also what difference there is in the appearance of a tree
which is quite close and of one of Himilor si;:e a little farther away.

LANDSOAPF. IN INK

The white paper may represent the sky. For the foreground, a tone mav
be prepared in one of the hollows in the lid of the paint-box by adding a drop or
two of ink to a very small pool of water. Twice as much ink may be added to
this pool for the distant trees, while near-by trees may be painted with the
undiluted ink. Black water-colour may be used in the same way instead of ink.

For a Winter scene, the sky space may he covered with the lighter tone and
the white paper may be left for the snow-covered earth.

The following steps may be taken by each pupil in painting an ink Undscape:
1. The preparation of pools of gray wash

8. The drawing of a rectangle with pencil for the landscape, leaving good
margins

3. The drawing of a brush-and-ink line across the rectangle, so as to divide it

into two unequal spaces for sky and earth
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4. The bnuhing of • wuh of witer over the whole rectangle
t. When the paper hat ceawd to gluten, the laying of the lighter gray tone

from the bnuh line already placed to the lower margin of the rectangle
(Inatnictiona for the laying of a waah are giren on page I3fi.)

• 6. The ahaping out of the uneven nuua of the diitant wooda from the bmah
line up againit the tkj, while it ia yet damp

Lunaoin n on
7. WKm the landacape ifi almoet dry, the painting of the tnea in the fore-

ground, with the undiluted ink

8. The drawing (rf a Arm but narrow bruah-and-ink line over the indoeing
pendl UJoei.

Some claaaea have greater mtcceae when the flfth and aixth ttepe are inter-

changed.

If two mall landaeapea are kept going at tiie aame time, the dam can work
from one to tin other, wiUi)nit hanng to wait for a tone to become »et before the

nnt itep in order can be taken.
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noil AltllULS

OBAWINO PIOM ANIMAU

8uggeatiuii>i concerning the drawing of ani-

mals have been given in the previoiu Foima. The
aim in view in each caae i» to maKe the j. -.DilB'

mental conceptD clearer. If it is not convenient

to have an animal brought to iichool for study, the

clam may have their attention directed to it by
pertinent queitions from the teacher. After a few
dayi have been allowed for ita study out of school,

a story for illustration may be told, that will

require the drawing of it. The class may then
he allowed to criticise the drawings, in the light

of the observations made previously.

DBAWINO FROM THE FIOUBE

Some hints regarding drawing from the

figure have bcjjin given already under " Illustrative

Drawing " in Sorm I, Senior Grade, and Form II,

Junior OradMt More thought should be given to

the subject WTorm II, Senior Qrade. Action is

the thing of firlifImportance in this Form, and the

pupils may be posed to represent such actions sk

sliding, wallmi^, leaning, pushing, pulling, climb-

ing, etc. The first drawings should be in charcoal

mass, and mor§emphasis should be placed upon
getting the action of the figure than the propor-

tions. Proportions are important aui must be

considered here, but the time to emphasize them
is later.

INK I>AniTIN08, OB BILHOUETTES,
. jp CHIUJBEN

Poses taken from sports or games in which

boys arid girls are interested are excellent subjects

for painting in silhouette and may be painted in a

simple way with ink or black water-colour.
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slIhoMttM Of ehlldnn—<«> ellmbiav
•uln. (» •Udlm. (a) •kippiiv

FRIPAIUI lOK

Before the day for the lesaon the teacher hould
a«k the piipiU to watch very carefully the particular

game from which he intends to select a pose. Some
HiMH'ial jioKitKin should be chown for observation in

the lesson, such an a Iwy with a hockey (tick about to

lift the puck.

Full TiiK Tk.\( iiKii:

.\ hiH-kcy stick hroujcht by one of the boys, and a

large brush tu he used with water for black-board

demonstration.

Fob TIIK PiPiLs:

Drawing paper, brush, ink or black water-

itolour, paint cloth, and water.

Before posing the model, the teacher should

rapidly paint with water on the black-board some
pose quite different from the one chosen for the

lesson. He does this in order that he may show the

class how to handle the materials. He should then

ask one of the boys to put on his cap and mittens and
come to the front of the room to take the attitude

ihosen for the pose. In order that all may get a

good view of the m<.> he should be placed on a

high platform or a table, preferably close to a well-

lighted comer at the front of the room. It may be

necessary to pose two boys, one toward each side at

the front. The teacher should see that each pupil

has an uninterrupted and interesting view.

As the boy keeps the position, the attention of

the class is called to the main direction lines of the

figure, the angle at which the body is bent, the po«i-
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tion of the feet in relation to the hewl uid of the head in relation to the shoulders,
and to any other poinU that will help the pupils to get a clear mental picture of the
boj-'s posture. The model may now rest for a moment, while the other members of
the class dose their eyee to see if they can imagine him as he was posed. The teacher
may aid them in this by properly directed questions. Then they open their eyes, and
the boy takes the position again, that they may strengthen or correct their mental
pictures. He now takes his seat, and each pupil decides what space the picture should
occupy on his paper and, with a brushful of ink, drawi. the main liiie« of direction,

the action lines of the figure. The line to represent the back is drawn first, as it is

the longest line. The action lines of armi and Iors may l)c drawn next, and a light

line for the direction of the hockey stick. After again closing their eyes to recall

the appearance of the model, the pupils reopen them to compare the action lines

they have drawn with their mental pictures of the boy's attitude, and correct them
if possible. They then shape out the head and shoulders and the remainder of the
figure upon these lines.

As the class works, the teacher should pass round noting mistakes that are
being made and, when he finds a fault that is general in the drawings, all should
he told to stop work and close their eyes while he calls their attention to the point
in question. Each should then examine his drawing at arm's length, and those
who have made the mistake under consideration should stand, in order that
the teacher may see that each realizes his mistake.

After sufficient time (probably five minutes) has been given the class, the
model is posed again for a moment, while the pupils hold their drawings at arm's
length in front of them to compare them with the model. The teacher stands at
the back where he can see the drawings and the model. Aided by questions from
him, the pupils note their mistakes and, if time permits after the hoy has resumed
his seat, another silhouette is made on the other side of the paper, in which each
boy tries to improve on his first drawing.

The boy or boys who posed for the class make silhouettes from memory from
the attitude as they have seen it in the game. Where marks are given, an allow-

ance should be made them for the disadvantage of not having studied from the
model in class.

OBJECT DRAWINO

The instructions that have already been (jiveii in the Form II, Junior Grade
text, with regard to object drawing; apply equally to Form II, Senior Qrade.



OBJECT DBAWING IM

Exerciae should be given thu claaii both
in drawing from memory and from the
model, although increasing emphaaia ii

placed iiimn the latter from Form II,

Junior (irade, upward. Charcoal, ink,

and pencil inaxH arc the most satisfac-

tory mediums to uae for the purpoae.

If a Form II, Senior Grade claaa

has developed a nufficiently keen sense
of form to bring the average mass
drawings in ink of the class up to a
high standard, blocking in with pencil
may be taught, using objects of very
simple form, as cream crocks, bowls,

mustard jars, etc. No attempt should
be made to take pencil measurements

When such objects as jars, jugs,
kettles, or saucepans are to Ik- drawn,
books may be piled one upon another
upon the boards which are placed
across the aisles, to bring the top of
the object placed upon the pile on a
level with the eyes of the pupils who
are to draw it. They will not be able
to see into it in that position, and its

top edge will appear straight, not
curved, to them, \\hen objects have
been arranged in this way for the
whole class, the lesson may proceed
after the manner suggested in Form
II, Junior Grade.

OBJECTS ur INK HAS.S—BT FORK n rn?iu
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or ibov tcooiti. The ittantion ihould be conflned tu tsettiiig the pro|;ortioiu >nd

htpe oomct The pencil ihonld be held lightly under the hud far from the

point, to eiimre light gxty line, which may be itrangthened gradually a« the

correct ahope ii found. No eraaing ihould be permitted. Further initructione arc

given in Form III, Junior Grade, and, if the Form II teacher ha« any doubt con-

cerning the ability of hia claaa to aee and expreaa form in maw, it would be better to

leave ^ drawing in outline for the Form III, Junior Orade, and higher claaaei .

cnnm w nnt kabk—bt rwnt i rvra.

.'=•*&.



PICTL'HE STUDY in

tl life which the pupiU c»ii

till' bemitiful ("•(•on* in Tht

PICTURE STUDY

THE BMTIM! MADONNA-BAPHAEL

K-^ ^'Ir """
"l""'*^ '" ' °»""*' 1"'*' ''"^««''t 'rom thmt u»d withthe Woman Churning. The latter detit with . ph„

" «i»t u»d with

eMily undenUnd. Childiih conjecture would i.,a.

Sutine Madonna.

b-ri/'ni!''"''"*^'"
•'?'«' "'""'• "' ' '"'«'«""' "" '"<"> "'Other., the,begin to realize wmething of the meaning :,t .. other ove hh 1 '^- .kT.

tte wdl of a Form 11 c a«-room. We will ™pp<x „ ,h., , pi. ,„',,. u,g.
"^Zbe aeen from any part of the «hool-room i« i„ front ... ,he ola^.

THE AITI8T

T ,'**-i°
*.''* ''''^""' ''^'" """"•^ *" J""™ I. 8«iior Grade and Po™ IIJunior Grade, a little talk about the artirt and „«L> idea of hr.;.Z.Jr^

«.ce will give to the pupil, an added interert in iTpiZ, tLt thTvT t^Sr^'
Raphael', portrait, painted by him^lf, .how. a beaSlly t'tl^^'1^^
eye, and . ..ngularly «eet expre«ion. Hi, .umame w.. S.n«ir\. «^

gave him hi. fir»t le»on. m drawing. He wa. left u> orphaiTwhen he wa. ^11a child and. at the age of twelve, he went to the rtudio rf an^rtUt in^^icalled Perugino. There he worked and rtudied for eirtt^™ Jl.^^
rf«rtion and admiration „f hi, teacher, who« rtrleof «LZ ^

winning the

cloaely that their picture, could not alway, bTtolT.p^ "^u^ L^' T'""^ ."
Pain^ .^eb™ted pictu. which reprJnt, th^'mX oft vS^nX'
the i^nd^rfuC';!^"

P°P;'' '"''«' *^^" tW -nurt have 4«. oftTn of

«tiil^™f^ K r °V''*
"*^ "^ ^°""'*' '"""R *«» thVdome of the«ttedrri the bron«, gate. m«Je by Ghiberti, and Giotto', beautiful tower Four

» «o there to work Md le«n. He returned to ITrbino for a while, but therela.

Ms
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little there to inspire him. He may have had a feeling, too, that in Perugino's

style of painting he could not fully express the beautiful thoughts that thronged
his mind. He soon went to Florence, and under the influences there his manner
of painting at once began to change, his work growing Htronger. He painted now
with richer colours and his figures became more natural.

During Raphael's short life, which was a very happy one, he painted nearly

three hundred pictures and made over five hundred drawings and studies. He
was admired and beloved by all, not only for his great gifts, but because of his

kindly disposition.

THE PICTURE

The picture we are to study was painted not long before the artisfs death.

It is called The Siaiine Madonna because it was pointed for the monks of St.

Sixtus at Piacenza, a little company of pious men bound by vows to a life of

unselfish labour and religious devotion, who took Sixtus for their patron saint.

According to tradition St. Sixtus was a bishop of the church at Rome in the third

century, who suffered death at the Emperor's command rather than be disloyal to

his faith. The monks at Piacenza named their monastery after him, 'wli.-ving

that up in Paradise he would have a fatherly interest in them and would pray
that they might be kept faithful.

Raphael painted this picture for these monks to be used by them as a pro-
cession standard, but they placed it above the altar in the chapel of their monastery.

More than two hundred years later it was sold to the ruler of Saxony for
nearly thirty thousand dollars. Later it was seized by Napoleon and carried to
Paris, but was afterwards returned and is now in the Dresden Gallery.

The picture is intended as a vision of Divine love. The heavy curtains looped
at either side give the impression that they have been drawn aside for a moment
that the world may see the marvellous vision. The lovely Mother with the
Divine Child in her arms moves gently forward on the clouds. A faint breeze

blows back the drapery that, passing around her head, helps to draw the baby
close to her breast.

The picture seems to suggest that mother love is the love most like God's love

and that, as her strong arms support and uphold the Babe, so are the " everlasting

arms " of God beneath and around His children.

At the left side of the picture is St. Sixtus, an old man with a beautiful face.

He is robed in gorgeous vestments, but his attitude and expression indicate self-
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forgetfulneaa and humility. He aeenu to be pointing to his people beneath and
asking a blessing on them. On the parapet below him rests the tiara, the symbol

of his papal rank. Baphoel must have felt that it would spoil the picture if he

placed this heavy crown upon the head of the old saint; possibly he meant also to

express that earthly rank and magnificence sink beneath the one great fact of the

eternal love of the Father as exhibited in the sending of His only Son to be a

little human child, to grow up among men, to show them how to live, and to end
His human life by the cruel death on the cross for the salvation of mankind.

On the Virgin's right kneels St. Barbara, a fair young girl. Her clothing

is simpler than the rich draperies of St. Sixtus and more in keeping with her
girlish form. Behind her we can see a glimpse of the lonely castle in which
tradition tells us she was imprisoned by her father that she might be kept from all

knowledge of Christianity. In spite of this precaution, it is said that she heard
of the new faith, became a Christian and, rather than deny her faith, allowed her
angry father to put her to death. She looks down in reverent love as though she
would ask us to join her in thanking God for His great gift.

Behind the mother and child is a bright background of countless angels, and
on the parapet below two lovely little cherubs lean, gazing upward with adoring
eyes.

Besides having explained to them as much as they can understand of the
meaning of the picture, the pupils should have their attention called to the
beautiful balance that Raphael has maintained in it while still keeping the two
sides quite unlike. Cover any of the figures and the picture at once looks less

perfect. He has expressed his thought in so beautiful a way that no part could be
changed without rendering the whole less satisfying.

The picture hangs now in a room by itself in the Dresden Gallery, and people
from all over the world go to see it. Heavy curtains shut it off from the main
gallery, and guards stand always at the two doors. Those who enter to look at it

feel compelled to speak only in whispers. Its great beauty ; the position in which
the artist has placed the main figures, so that we seem to be looking up at them

;

the calm blessing in the Mother's eyes, which seem to pierce beyond us to all that
is hidden in the future ; and the solemn meaning in the eyes of the Divine Child
fill us with awe and reverence. We feel that only one Mother, and that the
Virgin Mary, and only one Child, and that the Christ, could have been portrayed
thus.



CHAPTER IX

COLOUR

PBIMABY ANO 8EC0NDABY COLOnBS

TaK CLASS has learned through the Exercises in handling water-colonrs given

in connection with Representation on page 116 that no one of the three colours,

red, yellow, and blue, can come in contact with either of the others while moist

without forming another colour. For the sake of convenience and because the

three colours, red, yellow, and blue, cannot be formed by any combination of

colours in paints, chalks, or crayons, these may he celled primary colours; and the

three colours which result from the blending of these primaries in pairs may be

called secondary colours. The three secondary colours are orange, green, and
violet.

'HUES OF COLOfR

In making a secondary colour, too much or too little of one of the primaries

that go to make it may be taken. The colour formed in tliat case has a leaning

to one or the other of the primaries, and an intermediate hue is formed, a? a

yellow hue of green or a blue hue of green, called respectively yellow-green and

blue-green. These hues are often found in specimens from nature, and the class

should know how to make them when they are required. The order to be followed

in a lesson on the making of the hues of orange is given below

:

1. The placing on each desk of paper and water

3. The placing of the paint-box and the moistening of the cakes

3. The drawing in pencil outline of three rectangles, each about one inch by

two inches

4. The putting sufficient water in one of the depressions of the lid to make
just enough wash to cover the three panels

6. The working of the brush back and forth from this pool to the yellow cake,

till a strong yellow wash is made

6. The addition, by the same method, of sufficient red to the yellow pool to

make it a strong orange in colour. An extra sheet of paper should be

kept for testing the colour.
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THE FLAT WASH tSB

1. The painting of the middle pmiel with this orange wanh. (The paper

ahould be held at the top comer with the left hand and slightly tilted

BO that the wash will tend to nm down. The brush should be filled

with the orange waHh, and the colour applied Hcrosn the top of the

rectangle and dragged lightly down till the bottom is reached.)

8. The transferring of half of the orange wash that is left to another depres-

sion in the lid of the box, where sufficient yellow is added to it to

produc-r a yellow-orange, which i« then applied to the rectangle to the

left of the one covered with orange

9. The addinj; of sufficient red to the first orange pool to form red-orange.

which is applied to the third rectangle.

The middle (wnel Ik now orange, to the left of it is yellow-orange, and to the

right, red-orange.

It must l)e rememlKTe<i that there arc a great many gradations of hue between

yellow and orange and orange and red ; and it is sufficient to nfeei the pupils in a

Form il class to make a hue that is noticeably yellower and one that is noticeably

redder than orange.

Green with yellow-grccn and blue-gri-en, and violet with red-violet and blue-

violet, should be made in a similar way.

THK PLAT WASH

It is a comparatively easy matter to cover small surfaces, such as those used in

the last lesson, with an even wash of colour : hnt occasion frequently calls for the

covering of large surfaces. Especially is this the case in Design, where large back-

grounds have to be coloured in the making of surface patterns. It is therefore

necessary to have some previous practice in the laying of flat washes, in order to

avoid spoiling work that has taken some time to prepare.

THE APPLYING OF A FLAT WASH

Order to be followed

:

1. Distribution or arrungement of materials required

S. The moistening of the paints that are to be used

3. The drawing of a rectangle in pencil outline on the 6" by 9" paper, so as to

have its longer dimension vertical and allow a margin of one inch at

the top and sides of the paper and two inches at the bottom
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4. The prepu-Btion of a sufficient qomntit}' of wa»h of the colour required in
one of the depretwioiiw in the lid of the Iwx, after the method deHtrilied

in the la«t leiwon. (A tea«poonful of water should make plenty of wash
to cover the rectangle prepared. In order to prevent waste the claw
should learn to estiiuate what quantity will be required for a given
surface. It is better however to make too much than too little.)

6. The applying of the wuh.

E»;h pupil should work with a full brush, carrying the wash from left to
right across the top of the rectangle. The left hand should hold the paper so
tilted all the time that the colour will have a tendency to run down. If the brush
is kept full of the wash, a pool will form at the bottom of the brush stroke as H is

carried across the space. Each fresh stroke should be painted into this pool, thus
moving it along until the bottom of the rectangle is reached, when the brush
should be pressed against the cloth, that it may be drie^ and its point applied to
the pool of colour at the bottom of the rectangle, to absorb it. Great care should
be taken to keep the paper tilted until this excess of wash has been removed, lest it

may run back and form an ugly line.

The sides of the panel should he kept straight as the wash is brought down.
Any working over the wash is almost certain to spoil it, but one wash may be
floated over another if the first has been allowed to dry.

If for any reason it is necessary to cover a whole sheet of paper with a wash
of colour, the paper should first be fastened at the four comers to a board, with
ordinary sharp pins, and allowed to remain in that position until dry, otherwise
it will curl up and in all probaUlity be blemished.

THE DBOPPED AND FLOATED WASH

Another name by which this wash is sometimes known, the blotted UHuh, is

rather perplexing. The name given it here and in the Course of Study suggests
how it is made. The rectangle br other shape to be covered is first brushed all

over lightly with clear water, and on this moist surface the colours are dropped
clear and bright, straight from the cakes, and the paper is tilted in any desired
direction to allow the colours to meet so that no part of the rectangle is without
colour.

The brush should be filled with one colour ihut, as yellow, and irregular spots
of this should he dropped here snd there over rhe surface of the rectangle, rfter
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which the bnuh thould be cleaned rapidly and fiUed with strong, bright red or
blue, which in turn m droppe.1 into clear spaces here and there over the rectan^lf
in the same manner aa the yellow. The colours are then allowed to blend in the
manner explained above. If necessary, a damp brush may be used to drag the
colours to the edge of the rectangle.

If the wash has been successfully applied, besides the three colours, yellow, red,
and blue, which were dropped into it, orange, green, and violet, with the inter-
mediate hues may be found, and possibly tones also of gray and brown.

The class should be led to discover what combinations have made the different
colours that may now be found. It will te seen that where blue, red, and yellow
have run together in a very wet condition, gray has resulted, and where strong
blue has come in contact with strong oranfrc, brown has l)cen made.

If time can be spared for the purpose, the dropped and floated wash may be
taught in a sequence of four lessons, as follows

:

1. Yellow and red and the resulting hues of orange

2. Yellow and blue and the resulting hues of green

3. Red and blue and the resulting hues of violet

4. Yellow, red, and blue, as described above.

TINTS AND BHADK8 OF COLOITB

A Form II, Senior Grade class is expected to use two tones of one colour for
colounng the work done in Design. The two tones mav W the standard with a tint
or shade, two tmts, or a tint and a shade. The class should have learned in the
previous Grades to make tints and shades with crayons, and the teacher will have
no difficulty in getting them to realize that with water-colours a tint can be made
by adding water to the standard colour, and a shade by adding a little black to
the standard. The more water that is added the lighter the tint will be the
more black that is added the darker the shade will be.

'

Different tones of gray are produced from black in the same way that tints are
obtained from a standard colour.

A sufficient quantity of the required tone should be made up in one of the
depressions in the lid of the box. Directions for the application of this tone have
been given already under " The Flat Wash ".
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The chief differencei between the work in Dnign for • Fonn II, Junior

Orade and a Form II, Senior Onde, are that the pupiU in the latter are expected

to measure in half-inchea m well a< inchea for their conitnictive plan of aquaree.

They may uae a conitnictive plan of oblonge made by quartering the ends and
Bidea of a sheet of paper and joining the points of diviaion by horizontal and
vertical lines, or of diamonds made by vonnectintr the points of division with

oblique lines. It is also taken for granted that the-.' ml] uae water-colours rather

than crayons.

In addition to these changes, the Form II, K , ior Orade pupil must consider

his designs from a new point of view. The teacher who reads the text in Deaign

for the preceding Grades will find that whereas the attention of the Form I,

.Tunior Grade pupil was devoted to keeping the units of one kizh and nhapc and
repeating them at regular intervals, the Form I, Seniqr Grade pupil went a step

further and learned to make alternate arrangements of units, whereby he could

see the effect upon the appearance of the pattern when the repetitions of the

unit were comparatively far apart and when they* were comparatively close. In

Form II, Junior Grade, the pupil began to consider the size of the unit in relation

to the background. He dificovered also that it is possible to repeat some units in

snch a way as to make background shapes that add greatly to the beauty of the

whole pattern. Now that he has reached Form II, Senior Grade, he should be

taught to give careful consideration, not only to the sise of the unit in relation

to ty.e space allotted to it, but also to the background shapes made by the touching,

at certain points, of units, especially those that are geometric in character.

Exercises such as the following one are calculated to teach the pupil to realize the

importance of taking into account the background as well as the unit repeated

upon it.

AN KXRBCIHE IN HKRIONING

The directions for the making of a geometric pattern suitable for a tiled

floor or one of inlaid wood may be given as follows. Curved lines should not be

used:

1. Draw two three-inch squares a half-inch apart on tiie 6' by 9" sheet of paper,

arranging them so that the margina of paper at the sides and top are

alike.

2. Draw light pencil lines dividing each square into nine one-inch squares.
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3. Draw ui inch square on a pietv uf practiiv |iap«r and iim> the diagonaU or

diimeten to help in planning a geometric unit that will touch the lidea

or comert ot the square.

4. Bcpcat the unit obtained in thia way in every aqutire of the two conatructivc

plana already prepared.

5. Clean out all unneceaaary linca with a aoft eraser.

When these directions have been carried out by the pupil, he will have two
surface pattema in outline that are exactly alike. Tho way in whi^h they are

finiahed will materially affect their appearance.

1 ' I'lSflSH THK SIKKAIK P.\TTE«NS

1. Outline the firat three-inch square and paint the units black, using black

water-colour or the school ink.

2. Paint the backfpround shapes black, leaving the uiiitu white in the second

thive-inch aquare.

3. Compare the two squares and deride which way of finishing has produced

the moat satisfactory reault. (See illustration.)

Other exercises that will help the pupil to realize the iniiwrtanee of the back-

ground shapes are as follows

:

1. Put a pale wash of some colour over each square. When the wash is dry,

put a deeper tone of the same colour over the units in the first square

and over the background shapes in the second square. Compare the

resulta.

8. Use one colour and black, or one colour and gray, or grey and black, in the

same way, comparing as before.

8. Draw two three-inch squares on another sheet of paper. Draw the same
unit as for the first exercises, but put it in alternate squares. Finish

as before and compare the four different arrangements of the pattern,

which are as follows

:

(a) Units placed in every square and made dark on light background
(b) Units placed in every square and left light on dark background
(c) Units placed in alternate squares and made dark on light back-

ground

(d) tJnita placed in alternate squares and left light on dark back-

ground.
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All I'Xi-rciw ill ilmJimiiiK a lingle i;>'uiuetri>' unit, tvto inchea iiqiure ur larger,

might be given. From the reaulta obtained, the claw, under the direction ol the

teacher, should chixuie the mont natinfactiirv exaniiilc. The teacher (haiilil then draw

H ftquan* on the hlark-board and, \wui! the neceiiitar}' (.oiititriictive linen—dingoiialit

or tliameters or iNwsifily both aj) tlie cam* might he —nhow the claims Imw to conntnict

the unit chown. Each row might then he amigned one of thu four wayii in which

the unit i» to he arranged. The lient example of each of the four diHereiil wayii

nhould then lie put up for claiiK I'ritieiiim. Kacli pupil Hhould deciili which he

preferx and give reaMonx for hitt preference.

This exerciM' woiild require at leant two half-hour perioda. The school ink

would he a natisfactorv medium for flninhiiig the Kurface patterii» in thin cane.

VABIATIU.NH or THE HAHE UNIT Or DCglUN—BY roBH U H «!.«

The Hteps to be taken in the foregoing exerciiie are:

1. Deaigning of single geometric units by the class

i. Choosing the best unit

3. Demonstration by the teacher to show the host method of drawing this unit

4. Drawing and finishing of the surface pattern by the class in the four

different ways (a, i, c, d), after each row hai been assigned one
A. Choosing the best example of each method

6. Criticism by the class to determine which reault of the four is most
satisfactory.

TABIATIONB OF THE 8KUt FNrr OP DE8I0N—BT POBU n nTPILB
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IXTEHESTINO PROBLEMS

1. Mark off the width she prefers ij] hiiir

ribhoiis by drawinj; two ruled iwncil
lines from the top to the bottom edge of
the pajier, and the proper distance apart.

2. Decide whether she wishes a plain, a
figured, or a striped ribbon.

3. For the figured ribbon she must next place
dots as explained in the Form II,
Junior Grade text. It may be neces-
sary to begin at the middle of the top
of the ribbon to mark the dots, in order
to make the left and right sides of the
ribbon alike. .

4. Repeat the unit in pencil outline at each
dot.

5. Put a wash of the desired colour over the
whole surface of the ribbon space.

6. When this is dry, add a little more colour to
the wash that is left over and paint the
units, using a brush that is not too wet.

7. Draw a narrow line of the same" or a little

stronger tone of the same colour down
each edge of the ribbon.

For a striped ribbon the same order should
be followed but, instead of placing dots, it

would be necessary to decide where to place
each stripe a»id what width to make it. The

MBBON-BY TOBH H PDpn, stWpes should be made with freehand brush
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.J^tt^tr.,t"rL^t:r'' "^ "^' *-'^ ^-- -'«-*

f„,
,?''.'','»''^j,''8 !>'

fl^"^ ""^lins and checked gmghams suitable for dres*,for the K.rl.. and pnnts or suitings citable for blouse, for the boy«, will L flTd

LwT ^LT":':"'
'" ""^ ^''"''«' ^h™ the attention in the p^m " rome"»being directed to he «,tti„g in order of the summer wardrobe for the hou^hlldMany pretty samples will no doubt be brought to school, and Aese wiUgive hdnfulsuggesfons; the teacher, however, nmst c.nstantlv keep in mi^d tfat in ttmaking of these patterns, the pupils cannot err on the side of simplicity

MAKOINh

, J".*"""""'
^°'" ^"^^- *''^ P^P"' *"»" l^gin to real™ the importanceo good margins. A margin may look too narrow for 'the pape" or mTy ama"altogether too wide. When an object is not intended to beTwed inTvX

«^™t;K *""'?'"" """ *" °' '^"''' "''"•'• -" " « handkerchief or r^HfVThen the object is n.tended to hang or be held in a vertical »r nearly vf;,caiposition, the bottom margin should be wider than the othe™, « in the carofpicture a calendar, or a booklet. In all problem, where mirgins a^ n^Irythe first steps should be the making of the margin, a.«. the pXm Touim'gone on w.th until a «tisfactory margin has been obtained, 'au e.erci^ 1^ d t
Z^^T' '""'"i.

" '""^ '"'"« "" '"' «' "y »' P«I«' "f a margin? iinc«.at w^ incIose a central panel in good proportion to the%urroundin^marSThe central panel must not appear to overbalance the margin nor to be ofer

? f 1 1 k"""""^'
"""P'" *" *'"' *" ™™*y "' P^^rtions made byle

hr J M ^T* '""''"' '•"• '''^ ""«"- ^-'^ thoTexhibitinrthe b^tbalance should be chosen by eliminating those in which the margin Lms^narrow or too wide for the inclosed space.
^

PB0BLEM8 INTOLTINO MAHOIKS

h-v-t
^'^'

"J!?"'' ™r' " °*" "'**'''' "**'•* "^"^ "^y ^ ^«»P>«1 " a, to

A riZ
'""'" "'^ ' "f^ ^-t™ 0' « fiff^ border with a pUin cent,;.A border across each end is also a satisfactory arrangement which may be used bvthis class, but it need not be «,nsidered he,., as it L already been deah Tth in
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BOOKLET C0V£K8

Form I in connection

with the towel problem.

Other arrangements that

would produce satisfac-

tory resnltn require a

consideration of Balance

and Rhythm too subtle

for a Form II class.

The first step in

working out the prol)-

lem, after the rectangle

for the rug or other

article has been drawn,

is the determining of

the width of the sur-

^
rounding margin that

will be in good propor-

ttion t* the inclosed

rectangle.

The second step is

the measnriTxr and mark-
ing into ! ..ar spaces of the margin or the central panel,
according K whichever is to be decorated.

When the central panel is to be covered with a surface
pattern, the constructive plan should be made by measuring
from the centre of the panel to the sides, in order to have
opposite sides and ends of the surface pattern correspond.

If the margin cannot l)e easily divided into an exact
number of spaces for the units which are to form the border,
the unit may be placed in each corner, of the margin with,
possibly, one or two repetitions at each side of it. These
comer groups should then be connected by lines or by a strip
or band. The purse in the illustration shows a border of this
kind. The design may then be finished in black and white
or in any combination of colours that has already beea
suggested.

DESIGN rOR PUIWE
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Blotters, .a** lor court-planter, and table mats, as well aa the above-meationed
articles, should be made with margiii» or borders that are uniform in wid.h.

Booklets and calendars, both of which look better for having the marinn
noticeably wider at the bottom than at the top or sides, have been referred to
before. In the preceding Forms, different arrangements for the covers of booklets
have been given that could be carried out by a Form II class. In the booklet
covers on page 145. the fir«t step, after « decision as to the style of decoration hart
been arrived at, was the drawing of a light marginal line that would give margins
of satisfactory proportions when compared with the central panel. In the first
book cover, the marginal line was erased after it had given the placing and width
for the title. In the second case it remains, hut the central panel has been divided
into two panels of micHjiial height, the smaller of which contains the title and the
larger the surface pattern. In the third cover, the marginal line was erased after
it^had given the widih for the title space and the^lacing and width for the two

• 1

UNITS OF DESIQN

The booklet covers illustrated above suggest a my in whulj figures and letters
may be used to make units of design. The units in tTcse illu^lwrfions were made bv
drawing the figures with both hands at the same time, using two pencils or two
crayons. The left and right figures were then co.mected by one or more lines and
in one case certain parts were darkened.

Except in rare cases, the units of design used in th-t class for the making of
borders and snrfaoe patterns should be simple geometric, forms, or suitable leaves
or the top or side views of flowers after these* have been simpUfied as much as'
possible.

calznuabb

The calendar problem could be approached in the same way as the booklet
cover If calendar pads of any desired size could be procured but, since that is not
the case, it is necessary to begin with the central panel, the width of which i«
governed by the width of the calendar pad, and plan the margins afterwards The
pad havmg been procured, a picture of the same width but different height should
be cut from the best part of some suitable landscape made previously by the pupil
The landscape and pad should then be placed in position on a sheet of mounting
paper of some dull tone that will look well with the picture or, failing that, on a
aheet of drawing paper. The picture and pad which go to form the centrel'panel
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should f ve sufficient apace between thciu to show that
they form two separate part* of the one panel ; the space
separating them, however, should be noticeably narrower
than the margins which are marked off m-xt ind sliould
be made of such a width as to be in jtood proportion to
the central panel. Unless the bottom margin is made a
little wider than the margins at the sides and top, the
calendar pad and picture will have the appearance of
slipping down on the monntiug pafHT.

M.lKINd THE lALENOAII

1. Procure the calendar pad.

2. Cut the picture of the same width and of sufh-
cient height to hwyrell with the pad.

3. Place the^ in positioif on the mounting paper
at a pilper distance apart.

4. Mark off tgitative nuuuins and, when the parts
.« all l^periy reSted, cut the mounting paper .<o as to allow margins
of suitable width.

6. Outline the central panel with pencil, to ensure the pasting of the picture
and pad m proper position.

6. Put paste under the edges of the picture and fix it in place.
7. I^t parte on the under surface of the pad and fasten it in position under

the picture.
-"uoi

9. Put the mounted calendar under heavy prewmre until it is quite dry.
'

LETTERING

Junior dl H "™ " ""f *" """*"* ""^ *'"'" -™ '-^^d '- - the

s^Tf ^vlT '"'' ^"^ *°°''' ""* ^ «*™° "P «»«"'•?. he may rule .

through the middle of the space to be occupied by the word. If the word has «,
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uneven number oi letten, the middle letter ahould be placed exactly on this line

«nd made the proper height. The letters may then be placed in order from it to

the beginning and the end of the word. If there is an even number of lettera

in the word, the two middle letters should be placed first, one on either side of the
central line. As 1 takes less space than any other letter, an I in one half of the
word and not in the other would make it necessary to place the central letter or
letters slightly nearer the side in which 1 occurs.

The Easter cards by Form II girls were lettered in the way indicated above.
The letters were first made with very light pencil lines. The colour was then put
in with a brush over the pencil lines.

J>1N()P(W^

^^ ^^
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P ;« III, JUNIOR onADE

ILLUSTRATIVE DRAWING

The tkaciieb of Fonn III, Junior Orado. hHviii); Ihhh time to »|ii>n(l on llluiitrativc

Drawing than teachem in previoux Pnmi» have had, nhoiild cndravour to make
fraquent tue of it in connection with oJier aubjecta. Drawings made by tie pupila

to illustrate events and con-

ditionK with v'lich thpy hare

had no personal experiitnce

will be found lackinjr'^tiie

vivid life an^action which

characterize me Uliutimtiona

of game« andriporta tn which

they themeenen have ar^IIy
taken part. \2iiB fact ahonid

not diacourage the uae gt

llluatrative Drawing iq con-

nection with other school sub-

jectn however, because even

the very imperfect representa-

tion of a situation will serve

to make it clearer to the one

endeavouring to picture it.

For the six or more
periods during the year that

may he devoted to special les-

sons in Illustrative Drr ring,

subjects should be chosen that

will give the pupils an oppor-

tunity to exercise what thev . „.„ „
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)iK»<' iilifuilj- Itiiriwid ill lemonH in KeprpMiiutioii. After iniiiiMl utiiily. for pxainpli'.

•uch dcucriptivp liiie* an:

Vp 1c«*>4h1 of i uuAAen thn sun,

Anil aciinit him Ihr ittlr atood Mvk mrj one,

might be- illuntrated. Landacape drawiiift ahould precede thene upecial Ipmoiw. ax

the pioturpK of inunea and aport" will require auitablp laiidacapp »ettiii(ri'.

RKPRKSKNTATION

In the pteav ; Fornw, uranKc-B, flowen, and iiimiUr upraja from nature have
been handled chiedy in ink or charcoal maaa, or in coloured crayona. Specimens
i>f thi» kind may lie exprai«d in Form HI, Junior (Irade. in ink tone* or in wati-r-
coloun*. r*"

'^;

/ INK TONES

In FonA III, Junior Oradt, the bent method of procedure in making a draw-
ing in ink toiVt would he to have each pupi' put aufflcient ink into u amall quantitv
of water to make V»»»h for <he light tone requir-d ; with this he should then maki-
II careful ailhoiiet^e St the a))ecimcn and, when < Ih dry, go over the partH that
are to be made dark, with undiluted ink. (BlacV iter-coloura may be lined inatead
of ink. ) See illuatratinn on page 1 .'iZ.

THE HANDLINO OP WATEB-OOLOUBS

It will be noted that two methods of handling water-coloura in RepreaenUtion
are given in the Manual. The artiat. aa a rule, makes use of both in almost everv
aketch.

Where a large mam of colour of an almost even tone occurs, it is a convenience
to have a pool of colour prepared in one of the depressiona in the lid of the
paint-box. As this colour is being applied to the paper, clear colour from the cakes
may be added to give any variations that occur in the hue. Where the specimen
or model that is to be painted has no large snrfaees, the colour may he taken
directly from the cake after the manner indicated in the second exercise on pagt
117. and also in the following lesson on the naKtnrtium.
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THE NASTOBTIITM IN WATBR^LOUBfl

ICATEBIALS

.hP.J"', T*"-
'"""''' ' "'"'' °* naaturtium with stem, leaves, and blo«om two

ttr pan
"'"' •"""'' *'^"°""" '»'"*-'»^' '"- «"*<>" ^loth. bTZ'^

PREPABATION

The paint-box « pUcedat the back of the desk at the pupil', right with the<V«.ed hd toward hun, and the paints are moirtened before the study of Z
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NASTURTIUM IN WATER-COLOUHS !&)

specimen begins. The uaaturtium i» then laid in a natural position on one sheet
of the drawing paper, which is placed on a book or slate at the left side of the
pupil and against the back of the desk, so as to slant slightly in order to give him
a good view of the flower in the position in which it is to be painted.

Where it is not possible to obtain suflicient specimens for each member of the
class to have one, the flowers may be placed in bottles or in jars of wet sand on
boards placed across the aisles from desk to desk. A dozen specimens placed in
this way are sufficient for about fifty pupils. WTiere each pupil has a specimen
of his own the results are likely to be more satisfactory.

When the specimens are all arranged, the attention of the pupils should be
caUed to the shapes of flower, stem, and leaves. They should notice the differencem appearance of edge and face views of the leaves. The joining of smaller stems
to the parent stem should be observed carefully, as should also the general character
and direction of these stems. One leaf may hide parts of two or more other
leaves; the pupils should note the general shape of such groups and the reUtive
position of leaves that show separately.

Having studied flie shape and growth in this way, the class should proceed to
analyse the colour. The hues of flower, stem, and leaves are found in the colour
charts which the pupils have made previously. In the case of the nasturtium,
the flower showed hues ranging from yellow-orange to red-orange; the markings
were brown in a shade of red-orange. The stems were tints of green and
blue-green and, in one side of some of them, a tint of grayed red appeared In
the leaves, the hues ranged from yellow-green to blue-green. The teacher should
fasten a sheet of drawing paper up at the front where all can see it and on this
indicate the first steps. It is not necessary to finish this drawing but, as the lesson
proceeds and difliculties are discovered, the class may be shown on the same sheet
of paper how to overcome these difficulties.

First, the brush is filled with water, brushed once across the yellow cake,
twisted to a point in the lid of the box, and a faint, narrow line is swept in for the'
direction of the main stem. With the same very pale yellow, the angle at which
each stem joins the parent stem is indicated with a light line. These yellow lines
should be so pale that they will not show in the finished drawing. The brush is
now filled with yellow and red, lightly twisted once in the lid so that the colours
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will run up into the brush and blend, and the two upper petals are painted. If
the first touch of the brush to the paper shows too yellow a hue, more red is

immediately added to the brush or, if too red, more yellow is added, and the
upper petals are completed. If. the brush is too wet, it is allowed to touch the
cloth or a piece of blotting-paper, that some of the moisture may be absorbed. To
dry the brush would be to begin all over again with the same difficulties and to
waste paint.

The lower petals are next painted, leaving a narrow space between them and
the upper petals. The fringe, yellow or red as the case may Iw. is added before
the flower petals are quite dry. For the brown markings the brush is filled with
strong yellow and red and a little blue, twisted in the lid to a good -wint, and
the lines are then painted into the upper petals when they are almost dry. The
brush must be held vertically for these lines.

The brush is now dried and cleaned and the tops of the yellow and blue cakes
cleaned if necessary. The nearest green leaves are next painted. The brush is

filled with water, brushed across the blue and yellow cakes, twisted in the lid, and
the leaves shaped rapidly on the paper without outlines. More yellow or blue or
water is added to the brush, if necessary, to produce the right hue. A tiny spot of
white paper may be left in the centre of any leaf where it shows prominentlv.
The brush is dried, to wipe the veins from the centre out, before the leaf has time
to dry. The under sides of leaves are painted, after the upper edge is drv, with
paler colour made by adding more wa*er to the brush, as also are the stems". The
main stem is painted last, in between the stems that join it. While the green of
the stem is still wet, a little red is touched in where the stem shows pink. Where
one side is very dark, a little blue is added.

The transparent appearance of the stems is obtained by using more water than
colour in the brush.

After an exercise like the second on page 117, the painting of any flower in
this way should not he diffioilt.

PHUITS AND VKOETABI.es

Fruit sprays may be handled in a similar manner. Further suggestions
regarding the drawing of fruits and vegetables are given in the Manual.

TBEES

Instructions have been given in Forms I and II with regard to teaching the
drawir of various trees. Similar methods may be used with a Form III eUss.
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The points which each pupil must obnerve in studyiiiK » *•*« «re

:

1. The main direction of growth

8. The proportion of the length of the tnink to the whole height of the tree

3. The width of the trunk as compared with the greatest width of the upper
part of the tree

4. The character of the branching

5. Toe general shape of the upper part of the tree.

Pencil should be used frequently as the medium for the representation of trees

in Form III, and it will be found necessary to give some practice in trying to

develop the power to express foliage in simple masses. Illustrations are shown of

an apple tree in full foliage, rendered in pencil, and a brush and ink drawing of

the same tree in Winter.

TREES IN SUHOrETTK

Silhouettes, or ink paintings, of trees are made in much the same way as the

grasses on page 115 were painted. A light line for the direction is first swept in

with the tip of the brush barely touehing the paper. The trunk and any branches

that show may be shaped out next, and the foliage may then he added with the

brush touches or strokes that will best represent it, overlapping so as to suggest

masses rather than separate leaves.

Some teachers may find that, in certain trees where the mass of foliage has a

striking and clearly-defined shape, better results are obtained by shaping out this

mass before the trunk and lower branches are painted.

When the silhouettes of se eral trees have been made, they may be fastened

together in booklet form and a suitable cover designed for them. (See illustrations

on page 123.)

LANDSCAPES

Landscapes made in the previous Forms were intended chiefly for use in con-

nection with illustration. Classes in Form III should begin to compose landscapes,

learning to relate sky, earth, and tree areas in a natural and at the same time

pleasing way.

A first lesson might consist of the division of a number of rectangles into well-

proportioned sky and earth spaces. These spaces should not he equal. The line
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dividjng wrth from «ky need not be level ; it amy, for ewmple. i«pr«Mit . hilWde,
but it ihould be either more or lew than half-way down. The earth <|wce may be
Mvered with an even tone of gray made with pencil atrokea Uid doae together.

After the pupil* have observed trees at a little diatance from them and have
noted how much of the particular tree they are studying come* againat the aky
they may place a single tree in a landscape so as to produce good spacing. The tr»e'
should not be exactly in the middle nor so near one aide as to make that side appear

UKsacira noiiroBinoN

heavier than the other. There should also be some space between the bottom of the
trunk and the low« marginal line. Part of the top of the tree, however, may he
cut off by the upper marginal line of the picture.

In a third lesson, the class might draw a landscape and in it balance a group
of two or three trees in the foreground by a low-lying mass of woods in the distance.

This series of lessons, which is planned in pencil, may be carried out in ink,
neutral values, water-colours, or coloured crayons. lUustrations of landscapes in
these mediums will he found in different places throughout the Manual.
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The pupils delight in drawi.iK domeHtio aninwl-. particuUrly their own pet.One of the cIeh, nu,y be able to brinjt a ....an-, a bantam rooster, a pigeon or a
rabbit to serve a- a model. A first le«on from one of these should be devoted to
sketchinK It "> charcoiU, crayon. „r pencil, in various p.».ition». making a number of
rapid sketches on the same sheet of paper.

Hie movements of the model will suggest a variety of pose- which at first
»eem difficult to draw, but there is less drawing than watching neces«ry. and the
cUss should not endeavour to record mor,- than a side view of the animal and
possibly a front.and a back view with sketches of the head and the feet in various
positions. They should observe the model as it lingers a moment in action, rapidly

"Z^Z \ r ".*'"'; """^ ^^^ ""^ '"*' *" 'he sketch as often as the uiimal
returns to the onginal position. A number of unfinished sketches mav be made in
this way, while seeking for the most typical appearance of the animal. These
recorded impressions will be found of assistance in future drawings of the animal
in connection with illustration.

LESSONS ON BIBDe

HATXBULH

A canary, a pigeon, or a bantam rooster; some seed or crumbs to keep tho
model from wandering from the teacher's desk : pencils and drawing paper.
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The cUh may begin by itudying how the bird itandi or percbei, what tnglei
the leg> make with the long line of the back, how far back the lega are, where the

winga begin, how long the bill ii, etc. The teacher ahould get the papila to obterve

these points before any drawing ia attempted.

Having studied the proportion*, they may begin a rapid freearm sketch. If

the bird chan'.-es its position, another sketch should at once be begun on the same
sheet of paper without attempting to alter the first drawing. VT-en the model
returns to the first position, more lines should be added to that sketch. The class

ahould make other studies of the head in various positions, determining the position

of the eye by extending the line of the beak across the head as a guide. These
rapid sketches should he in outline. The pupiln should not be allowed to erase in

lessons of this kind ; instead of correcting mistakes they should begin a new sketch

on the same sheet of paper.

Another way of condncting this lesson would be to have the class study the

bird carefully, watching it in its different poses without attempting any sketches

until after the model has been removed, when it may be drawn entirely from
memory. The bird may then be brought back and, when the drawings have been

compared with it and corrected, a new drawing may be made.

It the latter way of conducting the lesson be chosen, ink paintings in mass may
take the place of the pencil sketches.

When live birds oi' animals are not obtainable, mounted specimens may take their

place. Toy models may also be used. The Teddy bear admits of many changes of posi-

tion and the drawing of it makes a good preparation for drawing from live animals.



DBAWINa FROM MANUPACTCRKD OBJECTS

OBAwiNo raou TH£ fiocbe

The work in drawing from the Figure in Form III,
Junior Oride, ihould be very limilar in method to th«t
- »:ribed in Form II, Senior Grade, but greater accuracy in
obaervation and exprewion should be required.

The work ahould be in maim and moat frequently from
memory immediately after careful clasa study.

When the model is posed, the attention of t'..e claim should
be called to the height of the figure in comparison with the
width, the place where the greatest width is, the position of
the feet with regard to the head, and the length of arms and
legs as compared with the whole height. The head may be
used as a unit of measurement. It will be found that the
Uller the child is the oftener the head measures into the
whole height.

The child should be posed in some interesting positio ,. it
may be to expreaa an action such as sweeping, dusting, pull
ing, pushing, reaching, fishing, reading, etc.

When a child is posed to represent an action of this kind,
a line to show the ^neral direction the figure takes may he
put in first, and the figure shaped out on it.

The best medium to use in Form III, Junior Grade, in
drawing from the pose, is charcoal or ink.

DBAWINO PBOM MANtJTACTUBED OBJECTS
In the preceding Forms, almost all of the object drawing

has been done in mass. The importance of outline drawing
however, should not be underestimated and, in Form III
emphasis should be placed on it; but, until a class is able to'
make satisfactory mass drawings, it is useless to undertake
outlmes which are merely the boundaries of mass; therefore
before undertaking the drawing of objects in outline, the
power of the class to express in mass should be tested.

In all outline drawings, whether the outline is to be the
finished drawing or is merely a step in the process of making
a decorative composition, the boundaries should be lightly
blocked in.

^
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rXNCIL MIUllURIiaKN'r

JRITLINE DKAWIN'OS—BY nmu HI
PTPILS

i'u|>il» xhould be trained to judge the prn-

)iurtionii of ubjectH and to test thin judgment by

iwncil meaHurement. Jf they judge without tent-

ing, thin judgment if likely to degenerate into

mere gtiewi work; if they meirare without 3rst

Judging, the eye in not being trained.

Til take a nieanurement on the pencil, the

|Jii|iil Hhould nit well back iu hi* aeat with one eye

cloned and. holding the pencil at arm's length in

such H poxition that it will incline neither toward
nor from him, nlowly raiw it until ilii ton appearx

to wme even with the top of the object being

incanured. He may t'nen nlide hin thumb up or

down the [lencil until the thumb appears to come
even with the bottom of the object, while the top

of the pencil ia in the firnt position. Holding
thin nieanurement and keeping the pencil stilt

|iarallel with the face, he may swing it amund so

as to bring the end with the left side of the object

and enable him to tell 'iow much the one dimen-
sion is greater than the other. It is better to

measure the smaller dimension first and then
see how many times it is contained in the

larger.
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Pencil mnuuremvntii give the pruportiuiik o( ubjecU, uot tin- titv ilu. druwiiiKu
hould be nude. Pupils may be given pructiiv in judging and nuMHuring thu
prcportiona of recUnglea driwii on thi- black-lmaril, aim variuun diiorB. windown,
and wall upacei in the room, before attempting tu determinu (he more aubtle
proportiomi of objectn of three diniennluini.

HLO< KINU IN

The flnt etep in blocking in ia the placing of light linen on the paper, to

indicate the grcatcut height and tin- gn-attvt width of the nlijiit ur group i>f

object*. The aize and poaition of the drawing beat «uite<l to the paper ahould be
decided upon before theae linea are pUeed, mid ivniil nieaanrenienU taken after-

ward* to teat their accuracy. After any n<'ei'ii»,ii v corrwtiona are made, the main
linea of the object are awung in lightlv wi h ,i rreearni nidvenient, the pencil beinj!

held luoaely under the hand aa far from the point as imnsilile. Theae linea ahould
lie placed in pain with the attention fixed upon the pri)|HT diatiince that ahhuld
aeparate them. For example, when the top line hu« Ikh-ii placed, the Imttoni lino

ahould come next at the proper diatance from it ; if the left line h«» Iwu pUei-d.
the right ahould follow immediately. In a similnr way nil the parta of an object
ahould be blocked in, the linea in every eaae lieing ao light aa to require no erasing,
although in feeling for the correct ahaije n iiin.i-

hor of trial linea may have been made. The
quality of line which ia uwl in tb" atrengtheii-

ing of thii outline may suggest the materiala

of which the object ia made.

THE TABLE LINE

To give an object the appearance of ata-

bility in a drawing, it ia neceaaar^- to anggeat a
level supporting surface. For this pnriwae,

when the object is below the eye level, u table

line which atands for the back edge of the

aurface on which the object rests is usually

added and should be light enough to suggest
that it ia at aome distance from the object. It

should not have the >;;pearan<?e of dividing in
the middle either the drawing or the i^tangle
in which it is drawn. The placing oi iiic table

line ia « matter of good composition.
pkcorativ.: coMrosmoN-SY ro«« m
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BLOCKKD IK AOCENTrj) PENCII, OOTtlNE

' The quality of the line uie<l may suggmrt thi- material of which the object
is made "

DHIH IN UHAWlNd PENI'IL LIMBS

For pencil lines, the pencil should l)e sharpened so as to have a long slant of
wood; very little lead need he exposed, and the point should be rovmded, not
sharpened. To ensure freearm movement the pencil should be held under the
hand, as far as possible from the point, and always at right angles to the line being
drawn The movement should be slow and controlled, and the left hand should
hold the paper firmly in posrtion. Horizontal lines should be drawn from left to
right, and vertical linos from top to bottom. Occasional drills will enable the
pupils to gam more rapid control of the pencil.

THE FORESHORTENED CIRCLE

...J^^ *?
'"l^

''"**°*' "*°*''"' ''«« ''«en directed to the shape and proportion of
objects. In Form III, the position in relation to the eve level must he carefullv
considered

: this entails the drawing of foreshortened surfaces.
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A large hoop of heavy wire or other firm

material is an excellent model to keep for teach-

ir^ the foreshortening of the circle. The
teacher should stand on a chair or elevation

thst will raise him well above the pupils, who
should also stand while the teacher raises the

hoop above their heads, keeping it perfectly

level. They can now see up into the hoop and
should be led to realize that the back edge,

that is, the edge farthest from them, appears to

be some distance below the front edge. The
hoop is then slowly lowered, each pupil sitting

down when for him the back edge is hidden by
the front edge and the circle appears as a
straight line.

By this method each pupil has an oppor-
tunity to see exactly what does take place in

the appearance of the circle ifhen it is brought
from above the level of the eye to the eye level.

To be certain that each realizes the appearance
below the eye level, it will be necessary to take
groups of eight or ten pupils at a time and
have them stand and watch the hoop, as it is

lowered from above the eye level till the back
edge disappears behind the front edge to re-

appear above it.

The pupils should make diagrams t» record- what they have discovered regard-
ing the appearance of the circle at the eye level, slightly above it, slightly below it
farther above it, and farther below it. They should also practise drawing free-
hand ellipses of different proportions on paper and on the black-board, making a
definite effort each time to improve the ellipse wherever the preceding one was
defective. A very short practice of this kind may be taken with advantage at the
beginning of any lesson in which objects involving the foreshortened circle are to
be drawn. In drawing the ellipse, care should be taken to avoid pointed ends
The line for the horizontal ellipse should be begun at the lower end of the short
diameter or axis, and a continuous movement made toward the left and around

THE rORE&MOBTENED CIBOLE
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the ellipse, thus ensuring a curve at each end of the long diameter. In vertical

ellipses the line should begin with a downward nmvement at the right end of tlie

short diameter.

THE CTUNDEB

'

1

^

I

TO llt«HT •»¥«

THE DRAWiyf! OF TUF. rVUNPKR

9p*»ttym en

Thp drawing of the cylinder should follow a study of the foreshortening of the

circle. Each member of the class should roll a sheet of drawing paper to form a
cylinder six inches tall, which may lie fastened with n rubber band slipped around
the centre, or may be merely held in position. The pupil, holding this cylinder in a
vertical position, may move it slowly up or down while he watches the changes that
take place in the appearance of the circular top and bottom according to their
position in relation to the eye level. In order to test the apparent direction taken
by the cune, he may hold the pencil level and parallel with the face, allowing it to
barely touch the nearest edge of the top or bottom, to see whether these edges
appear to curve down or up, or remain level, according to the position of the
cylinder in relation to the eye. He will discover that the farther the edge is above
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the eye, the greater is its downward curve, and the farther below the eye it is, thr

greater is its upward curve. He may also fix in his mind the fact that tho
farther below or above the eye the circular end of an object in, the less it is fore-

shortened, that is the more nearly it approaches the circle in ap|)earance. The
same tests may be applied to the cylinder held horizontally.

Rapid drawings should Iw made by tho class to represent the appearance of

the cylinder in different positions. One lesson of this kind should be sufficient

and should be considered preliminary to the careful drawing of more interesting

objects.

A 0LA88 OB TUMBLKB IN PENCIL OUTLINE

After the glasses are placed satisfactorily, the teacher may ask each pupil to
look at the glass he is to draw and compare its appearance with that of the
cylinder which he haa previously studied. He should be able to tell in what ways
the glass resembles the cylinder and in what ways it is different. It will be noticed
that the top is wider than the base and that the sides, therefore, have a slight flare.

A faint vertical line may now be drawn on the paper for the placing and
height of the glass. Light horizontal lines may next be drawn across the top and
bottom of this line for the width of the top and base. The pupil should then hold
the paper from him in such a position as to l- able to compare the proportions he
has indicated with the glass itself. Pencil measurements may now he taken to
verify his judgment. After any necessary corrections have been made, he may
proceed to indicate the short diameters of the ellipses for the top and bottom of
the glass, verifying with pencil measurements as hefore, or using the pencil as a
straight edge to determine the amount of curvature. Light lines for the sides
should next he drawn, and the drawing again compared with the object.

Before strengthening any of the lines in the drawings, the pupils should be
led to notice that the line of the side appears to join the rim of the top of the
glass in such a way as to form a slight curve rather than a sharp angle, and also
appears to go round into the base in a similar manner.

Each pupil should now go over his drawing, gradually strengthening near
edges and feeling for the quality of line that will beat express the smooth texture
and transparent brilliancy of the glass.

When the drawing of the glass is completed, a light table line should be added.
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A study of good illustrations is of great help to the pupil in expressing
texture. The bowl rendered in coloured crayons is an object somewhat simiUr in
shape to the glass. (See also pencil group, page 811.)

PICTURE STUDY

THE PIOHTINO TEMEBAIBE—TUENEB

In Studying The Fighting Tcmeraire with a class in Form III the pupils should
be urged to find out before the K^sson all they can about Turner and this picture of
liis, which has for its subject a theme that can be made most interesting to children
of their age. Probably in the homes of the majority of the pupils are newspapers,
magazines, encyclopedias, and other books from which information may be
obtained. The habit of using a public library for purposes of this kind .should
also be cultivated. If a school scrap-book, the keeping of which is suggested in
the General Introduction, is a feature of the school, newspaper and magazine
clippings concerning artists and their best pictures should be kept in it, to be
consulted when picture lessons are in preparation. Out of the mass of information
collected, a simple, connected story of the artist's life and efforts should be arranged.

A coloured reproduction of this picture is preferable for study, but even a
black and white print of it gives the impression of gorgeous colour.

In Forms III and IV, after each lesson of this character, a written exercise
giving a short account of the artist's life, together with a description of the picture
recording the pupil's own impressions concerning it, should be required of each
member of the class.

THE ARTIST

Joseph Mallord William Turner, thought by ,.iany to be the greatest landscape
painter that tha world has ever known, was horn in London, England, of middle-
class parents, in the year 1775. In many ways his life and surroundings were not
particularly happy nor in any way conducive to the fostering of genius. His talent
seems to have shown itself very early. When he was five years old, he went one
day with his father, who was a "larber, to the house of one of" his wealthy customers.
While his father was occupied with the shaving and hair dressing, the small boy's
eyes went wandering around the room, until they rested on a silver salver engraved
with the gentleman's coat of arms. Immediately his attention became fixed on the
figure of a rampant lion, which seems to have fascinated him for. on his return
homo, he disappeared for so long a time that the family became anxious and, when
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he wu at lut diioovered, he had made from mi wry a drawing of the lion that wa»
•ufficiently good to induce the fatfcp there and then to determine to make a painter
of him.

Aa a child he waa always sketching, but he would probably have received very
little schooling if he had not become so ill that he had to be sent away from the
crowded locality in which he lived to the home of an aunt in Brentford, where he
was sent to school.

In Brentford, the Thames passes through sunny meadows, and at that time
Its banks were fairly free from buildings. Through the Thames valley the boy
wandered much of his time, making sketch after sketch. Indeed all through his
life he loved to wander, carrying only a small bundle and his sketching materials.
In this way he travelled at different times through England, Wales, Prance, Italy,
and Switzerland, collecting, in the sketches made on these trips, notes to be made
use of in future pictures.

He began study in the office of an architect, who, recognizing the boy's ability,
urged his father to make an artist of him. He entered the cUsses of the Royal
Academy when he was fourteen and, at the age of fifteen sent a view of Lambeth
Palace in water^olours as his first contribution to the Royal Academy Exhibition.
When he was twenty-seven he was made a member of the Royal Academy.

From the celebrated French landscape painter, Claude Lorrain, whom ho
always admired, he learned much. His famous Liber Studionim was suggested by
a simiUir work of Claude's, which, however, unlike the Liber Studiorum, was a
collection of rough sketches of completed pictures and was made for purposes of
identification; whereas Turner's work was comiwsed of finished drawings of phases
of nature, which were arranged according to a definite plan.

From the very first there can be traced in his pictures the desire to paint
atmosphere and sunlight, and it is in his wonderful atmospheric effects and the
gorgeous hues of his skies that he excels all other painters. At first he seemed
possessed with the desire to rival and outvie his predecessors and, in this spirit, it
has been thought, he bequeathed to the National Gallery two of his own pictures
painted in Claude Lorrain's classic style, on condition that they should be hung
on either side of Claude's master-piece.

He had a habit of leaving the finishing of his pictures, after they had been
sent to the gallery, to the last minute before opening day; then he would touch
them up so as to leave them more brilliant than any of the pictures hung near
them. He could be generous, too, when he chose, for on one occasion he put a
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Wish of lampblack over one of hii< mo«t vivid picture*, becante by contrast it took
air the colour out of two of Lawrence's pictureH which were hung near it. The
lampblack, being a water-colour, was easily washed off afterwards. Another artist

unconsciously paid a high tribute to Turner's power to paint sunlight and
atmosphere, when he complained because his picture had been hung beside one of
Turner's, nsying that it might as well have been placed by an open window.

When Turner freed himwif from the desire to outvie otherj^. he came into hi"

best style, that in which The Fii/hting Temhairr was painted. It was always the
splendour and the enchantment of nature rather than her truths that he desired

to portray, and in the power to suggest the mysteries of nature he has never been
equalled. At the last, his desire to paint pure sunlight developed into such a
passion that his pictures became mere experiments, snatches of glorious colour,

hut so vague and formless that even Pusfcin. hia great rhampion, had them set aside
as unfinished pictures.

Turner, the man, is less attractive than Turner, the artist, lie seems to have
lieen a strange mixture of good and had. of meanness and generosity. Throughout
his life he was lonely and misunderstood- .\t the last he became gloomy, morose,
and secretive. We cannot tell how happy his life might have lw..i if better home
influences iiad lieen granted him. He died in 1«.51. leaving his pictures to the
nation and a bequest to poor artists which established a fund yielding a number
of small annuities. His will was not carried out in the spirit of his wishes, and
Ruskin makes the statement that "The Nation buried, with threefold honour,
Turner's body in St. Paul's, his pictures at Charing Cross, and his purposes -n
Chancery ".

THE PirTl'HK

The Fighlinu Temfmirf. whioh Huskin considers the last picture painted by
Turner with his entire and perfect p<pwer, hangs now in the National Gallery.
London.

This painting represents the disabled man-of-war being towed to her last berth.
The picture has been criticised from the standpoint of truth. It is claimed that

the lighting is absolutely impossible and that the artist makes both sun and moon
cast their reflections wherever he chooses, regardless of nature's laws ; but, in spite

of these technical faults, the picture is " perfect symphony of colour and the
grandest sunset effect ever painted ". Turner himself prized it the most highly
of all his pictures and could never be persuaded to sell it. The full title he gave it
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TMi) Th$ Fighting Trmrrairr, lugged In hrr lanl htrtk tn hf hrolrrn uji. ISM.
•nd added to the title were the linea:

The flkg which hnivFd the htttle anil the hrene

No longer owiu her.

The acene in full of a wntimciit which apiieiln to the heart of every Briton.

From Turner's early boyhood he had loved the sea aiid mingled with Ngilorn haunting

that myateriouH forest of marts in the Thnmen. .\» Roljcrt Chignall puts it, in

his life of Turner: " His earliest memories were of sea-fights. The battles of the

Nile and Trafalgar stirred the enthusiasm nf his early manhood. What stories of

storm and battle he would have heard from old nav heroes! .\nd now, at the

age of aixty-fonr, he paints the elegy of one of those old ships of the line, familiar

to his eye from boyhood ".

He WHS aetnnlly a witness of the scene which he has painted in this picture.

A number of artists were going down the river when the old vessel went by on her
way to Deptfonl. " That'.< a fine subjeet. Turner ", exclaimed a member of the

party, but Turner was too deeply moved by the pathos of the passing vision to

think of it as a tine subject.

Every graceful line of the old war vessel reveals her French origin. She was
taken by Nelson in the Battle of the Nile. What battles she fought under the

French flag before she fell into his hands we do not know. ''Temeraire" nicaiis

' the one who dares '. and she earned her title of The " Fightinq " Tfmeraire in the

battle of Trafalgar, when she kept close to her leader in the thi<ki'sf of the fight

and, by the splendid aid which she gave Nelson, endeared her name to all English
seamen.

Now her career is over, her usefulness gone and, without muffled drums or

pageant of mourning, she moves to her last berth. As we look, we lose all thought
of the artist and his art. We see 'be ghostly old ship towering above the low,

commonplace, little tug. as in proud silence she goes to her doom. But the blood-

red streams of sunset wave in her honour, and the night wind and the waves
chant her dirge. Under that vast arch of sky, we are conscious of the littleness of
humanity, and a feeling of desolation comes over us. The picture speaks of death
and the futility ot man's work. To quote from Ruskin :

" Under the blazing veil

of vaulted fire which lights the vessel on her last path, there is a blue, deep, desolate
hallow of darkness, out of which you can hear the voice of the night wind and the
dull boom of the disturbed sea; because the cold deadly shadows of the twilight
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are g»thering through every .unbeam, and moment by moment, u you look, you
w>Il f.ncy nme new film and faintnew of the night haa riMsn over the vaatneM of
the departing form".

By giving to thi. .unwt the red with which he a.K>ciate. the clo» of human

itJT" "^tL*" TV'^ '" "' """ '" •"" ">* »" *"•«' had a perwnality
rimoet human. The whole -urface of the -trcan, glow, with liquid colour, but our^e. are drawn to the two ve.«l, that by contract emphaa-xe each other", character.The bu,tlmg, b,,«n™,.like. little tug «*m« to pulT her dark .moke with vulgar
gnorance into the face of her majctic .uperior. « The old order changeth. yield-ing pLice to new." The day of the ancient battlchip i, over. Did Turner al«.
wi.h to nigge.t that the greater power and utility of modem invention may notwhoUy compenwte for the loa. of the grace and dignity which characteriied the old?
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COLOTTB

VAL(7E8

eh.,««| h.« alremly be«n pven in .he Forn. II. Junior (lr.de text. A Korn. ? IJunior Or.de cla«, .hould le.ni th.. the*; light .nd dark tone, of a wlour may 1«armnged with the standard in regular «tep, ,o «« to forn. « wale of value.
Thfralue of a colour i> iu dutancr from Mack or while. „r in other word.he po,. lon It ocoupie, in relation to black and white. The nearer it i. to whTt^'he lighter or higher it i, in value, the nearer it i, to hlaek. the darker or lowe;t 1. in value. Eaeh standard colour ha, a definite place tetween the«, two andwhen water^lour, are ,i«d, ,ho ™l„ur may be rai^d iu value, that i,. madJ

lighter or nearer white by the addition of water, and made darker or nean-r

h. \. tu**'"™
"' ' ""'' '''""'' * «""" "•""^ K^»''ati„„s of ,1, ,l„ur

whl'M/i;
"'\ "'«"•'''"', "V ^ """J- l^fo'e «11 ">lo..r dis«p,K.,r. leaving

white, and a great many value, darker than the .tandard m«v W made before the

;::",' " rV" T'^K
'^^ """ "' <^'^ *"" "" "-—.nwhite a„d Wac"

„'

eaUed „,„/r„/ ™/u„. hec.u.e there is no hu, in them. .S„n-e te.xt.book, of Artrhoow nine value, and give them certain names, be,au«. of the position, that thevcccupyin the .eale. A Form 1,1, J„u|„, Grade ela«, i. expected^o u« onl^ thr«

^ .n^ T*. ''7' ""' *'"*' "^y ** ""y '^^ "•"'" I'™vi<Jed they are
f).lanced. H the pupils can be given a mental picture of a scale of five balanced

:th r w'
''"^

"f
'"''^'' ""> ^''" -^-^ *"* appropriateness of the ^i^^!which have been given them, they will be able to go to work intelligently at theirown scales of any three balanced value..

r,«J'
**"

f^r*"'
^'''"' "*"'" '" •"'"^' •""^""h^ded, the teacher can give the

Z whL'T^*^ *"°"'^'"r'
"' "" "»'" ""^ """"'' *'"'™ """Ki- "heap „f

veh ty black powder at the other end. He should have them imagine him taking

^^1 measures o each of these powders and mixing them thoLghly. Upon

wh^!r rfI? ""' '"' *"" '"'" *'"'* *'"' to"" °' *'"' """>'« 'rill I neitLwhite nor black but gray, and a gray which en be spoken of aa neither light nor
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Paluea
dark, becauac it i» M«rtl; hilf-wt)- Iwtwecn whUr
nd black ; for thin rauion it hu b««n calM Middle.

The next atcp i» to hive the clan imairine a unull

quantity of thin middlp-ftray mixed with an equal

quantity of the white powder, and drirribp itH torn-

in relation to middle. It ii neither white nor middlc-

Uny liut » different tone of gray exactly half-way

between the two, which in light when compared with

Middle and therefore may he called LiKht, appro-

priately. In the name way the clau may imafrine a

portion of the middle-)rray powder being thoroughly

nitxe<l with uii cqiwl quantity of the black powder,

and the retulting time would l>e neither middle nor

Mack but a gray for which Dark in a xuitable name,

becauie it i» dark in comparixon with middle.

A vertical ladder with five rungii might he drawn

(m the black-board and " White ' written on the top

rang and " BIwk " on the Ixittnm rung Each of

the other three tones should Ik' written in place, hk

the name which dettcribes it is learned.

After this development of the subject, each

member of the class should make a vcrtital row of

three small squares. The square at the top should

be left in outline, so that the paper may represent

white. The bottom s<|i. <• should be covered with a

tone as black as cbaMiml will make it, while the

square Ijetween should )x' covered with a tone of

charcoal to represent middle. Each pupil should lie

urged to consider this tone carefully, tii get one

which is exactly balanced with white and black, that

is, one which is neither light nor dark but exactly

half-way between white and black.

Two or three exercises in balanced values should

lie worked out in charcoal, before the class is tequirert

to make haianced tones with water-colours.
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THE aiUYINO or CULODM

In Fomu 1 and 11, pupili ire tllowed to uae bright colours in their detigni,

hut they are itafegiunlcd from producing violent diacordM by lulng limited tu one

colour in ach piece of work and required to iiw gray, white, or black with it.

In Porm 111, Junior (irade, they nhould he taught to realiie the neceuity for

•ubordinating the colours used in detignu intended for houiie furnishingH and
artirlra of wearing apparel, in order to produce gn'atcr harmony.

Bright coloum atimulate but, when the eye in kepL constantly Htiniulated, it

noon hrromes wearied, somotimcti even unliearahly irritated. Softer coloum and
combinations of colour give a sensation of restfulness. WTien colours are made
softer or duller in any way. we sp-ak of them as Grayed Colours.

Colours may be grayed hy the addition of a very little black, hut the resulting

colour is not as pleasing to the eye as when the colour is grayed hy the addition
of a little of its complementary.

rUMPI-EHKNTAHY COI^orilR

We can make with red. yellow, mid blue, nil the coIoiirH that we re<iiiiri': wc
may therefore think of the three b« forming sonipthiiig which is complete. If wi>

take one of these three colours, tlie wo otherB uiiiti'd will form its complement.
Thus the complement of red in green, whicli is priwhiccd by the union of yellow

and blue. In the same way red and liluo iinid' tn fomi violet, which is the

complement of yellow, and red and yellow uniti' to form orange, which is com-
plementary to blue. The pairs of complenientaries produced in this way may be
arranged as follows:

Red i» complementary to green (yellow -f- blue).

(irecM (yellow -f bhic) in complcnH-ntHiy tn.i(Kl.

Yellow is complementary to \ic>]i't (red + blue).

Violet (red + blue) is coniplenientary to yellow.

Blue is complementary to orange (re<l + yellow).

Orange (red + yellow) in complementary to blue.

To gray orange so as to make it a little less bright, we require to add to it a
very little blue. The more blue we add to the orange the duller it beoomes, un+il

finally it is gray, and if still more is added, it begins to have n blue tinge. The
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duller therefore we wish to make a colour, the more of its complementary colour
we must add to it; but we must be careful not to add sufficient of the complementary
colour to destroy the required colour.

We learn from this that gray may be produced by the union of any pair of
I'omplementaries or, by what is practically the same thing, the union of the three
primary colours—red. yellow, and l)luc.

THE MAKINd OF BIIOWN

The pupils will probably discover for themselves that orange may be grayed
so as to make brown; and as the making of brown is necessary in painting many
specimens from nature, they should be taught that a touch of blue added to strong
orange will produce brown and should also be required to make tests to discover
in what way the browns produced from yellow-orange, orange, and red-orange differ.

THE BALANCING OF TIIHEE VALUES

In working out this exercise the pupil should make a small quantity of any
strong, dark tone with his water-colours. It may be a dark gray or a grayed
colour. He places this dark tone in the bottom rectangle of a row of three
rectangles, each about an inch square, which he has drawn on a sheet of drawing
paper. He then dilutes .some of the same tone with water, so as to produce a much
lighter tone, which is placed in the top rectangle. His problem now is to make a
tone which shall 1« exactly between these two in value. He should not be allowed
to guess at the tone, but should be urged to make a definite effort to dilute a little
of the first tone with what he considers just enough of the second tone, or of water,
to produce it. He should make one bnish stroke on a trial sheet of paper, to test
the value of this tone. He should then compare it with the two tones already
made, to decide whether it is too light or too dark. After doing what is necessary
to make it correct in value, he should place it in the middle rectangle.

DESIGN

MEASUREMENTS

In many respects the work in Design in Form III, Junior Grade, should differ
but slightly from that in Form IT, Senior Grade. Form III pupiis may use inch
or half-inch measurements in making their constructive plans for the ii-petition
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of unita, or snmU-i mes'xmmenU if the problem upon which they are worlsing
reems to demaL I tl.em. As ? ;v n as pupils become familiar with the markings on
the ruler and ( r iMeasure a> ;urately, their constructive measurements should he
made with a vi -,• lo pn.porti m, so as to bring about a good balancing of spaces.
When the measurements arc to be left to the individual pupil, the lesson should
begm with a class discussion as to whether large divisions of space or small ones
are desirable in the problem under consideration.

Q
D
D
D

D
D

UBBMnmA
J

PPVp 34|U41^
Vff OWMf Tulip •.OU.^ n%m*i«4a

CONSTRUCTIVE PLANS

Squares, oblongs, and diamonds have already been used in making constructive
plans for surface patterns. Form III pupils may use the same constructive plans,
but they should learn also to bring about a different relation of the units in their
surface patterns, by using a constructive plan in which the squares or oblongs in
every other vertical row drop half a space below those on either side of them. ( See
illustrations.) This type of constructive plan requires a careful consideration of
the size of the unit in relation to the space to be occupied by it.

UNITS OP DESIGN

The units of design used in this class, for the most part should be either
geometric or forms derived from nature similar to those already described in the
text for Form IT, Junior and Senior Grades. Greater refinement in the sliape and
greater accuracy in the repetition of the unit should be expected from Form III
pupils. In this class, except in special cases which may demand a different treat-
ment, the unit should be designed first, and the constructive plan that will best fit
it then chosen.

In Form II, Senior Grade, it was found that geometric units of a certain
character could be repeated in every square with good results, because of the back-
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ground shapes that were formed.

XToits of a different character lo(i

much of their beauty unless they were

repeated in alternate squares, a method

of repetition which permits each unit

to be seen more or less separately. In

the constructive plans of diamonds,

drop squares, and drop oblonjjs, flood

background shapes are not so easily

produced. Unless a margin of space is

allowed between the boundary of the

unit and the line bounding the space

in which it is to !« placed, the units

will rae^ge into one another and the

.separate units will be lost. The next

step, therefore, when one of these con-

structive plans has been chosen, is to

draw a light marginal line inside of

each diamond, square, or oblong, as

the case may be, thus forming an

inner shape which will determine the size that the unit is to be drawn. The pupil

must bear in mind, when he is drawing this marginal line that, after the con-

structive lines are erased, the space between the units will he twice the width of the

margin allowed around each unit in the constructive plan.

The constructive plan may be made with ruled lines, but the inner marginal

line should be made freehand and very faint.

Good results may be obtained when the above constructive plans are employed

either with units derived from flower forms or with units that are geometric in

character, provided that care is taken to keep the margins in all the spaces uniform

and in good proportion to the size of the unit.

Arrangements (o) and (J), given in Form 11, Senior Orade tert, to develop the

judgment of the pupil with regard to a proper balance between pattern and back-

ground, could be adapted to surface patterns repeated in the above ways and used

Id this class for the same purpose. (See page 139.)

Btt«i*n»it« Of H^tf'Prof nrr«>^w«««
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TILE FATTEHNS

The teacher who follovs the subject of Design through 11 the Forma cannot

fail to notice the increasing attention that is paid to the unit in itself and in it!

relation to the background. The tile pattern affords an opportunity to concentritt:

the attention of the class on the unit itself and Itads up to the fuller consideration

of single units given in Form III, Senior Grade. The tile pattern would make
an ideal problem, if it could he worked out in clay and the best tiles glazed and

fired to take their place in actual service as tea-pot stands. The making of single

units of this type need not be discarded, however, if under present conditions the

use of clay in this way is impossible, as there are many useful articles for which a

pattern of this kind is eminently suitable. Two of these are given among the

problems in Applied Design for this Grade.

It is expedient to confine the attention to the square tile and to use a

geometric pattern having the four sides alike. The pupils very probably have

made, in the previous Forms, geometric units that would, be suitable for the

purpose. The diameters and diagonals should be drawn lightly and used as

constructive lines upon which to build the design. There should be an arrange-

ment of shapes that will permit three different tones to be used, without allowing

two shapes of the same tone to come together in sfh a way that one is merged into

' another and loses its identity.

Squared paper is a grv?at convenience in planning the tile pattern, which

should be made at least thret inches square. The simpler the pattern, the better

it is likely to be, if care has leen taken to bring about well-related spaces, so that

the eye will not find it difficult to discern differences in size and will not feel these

differences disproportionately great.
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The first tile patterns made should be finished in gray, white, and black. The
school ink or black water-colour may lie used

different drawings of the pattern should l)c made,

to show three different arrangements of the tones.

All corresponding parts in the pattern in cadi

square should lie kept of the same tone. (See

illustrations.) The jiupil should choose the one

which he considers most satisfactory. A class

criticism of results, with reasons given for com-

mendation or disapproval, is always beneficial.

To have the class make as many variations as

possible of a design drawn on the black-board by

the teacher is a good exercise. The variations

may be due to diiferent proportions of the parts,

the doubling of certain lines, the putting of certain

shapes on top that have been hidden in part by

other shapes, or any other modifications that do

not alter the original plan.

tinishing the patlerns. Three

These have already been dealt with in the

preceding Form, and the pupils in this Form
should have a good deal of practice in making
margins in their work in Illustration and
Kepresentation.

As an e.\erci«e in Design, the marginal line

may be doubled so as to form a strap-shaped space

between the central panel and th,^ margin. To l)e

satisfactory, this space should be narrower than
the margin and in good proportion to it and the

central panel. This type of decoration may be

used with propriety in designing hook and pro-

gramme covers. It is seen frequently also on sofa

cushions, table covers, bath rugs, and other articles

of the kind.
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As a similar problem is to be found in the designing of mouldings, window
and door casings, door panellings, and wall spaces, those seen in the school-room
may be discussed from the standimint of proportion.

STfill-KS

The pupils should have had some ex|)orience already in the making of stripes,
which is a problei.i in space relations not unlike the designing of a moulding. In
a striped fabric we have, however, the added interest of regular repetition. So far
very little has \mn said about Khythn. although, in the borders and surface
patterns that liave l«>en made, the regular rc|x.tition of the unit has produced one
kind of Kbythni. W,. ^Iiall find this recurrence at regular Intervals in a repeating
pattern of stri|>e8, together, in some cases, with a more subtle kind of Rhythm
which we shall observe later. In a surface pattern of stripes we may have:

:. A single strijw repeated at regular intervals.

In making it we have to think of the width of the stripe in relation to the
width of the space between the stripes. If the stripes are placed too , .ose to each
other, the result may Ire monotonous or may produce an unpleasant dazzling effect
on the eye. If they are placed too far apart, a lack of balance is evident. The
single stripe does not as a rule make attractive space divisions.

2. A group of two or more stripes of the same width.
In this ease, we have to think of the width of the stripe in relation to the

width of the space separating the stripes in the group, and also the width of these
severally and together in relation to the space separating the groups.

1111.

_

J—LJ ._. .,
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3. A group of four or more stripes of the same width, having the spaces
between the stripes of diUereut widthx.

In tliis case, we must thinlc of the widtli of the stripe ii, rela'ion to the space
next in wiuili, and that space in relation 1u (he next in order of width, and the
width of this last space and also the widtli of the whole ;;r(iup in relation to the
width of the si>ace scparatin;; the ;;rc,ups. In the ndation of these spa<es to each
other, we nniy have a rennlar (.'radiiti f inereasiiif; widths that will j;ive another
and a subtler kind of Rhythm than that produced by the recurrence of the groups.

T Tl IT

< * *
« tif*
i i i
* i i

t

* f *

1 * *
Mi UI U

). A j;ninp of three or

more stri|ies lliat dilfer in

width, with equal sjiaces lie-

tween the stripes in the group;
or that differ in width, with

iniequal spaces lietween the

Ktri|ies in the group.

It will be (|uite evident that

this arrangement gives an

op|K)rtnnity for a rhythmi<: re-

lation in the width of the

stripes.

5. A group of strijies in which one (or jmssibly two of the stripes) is made up
of some small unit of design repeated in a vertiial row.

In making a design of stripes suitable for a dress muslin or a cambric shirting,
the cla.s8 should be limited to a choice of from two to four stripes in a group ami
urged to keep the group simple.

BORDERS

Under the head of margins, a strap border is suggested that might he broken
up with good effect into very simple units, with spaces between the units just
wide enough to permit each to ]ie seen separately without breaking the apparent
continuity of the border. Other arrangements of borders have tieen given in the
preceding Forms.

WALL-PAPER PATTERNS

Some problems in Design are of material interest to the pupil though not
suitable for school work, inasmuch as the pupil cannot see his design used for the
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purpo«. for which it i. intended and «> cannot judge whether hi» effort, have been
truly satufactory or not. Whether means can or can not be found to obviate thi,
difficulty, a da« d>8cu«,ion of such problems may prave not only interesting but of
practice value. Matters ,«rtai«ing to house furnishings and clothing may ameup for discussion in this way. The graying of colours, which is taken up in thisForm affords an opportunity for impressing the propriety of keeping all back-
grounds soft in colour The average pupil in Form III. Junior (irade, has had
sufficient experience. with wall-papers to enable him to discuss this subje..t intelli-
gently. It will not iK, difficult to get him to realize that the wall-paper used on adark room should be much lighter in tone than one intended for a very light room,
where a colour should be chosen for the walls that will soften the glare of lightTwo tones of a grayed colour, as suggested for use in Design in this class, is one of
the most agreeable colour schemes that could be chosen for a wall-paper. The
tones used should be rather close to each other in value, so that the pattern will not
be too proniinent.

n,»t ^"^^''.f
'«»''' » •'<>"»' house is kept, and the pupils in the different Formsmake the wall-papers and other furnishings for the different rooms. A small

empty packing-case will do equally well. Turned on its side with the front open.
It exposes three walls and the ceiling to view. It may have a partition dividing it
into two rooms, which may be furnished as a living-room and a dining-room one
year, and as two quite different rooms another year. The designing of surface
patterns and borders for wall-papers and the dividing of w'ls into well related
spaces, become very practical problems under these condition..

APPLIED DESION

Each lesson in Design should be planned with the intention of making it lead
up to and prepare the pupil for the working out of some problem in Applied
Design. A series of lessons should culminate in the application of the best designs
to some article for which they are appropriate. It is just possible that conditions
might exist that would make it expedient to have these articles constructed at
home. Wherever it is at all practicable they should be made in class and, in anv
case, all the planning should be done there.

CALENDAKb

*i. ^""^rl '"'*r"^!,''"«
'>«™ ^^ P^en already for the making of calendars, in

the Form IT, Senior Grade text. A rectangle of the same width as the calendar pad
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and in pleasing proportion to it with regard
to height could be cut from the painting
of a spray of flowers or fniit and used
instead of a landscape. Jt should be out-
lined with sonic dark colour timt appears
in the pict -re. 'J'his class should take
espe<ial care 1 > have, from top to bottom of
the calendar, no two spaces alike. The
space between the picture and the pad
should be the smallest. The reason for
this has already been given. There should
be a pleasing gradation in size from the
smallest to the largest space, although the
spaces are not arranged in order according
to size.

BOOKIET C0TZB8

The booklet cover is a problem in
Applied Design suitable for any Form.
The instructions already given should be
sufficient if the making of a book cover has
been decided on for this class.

A single square unit, like those used
for the tile patterns, may be placed under .

1
the middle of the title, as the unit made from the two sevens is placed on thebooklet cover in the Form II, Senior Grade illustrations. It may or may noT lookbetter w,hout the bounding line of the square; that point mu t'b^ s^L b'ttemd vidual designer. It should occupy a space much narrower than Th occ' Idby the title, and should not be placed close enough to it to be confus^ ^th the

1916
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OPTIONAL PROBLEMS IN APPLIED DE8I0N

TABLK MAW

A square nut of any ilcsirpd Hize may l>e cut from felt or thick cloth and uscfl

to pr<ite<'t the surface of a polinhcd tal)lc. The material whould be of a rather light

tone of some grayed colour that will harmonize with the furnishings of the room

for which it is intended. The colour chosen for the design also should lie in

harmony with the other colours used in the room.

The tile patterns that have liccn made by the class will make appropriate

single units for the decoration of llic table mats. In case the mats are to be quite

large, four rt'iK'titions of the unit may l» placed so as to form a square in the

middle. Instead of l)cing placed in the centre, the units may be made smaller in

size and used in a l)order. Whichever form of decoration is decided upon, an outer

margin in good proportion to the inner spaces should 'be left without decoration.

The cut edges will require no li lishing unless the cloth used is likely to fray, in

which case the edges should ue 'm i;on-holed or finished with a rather close blanket-

stitch.

The pattern should lie traced on the cloth with carbon paper, after the paper

on which it is drawn has been ]iinnod securely in place on the cloth. After the

pattern is traced on the cloth, the design may lie painted with water-colours. The

right quantity of colour for the purpose should be mixed in the lid of the box. It

will need to lie somewhat darker In tone than the cloth, rather thick, and quite

strong, as the colour of the cloth will gray it sufficiently. Oil colours thinned with

turpentine and worked into the cloth with a brush that has been saturated with

colour and then pressed out so as to be nearly dry, will make the designs more

durable.

PEN-WIPERS •

A three-to-four-inch square of felt or leather, rather light in tone so that colour

will show on it, but of a grayed colour so that it will not soon

become soiled, will make an attractive cover for a pen-wiper.

The under leaves may be made of chamois or of some suitable

cloth. A single unit like the tile patterns already described

will be a suitable decoration. A still more attractive cover

can be made with a square of mill-board or stiff cardboard

which has been covered with gray linen or any 8.:uaoth-finished
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ootton or linen cloth of a MtiBfactory colour. The linon in cut aliont an inch or
an inch and a half larger each way than the w|uare of raill-lKmnl. m aw to allow
lupn at leaKl one-lmlf inch wide all around. The lapx arc well creawd, m that
the place for 111.' niill-lKMrd is clearly niarkwl lK>f.,rc it is pasted in |M>siliiin. When
this is done, the corners of the laps are cut across one eighth of an inch iK'yond the
oirners of the niill-lioard. The laps are then pasted in position, anil the under
side of the covc-r is lined with a s,piare .ut from a surface [lattern made some lime
previously. The unit is then tra.ed and painted in the middle of the top of the
cover. The leaves of chamois or .loth are cut to fit, and all the parts are fasteneil
together with a round, hrass paper fastener which may have the top .ovcred with
the linen and .olourc.] to match the desiRn. The surface pattern on the lining
pai>er should harmonize with the design on the cover.

The illustration on page 186 showa that the design may be so planned that the
paper fastener forms part of it.

^ ^

fck: 1
For a 3J" pen-wiper the following things should he in readiness before the

period in which it is to Iw made:

A iH" square of mill-lioard

A H" square of cover cloth

A .3" square of paper covered with a suitable snrface pattern, for the lining
A 3i" square of carbon paper for tracing

A single geometric unit of the same type as the tile patterns, from 2" to 21"
square

A paper fastener

Two or more 3" squares of chamois or cloth for the leaves of the pen-viper
A pair of scissors
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About • teupoonfnl of pute
There ahou'd aim l>p two thickii««wa of newipaper on the drak to protect it.

and I'lmp and alu dry cloth for wiping paste from the fingen.

1. Creaw the nquare of cloth to fit the mill-boerd and cut the comcn aa

directed above.

2. Put a mnooih layer of paste on one aide of the mill-lKwrd and prcBii it into

[losition with the pante side next the cloth.

.1. Put imale on op|)o»lte laps in turn and smooth them well up on the mlll-

Ixiard on the wrong side of the cover, tucking the corners in securely.

4. Put a smooth layer of paste on the wrong side of the lining paper and
paste it in position on the under side of the cover so as to hide the laps.

8. Trace the pattern on top of the cover, leaving the margins even all around.

6. Colour the pattern, using the paint rather thick so that it will not spread

in the cloth.

7. Fasten the cover and leaves together by putting scissors or a knife point

through their centres and then pushing the paper fastener through and
pressing it down firmly in place.

8. The pen-wiper should be put under pressure either before or immediately

after the leaves are fastened in place, and allowed to dry there.

Mounting paper, or even drawing paper that has had a wash of a grayed

colour applied to it may be used instead of the cloth for covering the mill-board

square for the pen-wiper.

Up to the present

ing letters vertical, of

words are separated by

Although nothing

where between the top

they must be placed in

which is to be occupied

LETTERING

time the pupil's attention haa been directed mainly to keep-

the same height, in an even line, and grouped so that the

a definite space and can be read at a glance.

has been said about the cross lines or bars that come some-

and bottom of many letters as, for example. A, E, R, F,

an orderly way. This may be easily managed if the space

by the letters is divided into thirds horizontally.
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When a ninjilo word ia to occupy a given upace, thin upacp niiiKt 1m> dividcil

into ai many vertical divlxionii a* there are lettern in the word. Tlii' lu»t quarter
of the width of each divinioii »hould l)e allowo<l for the epace Iwtwcen hitler*. The
last letter Bhmild come to the end iit the (jiven upati'. If a roujfh e»tiniate of thi' width
that may lie alhiwe<l for the letters lie made, a space equal to tlio narrow division

that id to come hetwe<'n lettem may lie added to the end of the space Hint is to lie

(K'cupied hy the whole lettering. In-fore the divisions are marked off. This adde<l

space is rubl>ed out with the other construction lines when the lettering is complete,
leaving the last letter even with the end of the original spare. If there is more
than one word in a line, the width of a letter should be allowed for the space
between worda.

^^^ NOTES
LETmuKo Biroti AMO Amt cONmncnoH usra have bhin nAaa>

Allowance must be made also for letters that are not of the same width as the
others. I requires only half of the width allowed for the standard letter, and
M and W are likely to look compressed unlesa they are made a quarter of a space
wider than the other lettera.

MAY MAY Es TT
Lettering may be made of any proportions that will best fit a apace. Although

the height is made a little greater than the width usually, the apace to be occupied

may neceaaitate the making of one dimenaion much greater than the other and,

provided uniformity is maintained and the space agreeably filled, the letters may
be made comparatively tall and compressed, or low and extended. It will be found
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also that an adjustlnent of the spaces between letters is frequently desirable. When
letters with open sidss come together, as in the case of ES or TT, they may be
placed closer together than the other letters in a word, while, to give the effect of
c; :n spacing, those with closed vertical sides, as HIM, must be placed farther apart
Such combinations as WA and LT permit the slipping of the projecting part of
one letter into the space telonging to the other. It is easier to get good spacing
in some words by first experimenting on a piece of practice paper to get the best
relation of each letter to its neighbours and to the whole space, and then draw-
ing this arrangement of the letters with light jicncil lines in the required space
without any preliminary dividing of it with the aid of the ruler

HILT WA BE GLAD
The lettering, to be in harmony on some pieces « work, must be light and

delicate, while a heavy, dark-looking letter may be more in keeping with the rest
of the design on another piece of work. The weight of stroke that will best suit
the purpose should be decided and tested on practice paper, before the letters are
put in with the brush line of ink or colour over the light pencil lines. All pencil
construction lines must be so faint that they will not show through even a rather
light-coloured wash, as any erasing of lines may roughen the paper and cause the
edges of the letters to blur when the colour is applied. When the lettering is
quite dry, aU the copstruotion lines that appear between the letters should bo
erased.



CHAPTER XII

FORM III, SENIOR GRADE

ILLUSTRATIVE DRAWINO

The teachkh of Form III, Senior tirade, sliould read the inatructioiis on illus-
trative DrawinK iT'veii in Form III, Junior (iradc and, if he linds that the majority
of his pupils illustrate games and sports well, he may test their ability to place
floweni in a landscape.

The following quotations give ample opportunity for correlating lesaoua on
flower painting with Illustrative Drawing

;

And sf>emine to mrtvc with my shadow's traco,

Joyful d&ndolions koop paco.

Tulips, like to Sheba's queen,

Strut and pose on fields of green.

While stately marches of Iris tread.

In winding line to the river *s bed.

A little bit of blowing,

A little bit of snow,

A little bit of growing.

And eroeuses will show.

These selections are to be regarded as suggestive. Many classes will prefer to
select for themselves passages of poetry or prose that ar^ equally suitable for
illustration.

Illustrative .Drawing, in addition to giving pupils an opportunity for self-
expression, reveals to their teacher where they are weak in drawing and need
further drill and instruction.

The accompanying drawings give an idea of one method of arrangement for
illustrations of this kind.
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After the teacher has shown on the bUck-board margins that are appropriate
to the space to be decorated, each pupil should draw on the sheet of drawing paper
a rectangular inclosure that will leave a suitable margin. This inclosure should
then be divided into two rectangles of the same width but of unequal height. A
space narrower than the width of the margin should separate the two rectangles.
The upper rectangle is intended to inclose the drawing; the lower rectangle gives
the space to be occupied hy the words that the drawing illustrates. No drawing
should be made until these rectangles and the margins subdivide the area of the
paper so as to bring about agreeable space relations. The lines to be illustrated
may be long enough to require the larger rectangle or sufficiently short to require
a much smaller rectangle than the drawing but, in any case, the one space should
not seem altogether to overbalance the other.

The upper rectangle should now be planned to show a simple Undscape in
pencil outline. The flowers should next be drawn ii^ outline, quite large in the
foreground and growing smaller as they recede into the picture, until they finally
disappear. Care should be taken to foreshorten the flowers as they recede.

When the upper rectangle is finished in pencil outline, the lettering may be
planned to fit the lower rectangle. If frequent erasures have been necessary, the
landscape and letters should be redrawn or traced upon a fresh sheet of drawing
paper.

When the whole sheet is ready in pencil outline, the colour should be put on
in flat washes, care being taken that each space is dry before a wash is applied t» a
space that touches it.

When the paper is quite dry, the outlines should be gone over with India ink,
black water-colour, pencil, or any very dark colour that harmonizes with the colours
used.

It will be found that the simpler the drawings are kept, the greater will be the
success obtained. Many beautiful examples of this type of illustration are to be
found in magazines.

DRILL IN OBAWINO BBV8H USES
To make brush lines such as were required in the above lesadn on lUnrtrative

Drawing, a class should have frequent practice in freearm line drawing. For this
purpose, the brush should be held between the thumb and forefinger, with the
middle finger resting against the side of the handle lower down than the fore-
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finger, so as to keep the brush steady in an
absolutely vertical position; the little finger

may rest lightly on the paper, but the wrist
and arm should be quite free from the desk.

For a light line the point of the brush barely
comes in contact with the pai>cr, and the width
of the line is governed by the way in which thn
point of the bruBli juKt touches the paper or is

pushed down against it. The hand is moved
slowly and steadily across the paper from left

to right, or from top to bottom, or in whatever
direction the lines are to be drawn,
movement being from the shoulder,

drills is very noticeable.

mmsN tr mmm ms »iiawin« wm»i« uhis

The hand should be kept jwrfcctly steady, all

The control of the medium gained by these

WnxOW CATKINS, OE '• PUSSY WILLOWS ", IN WATEB-COLOUBS

PREPAHATIOW

A collection of well-budded willow sprays should be made the day before they
are needed for the lesson and placed in water over night. From this material the

.
teacher may choose several of the best single twigs, each tearing from six to ten
catkins, and arrange them in jars of wet sand so placed that each pupil has a good
view of one specimen.

HETHOD

After moistening the cakes in their paint-boxes, the pupils should be led to
'

examme the twigs, so as to be able to describe the character, growth, and colourm detail. Beginning with the stem, the pupils should observe its line of direction
and number of joints, also whether it is thick or thin, hard or soft, rough and dull
or smooth and shiny; its green or brown colour should also be noted. Next the
catkins should be studied with regard to their shape, furry appearance, ,;nd plav
of colour. The angle at which they join the stem and the shape and colour of the
s^le that remains at the base of some of them should also have their share of
attention.

,

The teacher may give the class a great deal of help by drawing on the black-

^ uf-^'^
^"^ proportionate in shape to the paper used by the class. The

suitability of the dimensions of the paper to those of the twig may be discussed,
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thus giving an opportunity for a leason in composition, especially

If a rectangle be drawn on the paper to inclone the »pray pleaaingly

and allow for margins which may be cut afterwards to auitable

widthi.

Before beginning to paint, the class* should be led to notice

that while some of the catkins are behind the twig and only partly

seen, others are in front hiding the stem. Those in front of the

stem should be painted first.

Faint, sketchy pencil lines giving the direction the twig is to

take on the pii]ier, with the position and size of the front catkins

faintly indicated, is a help in the water-colour rendering of the

subject. The peculiar silvery sheen is obtained by leaving the

white paper for the high light and rounding and shading with blue-

jiTny, to which touches of pale pink, yellow, or gieen may be

added if these colours are seen in the catkins being painted. If too

muoh colour is allowed to dry on theilight side, the silky look will

be lost. After the catkins in front are finished, the parts of those

iK-hind the stem that are not hidden should be painted. Lastly,

the stem with its differences in direction and irregularities of out-

line may be put in with wet strokes of the proper colour and, while

the stem is still wet, dark brown may be dropped into its shaded
parts. Rich rcd-hrown should be used on the scales at the base of

the catkins, leaving a small space of white paper on each for the

shining spot.

If a part of the background appears vacant, the name of the

plant or the initials of the pupil may be so placed as to give balance

to the composition.

The willow twig may be painted on folded paper to form, with

pictures of such specimens as horse-chestnut buds, green lilac buds,

birch catkins, and blossoming twigs of red maple, one of the illus-

trationa in a folder or booklet entitled " Spring Buds".

Tin! DRAWIKO OF rBTTTT

The illustration given below shows a small branch of fruit with
wnMw CATIONS its leavcs rendered in ink values. The same spray might have

been painted in colours in a manner similar to that used for the
(In pencil)
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naiturtium on ptge 158. When the drawing is to he expre«ed in ink vglnox .
silhouette of the whole npniy may be made in a wa«h of ink HuBloiently diluted with
water to give the lighter tone. When thia i» dry, the parts that are to l>e dark
are gone over again with the undiluted ink.

In making a sketch of thix kind, it will to found that nomo difficulty i«
expeneni.ed in getting fruit and leaf »lmpo« rorrectly foreshortened. Practice in
drawing these shapes alone, in dimrciit positions in pencil outline, will help to
overcome this dilliculty and will lead up to and prepare the way for the more
difficult fruit and flower compositions that are to he done in Form IV.

Good specimens of any common Canadian fruit, preferably large like the
apple, pear, or peach, may be chosen for this purpose.

THE ssAwiNo or racrr

If it is not possible to provide each pupil with a good specimen, a sufficient
number should be placed on boards across the aisles to ensure a goid view of one
to each member of the class. Before beginning to draw, each pupil should study
the specimen he is to draw, noting its proportions and the variations in its contour
from curve to straight line. With the pencil held lightly under the hand, he should
then block in the actual shape and size (if the paper will permit) of the fruit
with faint, sketchy lines near the centre of the paper. He should next hold the
paper from him in such a position as to allow him to compare his drawing with
the model as to proportion, contour, direction of the stem, and the placing of
the blossom end in relation to the stem. Any necessary corrections may then bemade with lines still kept faint and sketchy. He may now go over his drawing
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roDatantly romparing it with

the model, and gradually

atrengthen hJH outline, until

he ha* made it an perfect ax ho

can. Little, if any, eraning

rthould be neccftttary.

The models ahould now
lie turned so bm to prewnt a

dilTerent view, and sketcheii

should be made of the iipeci-

mens in thin position. The
pupils ahould endeavour, in

the placing of each new sketch, to make as pleasing an arrangement as poesible on
the paper. If they work in this way, feeling for the shape, the teacher will dis<

cover before long that they are beginning almost unconsciously to express texture

and place accents.
,

A sheet of drawings of fruit like the illustration on this page may be

followed by a similar sheet, giving several views of a single leaf.

A twig with the fruit and a few leaves un it may he attempted next. This

iwig should be chosen for its beauty and simplicity, and any superfluous leaves may
be removed.

Fruit sprays may be pinned to sheets of cardboard that have l)een covered with

cheesecloth and then placed in a leaning position against jars filled with wet sand

that rest on the boards across

the aialea.

Great care should be

taken by each pupil to arrange

the drawing on his sheet of

paper so as to make a pleasing

composition. The whole sketch

should be lightly blacked in

before any part is finished.

If for any reason it is de-

sirable to make the sketching

of a fruit spray a still more

definite problem in compoai-
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tion, finder* ma.v lie iiiwl to diarorer the bent

inclMinx Kpa<¥ and arranf^inent before the

ketch in made; or the nketih may first Im

made with li^ht linen and the findem may
then be moved aliout on it to determine the

indonini; space and arrangement that will

result in the beat composition.

TRt ACCENTED OUTLINI

It the outline drawing Ik to represent

the natural appearance bm clowly as the

medium will permit, the accented outline U
used because it suggests texture and light

and shade, and also emphasizes those parts

of the contour to which, for gome reason,

the person drawing it wishes to attract

attention.

THE DNACOIHTBD ODTLINK

If it is desirable to simplify the draw-

ing in order to use it for decorative purposes,

the outline is made firm and of even width

and strength throughout.

TBEK8 A"D LANDSCAPES

The teache. of Form IT', Senior Orade,

may make a rapid revi ' the series of

lessons in tree and landscape drawing given
in Form III, Junior Orade, before under-
taking more advanced work. It is almost
impossible to err on the side of sim-
plicity, and nothing more elaborate than the
illustrations in the Manual, should be
attempted.

XttAWIKOs ROM FRtfrr—BT roBM m rrmjt
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LAWDWAri IK INK OR NIDTIIAI, TAtPW

„ MATUUU
For the Tkaciieb:

Urge bru.h, ink or blick water-colour, ud drawing paper.
Fo« THB PUPIM:

UrawinK paper, No. 7 bnuh, ink or bUck water-colour ..>» .-j i

for pointing and drying the bnul«.
"••"""lour, water, ,nd cleu, rag

MRROO
The teacher majr iihow on the black-board different arrangementii of «ky, land,and wo^Ki., dividing the rectangle by .in-pl. ^^l^^ Z:::;::^^: IZ^^

C0MPO8in0K IK ACOIIITID MWen, OOTUKB-an PAOI IM



cleui ng

•ky, land,

cording to
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the UwB of good composition, usiDg a background of hill against a sky, a middle
distance of woods, and a meadow or field in the foreground. He may also, with
brush and ink washes prepared before the clsfis, show the result desired, doing a
simple landscape in the following manner

:

A rectangle of good proportions is drawn on the paper and the arrangement of
areas lightly indicated to suggest a hilly slope, an irregular mass of distant trees,

and between the observer and the woods a meadow or field. Then with plenty of

DEOOBATIVE COUPOsmON OF FRITP IN UNACCENTED INK OUTUNC

water the paper is evenly wet within the inclosure, and a. brush full of the palest
wash is laid quickly across the top of the sky on the wet surface till it meets the
meadow below the hill and woods, either more or less than half-way down the
picture. Without cleaning the brush, a brush full of a darker gray is used to
paint the hill and 5elds; while the sky is still wet, a brush full of darker gray than
that used for the fields is drawn across for the mass of woods, the different
heights of the trees being pushed up into the still wet wash of the sky according
to their different heights. The shapes of the trees should soften and spnad
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slightly without hard edges. The more rapidly the washes are
made, the softer and more blurry the effect. All retouching
should be avoided. The class then proceeds in the same manner,
learning by experience the exact amount of wetness required to
do washes smoothly, as some pajicrs require more water than
others.

Some very fine effects are obtained by painting pure black
on the wet sky surface to make very dark masses of trees, as

the spreading of the ink or water-colour black produces some
very natural effects of the branching against the sky.

SUNSET LANDSCAPES

One of the privileges of the teacher is to open the eyes of
his pupils to the beauties of nature which are free to be enjoyed
by all. Almost daily to the one who watches, the dark masse,^#of commonplace trees and houses are glorified by the sunset
against which they are silhouetted.

,

The country boy or girl may paint a landscape from direct

study, but in the case of the city child this is not always pos-
sible. Almost every pupil, however, has passed through the
country «ome time and has then consciously or unconsciously
stored up " pictures on memory's wait ". In endeavouring to

recall ond express these pictures, what is distinct in the mind
is sharpened, and what was but vaguely remembered takes
clearer shape every time it is seen afterwards.

Prior to a lesson such as that illustrated by the page of
sunset landscapes, the class should have studied trees, so as to be
familiar with their shapes as seen against the sky.

Occasionally trees are seen against a hillside; in that posi-

tion their greatest beauty is obscured. Yet the beginner, not
realizing their height, nearly always depicts them as showing
against the earth, and so succeeds in making his landscape

appear to be a flel^ sparsely set out with cabbages.
To make a beautiful sunset landscape one must realize that trees look their

best when silhouetted against the sky and that this is the way we most often see

them
;
one must also remember that they should be grouped so as to form a good

and at the same time a natural composition.
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When these things have been considered by pupil and teacher and the

materials for the lesson are ready, each pupil may float an orange wash all r\er

his paper, striving to come close to the colour of the sunset sky as he remembers it.

Into the upper part of this wash, while it is still wet, he may, it he wishes, touch

deeper lines of orange and red, allowing these to melt into each other to show the
sky as it looks just as the sun has disappeared.

The next step is to dry the brush, dip it into the school ink with which the

rest of the picture is to be painted, and sweep an ink line across the page, to

indicate the horizon or the long, slightly sloping outline of a hill. The ink is

painted quickly and lightly over the orange wash from this line to the bottom of

the paper. If a road is desired, it may he wiped out with the dried brush or a
small piece of blotting paper while the ink is still wit. The orange wash under
the blue-black of the school ink gives some very beautiful colour effects. The
trees, rising from the earth and showing against the sky, are painted in when sky
and ground are nearly dry. For these landscapes the ink should never be diluted.

Two landscapes may be painted in the same lesson, so as to allow the first one to

\>e dry enough for the painting of the trees by the time the second is half finished.

When perfectly dry, the landscapes may be trimmed and mounted.

The page of sunset landscapes by Form III pupils are just as they were
finished and were not trimmed or mounted before being reproduced. In the case

of these landscapes a rectangle was first drawn on the paper, and the orange wash
was kept within its limits.

DBAWINO FROM THE PIOUBE

One or two lessons in drawing from the pose in mass will test the power of a
Form III, Senior Grade class to see the figure as a whole. Instead of dm ing

APID DBAWING IN INK MASS—BT rORM ni PUPILa
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rimMt altogether from memory after class study, as in Form III, Junior Grade,
the Senior cUss may work from the model, that is, a pupil may be posed m «,mc
interestmg position while the cUss rapidly makes a mass drawing of him lie
should not be allowed to pose longer than three minutes unless he is in an easy
position such as sitting, and should be cautioned not to keep the pose a moment
after he feels the least discomfort. Pupils should take turns in posing, and the
teacher should not make the mistake of asking one pupil to pose oftener than the
others.

Under these conditions pupils must necessarily work very rapidly; but when
they can make rapid ink paintings or mass drawings of a figuie so as to represent
the action and general proportions well, it is desirable to jose the model in a
comfortable sitting position that may be kept long enough to allow the members
of the class to compare their drawings frequently with the model and test their
accuracy by pencil measurements.

guiCK PENCIt SKETCHgi
A ten-minute exercise that may be taken advantageously between two heavy

.choo subject, is the rapid sketching of pupils, each posed for two minutes, while
the class quickly blocks in on paper, with charcoal or pencil, the leading lines of
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the model and the general ahape in outline. These should not be fini»l«Ml draw-
ingB, but should consist of the actual steps to be taken in drawing from the pon
and should be so lightly done that, if desired, each drawing could be broughtto
completion without erasures. Greater freedom of movement is obtained if the
pencil IS held loosely under the hand.

THE PLACJNO OP SPOTS

AVhcn a class has been taught to block in a model in outline, the problem maybe varied m an interesting way by choosing a girl with dark hair and dress andwhite Pmafore, or a boy with dark hair, dark trousers, white cap, and white sweater
to pose, while the class places the dark spots, using either pencil or ink. The
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model should be placed in a comfortable poiition where til of the membera of the
claw will get an interesting view.

As with all other drawing., care should be taken to plan for a sketch of good
Kizc well placed on the paper. The pencil should te used to test proportion and
direction. If the sketch is to be in ink, the pupils may begin at the top and put
ni the first dark »i)ot, probably the hair, comparing their representation with the
model to sec if it is of tlie right shape and extending in the right direction. The
sc'ond spot, which may be the part of the dress that shows above the pinafore,
besides l)eing of the proper shape must be at the proper distance from the first
spot and related to it in size and direction. When all the spots have Ikwu carefully
placed in this way, an ink line may be added to define the light parts of the figure.

If the sketch is to l)c in pencil, the pupils should first see that they can lay an
even, dark tone by strokes laid close together. Good pencil handling demands
that the depth of tone required shall be obtained with one layer of strokes In
outlmmg the white spaces, an attempt should be made to eipress texture by the
quality of line used. >

There are many uniforms and character poses which lend themselves to this
treatment.

These drawings from children may be composed in rectangular inclosures, in
which case some suggestion of background should be added.

HEADS AND FACES

Up to this Form sketching from the figure has been in mass, and the pupil has
been kept from drawing the features by having his attention called tc, thinm of
more importance to him at the time. It is advisable now to study very carefully
the shape and proportions of the head and lace in a front view and, in the side
view of the faco, the direction line also. The line of the hair helps to define the
face and should be blocked in with care. If a class is ta,.ght to sketch the face in
this way, a gocj foundation is Uid for carrying sketches to a more finished point
in Form IV, where the pupils may be taught to place the features

PJiET AND HANDS

At least one lesson should be devoted to the drawing of feet and hands in
different positions. No attempt should be made to put in anv details, but the
foreshortening seen in a front, back, or partly-turned-away view of the foot, should
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i^y
BLOOaNO IS THE FEET

be aa carefully studied aa it ia in the drawing of manufactured objects, and pencil
measurements and tests should be taken to aid the eye

A home or seat lesson on blocking in a pair of storm rubters in various
positions would be a valuable exercise.

4^'^
BLOCKINO IN THE HAND

In drawing the hand the pupil should first place a direction line giving the
aiis of the hand, upon which the shape of the hand as a whole should Im- blocked
in carefully. It would be unwise to try to carry the drawing further in this
Form, as the direction in which the hand extends or the angle at which it joins the
wrist, its general shape, and its size in proportion to the whole figure, are the
things of first importance, and no u. ipt should be made here to draw the fingers.

DBAWINS FEOM MANUPACTtTBED OBJECTS

The teacher of a Form III, Senior Grade class should review with his class
the mstmctions given in the text on Object Drawing in Form III, Junior Grade,
before attempting to teach the drawing of objects which present greater difficulties!
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A mat OH OINOEB JAI IN OUTLIMK

In the drawing of i row
Jar or similar object, it will be

noted that the neck ii cylin-

drical even though it haa very

little height. If it be open, a

problem ariaea that haa not yet

been considered, namely, the

representation of the thickneiw

of the rim and the appearance

of the inner aurface at the

back. Three circular edgea

must be repreaented aa ellipaea

or jwrta of ellipaea. Aa the

top is foreshortened, the

appearance of the rim shows

the same foreshortening and

appears narrower at the front

and back than at the sidee.

The rim muat be repreaented
by two ellipaea; the apace between theae ellipaea appears widest at the ends and a
little wider between the two front edgea than between the two back edgea. The
lower edge of the inaide of the neck forma another ellipse of which only the hack
part is seen.

The shoulders of the object may show quite above the neck or disappear behind
it, according to the position of the jar in relation to the eye but, as long as the

jar is below the level of the eye, the shoulder line will show beyond the end of the
ellipse where the aide of the jar appears to join the neck. In drawing the jar, the

shoulder line muat form the upper part of the outline that is to represent the body
of the jar. It will also be noted that the sides of the jar hide more than half of^

the ellipse at the base.

When these features in the appearance of the jar have been studied and a light

outline haa been drawn and carefully tested for accuracy, the drawing may be

flniahed in any desired medium.
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DRAWINU FROM MANUFACTURED OBJECTS

UAHDLEI AND HPOVTH

An objert having a handle, lip, or apout
nhould be blocked in lightly an though it were
without any of these, and thia faint outline nude
a» perfect an powiible before the apout or handle
ii added.

The correct placing of the lip or apout in
relation to the handle in such objects as jugn.
tea-pots, etc., may be tested in the following
manner

:

With a very light line locate from top to
bottom the centre of the spa.v which the handle
covers on the body of the object. If this line
does not reach the top of the object, produce it

until it does. Now decide on the point that
represents the centre of the top of the body of
the object, and draw a light line through this
centre point from the top of the line already
placed in the other side of the ellipKo. This will
locate the centre of the lip or, if produced, will
come directly over the centre of the spout, as the
case may be.

The space covered by the spout where it

joins the object is usually circular and, as its
position changes from directly in front to the
side, this space is foreshortened and part of the
line which bounds it is hidden. When the spout
is turned, the part of this circle that is seen
Woraes a part of a more and more fore-
shortened circle as it approached the side, where
It become! in appearance a straight line,

THE OROUPINO OF OBJBCTS

.h.J^'^f'
,.*'"' '"* *° ^°™ " '^"P "•""^'^ •« harmoniously reUted in riae,•hape, and chan^ter; althou^ variety is necessary, the objects in a group shouM
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liOOATINO THK UP ON A CIEAH jro

not differ too widely in thme reapecti). A very

unull object with a very large object ia not

pletaing; an object made up of atraiftht lincH

and anglea ia out of harmony with one that iK

all cnrves; two objects that ar« in no way
aaaocisted in uae are inconfriioii* when place<l

together. The linen of the ohjectK should tend

toward, rather than away from, each other,

flronpa when placed withont care or selection

may produce a distractinir movement, the ere

being attracted away from, rather than toward.

the centre of the group, thus giving the objects

the appearance of being on the point of

separation.

The grouping of two or at most three

objects will be found a sufficiently difficult

problem for elementary classes. When two

objects are grouped, one should he placed in

front of the other but toward one side so as to

hHe part of the base of the one behind it.

In CHe of a third object in the gronp, it may
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When . •ati.'^tor,. group 1..M l«r,. .rr.,.g..l, the .!«, „,d pl«» it i, to occupyo« the p,per rtould be Lghtly i„dic.t«l with pemil. .„d the .^r^ctnen- of tSe
proportion, te.tedw.th pencil mewtirement.. The pl«« i„ ,hi. .p„^. to beoocupi«i b, e«h object ri«>uld then be indicted and each ..l.jett lightly bloeked in

I

ttrri,Zr!n'n .t'^'t'
'"*' •*""• •"^'-^"^^ .houW MIow e.ch .tep in
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PICTUHE STUDY

THE ABTIBT'S MOTHEB

THE ARTIETT

James Abbot McXeill ^Vhi8tler (1834-1903) was born st Lowell, Manschiuetti.

He had an early opportunity of seeing the world, for when he was nine yeara old

the family went to live in Buosia, where his father had been called to build a great

railway for the Emperor. After his father's death the mother returned to America

with her boys and, when he was sixteen years of age, James entered the West Point

Military Academy. While he was there he made up his mind to became an artist.

He left America to study in Paris when he was twenty and never returned to his

native land. Most of his life was spent in Paris and London, and in the latter

city his first earnest work was done.

He was very witty, very gifted, and very erratic. He made many enemies,

because so few were able to understand the meaning of his art and because he did

not hesitate to express what he thought openly and bluntly, a method of expression

wholly opposed to his art, in which he lias tried to suggest feelings and impressions

very delicately, leaving their actual interpretation to the i:i'lividual observer. He
believed that pictures should be presented to the eye as n ' .-ic is to the ear, and he

borrowed terms from music to provide titles for many of his pictures. He studied

the subject he was representing until he knew exactly where every line should go,

then in the finished picture he left out as much as possible, producing in the words

of Van Dyke " the maximum of effect with the minimum of display ".

He had the courage of his convictions and, instead of being influenced by his

critics, went on stimulating the imagination of the public by the subtle suggestire-

ness of his paintings and etc^iings. Many of the pictures which he considered his

best can be appreciated only by nn artist and will never be understood by the

general public, which he nevertheless succeeded in convincing of his genius. A
picture such as the portrait of his mother, must always be popular, because of the

tender reverence for the sxibject that the artist has expressed, perhaps unconsciously.

There are numerous anecdotes told about Whistler which a Form III Senior

class would he much interested in and which would give them some idea of his

unique personality. Teacher and pupils should contribnte as much reliable infor-

mation as they can gather concerning the artist and the picture under consideration.
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THE Pll^TUBK

Wlirtler himself speaks of this picture as an "Arrangement in Gray and
BUck", adding: "To me it is interesting as a picture of my mother; but what
can or ought the public to care about the identity of the portrait".

In the original picture, now in the Liisembourg (iallerv, Paris, the curtain ix

dark green and the wall gray, with the margins of the pictures showing softlv
white against it. The dn;»« is a lustrous black, and the tender pink tinge of faci
and hands is all the more delicate for the setting afforded by the filmv white lace of
cap and handkerchief.

The answers that are given to questions like the following will demonstrate
how much the pupils have been able to glean from the picture and will also awakenm them a desire to examine it again and again in the new light that has been
thrown upon it.

Why does the artist call the picture an " Arrangement " ? Is he right in think-
ing that the public would not care about the identity of the portrait ' lias he
revealed in the portrait any of his own feeling for his mother? Did he love her'
Did he respect and esteem her? How has he made iis fo,.l that she was quiet
refined, and dignified ? What qualities show in her face ? Can you see tenderness'
strength, patience, endurance, power, faith, reverence? Had her son all of these
characteristics? Would she be likely to pass carelesslv over misdeeds, making weak
excuses for them? Would she 1*- impatient or sorrowful over faults in her son?

Notice how the artist has made the very room itself, with its straight lines
its square corners, and its simple furnishings, express the rectitude and simplicity'
that characterize the woman. Does the room, as he has arranged it, suggest any-
thing else regarding his mother? Is it quiet and peaceful? Does it give aiiy
impression that she was lacking in reserve or quite otherwise?

Would the dainty but rich embroidery on the curtain, together with the
delicate lace about her head and hands imply that she cared little for the beautiful
or that she appreciated it? Might the pictures on the walls svmliolize memories?
If BO, what would .the curtain typify, and would the embroidery on it have any
meaning?

Notice the beautiful balance of the picture and the long, curving line of the
figure that tends to modify and bring into harmony the strongly contrasting vertical
and horizontal lines of the room.'
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The light spots in tht picture are so pUced that the eye comes back again and
again to the face and is hold there, as tlie mind strives to read the thoughts that are
behind it.

Whether deliberately or unintentionally, it matters not. Whistler has succeeded
in making this portrait typical of the patient, capable, faithful. God-fearing
mother, who has passed the meridian of life and whose work on earth is almost
done. Into the eyes of cverii- man who looks lonj; at the picture a dimness must
come, out of which will dawn the features of his own mother.



CHAPTER XIII

COLOUR

It :8 80PP0SED that the Form III, Senior Grade pupil will have paned through
the preceding Forms and will thcrofon- !» faniiliHr with thi- colour exercises that

have been taught in each. The woik in llcpre-sentation and Design should have

further impre88e<l the knowledge gained in these exereises, and it ought not to Iki

necessary to do i»u<li reviewing. The knowledge that has Ihhmi gained, however,

should be arranged in an orderly uiiy. With that end in view, the neutral value

scale should he completed, and the six standard colonrs with the intermediate hues
should lie placed in relation to each other so as to exhibit a gradual change in hue
and value.

THE NEUTRAL VALUE SCALE

The metlioil suggested for giving Form 111, .Jnnior (Jraile pupils a mental
picture of the three balanced tones lietween white and black. calM respectively

Light, Middle, and Dark, lieeanse of their position in the scale, will be found
equally helpful in Form 111. .Senior (Jrade. The teacher should liegin with the
two imaginary heaps of (lowder and, after tlie impression of Middle. Light, and
Dark in turn, as explained in the Form III, .Junior (frade text has Uvii established

in the nnnds of the imjiils, he should proceed to have them imagine a small
quantity of the Light powder thoroughly mi.xed with the same quantity of the
white jmwder so as to produce n new tone. The class should be led to see that this

new tone, exactly lietween I,ight and white, darker thiin whiti' and lighter than
fjight. is high in tlie s<'ale when compared with Light, and therefore High Light
is an appropriate name to give it.

Time should be taken here to impress upon tlie class that this value must not
be connected with the high light n|ioii the surface of an object which differs in
value according to the texture of the surface. The lightest spot on an object with
an unpolished surface is much darker than the lightest spot on one with a glossy
surface. An object with a polished surface should lie shown the class and the
high light pointed out. that they may re.-ilize that it is lighter in appearance th«n
white paper and must in no way he confounded with the value High Light, which
is darker than white. We speak of the high light on an object ; the definite article

is not used before High Light, the value.

215
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The cl8«8 should next imagine a small quantity of the powder
called Light thoroughly mued with an equal quantity of powder
Middle in value. The resulting tone will be lighter than Middle
and darker than Light and, as it is low in the scale when compared
with Light, it may te called Low Light. In the same manner the
teacher may have the class imagine the blending of equal parts of
Middle and . k to form High Dark and equal parts of Dark and
black to form Low Dark. As each tone is described its name
should be written in place on the rungs of a vertical ladder drawn
on the black-board, as suggested in the Form III, Junior Grade
text.

An introduction of this kind should not take more than about
ten minutes. The time remaining for drawing should be spent bv
he pupils m making a scale of three balanced neutral values
between white and black, as follows

:

1. The rapid freehand drawing of a vertical row of five equal
rectangles an inch or more in size

2. The covering of the bottom rectangle with intense black
3. The adding' of sufficient water to the black in the brush to

produce a small quantitv of wash, which should be
tested and found to lie exactly half-way between white
and black in value, liefore it is placed in the middle
square and marked Middle

4. The diluting of this Middle tore with enough water to
produce a tone exactly half-way between it and white,
which should be placed in the second rectangle in the
row and marked Light

5. The adding of sufficient black to the middle tone to produce
a tone half-way Iwtween it and black, which should be
placed in the fourth square and marked Dark.

The top square in the row is to be left in outline.

Durimr another drawing period the.«e scales should !« put up
at the front where all can see them, and the class should choose

THI NEUTRAL ^^°^ "*''ch eihihit ike most nearlv perfer- haiancing. When the
VALUE aoALE exercises are manar to the pupils, each slmld write, be.ide every
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one of hiB values that is imperfect, a note telling what is necessary to make it

correct in value. A class exercise might then lie given, having in view the
making of one large neutral value chart for the whole class, for reference and
comparison.

For this purpose the class might be divided into seven groups and each group
given one of the values to make. Each pupil should draw u rectangle .V by r."

and should make enough wasli of the required value to .-over this rectungle with a
smooth, even tone. The class should Iw counselled to remember in i.repariiig the
values that washes are lighter when dry than when they aw first applied.

A strip of white cardlmard tf" wide by 27" lim^ will be required for the
mounting of the values. A vertical row „r nir.e Sf squares J" a,,art may te dwwn
on this so as to allow H" mar^'ins at top and siiles and 1 J" at the iH.ttom.

The top square should Im^ left in outline and the Iwttom square painted bla<k.

The class should now choose from the panels that have been covered with a
wash of Middle value, the one that is most |)erfcctly balanced iH-tween white arul
black. A two and one.quarter-inch square should be cut from it and imsted over
the middle square on the strip of cardlmard. In the same way the most ne.rlv
perfect Light and Dark should be chosen and pasted in place. The remain.ng
High Light, Low Light, High Dark, and Low Dark should be selected in turn in
the same way by the class and pasted in position. The careful chasing of l,„la,„., .1

values in this way will do more to develop a ni<.e judgment than the making »f
many individual scales.

BALANCED TO.VHS IX OKAYKD COLOUR

The balancing of three tones of grayed colour has l,een explained .n the Form
III, Junior (Jradc text. The class will proceed in a similar way to get five tones-
first a strong dark tone, then a light tone, then one to balance 'between these two
then a fourth Mween the first and the niddle tone and. finallv, a fifth exactlv
between the middle and the darkest tone.

THE COLOUR CIBCLE

t^'^T ^" "'""'"'' **" '''''""™ '" •'"'' ""-l ™'»'' «"•* colours at full
nirth bear to fmoh Mhor mov K^ ^«A r_ii

r, ^ „.^ IVinilUII ill iiiif a]
Btrength bear to each other may be made as follows :
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JUTKRUL8

£acb pupil ahould have a 9" hy I'j' sheet of drawing paper,

a ruier, and a |>air of conipaiiiieii ur a circle marker.

Note.—A eirelo marker or Fompan of cMrdlward, like th* oae
illustratfHl, is more oaail^- handled hy the lieginnor than a regular pair

of eompRHn. To make it, a rrtrip of thin cardboard, one inch wide
and five and three-quarter inches long, haa a line ruled down the eentf«.

Beginning oneHjiifu tor of an inch from the end, the inehee, subdivided
into half- and qt:Hrter-inrhes, are markml on this line. Holes are pierced

nt these points with a nharp pin and, to describe a circle, a pin is put
through one of these holes and held in position as a pivot, while the

sharp point of the pencil, placed through another hole at the right

distance from the first, is moved around thiri pivot to describe the eirele.

'

rr

tr

STEPS TO BE ^OI,tX)\VKn

1. The drawing! of a vertical lino five inoliefl in length from

the middle i>f the top of the paper down toward the

centre

2. The descrihin>r of a circle with a three-inch radius from

a centre at the hottoni of the line

3. The wttinj; off on the circuniferenee of nix pointa, the

width of the radius apart, Iwprinninp at the point

where the vertical line crosws the circumference

4. The hincction of the jmrtion of the (-ircnniference lietween

each two adjacent points, so m to divide the circum-

ference of the circle into twelve equal parts

.'). The drawin;r of six diameters hy joininfr oppoaite pointfl

fi. The dcscrihinp of a circle with a half-inch radius at each

point in the circumference and also at the centre of

the large circle

7. The cleaninpc out of each of the thirteen small circles

with a soft eraser.

When this chart has l)een prepared previously, it may be

coloured easily in a half-hour period if the following plan be

followed

:



Colour Circle
^
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COLOl'klNa IllE I'lURT
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cirri" ^1"' '^ *''"*.""' ''""'' '• ""* ""*<* "•' y""!'' ••«» 'ho -oven upper

v^^ . , ."• '"' """ '"' y*""* •"'• '*"« »" •«>' »«li" >' it. .« covered w^h

thoroughly then filM with ml, h,„1 ,he WrcleK for rod, nKl-vioLt. .nd Wok'a,^

flo«ted over tho .,-ellow m the ci«l.. which i, to he red^r.n«e. The colour in thehru* « weakened Mill more .nd (lo.ted over the yellow in ,h^ circle wWchi- tot

r^^:^:i^ir:^tt::^^'«-^rr^:^-

.nd th« « floated over the yellow i„ the circle for bhe-Kre2„. The h ueTX^hnMh 18 again weakened and floated over the vellow to fon,, th ™. \u
weakened »tiU ™„re to float over the yCow fo;"^^;::;™:'';^ '""''' ''""

of thJ th^"^ ""^™ "''•' '™'^' •* """'« ''y ""«"'K « verv little of each

*r:fr;i;;,r,s-'" "--:. .:-.E;r:'.

^ 5L".' :r,r.,Ttirrs"" "• '"''" - "•' «- •"- -.- '-

41 ini8 pftart hax lieen reanonahlv well done it will .i,„_ j . ,
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nen that jrellow {• the lightait colour in the circle uid nu; be wid to itand on the

High Light rung of the ladder of valuea that waa prepared when the pupila were

making a nentril value icale. Yellow-orange and yellow-green ibould be on the

next rung, aa the; are Light in value. Orange and green are Low Light; red-

orange and blue-green are Middle. Red and blue are High Dark ; red-violet and

blue-violet are Dark. Violet ia the darkeet of the coloura and atanda alone on the

liow Dark rung of the Udder.

VALIK srAtKK IN rOLOUB

Any colour may he araled fmm High Light to Ixiw Dark by the addition of

water for the valuen lighter than the atandard and by the addition of bUck to the

Htandard for. the valuea that are darker.

From Form 1, Senior Grade, up, the pupil haa been having practice in making

the tinta and ahadea of coloura aa required in hia work in Representation and

Deaign; and there ahould be little difficulty now in puking acalea to ahow many

different vahiea of a colour. The acaling of one or more ciijoiira in this way would

make an intereeting and valuable aeat exerciae for individual pupila.

rOMPlEMKNTABY roiouKa

A gUnce at the colour circle will »how that coloura that are complementary to

each other are at oppoaite enda of the diamctera. The gray circle at the middle

of each diameter records the fact that complementary coloun will neutralize each

other.

DE8I0N

The work in Design for Form III, Senior Grade, should be a further develop-

ment of the work taken in the prcvioua tirade. In the Course as planned for each

Form, it is taken for granted that the pupil will have studied the principles which

the problems given in the previous Forma are intended to illustrate, although the

classes are not expected to work o<-;t ell the problems suggested for each Form. An

opportunity for choice has been given.

The importance of accuracy in everything connected with Design should be

kept constantly in mind and. from Form III upward, the greatest precision of

which the individual is capable should be required of him. Any pupil who finds it

impoeaible to do the work well abonld be conatrained to use the aimpleat poasible

elements that will be in conformity with the problem under consideration.
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MEASUBEUENTS

The mcuurement* to b« uwd ahonld b« decided b; th«

indiTidutl pupil after the clue hu discuaaed the queation in

reUtion to the work to be done, unleaa the teirher judges it

more expedient to hare the whole claae uae the aame meaaurp-

menta in the particular caae in point.

OONBTBUCnVE PLANS

The Form III, Senior Orade pupil ia not required to ukc

tnj new conatructive plana but, after hi* experienrt' in tlic

Junior Grade, he ahould be able to achieve better resulta with

the noe conitnictive plana that he uied there.

tJNITB OP DE8I0N

The chief development in thia Form should come Ihrouph

the detigning of the aingle unit. The pupil ia expected to tal(i'

aome natural form, aueh ai> a flower or any part of it, or nonic

geometric shape and, uaing it aa a motive or model, ao aimplify

and refine it or if neceaaary reconstruct it while xtill keepinp

to the general plan of ita formation, that it will U> complete in

iteelf and can he uaed alone or repeated in a border or all-over

pattern with equally good effect.

To he complete in itaelf, the nnit mudt not look aa though
it were heavier on one aide than the other or needed support of

any kind : it muat have atability ; in fine, it'muat he balanced.

The unit of deaign may be balanced regularly or irregularly,

but the latter kind of balance should not be required of the

pupil. He may make the two aidea alike, thua producing
bilateral symmetry or may increaae the aymmetry by making
the top and bottom halves alao alike. The unit may be

balanced on its vertical axia or on both vertical and horizontal

axes. When the four aides are alike, the effect produced will

probably be that of a unit repeated regularly around a centre,

in which caae the reaulting design ia usually called a rosette.

Balance neeesaitatea more than the matching of one aide with "••'"" "'"" n^wra
another. If the unit is too high in proportion to its width, roHHV™™,"

""
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it will look as though it needed support; it is evident that the width must be
proportionate to the height, to produce balance.

The side views of some flowers are biUterally syimnetrlcal and of such a shape
that little more than i :PDful drawing is necessary to make them agreeable units of
design. Among these flowers the bleeding-heart and the fuchsia may be especially
mentioned. The top views of many others need very little modiflcation to become
symmetrically balanced. In almost all natural forms some little modifying is

necessary in order to bring the shape into harmony with the character of the surface
or article upon which the design is to be used. The simplifying of the form by

rejecting all details and retaining only the characteristic shape of the larger masses
may be all that is necessary. The flower may merely suggest a shape which is

widened in one place and shortened or lengthened in another and then balanced
symmetrically. Sometimes an attractive part which is quite subordinate in the
flower, is enlarged and emphasized in the unit. The designer gets the idea from
thu flower but, as long as he does not violate the laws of growth, he is free to make
any modifications that will make it more appropriate for his purpose.

The stem end of a bilateral unit should be drawn very carefully, with a view
to bringing it into harmony with the space it is to occupy or with the contour of
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that part of the decoration which is nearest it.

For example, a diamond-ehaped constructive plan

would suggest a pointed ending to the stem, while

a pendant unit placed under the title of a book
would require a broad, flat stem-ending, even

though the unit were an inch or more from the

lettering. A point turned toward the title would
give us an uncomfortable feeling that the title

was in danger of being split in two by the decora-

tive unit, whereas one of the legitimate functions

of this unit is to appear to support the title.

Geometric shapes are easily arranged so as to

produce symmetrically balanced units. Two
squares or two triangles with equal sides placed

1)886 to base will give a shaiw that may Im- modified

along lines that radiate from a centre, so as to

produce an attractive bilateral unit. In a similar

way four squares placed together may l)e the

foundation plan for any niimlier of rosettes.

This definite designing of sj-mmetrically

balanced units should not he a difficult matter for

a Form III, Senior Grade pupil, because most of

the designs that he has made in the previous

Forms have been balanced symmetrically without

his being aware of it. He will probably realize

now that much of their attractiveness was due to

this fact.

SQUABED DKSICNS

Natural forms may be simplified and made
suitable for use in Design by having their contours

expressed in straight lines instead of curves. A
careful pencil drawing of the natural form is made
on squared paper. The outline is then redrawn
along the vertical and horizontal lines that are

nearest the contour of the original drawing.
ALXrOVEB PATTERNS—DESIGNED BT

roHU m PUPILS
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Oblique lines that are parallel with the diagonals

of the squares are permifBible for joining the

vertical and horizontal lines. For a bi-symmetrical

unit the first half would be made, as stated above,

from the original drawing; the second half would
be the first half reversed. The design is not good
unless it is simpler in outline than the natural

form from which it originated. A squared design

that exhibits a number of fussy little comers has

defeated its own object in being.

THE KODirlCATION OF UNITS

When an agreeable unit has been designed^

1 1 U I I I J I I I ^LfT I I I I I
i I

*''* pupil should ma^e modifications of it to suit

''"'''''i-t'l^'zzZZZZ'i: *'"' "'" """* °' *'"* different constructive plans

d2[:::::::::::i:::::p tl"** ^^ '* permitted to use in Form in. He
should then choose for repetition the unit which
in his opinion will produce the most effective and
harmonious pattern. Such simple forms of his-

toric ornament as the trefoil, quatrefoil, and
fleur-de-lis might be adapted to the square, the

oblong, the triangle, and even the circle, as a

preparation for the modification of the less easily

handled units designed by the pupil himself. The
doubling of the unit should be permitted, when by this means a new upit is fonned
that occupies the given space acceptably.

WALL-PAPES PATTEBNS

Movement is desirable in a border or all-over pattern but, when it is achieved

through the leaning of the unit toward its neighbour, the movement is apt to

appear hurried and lacking in repose. There must be dignity as well as move-
ment in any pattern which is to be kept constantly in view like that on a wall-

paper. In such cases the movement should be accomplished through the placing

of balanced units in rhythmic relation to each other. A unit that is longer

vertically than horizontally is more dignified than one in which the proportions are

B4U1UD DmsHS
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reveried. CoMtructive plans in which diamonda, drop squares, or drop oblong,
are used, tend to bring about a rhythmic, lingering, upward movement of the
units that is very satisfying to the eye. The colouring for the wall-paper should
be hfo or three closely related tones of a mors or less grayed colour, according to
whether the paper is planned for a ver)- light or a rather dark room. Consult the

^^ Arrowj /

A4#>f^
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FliUII TOnia THAT LIHS THI1I8ELTI8 TO HODmOATIDH
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i"orm III, Junior Orade text for other points concerning wall-paiwre and for

circumstances under which the designing of a pattern for one becomes a good school

problem.

THE ABAPTAnCH Or THE TREFOIl TO THE SQUAEE, OBLOHO, CUCLE, AND TEIANOLl

In the making of striped patterns, the pupils in Form III, Junior Grade, had to

mnsider spaces of definite width but indefinite length. When a plaid is to be designed,

the spaces nnist have definite length as wel! as definite width, but they must bo

studied in relation to each other with a view to good proportion in the same way

that the stripes and their intervening spaces were studied in the preceding Form.

Examples of tartans and plaid ginghams will help the pupils to realize that large

spaces and groups of smaller spaces are made by the crossing of the vertical and

horizontal stripes that go to form the plaid. A good balance of larg,^ and small

spaces is to lie striven for. If the large spaces seem to stand out so prominently

that it is difficult to look at the small spaces, ii shows that there is too grcst a

difference in the size. If the smaller spaces are so nearly of the same sm as the

larger spaces that the plaid looks as though it might Iw a poorly drawn --heck (a

sort of plaid in which the spaces are all of the same size), the contrast that is

necessary to produce a satisfactory balance is lacking. The large spaces should be

noticeably larger than the small spaces, hut the difference should not !» sufficiently

great to prevent a feeling of relationship between them.

The class should draw two or more three- or four-inch squares and break np

the space in one of the squares hy drawing regular groups of stripes that cross each

other, so as to make a central square surrounded by a uniform border of stripes.

In the second square, the irregular breaking up of the space that is frequently seen

in ginghams shomd be attempted. The class should be limited to from three to

iwelve stripes in the designing of a plaid.

Two or three tones of gray or of a grayed colour with the addition of one or

more stripes of white or blaeV, might be usetl in the colouring of these plaids. If
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the tone UMd is pale, the colour t 11 require lew graying tlian when it is stronger.
The pUid should be planned first with very light pencil lines to indicate the width
of the different stripes and spaces. In the colouring of the plaid one tone should
be allowed to dry before another is applied over it or so that it touches it. Where
the stripes cross, darker spaces result, which add to the attractiveness of the plaid.
In all representations of woven materials the brush should be used rather dry so as
to express the texture of the cloth.

APPLIED DESIGN

AmonK the articles that may be made and decorated by a Form III, Senior
Grade class are calendars, place cards, menu cards, tally cards, blotters, and mateh-
scratchers. Many different types of decoration could be used that would be in
good taste on these and, for a special purpose such as the making of Christmas
gifts, the class might be permitted to use any manner of decoration that has been
taught in the preceding Forms. As a rule, however, the units of design that ere
to he applied by a Form III, Senior Grade class should be symmetrical, whe*Iiev
they are to appear as separate units or arc to Ik. repeated in "a border or all-over
pattern.

Certain principles with regard fo the fitness of the decoration to the purpose
of the article decorated, must always he home in mind. For example, the decoration
should in no way interfere with the use of the article. It should not be pictorial
although decorative compositions that consist of the breaking up of an inclosed
space (usually rectangular in shape) by natural or other forms so arranged that
they produce a harmonious pattern, are permissible when thev are expressed in flat
tones of colour.
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The decoration should emphaaiie, or should appear to be governed by, the

structural elements of the article. Jhus, au appropriate border will appear to

strengthen the edges of a book, card, tray, plate, rug, etc., and is always in good

taste, whether it is at the extreme edge of the surface decorated or marks the inner

boundary of a finely proportioned plain margin. The comers of any rectilinear

surface may be supported in a similar way by a unit that conforms in shape to the

comer. The ends of a towel, a rug, or a curtain may be emphasized by a border.

Sometimes in the case of curtains or other hangings, the border is placed at the

bottom only or is deeper there than at the sides and. top. •

OPTIONAL PROBLEMS IN APPLIED DESIGN

MATCH-SCRATCH ER8

The making of a match-scratcher is an appropriate problem in Applied Design

for Form III, Senior (Jrade pupils, as the type of unit that the class has been

designing is well suited for its ornamentation. If there is to be a choice in the

manner of decoration, it will be necessary to decide what shape this is to take,

before thte dimensions of the article are decided upon. Everything that goes to the

making up of the match-scratcher should be related to the rectangular piece of

sand-paper, as it is the essential portion of the article. If the ornamentation is

to be in the form of an inclosing border, the mill-board or heavy cardboard founda-

tion of the match-sciatcher will need to be broader than if the ornamentation is to

go at one or both enils only. In either case, 3" by 6' is a serviceable size for the

sand-paper. The longer dimension of both mill-board and sand-paper should be

placed vertically. A satisfactory size for the mill-board when an inclosing border

is to be used is 6" by 8i", but H" by 9i" will be in better proportion when the

decoration is to be pUced at the ends. The mill-board may be covered with thin

ctton or linen cloth of some light, grayed tone that will harmonize with the

colours of the room for which the match-scratcher is intended. The light browns,

usually called tan and fawn, and the soft gray-greens are generally harmonious.

The directions given the Form III, Junior Grade class for the making of the pen-

wiper cover should be followed in making the mount for the match-scratcher.

The design should be prepared on a sheet of paper of the same size as the mill-

board and traced on the mount after it has been constracted. The following steps

should be taken in preparing the design for the 4}' by 9}' match-scratcher:
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1. Drtw > rectangle 4i" wide x 9i" high.

*. Draw the vertical diameter of the rectangle.

3. Mark the f Hide margins that the width of the iand-paper allowa.
4. Allow the ume or a slightly deeper Margin at the top and a margin of at

leaat 1^" at the bottom.

6. Supposing that «J' of the height be taken for top and l>ottom margin*,
these, with the 5" that must he allowed for the sand-paper, will leave

H" of the height for the decoration. If the decoration is to be at the

Q Q .. Q_

<•

top only, a rectangular space 8" high and of the same width m the
sand-paper should be occupied by the unit, leaving a i" space between
this rectangle and the panel for the sand-paper, which should also be
drawn. If the unit is to be placed both above and below the sand-paper
panel, a rectangle J" high and 3" wide should be drawn i" above this

panel, and another of the same size should be drawn J" below it. It
will be seen that the width of the sand-paper panel governs the width
of the decorative units.

8. After the plan has been prepared as above, a suitable bilateral unit that
will occupy the space planned for it should be designed and drawn in
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this spaoc. The denign in now ready to lie traced on the cloth-oovored
mount.

For coMtructing the mount the following thing» ihould be in readinenn;
A H" X ^~ ))iece of mill-board

A 6|" X in|" piece of cover cloth

A gummed cloth Bu»peniiion nng (or other nuitablc device for hanging the
match-ncratcher)

A H" X 9}" piece of drawing paper covered with a suitably-tinted wash or
all-over pattern, for lining the hack

A 3" X 6" piece of sand-paper

A 4J" X flj" piece of carbon paper for tracing.

Connult the lesson on the pen-wiper in this Manual, Form III, Junior Grade, for
furth-r necesaities and for directions for pasting. The gummed ring should he
fastened in the middle of the top edge of he back o4 the mill-hoard ju»t before the
lining paper is pasted in place.

AVhen the mount has been constructed, the outlines of the decorative units
and of the panel for the sand-paper should l« traced. The sand-paper should then
he pasted firmly in place, and the mount put under pressure for a day or two or
until It is qnite dry. The unit may then Ik- coloured and the sand-paper panel
outlined. Care should be taken to keep the space Iwtween the sand-paper and the
ornamental units not less than one-quarter of an inch in width. It will be
remembered that in the designing of the calendar in Form II, Senior Grade, it

wan explained that the space separating two parts of the central panel should be
narrower than any of the margins outside the panel.

BLOTTERS

The construction of a blotter cover would make a problem similar to the
match-scratcher but easier, as there would he nothing to consider after it was
constructed beyond the relation of the decoration to the dimensions of the blotter
An inclosing border, either at the outer edge of the blotter or at the inner edge of a
good margin, would be a suitable decoration. A triangular or L-shaped unit designed
to fit the outer comers of the cover or the comers of an inner panel would make a
satisfactory ornamentation, as would also a central decorative unit that was in
good proportion to the cover. The sheets of blotting-paper should be fastened in
place at one or both ends by a brass-headed paper fastener, which might be placed
to as to form a part of the decoration.
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The lettering fop Form III, Senior (irad.-, .houl.1 lie lumd on the wmp gmen\
plan of «rranp.m..nt mm that for Form III, .Junior (irade, hut whcr™.. in th,. jattfr
(trade the kc'itbI «i.iM-araii(i. of the L'tlerinK w... mad.' li^ht ,.i dark to suit the
purpose for whioh it »a« intended h.v ni,.an» ol tne weight of l.ru«h »trol(,. »«<! in
the Senior (irade, the pupil it. existed to l)lo<k the letter* in with doiihle line, and
draw th..m rarefnily in lixht pencil outline, Iwfore applying the ink or ™lour with
whirh they are to he finished.

^SSBHi
c@My
m4m i^DS
The steps to be taken in planning lettering in thi.. wav, after the light con-

struction lines have been drawn and the space for tlie width of each letter marked
off, wonid be

:

1. The drawing of light, skeleton letters in single line to fit the s|)aces
2. The doubling the outer line of each letter within the limits already occupied

by it, making the lines far enou h apart to give the desired width
3. The getting of the necessary width for a cross line in any letter bv drawing

a line on each side of the cross line of the skeleton letter
4. The erasing of all construction lines within the letters and the correcting

of the outlines, so that aU the strokes used in the finished letters will be
of the same thickness
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5. The finiihing of the letteni in tho iliwired colour

6. After the letteriiix in drv, the eraHiii); iif all the outer eoiintruetion linen.

Sometimeii the lettering if planned »o that the upaee mrnpinl by it in imloaed

by an outer line. When an arrangement of thin mrt ia denired, an inner rectangli>

for the lettering mufit be drawn within the inoloaure, m> an to l>e at the name tlight

dittance from it on all iiide«. The inner rertangle nhould then be divided into

pacM for the lettern and, when the lettering in flninhed and all ronatrurtion linea

have been erased, the lettering will appear with a narrow margin of apice between

it and the aurrounding line.
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CHAPTER XIV

FORM IV, JUNIOR (JRADE

ILLUSTRATIVE DRAWING
Teachers of Form IV are urRed to mako as n.u.l, use «, possible of Illnstrative
Drawing in correlation with other school subjects.

In Form III, Senior Grade, special attention was given to the illustration of
lines of poetry that describe the appearance of flowers in a landscape. A problem

w !5" °lu,T'i ^.
^"'"y '"""^•^^ to a class in Form IV, Junior Grade.

Wordsworth s Daffodtb in the Fourth Book teing particularly suitable for illus-
tration a few lines from it might receive t-eatment similar to that suggested for
pupik in Form III, Senior Grade. The steps that may te taken in treaf^ or asimilar subject more pietorially are given in the succeeding pages

The Illustrations are by school children. The street scenes were drawn in
charcoa by pupils of this Grade entirely from memory and without any previous
preparation other than observation, on the way to and'from school for k 1^7^,before the lesson of the appearance of children on the street. The letteHng wasdone rapidiy m the same lesson, without time for careful planning

The sunset landscapes by Form IV girls partake of the nature of IllustrativeDrawing because of the descriptive quotation lettered beneath each. When these
landscapes were, made appropriate lines were suggested by the class and. from the

to hrfand?^
"^ ""^ ""'^ '"* "' **" ""' "^'"^ ** ''"'""^ "*" ™'*'^

The following selections are suitable for correlation with lessons on landscape
composition and lend themselves to illustration in water-colours

:

I like the pools m tranquil

That in the meadows lip

;

Thoy mirror stately troo tninks
And bine September sky.

The river flows melodjons by
Whilst painted on its surface lie

The sunnit '« splendonm.
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Out of the many problems in Illustrative Drawing

suitable for this Grade, the teacher must choose those

best suited to the ability of the class, for the few

lessons for which there is time. The choice of medium
should depend on what the teacher feels is expedient

for the pupils. Great stress should he laid on good

drawing and, whatever the medium used, the illustra-

tions should be judged largely from the standpoints of

form and good composition.

All at onee I saw a crowd,

A host of ^Iden dafFodils

Beside the Lake, beneath the trees.

Fluttering and dancing in the hteeie.

The following steps give the order to Ite followed

in illustrating in water-colours the above lines from

Wordsworth's Daffodils. The wetting of the paper in

provided for. but many teachers will prefer to use dry

))aper, in which ease the tenth step would be left out.

When the wet method is employed, drawing boards,

heavy mill-boards, or large slates are necessary.

1. Moisten the yellow, red, and blue cakes, cleaning

them off if necessary.

2. Consider the subject with regard to the objects

necessary in the picture to make it interpret

the poet's description.

,

3. Determine the colours that will be required;

which must be light and which dark.

4. Consider the effect distance will have upon the

appearance of the different things in the

picture with regard to size, shape, and

distinctness.

5. Draw a rectangle of pleasing proportions that

will leave a good margin on the paper, and

lightly indicate the line of the horizon with

pencil.
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6. Keeping in mind the thought of good spacing, lightly indicate the outline

of that portion of the lake that is to come into the picture.

1. Lightly indicate the height and space to be occupied by each tree or group
of trees.

8. Lightly block in where boundaries of masses of flowers are to come, remem-
bering the great foreshortening in the distance.

9. Prepare three small pools of strong colour, one yellow, one blue, one green,

so ;.'8 to be able to get colour quickly. A\Tien yon paint, work from both

^ ool and cake.

10. Lay the paper flat on the slate or boaro and, with a large brush or a small
piece of old, clean cotton, put a wash of water lightly and rapidly

over the wrong side of the paper. Turn the paper over and wet the right

side in the same manner, or dip the paper in water, wetting it

thoroughly. If any afr Misters appear, lift the corner nearest the
blister, put water underneath it, and smooth the paper out lightly from
the centre. Having removed the blisters, the paper is not to be lifted

again until the picture is finished and the paper dry.

11. Rapidly put a wash of pale blue on the sky.

12. Add more blue and a little yellow and put a wash of blue tinged with green
over the lake.

13. Paint the daffodils in the foreground (blossoms only).
14. Turn the slate top t.^ge down and put a wash of pale yellow with deeper

yellow touches to run from the blossoms already painted over the flower
spaces near the foreground. Add more water to the yellow, and gray
slightly for the more distant patches.

16. Turn the slate top edge up again, fill the brush with pale Uue-gray, and
put a line along the horizon; add a little green to the brush and, begin-
ning in the lower edge of this line, put a wash of gray-green over the
grass spaces, deepening the green and making it more intense as it comes
toward the foreground.

16. Paint the tops of trees in the foreground a bluer green than the grass.
Make the distant tree tops a grayer green.

17. Before the grass wash is quite dry, paint the daffodil leaves and stems that
would show in the foreground.

18. Fill the brush with grayed violet and paint the tree trunks and any limbs
that would show, making those in the distance grayer and less distinct.
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the ipecimen may be lightly indicated in the first placing of the iiketch. A drawing

which would make every joint and leaf equally diatiQct and complete in every detail

would be lacking in artiitic quality, although it might be valuable from the stand-

point of Nature Study. It is wise, therefore, before undertaking a specimen with

all its parts, to study individual leaves and flovers and other details, drawing' them

very carefully ; for although one must leave out much in order to make his drawing

interesting, he must know where every line that is left out should be, in order that

thoie that are drawn shall be in exactly the right position.

The specimen should be chosen as far as possible for its beauty, especially of

form, the best view should be determined upon, and any leaves or other parts that

can be taken away without detracting from its appearance should be removed.

Each pupil most also decide which part of his specimen he finds most attractive, as

this is the part which should receive the greatest emphasis in his drawing.

The drawing ahonld be made as near life axe ds the paper will permit. A
light line giving the direction

of the main stem is first

swept in, in such a way as to

ensure good placing, and the

li^t direction lines for other

stems or leaves are then added.

After comparison is made with

the model, flower and leaf

masses are blocked in and,

when any necessary correc-

tions have been made, the

separate parts are blocked in.

Where stems are visible, they

are sketched in with two Jig^t

lines the proper distance

apart. No matter how fine

the stems arc, these two lines

are required to show them

properly.

If care has been taken to

compare with the model and

awror stmnAa, ra rnicn, jthTnus ""rect all mistakes, the light
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ilwtch ii now ready to he fluiahed in unaccented outline, in ucrvnled outline, or in
pencil valueii.

The vnacc$nUd oulline give* a decorative quality to the drawing and in uwd
when the flower m arrang ' n a panel and intended an a denign for inlaid wood
or leaded glau, or for Home Himilar pur|)o»c, where thi- pattern of the drawing in

the feature to be emphasized. Kor thin pur|)o«., detaiU are omitted, the line u
made aa aimple but a* itrong aa powtible, and all parta are given ei|Ual weight.

To render the drawing in acctnifd oulline. the pupil ahould atudy the specimen
to aee what edgea atand out aharply, what edgea are indiatinct or logt entirely, and
where the dcc|peat ahadowa are. He ahould then go over the firat light aketch,
gradually atrengthening a line here, leaving it indiatinct or broken there, putting
•trong, dark touchea in the ahadow near the apota where the high lighta ahow, ao aa
t.. emphaaiie the centre of intereat that he has chosen, ateadlly trying to make the
drawing exprcaa the qualitiea hia atudy of the specimen has aliowii him that it

When the drawing ia to be rendered in valuet, the value of each part ia decided
upon, and firm, even pencil atrokea are laid aide by aide to produce that tone. Theae
itrokea may follow the general contour of the aurface thev represent, they may take
a slanting direction, or may be drawn across the surface, but they should be
practically -parallel and rather short. The vein of a leaf provide, a line where a

CHABTS or rLOWER
By THEM AS

r"*""—raEPARiB by roR>t iv prms, to be rsro
BWCTEJCl UATEBIAI. FOR licsIaK
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wt of atrokm n ny Iw liruken «dv«nUg«iu»ly. Hliarp nign and deep ahadowii will
rvquire atroDK touchet, to give ihirpneM or depth of tone.

It ID a difflcuU thing to mike a nurface light or dark and keep an even tone
with a Hingle layer of pencil «troke«. A clan* ahould have practice in handling a
Kingle leaf, rendering it in different tonen in order to acquire iome akill in pencil
handling, before attempting to render a more complex ipecimen in pencil value*.

nKCOBATIVE COMPOSITION

DCOORATIVe COMPOSITIONS
XE BY FORM IV BOYS ac

Oood composition is necessary to make any drawing pleasing, no matter what
medium or method of expression is used ; it has to do with the choice of the model
or specimen, its arrangement preparatory to drawing, and the size and placing of
the drawing upon the pajwr. When we speak of a decoratWe composition, some-
thing more than this is to be understood ; we mean a drawing in which the ^.etaila

have as far as possible been eliminated, and the flower or other motive used has been
considered from the standpoint of a number of shapes that are to break up a
given space in such a way as to produce a beautiful pattern. These decorative com-
positions form a step between pictorial representation in which we endeavour to
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mik. « ftithful .portrait u p««ibl. of the individual .porimn. .!>«( we .re

modlfled .nd made to eoiifona to certain rule, before they may l« u«,l l,.Kiti„„„olv
In making .decorative compo.it,„n we may ha»e one or more H,»H.imen«

before u. to help .n makinK the compoMition. or we may work from a number of

drawing that have been made at some previous time. The arrangement willdepend on the »pace to he filled and the way in which each shape drawn may bemade to conform best to the others and bring about the harmony or mutual attrac

Bible, but the truth of tl s type must be maintained.
The use for which the con.position is intended and the materials in which itwould he worked out .should be considered. .Some material; pL^, ^.ter
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limitatioDB than others. If the drawisg is intended for a poster, it should be

striking, and the iinal outline may be quite heavy. If it is for a magazine

illustration, a more delicate outline is desirable in finishing it, and this outline may
be interrupted or broken in places and may be made even to suggest distance.

(See illustration for June in Form III.) If, however, the composition be intended

for a stained-glass window or an inlaid wood panel, or other similar object, each

shape must l)e planned as a separate piece that can be fitted in. When we make
our drawing, we must bear these things in mind and, while endeavouring to produce

beauty, strive to avoid making a pattern that cannot be used for the purpose for

which it is intended. The accompanying decorative compositions of tulips can be

used for inlaid wood or for stained glass.

As has already been stated, the drawing for the decorative composition is first

made in pencil outline. Two or three tracings may be made by each pupil from

his pencil outline, to be finished in some of the different ways suggested below ; or

a choice of one of the different ways may be allowed so as to have in the one class.

for comparison, examples of all of Hie different methods.

Whffli-the outlirti drawing is as satisfactory as the pupil can make it, he must
decide whether it is V> be finished in (a)-bl^ jiui white, (6) tones of gray,

(c) gray with. black, (d) one colour and black, or (je). tones of grayed colour. In

any of these except («) he may leave certain parts white; these white parts will be

left nntouchedexcept for the final outline.

A sufficient quaLtity ,of each of the tones required is made up by itself in a

depression in the lid of the paint-box or in some small,

separate dish, and these tones are tested on another

sheet of drawing paper to see if they are harmoniously

related. A fiat wash of the lightest tone to be used is

then applied to the shapes that are to be covered with

it and. when the adjacent parts are dry, the next wash

is applied to the shapes for which it i§ intended. When
nil the shapes have been covered with the tones desired

nnd are quite dry, a firm outline of black is put around

oach shape and also around the whole panel. (See

illustrations.)

Drawings from fiowers, landscapes, or objects such

ns utensils, etc., or from the figure, may be used in the

making of decorative compositions.
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TREES AND LANDSCAPES

In order to emphasize good drawing, the greater number 'of drawim™ - , tr«.and landwiapes in this Grade should be made in pencU outlTne or^TH^
pencil value.. Those in pencil outline may bl Sed ^te

'
"d. « ^

" T"
compositions, in neutral tones or in tone, of grt^^kur tTI '

T',*""

mmimmm
iMfimunt IN NroniAi, vAT.rEs
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The lesson on " An Avenue of Trees " which is placed after the " Drawing of

Manufactured Objects ", because it culminates a series of leasonj on foreshortening

and convergence, should be of assistance in the composing of interesting landscapes.
'^

QUICK PENCIL SKETCHES

DBAWINO FBOM THE PIOIJBE

In Form IV, Junior Grade, a number of quick pencil sketches may be made

in two or more lessons, from different members of the class posed in succession,

each for two or three minutes, in various natural attitudes. A series of lessons in

flpire composition should follow, in which each pupil may make use of an ontline



DBAWING FROM THE FIGCRE gu
already made by him, or a new pose may be brought to a more finished point In
either caae the figure must be of good size and well placed within a rectangle A
background should be added, related to the figure in such a way as to fprm a
natural setting for it. A study of pictures, by good artists, in which the figure is

( given prominence, such as The Sower by Millet, will help the pupils in the placing
of the figure. The figure compositions may be finished in any of the ways suggested
under " Decorative Composition " in the teit for this Form.

4)UICK PrNni. RKinTHKR
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HEADS AND FACES

ITie drawing of heads and fac«-» need not be carried further in this Grade
than It was m Form III, Senior Orade, although Rreater accuracy in proportion and
shape should be rcjuired. If a class shows special aptitude in sketching from the
figure and has learned to block in the head and face with success, there is no reason
why the teacher should not consult the text for Form IV, Senior Grade for
instructions on the placing of the features, in order to show the class how to place
these in a very simple way in their most finished sketches from the figure.

FEKI AND HANDS

In the drawing of feet and hands, the work for Form 111, Senior Grade
should be continued, the teacher consulting the text for Form IV, Senior Grade if
time and the ability of the class render it desirable to have the drawings brought to
a more finished point. (See Form III. Senior Grade illustrations.)

OBJECT DBAWINO

,
THE riCTtIRE PLANE

It is always a rather difficult matter to get pupils to understand the represent-
ing of things which actually have three dimensions, on a flat sheet of paper which
admits of only two. In making a picture of anything, we draw on a surface (the
paper) which is intended to be viewed in a vertical position. On this surface we
repi«ent surfaces that are vertical and parallel to the eye and others that extend
from^* 1. -izontally. Naturally h vertical surface which is parallel to the eye gives
us little trouble, as its appearance, except in the matter of size, corresponds with
fte facts concerning it. It looks as it actually is. Those surfaces which extend
from us, however, appear narrower than they are, and the back edges are apparently
shorter than the edges nearer us, so that the whole shape is quite different in
appearance from what we know by experience is its actual shape. The viewing of a
house through a window helps us to realize the difference between fact and appear-
ance. If It were convenient to allow pupils who find it difficult to see foreshortened
PurfMes as they appear, to trace with a piece of soap on the window an object
outside the window at a little distance from it, this difficulty would be overcome.

The window is in fact what artists call the picture plane, and in all our
representation of things we must imagine a vertical sheet of glass in front of us
and draw everything as it appears on this imaginarj- sheet of glaas. All measure-
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y \.

< >

ments with the pencil to lest appareuc

direction of edges and proportionate

'limensions must be taken with the

pencil held at arm's length and rotated

on this imaginary glass against which it

is held flat.

The accompanying illustrations

show the use that mav he made of a

simple cardboard model, to help the

class to realize what is meant by the

picture plane. The model is made from
a 6" by 8" piece of cardboard by drawing
a rectangle one inch in from the edge
of the cardboard, all aroimd. This

rectangle is cut on three sides and scored

with a knife on the fourth side, so that

it can be made to represent a door or a

shelf according to the way in which it

is placed. Each pupil should possess

one of his own for reference. The fore-

shortening and convergence of the door
or shelf of cardboard, as it is turned toward or from him, may be measured
accurately by the pupil on the frame which remains vertical and parallel with
his face.

DRAWINQ FROM MANUFACTCHED OBJECTS

In drawing from manufactured objects in Form III, cylindrical and hemis-
pherical objects were studied, and special attention was given to the foreshortened
appearance of the circle in its different relations to the observer's eye. Rectangular
objects were left to be studied in Form IV, because of the added difficulty of
convergence.

In the first study of the cylinder, individual models were necessary, in order
that the pupil might realize for himself the various appearances of the circle at
different levels and distances. In the drawing, however, of cylindrical objects, only
enough models were required to give each pupil a good view of one, because the
cylinder, when vertical, may be viewed from any direction on the same level without
apparent change. With a rectangular object the slightest variation in the direction

^^^—=yl
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from which it ia viewed altera itii appearance, therefore individual models are
absolutely necessary to successful class teaching, untU the principles involved are
understood.

FORESHORTENtNO AKD CONVEBOEXCI!

Directions are given below for the making of a rectangular model that will
serve the purpose of the cube. It can be easily made in a minute or two by each
pupil and may be kept in his portfolio for reference. The following sequence of
lessons on foreshortening and convergence as seen in rectangular objects will be
found helpful.

The making of a cubical model and the observa^tion of it» appearance at different

levels, with the front face parallel to the eye.

Use a 12" by 9" sheet of drawing paper. Heavier paper is even better.

1. Measure 2}" up from the bottom edge of the paper at both ends.

2. Fold and crease well and separate the 2}" x ] 2" strip.

3. Lap }" of one end over the other and pin together so as to form a cylinder.

4. Flatten and crease so as to bring one crease near the lap.

6. Move the one crease over so that it comes exactly on top of the other and
flatteu and crease again.

6. Adjust the four creases so as to form the cubical model.

1. Place a second pin exactly in the middle of the top edge of the front face of

the model, allowing it to project above the top edge some definite

fraction of the height of the model, as i or J of the height.

8. Close one eye and raise and lower the model, holding it by the lower back
edge with the left hand and keeping it perfectly level exactly in front

of e eye. As it is raised and lowered, observe the changes in the

api-jrent width of the space from the front to the back edge at the top.

9. Draw a pencil line along the inner comers at the back to emphasize them
and raise and lower the model as before, noting where the lines of the
back comers appear to touch the top edge of the front surface, thus
showing the convergence of the sides. •
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Pupils in alternate rows sit to the left or
right of the desk, so as to leave a clear space in
front of each pupil. Each places his model on
the desk of the pupil in front, slipping a ruler
or strip of cardboard under the front edge of the
model no as to overcome the slant of the desk and
make the model perfectly level. The front seats

should \>e vacated or arrangements provided for
the placing in proper position of the models made
hy those sitting in the front seats. Care must
be taken to adjust the models so that the corners
are perfectly true.

1. Draw the front face of the model a good size, say from three to four inches.
i. Note the position of the back edge of the foreshortened top in relation to the

head of the pin and draw a light horizontal line, longer than necessarv.
to indicate this back edge.

3. Measure, at arm's length on the pencil, the height of the front face of the
cube and compare the apparent width of *;ie foreshortened top with this

4. Correct, if necessary, the position of the Jiorizontol edge already indicated.
5. Olobe one eye and observe carefully where the darkened vertical lines of the

back comers seem to touch the top edge of the front and draw vertical
hues from the upper horizontal line to these points.

6. Complete the drawing by joining the upper corners from front to back at
each side.

ni

Study of the appearance of a book held horizontally in front of the pupil with
its back toward him.

1. Hold the book on the left hand and raise it till only the back is seen Now
raise the top cover of the book to - vertical position and observe that
Its shape is oblong and that the upper and lower edges are the same
length and the aidea ere parallel.
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t. Ltt th« cover drop back to iti (ormer poiitiOD wbcni it can not be Men, tod

then lower the book a little m that t glimmer of the top ie Men. Thp

whole top ii now viiible, tlthough it looki very much narrower than wp

know it to be. Slowly lower the hook and obierve the apparent width

increaae. Raiiw it and obnerve it lenen.

/) . 3. BjjOfc^he bp^doit9,t9 iMe iKidy and on a level with the chin and note the

'W'^J^ A'ff'^^degfte ot toT^)iitmi(g. Move it .lowly away, keeping it at the lamx

" level, and note the Heeming.decreaae in width.

Have the pupiln ("xprenn in their own word* what they have diMovered

concerning the two ronditions that alTect the appearance of a horimntal

'surface.

.5. Now hold the hook in both handa a«

in the illustration, and raise and

lower it as before, cloning one eye

to obierve the changes. It will

be noted that the far edge of the

top, which we know to be of the

name length as the near one, by

no means appears so, as it does

not nearly reach the limits of the

V two vertical Angers which the

w' ends of the front edge are now touching. It will be observed also that

(f two of the sides, which we know to be parallel, appear to slant toward

one another. We are assisted in seeing this by comparing the apparent

^ slant of the receding edge with the vertical lines made by the lingers,

and also by observing the angle made by the vertical finger and the

receding edge.

In this solid object we are aided in seeing convergence by two exterior angles

in the front, while in our former lesson with the hollow model we were aided by

the two interior angles at the back.

The book should be studied in this way at various heights before any drawing

is done.

rv

The drawing of a book placed with its back toward the pupil on the desk ahead

and straight in front of him. The book must be made level in the manner explained

in the case of the cubical model.

V.

^J
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1. Kutinute tho proportion« of the buk of the book and draw the hauk verv
lightly.

2. Take pencil meamiremcnti, oomparinR the thickneiw with the length of thr
back and correct, if neceuary, the light »ketch alrcidy made.

8. Judge the poeition of the back edge of the top in relation to iti. near edg.'

and lightly place i'

*^

4. By pencil me««un>ml|

thickneaa of the

width of the foratfiortened top.

8. Correct, if necennary, ^e placing of i

!j of thin judgment, lueaxuring thi>

this dimenaion with the apparent

6. To help in the judgment of the convergence of the two >ide« and of the
apparent length of the back edge of the book, hold two pencil, vertically
at arm's length, one at each end of the book and at right angles to the
front edge, so that it appears to touch the end of the near edge of the top
surface. Keeping the pencils perfectly vertical, close one eye anj study
the apparent slant of the receding edges when compared with the
vertical lines of the pencils. Study also the angle at each end made bv
the vertical pencil and the receding edge. Draw the recedi,;g edges
with very light lines.

r. Hold the drawing at arm's length and compare it with the model. If it
does not agree with the model in appearance, take more careful pencil
measurements and testa and correct where necessary.

8. Go .rer the drawing carefully, finishing if in accented outline, and add a
table line.
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The ftnd; ind drawing of the cubical model at an angle of forty-fire degiMi.

1. Take the pin from the front face of the model already made and iniert it

vertically in one of the comer*, allowing it to project above the top a

definite fraction of the height a* before.

2. The pupil ehonld now turn bin model lo that the comer with the pin i»

toward him and if aim pxactly in front of the back comer. The model

hould he held by the lower end of thin back comer which • diagonally

oppoeite the one with the pin.

3. Hold the model (o) to that the head of the pin covem the far comer, (k) w
that the far comer i« half-way down the pin. {<•) «o that the far corner

is above the head of the pin, etc., etCj

4. Place the model at an angle of fovty-flve degreet on the deek in front,

making rare that it in level and that the comeri are troe, and rtudy iti"

appearanre. Note where the back comer in now, in relation to the pin

head.

6. Draw a vertical line to repretent the near upright edge of the model.

6. Hold a piece of thread horiiontally between the hands in ouch a poaition

that it seemK to cover the top of the near upright edge of the model.

The top edge« of the two vinible face* of the model will appear to form

anglex wit>' this thread.

r. Draw at the top of the vertical line already drawn a very light horizontal line

to represent the thread.

8. Hold the thread in poaition again and carefully study the ang! . Do the

lines of the model seem to lift very much off the thread at- one end or

are they close to it ? How close ?

9. Di»w light lines of indefinite length from the top of the vertical line to

represent these receding top edges.

10. Now hold the thread horizontally, so that it appears to touch the lower end

of the front edge of the model, and study these angles in the same way.

Are the angles made with the thread and the receding edges just the

same, or greater, or less than those at the top?

11. Lightly sketch at the bottom of the vertical line in your drawing, the faint
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horixoiiul line to repment the thretd and alio the linee to reprteent
the lower edge* of the two viiible fecei of the model.

18. Ettimtte where the fir npright edgei of theee two front facea ihould be
placed and draw with litcht line*.

18. By pencil meaaurement get he length of the near vertical edge, compare
thii dimenaion with the width of the aide* (meaaured horizonUlly) anil,

if neceaaary, correct the placing of the vertical linea juat drawn to
repraient the far upright adgea.

14. Place the far comer of the top where it appeara to be. Meaaure vertically

on the pencil the diatance from the front corner at the top to the back
comer, compare thia with the height of the front edge and, if neceaaary,
correct the placing of the back comer in the drawing.

IB. Draw the remaining linea of the top, alao a light vertical line to repreaent
the inner comer at the back.

16. Strengthen the outlinaa.

TBI OtniOlL VODIL AT AK ANCLE Or 4S THE rvBlCAL HODEI. AT AN AXOLE OTUEIt THAS 48°

VI

The atudy and drawing of the cubical model at an angle other than forty-five

Uae the aame model aa in the Uat leaaon and, holding it in a aimilar way,
quickly review what has been leamed concerning ita appearance. Then, holding the
model at any height determined upon, that ia, the back comer even with the head
of the pin, half-way up the pin, three-quarters of the way up the pin, etc., turn the
model ao that the far comer will be (o) to the right of the pin, (h) to the left of
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1 ^'!r ^I""^"'
°" ** •'*''' *" '"°* •" "^'o^' f" 'Jf^'inS. and turned at an

Z; *.^T IT'-^'"
'''«^- ^•'^ ^'^P' *''''™ - the drawing wTub^ the

tTt„r . L7* ^" "''P*'" ""^ foreshortened, and the receding edges at

other
" ^''' ''"'^'''' """ ^"^ *'''^'"' ** *•"" ''^^ *•>«» on the

„n„l ^1I^'7!^^ !"
"""' *" '""«"<"' "' th-^ P'a™ "here the line of the back

hof Zt T.'.
™' °' ** '""' '"™^ ""' •- « help. When drawing clo!L

r \^t\'I^
""' '~'''"°°' *'"' •°^''*'™ "f the back comer may be made vin-apparent by holding a thread vertically so as to cut through it

"

the d«t,^r^f'°^ r*''^' ^r'*^
** "^ '" **''^'''''e '••^ P""^'?'"' that underliethe drawing of rectangular objects. After these .principles are well understl^d^^ r""' r' " '^''^*' ""•> '"^''^' «*«' «*«•' """y he placed on Cd"

ob^ tb
" T ^*f^

""'• ""P" -""y '"'™ " «««' "- of 0- In studyingthe

a™t T f"f'^K*''
""'"' '''°"''' 'o™ *hem and observe very carefu% h

^r? ''^^°* *" '^*^''- Ohservation will show that a single rectanLlar

l5.e3e M™ .Id^W°T*,^;„"'" l""'"^^
"^^ ^'""'" *han those at the sides.ine same helps and tests should be.used in drawing from these obiects th.t w„~

used in drawing the individual cubical models.
^ "

Aiaough nothing has been said about convergence in the preceding le«»ns

'ir* 5"t
"^.^

"^l!"'
'^'^ *"' P'^^-^'P'* '"'consciously. In Z^^^dy ^an

MOHT AND SHADE

No instructions concerning light and shade have so far been given, because itwas deemed madvisable to begin the study of light and shade in^^onn HI with

^Ll t-^ fu
' '° ''"^"'« "" "=«»">* of «»"«Jed surfaces Withrectangular objects these difficulties are not encountered, and the first lesson nlight «.d shade may begin with some simple rectangular object such L ITaiLwhite, c«dho.rd box with dimension., an.vwhere fromVour to e^ht inches
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If the room can be arranged so that the light falls upon each box from one
direction only, the boxes may be placed oi< xhr i oaidi-- across the aisles with a sheet
of white or light gray paper under each, s<, that tl;.' cf,^^ shadow may be definite.
Each pupil may then proceed to sketch th ho v he sees b( rt, as follows

:

1. Making a very light sketchy outline ot tne oo.v of good size and well placed
on the drawing paper.

2. Sitting well back in the seat, with eyes half closed, and studying the box to
see which face is definitely in shadow.

3. In the same manner studying the shape of the cast shadow, taking pencil
measurements and straight edge tests, to determine its exact shape and
proportions in relation to the box.

4. Blocking in the shape of the cast shadow, using a very faint sketchv
outline.

6. Testing the pencil on another sheet of paper, to see how heavy the strokes
must be to make the shade and cast shadow correct in value. It is
advisable that the pencil lines should follow the direction of the surface
therefore the vertical surface that is in shadow should be covered with
firm, vertical strokes that touch or almost touch, without lapping, but
the cast shadow should be expressed with a Uver of ..trokes ' laid
horizontally, on account of the horizontal surface on which the box rerts
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6. When these tones made up of pencU strokes have been placed in the drawing
the edges that are not defined by tones may be strengthened with a
soft gray line.

-niere should be time in the same lesson to make another drawing, after havins
studied the model to observe that while only one surface is in direct shadow, o^one .s m direct light, and that the third visible surface represented in the drlwine
will require a pencil tone to express its true value.

In all sketches meaningless lines should be avoided; shade and cast shadow
should be very definitely massed in with crisp pencil strokes that give the Trr^Talue without overlapping. The blocking in of the exact shape preparatory to ttelaymg of the tone is necessary until one has acquired great skill, in orderThat the

pencil strokes may be laid

with firmness and precision.

It must be remembered, how-
ever, that no cast shadow or
surface that is shaded should
show a visible outline other
than the edge of the tone itself.

A study of p'lod illustrations

will show how texture may be
suggested.

In expressing objects

which have a curved surface
in light and shade, the shape
of the cast shadow is quite
definite, but the shade upon
the object itself is less clearly

defined; a lighter tone than
that covering the part in
direct shadow must come be-

tween it and the part in direct

light.

Pupils in Form IV should
be prepared to use objects with
a curved surface, as well as

those with a rectangular sur-

face, in the making of groups.
BLOCKIKO l.N A GROnP
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it h^^^'
"^'"'"^ *° ™'^' '*'' '^'"X'l-^'ns is satisfactory for drawing purposesIt become, ne«,s«a.y to devise some means for shutting off reflected lighteTd

sheet of light gray cardboard about 12" by 18' mav be scored anH Wf * ,

If great difficulty is experienced in providing for an interesting li.htin^- ..fbjects, teachers are strongly advised to confine the efforts of Formfv puS L

AN AVENUE OF TREES

Before the average pupil has reached Form IV Junior Grade !,»!,. j





AN AVKNUK Of TREES ua
on the trunk. A horizontal li,- drawn through this point locate* the horizon
line of any one of similar height standing on the same level and viewing it from the
same direction.

The fault found in most drawings is that this point is placed entirely too high
to represent the eye level of the pupil when he is standing on the ground When
the horizon appears above the heads of figures in a picture, it indicates that the
observer viewed the landscape from an elevation.

If an unobstructed view of the apparent jneeting of earth and sky can be
oDtained, the pupil can be led to discover that this line moves u]) or down with his
eye according to whether he sits or stands or mounts an elevation. If he can see a
tree a short distance in front of him, he will noti(« that the horizon line passes
l..-hind It exactly where the height of his eye would l>e if he stood against it In
placing the horizon line on the paper when drawing the avenue, these iwints mustw remembered.

b4 -L-^^
1

AN AVENOE Or TSEES

Having ascertained that the point where all the lines seem to meet is opposite
the observer and on the horizon line, it is easily seen that the skeleton lines in
Figure 1 will mark the apparent position of the bases of the trees and of the
general level of the tcpe.

A line to indicate the average height of the trunks ihust also be placed (Figure
3). In an avenue of trees the trunks are generallv trimmed so as be fairly uniform
and of sufficient height not to allow the branches to interfere with the tops of passing
vehicles or the umbrellas of pedestrians, therefore a line drawn from the top of the
trunk of the near tree at either side to the point already located on the horizon will
mark where the top of the trunk in each tree in the row would appear to come,

.en drawing the avenue, besides showing the diminishing in the apparent height,
i>o mnst take into consideration the apparent diminishing in width of the trees and
tree trunks and of the space between them as well ; and the fact also that each tree
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cw. fl!!"?
^'°'' «"»<»">!>« the appearance mu.t be gained through the pupil'.

Z^^T" "
""""""

"' "* "^""^ *'«" "' ""^ '*'-'^'

.1«.'^' '°]'°''°'' "^"""* °' '**P' ""y *« '""'"''^ "'ft advantage in having .ch« draw from memory an avenue of tree, after the foregoing o^rvation, tfve

1. Draw the nearest tree in each row in that part of the avenue that could be

8 T TluV ^"°f
'°°'""« ^'"™ ""* '™°"« '"'» t*"* ""iddle of the road.

«. Locate the horizon line behind the trunks.
3. Locate the point on the horizon line opposite the ob8er>er's eye.

^ r°/ ^T r? "^''* ""•'' '"" *''•' t^' ">« "?• ""d the top of thetrunk of each of these trees.

6. Estimate the widths of the sidewalks and roadway.
8. Draw light lines to the central point on the horizon to indicate receding

edges of road and sidewalks.
™»""K

?. Draw light vertical lines to locate the trees in each row at the proper

' '"'itL:2irshr *-" "'"'^ ^- -^-^'- '•» ^^

9. Draw the parts of the tops that would show, remembering that the line
^''™«^ by the tops against the sky would be irregular.

10. Strengthen, toward the front of the picture, the lines of the sidewalks and
the irregular edges of the roadway.

11. Emphadze the nearer trees in such "a way that those receding will grow
gradually less distinct, leaving those in the distance scarcely distinguish-
able from their neighbours.

"» •"

The pupil, should also be led to notice that, if ths obwrver i, nearer one aideof fte avenue than the other, the point on the horizon line where the receding line,W to meet W.1 be nearer that side than the other. Figures 3 and 4 Zw the
effeqt such a change in the position of tho observer wouM have upon the receding
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PICTURE STUDY

THE AVENUE OP MIDDELHABNI8—HOBBEIU.

THE ARTIST

Meindert Hobbema was born in 1638. He whij the son of a soldier, and the
pupil, and later, the friend and comrade of a noted Dutch landscape painter named
Ruysdael. Beyond this we know very little of his life excepting that he spent the
greater part of it in Amsterdam, where -he died poor in 170n. Three places, of
which Middelhamis is one, claim the honour of having been his birthplace.

We can tell something of Hobbema's character and disposition from his paint-
ings. In the ordinary everyday landscapes that he painted he mad.e no attempt to
idealize them, but painted them as one who knew and loved the countryside. Unlike
his friend Ruysdael, he never eho»p the lonely, the Nad, or the storm-worn. His
pictures are full of sunshine and suggest quiet 'happiness, and in them people and
animals are shown occupied quite naturally with the ordinary affairs of life.

THE VICTIIIK

Having discussed the artist with the pupils in an informal way, the teacher
should question them with regard to the picture, which they should have had an
opportunity of studying some time previously. The position of the village, eighteen
miles to the south-west of Rotterdam, should be located on the map. The occi i^

tion of the people, chiefly herring fishing, should be spoken of, and the various
things concerning the locality that can be gleaned from the picture should be noted.

The original picture, which is in the National Gallery, Eondon, England, is full
of light, but does not show all the varied colouring of nature. The road, with its

deep ruts made by the heavy carts that have passed over it, is yellowish-gray, and
the dark green plumes of the poplars stand out against a Hue skv that is flecke<l
with little gray and white clouds.

Lafond in speaking of Hobbema eays :
" Whatever may be the subject he treats,

he always remains the happy interpret.;r of the calm scenery of his own country of
low and drowned horizons ".

What is meant by "low and drowned horizons"? Is the term applicable to
this picture? Note the hulls and masts of ships bevond the village and the village
homes clustering around the tall church tower, in which a light is placed at night
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Doe« a church tower seem a fitting place for
to guide wandererH on sea and land,

a beacon Ugh » Why ?

What i« the title of the picture? U it appropriate? Where ha. the artist
placed the avenue ? Why not exactly in the middle of the picture ?

Let us stand in thought looking up the avenue toward the village and note the
convergence of the receding lines of the tree- and the heigh, o! the huntsman with
his dog and gun as compared with the gr-up of figures in the distance.

As wo walk up the mviiue in iniagin.^tion, let us glance on either hand We
note the wide ditches filled with water. Why are they there? To the left is a
j,^ove of trees with a long, fiat meadow behind it. On the right is a plot of ground
that seems to bo part of « nursery garden. It shows patient cultivation, and in
It the gardener is pruning his shrubs. On the roadway that leads to the substantial
farm buildings beyond, a man and woman have paused a moment to exchange
greetings and possibly a word or two of good-natured gossip. It all .seems very
natural, although so different in many ways from the I«nds,a,K.s to which we are
acciistomed. and we feel that the man and woman who are chatting together will
part presently and go on their several ways and that the pedestrians in the avenue
mnst soon disappear in the distance.

The picture is full of details, and the horizontal lines are in sharp contrast with
t.le conspicuously vertical lines of the poplars: but this lack of unity in the picture
is largely overcome by its splendid perspective, by means of which the eye is drawn
irresistibly back to the avenue from every part of the picture



CHAPTER XV

COLOUR

AssOMiNO that the Form IV, Junior Grade pupil hai come up through thc-

preceding PormB, there is very little that is new concerning colour that he iii

expected to learn. What he has already been taught should be ayatematized.

THE PB0PEBTIE8 OP COLOUB

The pupil in this Grade should be taught that colour has three properties-
Hue, Value, and Intensity, or as the latter is sometimes called, Chroma. He has
already become familiar with the two former properties—A lie, the property which
distinguishes one colour from another, and value, the position that a colour occupies
in relation to black and white. He should now be taught that inlemity. or chroma,
is the position that a colour occupies in relation tp full brightness, at which it is

possessed of its greatest degree of hue, or to neutrality which exhibits the total
absence of hue

The Colour Circle, described in the Senior Giade of Form III and which
shows the colours at full intensity, should he made early in September as a pre-
paration for the Autumn work in colour. Greater accuracy of hue and value should
be expected from the Form IV class than was required in the preceding one.

EEDUCINO THE INTENSITY OF COLOUBS

When we gray colours by complementaries, we are reducing their intensity.
A scale may be made showing the gradation of one colour to its complementary as
follows

:

SCALE FHOM BLUE TO OHANOE THROUOH NEUTRAL OHAY

1. Draw five rectangles each one inch by two inches.

8. Make a small pool of clear strong blue and paint a wash of it in the first

rectangle.

3. Make a small pool of clear strong orange and paint a wash of this in the
fifth rectangle.

4. In the third rectanele paint a wash of the gray made by mixing equal
'

quantities of the blue and orange.

864
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H

(th»t it High Dark in the ciuf of ml) at the other end of the lahle. One heap of

powder would be red at full intcnuit)-, the other would be red at no intensity, that

l», red with all hue taken from it and only itii value or degree of darkneaii left.

The pupiU xhould no\' imagine th • teacher taking u [lortion of the red powder,
mixing it thoroughly with an equal quantity of the gray powder, and placing it

half-way between the two. The middle heap would lie rc<l at half inU-nsity. The
pupils Hhould next imagine three part* o,' the rwl mixed with one of the gray and
placed in po«ition next the red. Thi< heap of |io«cI.t would 1m' red at three-

quarter intensity. The next step would lie to have the i1ii»k imagine thr.-c parts

of gray mixed with one of the red and placed in ponition JK'tweeii the gray and the

red at half intennity. The last heap made wiiuhl bo red at one-quarter intensity.

In order that the pupils may realize the difference between value and intensity,

they should be required to make one or two soales in the following manner:

1. Draw five small rectangles in a horizontal row, as for thi' last exercise.

2. Make a wash of strong reil in the depression at one end of the lid of the paint-

twx. 1

3. Put a wash of this red over the first rectangle.

I. Clean the brush and make a gray wash of tlie sanii' value as tlie red, in the

depression at the opposite end of the lid of tli.' paiMt-l«>x.

a. Put a wash of this gray over the fifth rectangle.

fi. Mix equal quantities of the red and the gray and put a wash of this mixture
over the middle rectangle.

7. Mix three parts of the red with one of the gray for the wi 1 rectangle.

H. Mix three parts of the gray with one fif the red for the fourth rectangle.

When the washes are all in plaei' the scale should sliow:

1st rectangle: Ucd iil full intensity

2nd rectangle: Red nt 5 intensity

.3rd rectangle: Red at j intensity

4th rectangli': Red at ) intensity

nth rectangle: Ri'd at no intensity.

No one of the rectangles should Ix- lighter or darkii than any of the others.

rOLOI-n ItAHMONT

The effect that very bright colours have upon the eye has already been spoken

of in the Form III, Junior Grade text. Colours used in house furnishings and



COLOUR SCHEMES jA*

intcniit^ When the tone. ..f o„„ or more o.lour. that .r« to b,. u-e.1 toifther are
«. routed to e«h other th.t the, ™„,inue to ple«. the eye, we .peak .f theeomL'nation oi producing harmony.

r^ulTj' m""' ""r"'
'" ""^ """"• '»^''' ""'" '" ''"*•" ""KO •"<! Wue.require to be of lower inten.ity than tho«. whieh are ..f the .ame hue.

iOtAIVU NI'HKUKH

in al'ltl''"''""' r'lV '"*""' '"""""'""" "' """• '"'"" "' »«>'' 'Wther

nl fT' ? ""^ "' ""' *""'" ""^ »" " ""'"x-hroniatic clour .chemc. The
l.up.1 m the .lunmr (ira.le of Form 11 who ,-«| one or more tint, or .hade, of „eolour m hi. desiRn, wa. u.in^ a monochromatic colour «.hcnie. A. there i. nodifference .„ hue, the different valuea of , colour require little if any Krayii/omake them harmonize with each other, but there are few purpo«, for thilh any

When colour, which are at oppcite end. of any one of ,he diameter, in the

omplementary .,, „„r schcnie. In „.i„g , ..ol,,,,^ .cheme „f ,1,1. .„rt. we havethe greate. po..,..l.. ™„t™„t in hue and, in order to pr,Kiuce harmony, the ton,..

d^riW in t I
" Tf'; ?" """"^ -' ""-^""^ -omplementa^ ™1„,

described in the Junior Grade of Form III.

the f™re!.""'f'^'''7
7''™""' "' '"* '"'""""y '"* ""''' '"""" i" """h". '"tterUies.

iTZ^fZ . ** """""^ *" "«'•'' "<""" °f ">e«. combination., arran.-mg them in order ac«>rd,„g to hue and value, for future u»« in design.

DESION

will Tf^Z?"
"'"* ?"" ^.°« *!" '"''' '" "•"'«" ""'P"^ t" 'he pre<^dinK Form,will notm any serious difficulties in the new work arranged for Form IV TunWGrade Two constructive plan, that are new to the pupiUre intrZced but the

m^^nfel, ;
'""^

: r,'-
™''" ""'* "'^ *« » ^''""'' understanding and amo,, mtelhgent use of Balance, Rhythm, and Harmony. These three princ^Ie"are so interrelated that it is sometimes difficult to distinguish them. Balan™ and
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X colour thed^ « to have To doTh.^J r"V'"'
•*""""• "'^''' ">'"«' <""»

that i, pla«d ^„ the »urf.Joft^V J"'"*
"'"'' *•"* ""^ ""•= <" »!»*

to each of the ing-l^'lfT^l^ ," "''^T
P""" "' """^i"" ^ne

of . design must be w ma^u r^l
'

fl u^ ^'^
'

""^ «"<""• The«e attribute.

Will «.ulTi„ a hanuo^rXk ^„*; iPXt"' '
"n"""

"' "'''^'""^ '"«*

may be increased by colour. A smaH 2~ th T k T"' "" '^*" "' """«=«'"'

. much Urger shape' that is duH n lur '^Th! k™"^rV" """"' "'" '"""«=''

should be its colouring.
^'«*'' *''* ''"'* " 'he less intense

POSITION

destroyed. When a sL^ ^iu, to .1 nl™^"*
°' '" "'*''"'' **"* "'^ '»'•"<» '^

viewed vertically, it mayTnW^ '^n
"'~° " P'"" '"^'«* "hich is to be

middle on the vUc^ L.^of th
"'",''

T'* «~^ ''*«^'' «"«''"? ""-ove the

horizontally, as ilThei^^r* ™
r'

^?''' *"* ^"'"^-^ » *<"« viewed

placed e»c\ in h ^dde if
"
t^fdi^V'"

""'
'r''

'"''*'"« ™'« '''>™

placing of onlyy,ne thingt colder C !lT' ,*''' ** '*''«"" l'" *"
when more than one shape haTto b! '^^ M t

"' "PProaching the subject,

decorated, has been^rive^ in J^
>« considered m relation to the surface to be

Forms. i„ alm^^e^; ,a^ ZTZ "'^ Tl"" ^''«° '" '"^^ P-'"-
tionate margin to reguKe ll f T^ "^ ** *'"' P'''"°'"8 "^ « P«>Por-

-broken by'^^rnam^S llTprblmsH "it^n!"
*" ''^P' """''' «»» "'

title-pages, a single deco™tive uniUs XV" s^f'"'t f*,"'^
"'

f""" «-" ""O
separate line, or ma»e, of lettering bIZ k

"""* P"'"* '^*'^" *»»
letter spaces of the «m,e size wTlett™^,'"''^ '^ "'"""^ ''^ '"'"''8 >»th
too obvious. The eyTdeli^hte ,. f""'

*''«'"' """t *•"> '»''"'«' would be
can be felt rather tSn '^f^^' ?rrirat tl'tf"^,!' '"""*"""' "^ '"^^
than the title, may be made of smaller t^ ft ^"'""' "^'"^ "' '*" importance
this smaller lettering do,m ^ that the ^t'

" ^"^ """^ "^ "'""^ ""y ™°"ng
which marks the balance Po" t s ^^.S"" ^^:"." ""' *'"' ''^™«^"' -"
point .ad the Urger ma« of le^erCt th-V^' t""""

'^'^" *" •»'""«
balanced a larger or «n.ller AHd on T^ t ^""^ ^^ " «^" "•<> »"«i«mer child on a s.e-«w know, that the one of lighter
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weight requires the longer end of the board and that two children of unequal weight

muat adjust their position on the board in relation to the central support, before

ihey can bring about the desired balance. The principle on the book cover is

the some.

SIZE

The decorative maiw or masseii may be no large or so small in relation to the

surface decorated, or to each other, that both Balance and Harmony are lacking.

The designer must exercise great care and thought in discovering the exact pro-

portions in the spacing which will be in best relation to the size of the surface.

Discordant shapes are perhaps easier to avoid than disproportionate or un-

interesting sizes. No other shape looks as well within i square as a smaller square

that is of proportionate size. The greater the difference in the shapes, the greater

is the discordance or lack of Harmony. There must be some element in common
to bring about a harmonious relation of shapes. A rectangular surface should have

the outer boundaries of shapes that come near its sides or ends parallel with these

edges foi; at least a part of their length. The boundary lines of one shape should

conform, or flow in unison, with the nearest boundary line of adjacent shapes.

Monotony must be avoided, but when variety is purchased at the expense of unity

the price is too great. The beauty of simple, dignified shapes and their superiorily

over those that are fussy or elaborate has been emphasized in the preceding Forms.

The second step in the decorating of the type of surface under consideration

would be the determining of the shape of these decorative masses. Size and
position will have been determined already, in part at least, by the marginal line.

The third step would be the breaking up of these masses into agreeably related

parts. Lettering should be planned in the same way as other .-tecorative units.

Letters that occupy a space well, are of good weight, and rhythmically related to

each other, are exceedingly deeorative.

In the definition of Harmony given in the Introduction, the necessity for

having a design fitted to the purpose for which it is intended was affirmed.

Nowhere is this necessity more noticeable than in the colour values that are used.

If the values for a repeating unit on a wall-paper were chosen from the same
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•tandpoint as those for the lettering on a book cover, the pattern would m ulamour
for attention that it would be next to impossible to think of anything else in its

presence. In like manner, the book cover design worked out in values suitable for

a wall-paper would result in a book whose title was all but illegible. The one
problem requires close values that will result in a quiet, unassuming background,
the other demands a striking difference in values that will draw the eye unhesi-
tatingly to the point where the required information is legibly as well as attractively

displayed. The purpose for which the article decorated is to be used must govern
the choice of values for the working out of the design. In the colour work for

Form III, the pupils were taught to balance values and to make graduated scales of
values. The knowledge gained there should assist them in producing a desirable

balance and a rhythmic relation of the values used in working out their problems
in Applied Design.

coLoun

What has been said with regard to the values used in a design applies with
ahnost equal force to the colours used. The colour intensity chosen, if Harmony
is to be achieved, must depend largely on the purpose for which the design is

intended and also, as has already been intimated, upon the quantity of it that is to
be used. Rhythm may be brought about by regular gradations of value, hue, or
intensity. Balance may be established by giving prominence in colour to shapes
that are subordinate in size. The colour work for this and the preceding Forms
should put the pupil in a position to choose and apply a colour scheme that will
exhibit Harmony.

MEASUBEMENTS
The measurements to be used in Form IV arc practically the same as for

Form III, Senior Grade. They must depend on the nature of the problem that is

being undertaken and may be determined by the individual pupil or by the clas»
after a discussion of the question, or may be dictated by the teacher if occasion
renders it expedient. >11 measurements should Iw very accurate, and all construc-
tion lines should be drawn lightly with ii well-sharpened pencil. A medium pencil,
snch as H B, is the best for the purpose. The regular drawing pencil should not
be used in Design.

CONSTRUCTIVE PLANS

The constructive plans used for the repetition of units in all-over patterns may
be nmde of oblongs, drop oblongs, diamonds, circles, and semicircles. All excepting
the latter two should he familiar to the pupil. For both circles and spmicircles.
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compuMi (honld be uwd. If a coMtnictive pUn of aquarei be drawn flnt, neb
circle may be dewribed with it« centre at the point where four aqoarei meet it*
radius being the aide of a square. In this way the two diameters are in pla<i ai
constructive lines upon which the unit may be designed, or as a help in placinir
other necessary constructive lines. The circles are easily kept in uniform rows also
by this means. The small background opening made by every four adjacent circles

CONSTRUCTITE FLANS

gives an opportunity for alternation in the designing of a second unit that will
occupy this space in such a way as to add to the beauij of the pattern.

The groundwork of squares is an assistance also in drawing a constructive plan
of semicircles. These are arranged alternately, forming a net-work that is some-
times called the fish-scale pattern because of its resemblance to the overlapping
scales of a fish. Some of the most attractive patterns for brocaded silks and
velvets are made on a constructive plan of semicircles.

DNIT8 OP DESIOK

Although Form IV, Junior Grade pupils are expected to be able to adapt
geometric shapes and units of design derived from nature to the different con-
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•teuctive fhm qwafled in the UeUiled Cou™ of Study, the .peci.1 work in

illh It ^ """^ *° "'^ "^ P^P"" *° '"•** ^" then.«lve. the element, of

bUck.bo«d or have .heet, of paper on which . few .hape. that cu. be wend«tmct y from any part of the room .K, di.pUyed. For the «ke of the teacher

M.^ r't
".*.'" *'"' '"""""'' P°'" '"^««"y " 'he drawing of ™it-

The^T ""•«»' ">\""«ft«i "-t e-'arged punctuation mark, be u«d.

the JT^ ;•!'."'• '""'""• *'•' "PP*' P*^ "' the exclamation mark.Tdhe pomt of mterrogation with variation, of the*, will provide »ti,factory ele;en^

el fwrK '° ^'^^'^ *™» *•"• 'hrtract. It i. not intended, how-ever that the more mventive teacher .hould confine him«lf to the«,. Care, ihonldbe taken to g,ve the cl.«, attract element, that can be made to conform to eachother «, „ to produce a unit that will poMe« cohe.ion and unity. A mereagglomeration of unretated shape, cannot be coMidered a unit.

ABSnuCT SHAPES

To be «,ti.f.ctory. the part, of the unit .hould be balanced on either .ide of acentral an. or should radiate from a central point, or .hape

'thr„,l'!n*»t' ""T"""*
*,*" ""'" *'"' "y* '""" »"" I»rt or line to another

LTl. . 1!! ' "T '^'° *" ''''^'- '^' 'y^ ""«" "°t be dragged abruptly
ta contrary directions. A unit might be perfectly balanced and yet3irf«CbecauM It wa. lacking in thi. rhythmic quality

uB«ii««TOry,

adiJ!f* 'T"""''"^
""'"' of ^oh *ape mu.t al«, inform to the boundary Itae, ofad^nt shape. The .eparatc part, need not touch, but they murt be .iflteently

elo.e to appear to belong together. .,7 '
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It will be obnrved that the three gre*t principlea of Deiign
which had to be obeyed In the placing of decorative minrn on a

(tiven rarface are equally important in the constructing of the

•ingle unit. The illurtrationn on this page thpw unitii made from
abstract ihape* by boys In Form IV, Junior Grade.

The following is » fascinating way of producing an abitract

unit. Fold a piece of paper and crease it. Open it and put a
small spot or two of ink on the create or near it, then refold it and
preas with the finger from the fold, moving the finger about with a
circular motion. A little practice will enable the pupils to produce
in this way a curiously-balanced spot which may be used in Design
to good purpose, after it has been shorn of all unintereating details

and has been modified so as to exhibit Rhythm and Harmony.

THE PMNCtPLES OF DESIGN BEtATED TO LIFE PBOBLEMB

111 the pages that immediately precede, we have been consider-
ing Balance, Rhythm, and^Harmony in relation to the single unit
and to problems in Applied Design that come up for solution by
the pnpila. The teecher ihould try to get the class to realiie that
tl-i application of these three principles is not limited to work to be
done in school, nor is the power to use them of value alone to any
particular profession, although experience and the nature of hit
work should always give the artist or the professional designer
greater or more palpable skill in their application. All through
life the power to apply the principles of Balance, Rhythm, and
Harmony to the common everyday problems that meet us will be
found of inestimable value. The friendly letter and the formal
invitation, as well as the business advertisement, will be vastly

more attractive to the eye for having been planned according to
these principles. The table that is set in an orderly way is more
inviting than the one on which the dishes have been placed at
random without an apparent relation to each other to the effect

as a whole. The room that is arranged according to a definite,

harmonious plan is likely to be more charming and restful than one
which may be more richly furnished, if in the latter the articles

have been purchased individually without any thought of how they

mnrs DiaioniDnoM
ABBTKAOT SHAPES

—

BT roBK nr m7n,s
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«4<«r tiMt ire qnite briniutt our W UNd «i(h .^vwl .» . T
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without ui uoMlfiih ooniideration u( othsn tlut bringi about unity without ucri-

ficing individuality.

APPUED DEBION

If it «n be to contrived, the apecial voric that ii being done iu each claw

should find exprenion in nume problem in Applied Ueiign. The decorative com-

poaitiouB which have been taken up in connection with Bepreeentatlon are particu-

larly adapted for uae with good lettering in the making of achool poetera. Theio

poiten may be made by the pupili to advertiae achool concert*, lecture*, fair*,

eibibitiona, or any form of entertainment given under the auapicea of the achool,

or any public celebration in which every pupil ia inteteited.

AT

•AMCS AONOS RirRUHMCNTS

For the ordinary achool

poater, the regular 9" by 18"

sheet of drawing paper will

suffice. For special purposes,

sheets of stiff paper or Bristol-

hoard 12" by 18" or larger

may he obtained.

A poster is intended to

catch the eye, therefore a

white or very light paper is

best for the purpose. The

colours used in working out

the poster should be striking,

but should not present in-

harmonious combinations. One colour and black, or one colour and middle-gray

and black will give sufficient' richness and sparkle to the poster. The use of a

wider range of colours is likely to produce less satisfactory results. The crude red,

yellow, or blue of the paint-box should not he used without first being modified;

but any green tone, from a strong yellow-green to one that is nearer blue than

green, and any of the oranges, from yellow-orange to a brilliant scarlet or a bright

brown, are exceedingly attractive when used beside black or black and gray. Black

waterproof India ink is better than paint for posters that are to be used out-of-

'dooiB, but black water-colour will give a velvety black if the wash ia thick enough.
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mrruiiRT AUAKivmnfTii roii ro«m«

To make the poater prormi u followK

:

1. Deride what inf..muition ix to (to on it. and expren. it in a tow. Htriliin-

«. ChooK., from the decorative eompooitionii made during the year, tho one
mont appropriate for the pouter.

3. Decide whether the lettering or the picture i, to oorupv th.- greater .p.,.o.
4. Plan for a good margin and draw the marginal line.

8. Break up the area inelow^l hy the marginal line into two or more «mv,
for picture and lettering. The illurtration. .uggct different arrange-
ments.

«. Draw the picture in pencil outline and plan the lettering in pencil The
lettering .honld occup.v the .pace prepared for it and should at tho
«ame time be large and legihlo.

7. Decide upon the colour «hemc to he ,i»d and prepare a sufficient nuantilv
of the colour, required for the po-ter. Before using the colours pre-
par»^, test them to see that thov arc strong enough

8. Apply the prepared colours to the poster, after having studied it to se,- how
they may be arranged best.

9. When the colour, are dry. outline with bUck any parts that seem to
require it.

sTENnii.iNa

The unit of design made from abstract shapes can be made into a good stencil

taught how to make and use a simple stencil pattern. Many opportunities for its

further .natruetion. wiU be given in Form IV, Senior Grade. It would be unwi«
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to undertake any elaborate stencilling in school, no matter how great the temptation
might be. The stencils made by the pupils in this Form might be used in the
repetition of borders and surface patterns on the ordinary drawing paper, i. which
case water-colours would be applied with a brush that had been first filled with a
wash of the desired colour and then pressed out till it was almost dry before being
used. The pattern should be cut from smooth, rather heavy, manilla paper. A
stencil design should consist of parts that are separate, yet so pUoed in relation to
each other that they give the impression of being connected. The shapes that
form the design are cut out and, when the stencil thus made is Uid flat or if
necessary pinned in place over the surface to Iw stencilled, the colour is brushed
hack and forth over the openings that form the pattern. If the stencil is cut
down to fit the single geometric shape which is repeated to form the constructive
plan, there will be no difficulty in repeating the stencilled unit regularly and
accurately.

Instead of the colour being painted through the stencil with a brush, the
pattern may be drawn in outline with r-ncil, and the colour applied to the shapes
after the stencil has been removed. The method of repeating the unit by means of
a stencil is sometimes employed on cloth, and in i„at case oil colonre that have
lieen thinned with turpentine may be used for colouring the shapes.

OPTIONAL PBOBLEM8 IN APPLIED DE8ION

CLIPPIN0-CA8E NO. 1

The making of a clipping-case is suggested as a good piece of Applied Design
for pupils in Form IV, Junior Grade. The proportions of the cover will depend
on the size rf the envelopes to 'be used for the clippings. A machine-made envelope
which IS 4 by 81" can be purchased in packages. From four to six envelopes of
this size will make a useful clipping-case. Two pieces of miU-lward, 4^- by M"
wjll be necessary for the cover when this size of envelope is used. The mUl-board
may be covered with any smooth, thin fabric, preferably cotton or linen, of a colour
that IS rather light in value but of low intensity. The following materials will
he required for a olipping-oase if the above dimensions for the envelopes are nsed

:

Two pieces of mill-board, each 4J" x 9J'
Two pieces of cover cloth, each BJ" x lOf
Two pieces of lining paper suitably tinted, or having an appropriate surface

pattern, each 4" x 9J"
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A suitable deaign for the cover

A piece of carbon paper for tracing the design upon the cover

From four to six envelopes that open at the side, each 4' x 8}"

One yard of silk cord, soutache braid, or narrow ribbon for lacing the parts of ,

the clipping-case together.

lii

See the instructions under "Pen-wipers" in Form III, Junior Orade, for

further necessities and for directions for pasting.

When the covers have been left under pressure till they are thoroughly dry,

holes for the lacing of the parts of the clipping-case together must be punched one

quarter of an inch in from the back edge of the envelopes and from the back edge

of the two parts of the cover. Three holes will be sufficient in each, one in the

middle, one 8J" above the middle, and one 8J" below it. An ordinary eyelet punch

to be used with a hammer costs ten cents and can be used by the whole class. A
neat strip of the cover cloth about half an inch wide pasted down the hacks of the

envelopes before the holes are punched, will prevent their tearing out. If eyelets

are desired for the holes in the cover, they may be obtained in brown or black and
fastened in place with an eyelet setter to be used with a hammer. This may be

purchased usually at a hardware store or, failing that, at a shoemaker's shop.

0UFFnn>.cuE ho. 2

n» two piaees of nill-faoard laid on the eloth The inner side of the inicjied ellppiag-^



LETTERING

CLimNQ-cASE NO. 2

S81

l.r«l™L^^*Tr ^ '
n""'

"''""' ''"'•'8 can be conrtructed to hold twolarge envelopes of totigh man.lla wrapping paper which may be nuule of any desir^dimension, by the c.a«,. Two SJ- by 9" envelopes can I cnTtm l7 tTV'sheet of paper. They should be made to open frelTthe side, not the end ^

The requirements for a clipping^a^ to hold two envelopes of this size would be

:

A piece of cover cloth 11' i ISJ"
A piece of cover cloth 3" x 9"

Two pieces of mill-board 5J' x 9^"
Two envelopes 5^" x 9".

The two pieces of mill-board should be placed on thc'll" by 13^ piece of covercloth far enough apart to leave a space from one half to three quarter TfZIZwide down the middle for the hinge. When the Ups have he^^se^alTblcorners cut properly, the mill-board. should be pas^ ^r,l^^^jt K

rrtrr„;"j°"" "L'-'-
«™''«- ^-^ '-"« CacZiKstftne two boards and the space between them should be pasted up next After th„short lap. „e pasted up, the 3" by 9" strip of cloth sCuM L ZL dot thecentre from mill-board to mill-board acrl the hinge. No li^™^ !''

required, as the plain side of the envelopes is ,«.sted ag^nst the mill boIX whe«the limng paper, would go. (See illustrations.)

e min hoard, where

de.ig^"frtt^:?'i.:r
"" "'"" """"^ "'"'•'" •- '""-^ *" >"-'»« •"«

LETTERING
In this Grade the letters are the seme as thoM used in Form III. Senior Gradebut m planning to have them fit a spa« a new probled must be ^vrf «te'pupils are required to letter quotations or mottoes of more th^ one W^'l!^JtThis will necessitate the planning for spaces between lineTof "tt^rinj;'"

'" '""^''•

foUoiL'f"*""'
" ''"''*•*"" °^ """ '™'^'' *'"' '"'""""'' »"'" »' "teps should he

1. Write the selection and consider how it may best be divided into line,
approximately of the same length.
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3. Within the roctanfflr, rule light double lines far enough apart to contain the

lettera agreeably, and make the space that is to come between the linen

of letters no wider than ib necessary to keep the lettering perfectly

legible. When finished, the block of letters should appear as a unit

and not as widely separated lines.

4. Sketch the first line of letters in accordance with the rules already learned,

making it exactly fit the space allotted to it. This first line should set

the standard of size and spacing for the letters in the remainder of the

selection.

6. A simple floret or unit, such as the pupils have learned to make in lessons in

Design, may be placed in any empty spaces that occur at the ends of

lines or sentences and seem to require occupying.

6. After the sketch has been corrected, it may be carefully traced or copied on

fresh paper, using very light construction lines where necessary.

7. If an inclosing line would improve the appearance of the whole, it may be

added as a finish. A little space shonld be left between this marginal

line and the original oblong which Set the bounds of thi; mass of

lettering, but does not appear in the finished result. This line, which

should not be heavier in weight than the lettering, and the florets may
be of a colour that will contrast with the letters.

do NIOH IS aRANDCUR TO OUR OUST,
SO NEAR IS 60D TO MAN . AilLa. ^Ukjk
WHEN Duty whispers low, Tmou must,
THE VOUTM REPLIES. I CAN. -Jfc*.



CHAPTER XVI

FOHM JV, SENIOR GHADE

ILLUSTRATIVE DRAWING
I.V THE IHurtrative Drawing in Form IV Sunini. n».j. _.. .

which h„ not ^ceived .p^f., .ttTonliS 1^"t rh^^Trr^ pUnned to have land«=ap«, and flower- u«d fr^v Tn^ ! .

Whether the problem chosen be the makinR of a ooater nr fh. ill . .• ^
some quotation callinir fnr ti,= j„ TTT X '^ °' '™ illustration of

nuyb2n.adrbyrhecT.sLm „-:'"''
>

'*™"' '"'''"' '*"'" "'"'*"'"*

he haa made, each pnpil may choose the on* twT ""*/«»• "™n the 'ketches

the idea to be expressed.
'"' """"'"' **'* '""'^ *<> <»n^y

weu.''^:tnTotvre'^::f™il"t^^
^'"'"'^"' "'^^ "'- -^ *" p-

«

form i. ^ood prepjlrnZTne ^re: °rn?'^t"" t T"""
"'*"*'' '»""'

I«d«»pe or interior is added ^JIbU^ .
^^ "'^^ '' •'""™' *•""

r» ..p,^nS: '»'""''""''"«« ^^ -I'M. • pmtatoi, .^M

By Ms Part's side the wagoaer
Is sloirJiini; slowlj' at Us ease
Half-hidden in llie vindlesa blor
Of white dnat pufflng to his kiieea
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number of the boy, were posed in the act of drawing back preparatory to .triking^th a twc^handed .word. The Jabberwock, being a fabuloL animj; gave pkZ
of scope for imagination, and the boys were less hampered than they would have
been with an ordinary twentieth century animal.

When illustrations are intended for posters, they should be finished in colourm some of the ways mentioned under Design in the detailed Course of Study
Poaters are most effective when strong black is used with one or more tones of
colour m auch a way as to produce a striking contrast.

REPRESENTATION

The text of Form IV,

Junior Grade, should be read

carefully by the teacher of

the Senior Grade, because

many of the problems in

Representation are practically

the same, and in nearly every

case the preliminary sketches

must be made in the same way.

A decided improvement in

rendering should be expected,

however, in the Senior Grade.

The help of good examples is

necessary' in the teaching of

rendering in any medium, and
there should be in every

school-room a collection of

such examples so placed that

each pupil may study them
and compare his own efforts

with them. These examples
should not be used as copies

and are of more help to the
pupil when a similar, rather

than the same, object is

depicted. Information is given OOaMELATION OF DRAWING NATCU 8T0DT
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in the Introdaetion m to whn* hdiw of
thii kind ou; be obtained.

FLOWEM

Nitunl apeciineni, eucfa u pUnta or
p«rt» of plant*, may be rendered in any of

the waya raggeited in the three preceding
Forms. A choice of medium rai^t
occaaionally be alloved to thoae memben
of the clam whoee proficiency malces roch
liberty of choice deeirable.

In currelatiuK the drawing of plant*

with Nature Study, a strong effort diould
be made to bring Hbout a proper mibordina-

tion of dftailf, by the delicate quality of
the line or tone used in rendering them.

The irii ii by a Form IV pi^
WHITE PLOWKm IN PIKOn,

The iiutructimia up to this Form have
called for the blocking in of the whole

and ttien of (he separate parts, but it will be found that piohlems such as the pencil
drawing of the white peony on page 887, require so delicate a toudi in certain
parts that the blocking in of these parts with any preparation lines would detract
from the delicacy of the drawing. In the illustration, very faint lines were used to
block in the general shape of the whole flower. Then each separate large petal wu
blocked in with simiUr linca, but the touchee that were used to represent the
ragged pompom-like centre of the flower were put in directly, after a carefc! study
of the flower with half-closed eyas to see which edges should be suggested and the
character of the stroke that would best represent them.

FLOWRa IN WATn-OOLOm

The following lesson on the painting of a sprsy of peach blossinns will be
found helpful in the rendering of specimens from many different flowering dirubx
and trees. The steps to be followed after all preliminary preparations with regard
to necessary materials and the {dadng of a suflfcient number of spedmois have
bean made an:

oinuinnuwnraa, caann. tuxt roa
naanv urn KAToai ennnr
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FLOWEHS
»»9

jouw it, its colour, the colour and shape
of the blossoms and their arrangement
m groups, the angle at which each
blossom joins the stem and its position
in relation to the latter, also the location
of the leaf buds.

2. The testing of the different colours on a
practice sheet of drawing paper to
aw'ertain how the exact hues and
gradations of tone are to be obtained.

3. The sweeping in of a faint pink direction
line for.the placing of the twig on the
paper, and the addition of similar lines
to give the angle at which the blossoms
join the stem.

-OICOUTIVI OOHPOSmOM—BT A
NORMAL SCHOOL STUDENT

1. A careful study by each pupil o!
the specimen to be painted
by him, in order that he may
note the direction and char-
acter of growth of the woody
»tem, the change in its con-

'

tour where each blossom "'SSil'** «»««)«moK matOOTON mr-BT A NOaifAL
SCHOOL gm>E»T
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4. The pamting of the petala of each blotaom that comes iu front of the stem

with a wash of pale pink to match their lighter tonea, and the touching

into the centre of stronger red while the flower is still wet, in order to

get the gradation from pink to crimson that is observed.

6. The painting in a similar way of the blossoms at the sides, paying careful

attention to their foreshortened appearance and adding a little blue to

the pink for those petals which are in shadow.

6. The painting of the blossoms that are half-hidden by the stem.

7. The painting ef the green calyxes, adding touches of red in the sepals.

8. The painting of the stem and buds, oeginning with the bud at the tip and

painting the lighter side of the stem first with a brown obtained by

adding yellow-green to red with sufficient water.

9. The painting of the darker side with strong brown obtained by using more

colour and less water in the brush than for the previous step. The

shiny streak on the stem may he got by wiping out the colour with the

dried brush before the stem is dry or by leaving a narrow strip of the

white paper unpainted. As soon as the stem is finished, a clean, damp

brush should be drawn down this white strip to soften the light and

allow the sides to blend slightly.

10. The painting of the stamens with fine, dark, crimson lines, and the touch-

ing in of the tiny brown anthers.

11. The addition of any touches that a final comparison with the specimen

shows to be necessary to the truthful representation of it.

TBEE8 AND LANDSCAPES

If the study of trees has been carried on in the manner suggested in the

preceding Forms, the pupils in this Grade should require very little exercise in

the drawing of single trees ; their attention should be directed more to the sketching

of groups of trees and the placing of trees in a landscape with due regard to con-

vergence and foreshortening.

Frequently a Senior class is sufficiently interested to make outdoor sketchin;:

a profitable exercise. An old house in the neighbourhood, with long, simple lines,

will furnish a good subject for sketching and one that may be used to advantage

afterwards in landscape composition.

For outdoor sketching pupils will require a drawing board or heavy piece of

mill-board as large or larger than the paper used, which should be about 9* by 12'

and should be attached to the board with thunili tacks or pins.







TREKS AND LANDSCAPES *M

d.ooW°Sr^l
'""""•» '''«'''>'"« "»? •« given m home exercise,. A S«turd.vAould be Jlowed to mtervene before the«> are handed in. When all have Wn

ZiLl'f^ f"""
*" ""' "P '" ""- ""-™ --^ examined wui r ^r^^

fo^hL
horizon Huppo«ed position of the observer, proportion, conve^gen^

fore.horten.ng, expr««.on of distance, and the general effect oV each drawing ^a'

AN OLB irmisE WITH LONQ, SIUPI.E UNES

™mire1 With h
""',' '"""' "'""''" *^^' *"« "'™""'« ''""•« i" order tocompare ,t w.th the original view ,i, the light of the eriticinms that have been

The view of a rtreet, such as the one illustrated, would he a suitable siibjec? foTahome exercise to be treated in thi« way.
"

this ^tXicflr" ""i"*
'"•""'^ '" """^ "' ""= ««'- «»npo«itions, andthis use to which they may R. put should ho kept in mind when views are Jieii g
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drawn. The ttotment of landaccpe compaaition in connection with lettering U
ghown in the framed mottu oppotite this page.

TUE VAINTINU UP A LANnH-.tPK I.N WATEB-COLOUIH

Early in 8epteml)er, before talcing the lirst lesiion in landacape painting, the

teacher should diacum the appr.trance of a landanape with the pupils, calling their

attention to the fact that it may he divided into sky, background, middle diatance,

and foreground. A sunny day when the trees are still in Summer foliage would

be the best time to choose for this discussion in which, among other things already

poken of in landscape composition, the class should contemplate the colours seen

in the landacape and the eifect distance hax upon these colours.

The sky will probably be

a pale blue; the distance a

blue or blue-gray almost as

pale as the sky, especially if

there are distant hills in view;

the middle distance greener

and darker than the distance

;

the foreground will be still

more intense in colour with

stronger contrasts of light and

dark and more distinct details

while, in the shady side of the

trees, blue or violet will he

discernible.

The composing of the

picture should also be referred

til. and the pupils should be

warned to remember the rules

of good composition when

planning their landscapes.

At a convenient time aftei

rhis discussion, when the

pupils have opened their paint-

boxes and moistened the cake>
A Hl'ITABLE BCBJRCT rOK A IIOMF: EXEBCIBE. , ,, - . >•

(View from an devstion) ""d everything is in readme*-



LANDSCAPE IN WATER-COLOUBS
,93

' "°
"JdTnr^K " f**" '""''"" "' P'-"* 't 0" « "'"""K board or book»nd .pply the Hky w.<,h .venlj- and quickly aero,, the top of^e'"^""K'^- •'""PnK 't -moothly down to the horizon

^

4. While the sky i« rtill quite w.t, paint a brushful of the yellow ™.n in*

6. With the «ky and p-ound "olonr still wet and partly .«,,k inf„ fh
paint the ma.«» of distant t,^s aero, the Tori on".kt1 T''short and .,„e ^roup taller than the rest toX v^r^ty T^, ."":

e. Before the iMcksmund h«« had time to become quitP drv .h«n. fi,
of foliage of the nearer trees with hrighTyenow-SnXt

""'^'

and violet will ^ive the darker effect toihe Ss in^^dow Thell!:"«.lours may he used for the flat shadows on The J^.TZZ^J^
the immediate foreground '^ ""^" *''^ *'"«' '"

' "rt^T;zi;^;::^^-:^-^— ^"--eathat

t4:^i'^\rsttcr
"- '- -«- - ""•^ r>^^- «.e

'
"^^^^'n^fil f

*'"* "''*"' '•''' •"^ """^ '"^"^ to *>« Object, in theforeponnd that seem neoeBMuy to brinp them out.
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10. Add firm incloiing line to the picture, luing nme d»rk tone th»t will

harmoniie with it.

When a building i> intniduced in the Uadictpe, iti outlinee muit be iketched

lightly flnt and the aky punted to them. The nme precaution i* neoeaiary when

any object that ia very li|^t in colour i« a feature of the landicape.

WlinXJW SKETCHBB

ViewK from nchool windows often afford vahi i.> opportunitiea for laewni in

compoaition, mam drawing, tree ntudy, conver(Bi ' e of receding lines, and fore-

fihortening of surfaces.

While the outlook from the city school windows may be more restricted than

from rural ones, the teacher will find abundant opportunity for the representation of

objects in a given inclosure. The framing of the subject by the whole window or

even by a single pane, hag the effect of excluding confusing surroundings, and

thus gives the young student practice in choosing good compositions. The vertical

and horizontal lines of the framework of the window >. ill be found of great assist-

ance in fixing the apparent direction of receding edges and determining the proper

proportion of space to be allowed for foreshortened surfaces.

THE DBAWmO OF A WINDOW BKKTRH

The class should be directed to look at the windows and describe what can be

seen through them from the seats, while each pupil is sitting in one position. As

•in all probability objects beyond can be seen through several windows, each pupil

should decide which window affords him the most pleasing view. This view may

be roofs and chimneys, with a varied skyline silhouetted against bright clouds, or

perhaps a tree and a fence with a field beyond. The class should be told to think

of the view chosen as thouj^ it were painted on the glass. Each pupil should

then draw with pencil on his paper a rectangle which is to inclose the view as seen

through the window and leave a suitable margin all around.

The pupils, having been cautioned not to move forward or change poeition

in any way, should begin by drawing the most prominent line in the view, prooeed-

ing from this to other important lines, leaving minor details to the laat. If there

are trees, light lines may be drawn for the main branches in order to locate the



HBAWimj KKOM THE KIOUKK
»>8

Ute,2:.nt MCLXr'""*"'^ '" "'»"'*''«• '-""' -y >- don. i. .

COLOOmNO A WINDOW 8K1T0H

ever .how. in the'^Ug™ "„7^„d fi7,„, 'jir ^'k
'"'"*'^ ""'' *'"'° '''•••

-hould be indicted.
"

'

'**^'''' °' "'"''' '^'J' the m«rt important

.re already .tronglyZ^ A flr,! hI' ?. r" "l"''
''"'' ™'<""- »"'""* '«'v

line indcfn, the origin.Ublon^
" •" ""' ""°" "'«»•"' ™™' *he pencil

th.^2rbeTo:iit Zd".u wT„d"or"d^
-" "\7 *"• ^'" '"-» «•- -".

more dirtMt view..
"^""^ *"'' "* ™»" «»«''". which wiU inclo«

DBAWINO niOM THE FIOUBE
Very few instructions for the drawinir nt «,. «

given in the preceding Forms. .„. nZafyt C' 11' ''"/'"^ '"~<^-
heen requinnl to keep the attention oTT d„ dire^to" hlj;;*"T.*'*

"^
nwy now be related and greater stress 01.^ „^ ^

'*°" °' *'"' *«""
~.ents shonld . ta^„ -rX X".^,f"r/Z^gS^'.C^
«.a » ^" 5p:ptt::;i:L^:Sr''rti:r" -" "•* "-" -^-"—•
the average adult fl^re is seven and one h^lf^^ 'I

''™'"'*'™ *' 'hey know that
the shoulder, of tw^heads an "fl„t itw ^ol "m"'*'

" '~^«»-t ««-
has shoulder, no wider than the^ . 'hTldTft "™™"* '""' "'««'• "«'
shoulder, ve^ little wider than thThcd tUle the

.'"'" \t ""*'' ''''^ '^«'
six and one-third heads hi,* .,*i, i, i^

''^*"«* """'W of nine yean i«

to repre^nt a younger chTtft!e' rrho^SrpI^ 'IVr' ^'"^





HEADS AND FACK8 ^^

Dewing. ,„„. the fiZ il th"«^T '"
""l""'""

•"" •"•"• <" "" %"'

c»ltiv.t. the h.bit of mZg Lmo"v Zoh Tf" "'"""' "* "'""'~«^'«' «"

P.«.n. whom thej h.vr«l. fvJr.L ^
"]"""' '""" '•'"'^'"' <" "W"

the g«.ter number of the .ketZ Zf?„1 ^. "T"
'" ""* '"«''"'« <" !»•»'".

line, to he flni.hed in «me „Ttt ^«MJrj;'""".^
"^ "''"""^ '" P*"'" »•«

in the text for Form IV. jLior flr,T.„d ?.„7 ,r'" '^"*'^'' Compo.i„„„
for thi, Onde.

•^*' '"'' ""''" '""-•"tivy. |>r,win» i„ the Wxt

MMDB AXD y*rKK—HIUK iIKW

-, y _ .
HEADS AXD F.1CE8

.^iorL"". X'ptron-teXt fEri„r;'r*-- --- -'

.unple wy. In order to teach thorn to do 1/1 ! '"""^ '" " ^'"^
be nece«„7. The head should be Woctli t' t,tTJ "" °" '"""'" """" »"'
good ,ize «,d well pUeed upon thT p.l tk- " -

^^
- " ""' "''"''" ** °'

•hould .1™ be indicated. T^e 1 ne oThe h.Tr fr
'"1 **" ''"" "' '"« "«»"'»"

in next. In the front view, . f.int horLlLi! '";!*"', "" """''" "* "'^^-i
half-way between the top the h .d .„d t^ ^ "7*u^

"'"'*"'"^ '""^ '"e f«».
the eye.. Another line a little le^thanh,,, w .

^\'^'"- '" ''''P '" ?"*"»«
eye. «.d the baae of the chin^ Tolte the e^T!,';^

'^*'"" "" ""' '" *'
e«h ear. A line one third of th d^n<L ,

*"
tf

*"« °o« and the lower rim of
the chin will give the poeition of the mouth Tf ^ T .1 ''"' "*** *" *'"' •*" <"
Of the« Placing li„. be»m. the .^Z. V^^X^m^^lr

J^
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If the head be bent forward, the placing line in each case is tnen the lower curve of

an ellipse. The eyes are usually about the width of an eye apart. The ear is

usually a little longer than the nose, and this brings the upper rm. of tte ear

riightly above the line for the eyes. When the placing of the featu«s has been

indicated, they should be blocked in lightly, and the form suggested m the sunplest

r^^rW The illustrations show clearly the steps to be followed in drawing

^fha sile view and a front view of the fa... Care must be taken - the -de view

to place the neck well back under the head and get the correct ""«>«
f "^f̂

joins the head. It will be noted that the base of the chin comes well tolow the

point where the head and neck join at the back.

HAKD8 AND FEET

After the direction line or axis of the hand has been placed «nd the whole hand

h«, been blocked in, the separate fingers may he indicated. Greater attention,

however, should be devoted to the direction, shape, and proportion of the hand than

to the placing of the fingers.

^
\ *M



I

Hands and feet
«99
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In order that the feet may lie seen in thfir usual position in relation to the

observer's eye, the model should be posed, if possible, so that the pupils are looking

down at the feet ; sometimes this can be managed by having the class stand to make

the skctcn

Although the above instructions are given in order that the teachers and the

pupils who wish to undertake the drawing of the features and other details may

know how to go about it. it must be distinctly understiwd that the putting in of

these details means the carrying of this subject further than is expecte<l from pupil.,

in the Public and Separate Schools.

THE BOY RCOt'T. IN PF.Nril. VAM'ES

The illustration of the Bov Scout suggests an interesting pose and shows

three steps that mav be taken in making a sketch of this kind. For pur^ses of

reproduction and to make the method of procedure <1uite plain, the lines in Figures

THl BOT BOOUT, IN PENCIL VALUES



LESSONS IN PBEKHANU PEKSPECTIVE
30,

bu.lt. Fi,„.e 2 gives .he biocI^ITg „ „rthe?har::. t?"

'"'*
''f

"«""' '^ *" *«
shows the finished sketch. Jt i, neither nl

''''''''' '"'''•'• *'';-""« ^
achon lines in every drawing fXL"- TL''".''',r'''''

'" P"* '" '"o
however. * '"^ "fi""^"- They should be Itept in mind

This sketch .igi^t have been «.de according to the foUowing steps:

1. Slightly curved lines feeling for the ton of th„ i, . j .
'-t ,„p,aeetheheight\fthfwh„rflgur: '^"'*''^*«'°^'''^'^"

i:^::^x:;<:r^ zir^:^ rr "-•'-- «- ^- -
«.le of the right foot

' f""""*-' "' '^''^'' '<"'•''. »"') the

3. A swinging line for the outside of the leff » rm j .,

and knee to instep
'''^"'^"'^ ''™^ »" •"» right side from hip t» k.ie..

elbow
""' "f *" "o"* at the waist, and the left

Pen-l will „em.it and ^n 2 ^fn
"'^ "

'f
"'''•''''»''"'' ""^ '•>..

faintly indicated, the skrich is rJadv to h.K '^'''' ^'"'' '»''- •«-
fimly applied.

'"^"^^ *"''»''« the pencil tones evenly and '

SERIES OP LESSONS IN PBEEHAND PEBSPECTIVE

-soii^x^I^irLfnrt:;^^^ fhTl!rr5;"'V"°- ^'^^ -™
fair degree of accuracy the appearance „7 T "' ,P*™'«'^t»«. to represent with a
In the study of the '^.^^^^^C^^^Jt:'' '" ""'^^^"" '~^"'°-

.'nowe>Pr. the convergence of the receding
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lineB to a point on the horizon line was very apparent, and the first principles of

perspective taught should be the outcome of the observations made in that lesson.

The pupils learned, among other things, to locate the horizon line ; that this line

is always on a level with the eye; and that all receding parallel horizontal edges

appear to converge toward a point in the horizon line opposite the eye of the

nnflfifvfir

The pupils may prove that this latter principle holds good even in small

objects, by using a string at least a yard and a

half long and an ordinary school-book in the

following way;

Let each pupil place his string under the

top cover of the book close to the back, leaving

the free ends of string of the same length.

Ne.\t, let him place the book level in front

of him on his owh desk and, with the ends of the

string in his hands keeping them parallel to the

picture plane, bring them together in such a

manner that they will sivm to coincide with

the receding edges of the iKxik. lie will find

that the point vyhere they meet is on his eye

level.

Let h'U' iifd- lift the iMwk on his left hand,

keeping it level, and discover by raising and

lowering it, that no matter at what height it is in

relation to the eye level, the strings, both ends

of which are held in the right hand, will always

meet at the eve level if they are kept in a

vertical plane and so that they appear to cover

the receding edges of the liook.

This is true also if the book be studied above the eye level; in which case the

string is placed inside the lower cover, and the book is lifted on the hand as before,

but above the level of the eye. It will be found that the strings still meet at the

eye level, which is now below the book.

All these observations should be made with one eye closed.

In the following scries of lessons in Freehand Perspective, the same steps that

were taken in the series of lessons on the cubical model for Form IV, Junior Grade

classes are followed, the only difference ^ing that vanishing iKiints are actually

TESTING rORESIIOKTENIKO AND
CONVEBOENCE
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fcuiij in the series for this Form Ti,

,

necessary, and the teacher shcUd 1 that thT^
'""'"""" "" P"'?''™"""" "e

lesson.
"^^ "** "'•' *''« ''«™ '» properly prepared for each

' XB-
The drawing of the cubical n.odel with it,

front face parallel to the ..ye. after having di,-
overed and placed the vanishing point.

1. Seat the class in the i.mnner descrilwd in
the second lesson in the series for
Form IV, Junior Grade, and let each
pupil place his cubical model on the
desk ahead of him, with one of its
faces turned toward liini exactly in
front of and parallel to his eyes. He
must not forget- to slip the ruler or a
strip of cardlmard under the front
lower edge, so as to make the model
perfectly level.

8. Each pupil should ne.\t plac* a sheet of
paper on his desk, with the shoit edge
from left to right, and draw u|)on it

close to the hotto <|g,., a square
which will represent the near face of
the model.

••)• Next, let him locate his ey,. level on the
wall in front or on some intervening
object. This line of the ey.. level, as
has been shown in a former les™,,
corresponds with the horizon line.

4. By pencil measurement let him find the
apparent height of the front face of
the model and see how often this
measurement is contained in the
distance from the top edge of the
front face of the model to the eye
level.

'
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6. Let him now mewure the height of the drawing alreadj made and place «

point directly above the middle of it, making the distance between this

point and the top edge of the drawing a» many times its height as the

distance between the actual eye level and the to|. of the front of the

cubical model was found to be of the apparent height of the front face

of the model. A line drawn through this point parallel to the top edge

of the drawing of the front face will represent the horizon line.

6. From the ends of the top edge of the drawing, draw light lines to meet at

this point in the horizon line.
.

r. Find by pencil measurement the proportion that the foreshortened top is o

the height of the front face and place . lin« in the drawing to represent

its back edge. ,-. .

8. Draw vertical lines from the points where this tine meets the eon^erglng

lines to the top edge of the front lace, ,to repiwent the mner corners at

the back. -* .,

In the Form lyl Jt^t Grade lesson which corresponds with this, the pupil

„™«d the «».rerg«M» by ot«ervation alone: in this lesson he has act«j.lly found

ftXiirttog poi^«d h- represented the receding edges of the mode a. «.n-

*ergi^vi^"« with the' law that All r..cecUn, parallel honzonM edge,

appear U vdvvrftiomorda point on a level mth ike eye.

The drawing of the cubical model at an angle of forty-five degrees.

1 Place the cubical model exactly in front on the desk ahead, at an angle of

forty-five degrees, making it perfectly level.

« Locate the horizon line as in the last lesson.
, « *„ ,rf»M

3 oTaaheet of paper 9' by 12" turned with its ™g edge from le t to nght,

d^w a ve^»l line about hdf an inch h.gh not far *™m the iKittom

edge of the middle of the paper, to represent the near vertical edge of

the model.
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angle f>,rme<l by thf* tw.> line»'ni„y
be siiRhfly inacniratp, a further test
18 necessary. With two straiffht-
Mfted strips of cardboard, or stiff

,
paper held as i„ the illustrati„n,
parallel to the pi,.ture pl«„e. measure
this larpe anple at the top made by
the jominp of the two top edges at the
front corner. Keeping ,he strips of
cardboard in exact position. lav the
ang e thus formed on top of the'same
"f^"' '"*•'« drawing and correct it if necessary

«. Sin. a„ re^Lg paraZ hSaUir "^l^ft 'the Z" ""'^the horizon line, the lower ed«. of tfc.

™°™fKe to the same point in

the point already found at thfrjht J^lf I""",
''" """"'«" '"'"''

face will converge toward the >»n.b . ' '""^ *^«« "' *^ !«"
JO. When these are Ar<Z. Z , .

'"•"^hmg point at the left.

necessary ,0 compete l^e dral ^
"^i"'

"""""™»t- The lines

parallel to thoseXI b"!!. 1^!^" ""'Tl *'«" '"'='' «"
to converge toward the same va^hCp^ir "" ^" "^ ''""

receding to the right appJloc^Z'ZT V" ''^' "' '*' '">"'' '*»«
object.

'^'^ '^'"^^' '" « """"Aw? potn* a< the right of the
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\\V liuv.. louiul tiUo, ill (!» (ImwiiiK i.( the culiicnl m<xlol at an ai.nlc of rorly-

livf (Lrms that ir/.<n Ihf fM" "I « mlumjular object are turned awny r,uall,j.

the ,mn..l,imj imiuls are r. ""* '''''''"'' /""'' """ ''"'"' """'"' "" »'""'"•

That pupiU inav «,. th.' loiiU'Wiue t.i l.'ft nii.l riKhl junt a« .Ifarly ao tti.'v

Hiw the lines .onvcijiiiif,' t" a |HMiit .lircK-tly in front in the avoniic ..f trws ar..l als,,

|„ tlif l-mii with th.. stiinc a larKf «.H«hMi or imstchoaid .hIh. may li- propare-l.

with iw., stiin;.M attBilw.1 to .a.li .nd of the la'ar v.Tti.al ..Ip" and a H,ug\,- Ktrin^^

to ,,,.h top rornor to the ri^ht and h'lt of the noar vcTti.al .dRP. It will mp.iiv

two pnpiN. on., at .wh sido of the <«li... I" hold th.' strin;:.-. «> that anoth.T pupil

inuv stand in front of the .nl... an.l dir«t th.' holding' of the strings in sueh a way

that the a.ttiiil .•oiner»,'eii(e to a i>oiiit on either side lan lie seen hy him.

This exercise is nierelv reeominende.1 as iK'in;,' one in whieh the pupils woiihl

take ^'rei,' interest in discovering! a law for tlienis..lves. They might also lie <oiin-

selled to stand exaetly in front of the lorncM- of rf larKe huildinc at a little diutanee

from it. to note for themselves the eonverpinj; lines of roof and foundation.

Ill

The drawing of llie culii<al mixlel nt an angle other than forty-five degrees.

In this lesson the steps will Ik' similar to those taken in the i.reeeding lesson,

eveepting that when the angles with the tlm'ad are measured, they will lie found

LAHGE I'lBK XK.vn THE l.FTEL Of THE EYE

to he nneqiial in size. Therefore the angle made hy the two strips of cardlioard to

,.„rrespond with the large angle at the top of the near e,lge of the model will not

onlv have to he measured very aeeurately hut. while it is still held in position, a

vertical line will have to he drawn to coincide with the near edge of the model, so

that when the cardboard angle is placed in position on the drawing, this vertical

line will fall on top of the vertical line which represents the near edge of the model.

When the lines thus found are produced to meet the line representing the eye

level the pupil will discover that When the fitces of a rectangular nhjecf are turned

ttvay unequally, the ranMinf, poinf.* are unequally dixtani from the point nearest
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ll.r ol..errn; r,„l ih„l Ihe ,,r.;„,-r «„ „,„;,, ,/„ , „,,. .,

«'Uli lMMN(in.Ks„|.
|.,;i«|.K,,n>

In .iclditioi, l„ (|„. ,,il,.s „„ ,.,„n,.r.r,.,ur u|,i,l, I ,

NIK l„.i.|i (ilwivwl :
' l'""'l'<'<ln,. i,„„ |„, rironli.,! u« |„iv.

1- VcrticHl wU'cN hIiuivs aii|K.iii- viiii, ,,1

2. IIo,i«,„,.,| s.,rl„... „• „„v ,|„.,,, „.„,„ ^.,^,^

strui^'ht liiic.1. '." "*''!. M|i|H'(ir ii<

1. Ilorizoiitiil siirfiKvs, wlwii

vil'Wcd lllillVI. (>! IjcloM-

til!' CM' l( vel, ii|,|i,.Hr

f"rc.«hortone(l, und
tlii'ir iippareiit width

t'rmii liiiik to front

incraiscs as tlii'v arc

pi'jvated or liiwored.

4. The appari'iit width from
hack to front of

horizontal surfaces in-

irpasps or decrea«e«

ai-rarding to ' -ther

thev are noar or far

from tile pye on the
name plane.

5. Vertical surfaceB turned
away from the eye

appear foreshortened

ill pro()o,.ion to the

"I'sle at which they
"fp turned : the

Kreater the angle, the

Kreater the fore-

"hortening

AS INTEUISTINU OBODP
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After thin wriiii c.r li-nwrtm, the i>u|iiU i.hould Iw prepared to uiid»rtmk« the

(IrawiiiK of hii) iiilereatiiiK rwtaiiKuUr oliject* placed on the board* acroH the

aii'leK, Homewhere in front of t! em, in plain view.

In every ea»c they will turn to faie the model and, althouKh it may !«• placed

m that .>ne of it« faci'K i* parallel to the edge of the dcA, it i«, neverthclei.K, when

in that |Hwiti<in, at an annle to thow wlm are drawing it and mn»t Iw m n-prewntwl.

In fniOmnd |KT»|Milive thiTi' i» no Muh problem an the drawinK of an oliject alone to

the left or right of tin' ohwrver in parallel pcntpettive.

While a kniiwIedKc of the foregoing principles of pcmpcctive ix uiiwuary, in

order that pnpiU may detect errom in ronvergi'nee and forenhortcning in their

drawing*, tliew principLs whould l)e coiiKideied a* a mean* for thi* purpow rather

than a* rules according to which the drawingn are to he made.

In making uiw of the Ibwk of pemiiective to tent the accuracy of drawinga, it

will lie found niiessary to imagine vanishing poii(t« beyond the limits of the paper

and mike the lines converge toward these points.

I'HK OF niAMKTHns ANn niAOONALH

When representing iwtangular objects, the drawing of diameters and diagonals

will be found of great assistance in the accurate placing of details.

PICTUHE STUDY

THE GOLDEN STAIRS-SIB EDWARD BURNEJONEB

The suggestive lessons on Picture Study in the [ireeeding Pormi contain

methods and ideas that may be used in this Form. Some law or laws of com-

position were dwelt upon in each lesson. As a result, pupils when they reach

Fonn IV, should he able to discover and enjoy the proportion, balance, harmony

of line, arrangement of dark and light, and other prir iples by the observance of

which the artist has produced the effect he desired.

From Form 111 up the picture studied and the artist who painted it mav

constitute the theme of an essay to be written subsequently by each pupil.

THE AHTIST

Edward Bume-Jones, bom in the year 1833 at Birmingham, England, was the

son of a small trade.«man of Welsh descent. His mother died at his birth. The

lonely child was brought up with great strictness by his rigid parent, who would
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'ach appearing to he designed a, a hiau, f„r « ^ '^^ "' ""• "''"^- "' ""esc.
a- fitted Wth exquisite Ze. One^r' af:

*7,";"!" "'"'•'> *''^ -P"™*" part.
atructure, but to other, no ™ch faultdi^™ hi t' ""

'"T'''
'" •""-"

the present had no attraction for hin, .H I
""" " *''"'""»''• ''''•«I'>^

pictureawereofpure™„.nce.ldw„ae
andX';;''"'

"'"""* '"™"'""y "-m the arrangement and quality of hi. ifl"td T '" '^"'* >"'" «'"' '^'''-tv
wh,ch continually recurs the same wirtful k^* f ''' P"'*""' "' '•'- f"'^-- i"me same wirtful hut alway, interesting exprewion
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His manner of paiiitiiij; has )>irn iriliiised iis morbid mill often imitative. Jt

is Dointed out with ei'nsure that in many of liis pietures lifilit ami »liade i« laekiu);

and ihut his li),Mir.'s aiv umniluraily tall and siendei- and his lieads hmit;ry-..yed,

hoUow-checked, and wan; but, in spite of all these mannerisms, he was one of the

most ercative artists of the niietc-nth century and i>08sessed fireat power and

originality. ,

,

Manv artists die nnreiofinized ; but Burne-.Innes, in liis life, was thoroughly

appre.-iat"d. lie was the reciiiient of many honorary ilegrees and was made an

assoeiate of the Itoval Academy. The Cross of the U'gion of Honour and, finally, a

baronetcy were bestowed u) : n him. His pictures were always po|nilar, and the

OroRvcnor Gallery w'^re they wore exhibited was thronged by a crowd of

worshippers. ...
He was at work upon his la.4 l>icture. Thr Sleep of kwj Arthur, m Avalon. a

few houri, before his death, which took place in London in 1898.

TIIK PlCTniK

The picture is now in the possession of Um\ Battersea. It was designed in

1872 actually iK'gnn in 18T«. and finished in 18Sn. The name was changed from

Its first title, V/if Kw,,^ Wedding to Mmic on the ,SM.r.<, and finally to The Oolden
_

Stairs. , j

Burne-,Tones had spent sixteen years at the work he loyed when this dream

began to take shape in his mind. For eight years it was being formed and per-

fected before it finally apiK.aie.1 on canvas, in the words of Monkhouse: "A pictnre

almost as sweet and delicate in its colour as a white lily ".

Some message full of meaning he must have desired to convey to those who

were to behold it. The three successive titles give us a clue and show his effort to

make his meaning clear. The Kin!,'s Wedding. What King? That ascetic mind

of his moulded by the simple piety of his austere father to he coloured later by his

training for the Church, might he expected to go to Holy Writ for inspiration

Was it the parable of the marriage of the King's son of which he was thinking.

Something in bis thought may have linked the picture to the parable, yet this title

he feared might not convey his message. Mv»c on the Stairs. But how could

such a title serve when, although so far as we can tell each maiden carries a musical

instrument, yet only three make any effort to play, and they in a half-hearted way

and without regard to each other. The Oolden Stair.'f. He must have desired

particularly to call our attention to the stairway, since it appears in the rejected
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.""" " ""' "'"«
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"'""' *'"'* '"'P'^"-''
made his figures at the last all look hack and ff

.'" " """•'' *" "rt'^* >""<

made those where the procession C^lt"!',' '"""^ '" P^^I^-^tive, has
So similar are the figure" thril T *"" "" ^^""^ "* ^^' ^-J-

border; yet no two are X^i^eZ dZ" o^'r'
"'" """" '"'"'"'^ ^" 'o™ «

with flowers, some with leaves, and some wLrErT' ""*' '""" "'' ^"''"<'«>
the faces of the last maidens ^re fresh andtl^tl ""^t"

"^''""^^'y "'"'»'?''

our minds come S„.„n C«,lidge', iriMs" *"" "* '""^ '"'^'™'»^. »<' to
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Every day i§ f«»h beginning,

Every morn is the world made new.

You who are weary ot sorrow and sinning,

Here is a beautiful hope for you;

A hope for me and a hope for you.

SomethinR of this the artist meant to convey to us. Tliose dreamy face."

suggest the hopes unfulfilled, the yearnings that never found fruition in effort,

the ideals ever beyond our reach, the best fit which we are capable never quite

accomplished, while the fresh loveliness of each mniden in the procession suggests

the opportunity to redeem the past that each new day offers to us.

As we contemplate the picture, we cannot fail to be impressed by the great

curves that form a structural part of it. Trace the curve beginning with the

arch of the stairs and running through the margins of the maidens' robes, another

which passes through their shoulders, and still another passing through the heads

of the upper maidens to be carried out through the outer edge of the steps below.

These curves help to bind the picture together and add greatly to its beauty, but

they also hint at high purposes, begun here to be carried out somewhere beyond

our ken. May they not also signify the unfinished curves of our existence and

imply that somewhere in God's vast plan these shall meet their answering curves

and be rounded out in all the beauty of foreordained completeness?
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«cale of balanced value, (page 173) I^T'a %*7,''^ "'«""" ™?Kested for the
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81$
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the centres of the nix circle*, marked red (B), orange (O), jvllow (Y), green (G),

hliie (B), Wolet (V). Draw the«e circlen with a radius of J".

Biiiect each cisth part of the lirramferenoe of the larjfe circle, giving the centres

of the circles for the intrrmrdiatf hueH, red-orange, yellow-orange, etc.

Draw the six circles at these iwints with a radius of J".

Join all twelve points through the centre of the diagram.

Where these lines intersect the circle having ii radius of ij". draw circles with

a i" radius.

Ijetter the chart according to the diagram. Ruh out the construction lines not

needed.

ANALOOOrs COLOrBS

A group of any two, three, or four colours which are aide by side in the colour

circle are called analogous colours, because a certain amount of one hue is common

to all. For example, in each of the analogous colours, yellow, yellow-greea, green,

and blue-green, yellow is present ; and in the analogous colours, red-violet, red, red-

orange, and orange, red is the common ingredient. Any three or four neighbour-

ing colours chosen from the inner circle of the chart would form an analogous

harmony.

COLOUH HARMONIES

Pupils of this Grade may use any of the colour harmonies taught in the

preceding Forms. They may also choose colour schemes from nature or from

textiles, when these are good examples of complementary or analogous harmony or

exhibit colours which are all of low intensity.

When a colour scheme has been chosen for a design, the largest area should be

covered with the tone wh-^h is lowest in intensity. The brightest tone should be

chosen for the smallest areas, which should be carried right through the design

rather than massed in one place. The medium tones in the colour scheme should be

managed in the same way, so as to bring about a balance of attractions. The size

ofthe dull areas makes up for the greater brilliance of the small areas.

DESIGN

Very little Design that is in advance of what has been taken up in Form IV,

Junior Grade, should be attempted in this Grade. The principles that have been

presented already should be studied Irom as many sides as possible, with a view to

impressing them so that they will not be forgotten. Many things are manufactured
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" 'P^"™^
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poDiibly the circle, will be • vide enough range to be deilt with in clan. Other

shapes ma; come up in the home problems that are planned in school by the pupils.

The illustration shows the steps that were taken in breaking up an oblong

mass into a unit of design made up of abstract shapeii. In any case the first step

should be the jilacing of what might he called a root fhtyw, from which the different

parts of the design will radiate or appear to grow. This root shape might be

placed almost anywhere within the mass by an experienced designer, but Form IV

pupils should lie required to place it somewhere on the vertical axis of the whole

niBKH, so as to avoid irregular balance with which they have not yet had to deal in

the making of a unit of design. It is a good rule for the beginner to make the

dimensions of this shape a little less than one third of the dimensions of the whole

mass. From this growth-centre, lines radiating to the outside of the whole mass

should lie drawn in pairs. On these lines should he built the shapes that, with the

(vntral shape, are to form the unit of design. The shapes may all be separate or

all connected in line, or some may be separate and others connected, hut the

boundaries of all should conform to, or flow in unison with, adjacent boundaries.

There must also be a rhythmic relation from small to large in the size of the shapes.

The class designs should he pnt up for criticism after the first trial sketches

have been made. The designs that are deficient in the same points should he

grouped together, and suggestions for their improvement made by class and teacher.

After this criticism, the pupils should redraw their designs, correcting and improv-

ing them before they are applied or finished in any of the ways suggested in the

detailed Coiir>.i of Study.

0E8I0N8 THAT HAY BE APPLIED AT ROHX

In this Orade, girls are at an age when they are deeply interested in fancy work.

They like to make little embroidered or braided accessories for their own costumes.

The decoration of cushions, table mats, and all the other home belongings that lend

themselves to embellishment appeals to them. A twofold interest attaches itself to

these problems when both design and workmanship are original. The teacher

should take advantage of these things and have some of the designs made in class

planned for some definite home problem. The same type of unit can be put to

many different uses, and the adjusting of the unit of design in size, shape, and

character to the particular article of which it is to form a part, is a proposition

calculated to bring out the very best of which each pupil is capable. An intro-

ductory lesson should be given, ts set the class thinking and conferring on the

/ t
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STENCILLIJfO

Thi, rapid and effective method of repeating a unit of A«.t^ *.r^ at pre^nt both in the interior decoration oVbirinlAX^SS
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HTr.N«lUI"UI:H10Nta) AND (IT HV I'ORM IV rl'nLH

of putliTiin to faliiicH of ililli-iviit kiiulu foi various |nir|«)»<'». SteiuiU iiro fii-

iHiently mndc from thin Avvt metal or from (vlluloid, Imt any »liff, rather tough

paiH-r that will lut with ii »niiM.th vtlup iv i-quully «Tviir«lili'. If ii wet niediiini

in to be applied hy meanii of the Htenoil, ai> much oil aH the paper will ahnorb ihoulil

Imj rulilied in on l«)tli «i(li'« of it with ii piwi- of tloth and allowed to dry Ijefore '

|)a|)er in Kned. Thin will make the |)a|MM cut uiciie i-axily and will i)revent the

<»lour Konkinji into the edges. A coating of shellac will a<ld to the dnrahility of

the steiiiil if it i» applied around (he edges of Ihc design after it is cut.

The stencil must lie flat against the surface to he stencilled, therefore it i« well

to have it very simple and with as few jwints an possihle that will require pinning

down. The whole design is held together i)y a series of ties or uncut strips of

](aper, wlioh add very much to its beauty when they are phinned so as to seem a

part of the design. These ties are usually made narrower than the cut-out parts

of the design hut, if they are less than one ei/;hth of an inch in width, they may

break before the stencil has Iwen used many times. The parts cut out may form

the design or the background for the design. When a unit of design that fulfils

the required conditions has been made and tested, it should be traced on the stencil

))aper with a sharp |ieneil. The tracing should then be placed on a smooth, hard

surface, and the shapes cut out with th» sharp point of a penknife. V hen the

pattern is being repeated, care must l)c taken to get the units properly spaced. A

second unit, or part of it, is sometimes cut in tb^ stencil paper to ensure the correct

placing of Ihe units, and this is fitted over the last unit painted and kept in place

until the next is finished.

Water-colours may be used in stencilling when they are applied to the surface

of any article that will not require washing, such an the cover of a book, programme,
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or portfolio. If < loth for a iiirtaiii, talili-i Inih,

iwuchHOVcr. ciii.hi.ui-top, or any ollii-r |>ur|Mw
that will iinvwiitnt)' itx IiiivIiik in U- wM»hc<l,
i» to Ik Hti-iR'illnl, win,i' iii(>(|iiiiii iIuh «i||

•taiiil WHuhiii^ niuKt Im' iwiI. Sonic vjiriotlcH

of rravmiM will htm. ihi' |.iir|Ki«c. if ili,. ,|,.,i^.||.i

are preiwed with n liot iron iiii,.p ij,,. Ktnuil hiix

Iwen n'lnovnl. lH,.s ii|„, ii„n |>. „„.,| i,,,, ,,||

mloiir/- thinned with tiiriH'nti'nu till tlicv iin. of
the «.iii.i»t,.ncv of rirh < reHin iiiv the nio-i
Katinfai'torv ni<Hliiini. Mor.' tlmi olonr
niav lie ii»e(l on n »tcM. il ; it i< lH.|||.r. limner,
to limit the pupil to the uh. „r one ,„|„ur.
For a thin liKht^.,l.,i,r«l fal.rie. it nm, e^arv to mix a goo,! deal „f while
with the eolonr. Before lH.«inniii« tli timl -teiuilliii,-. enouKh colour to ,™,p|ele
It should lie mi\«l up „\ ii »ninll wiiicer or similar iliHh

I,-* •.'^Vm"'
•" '" "''"'''•""' "'"'"''' """'"'" "•" "" " l»" '"«rd or ...I .,kitchen tahle or „ work tiihle om.| which „ l,|„„kel 1„ih hi^en -in.Kithlv fiistencd \

carpeted floor »l«, offer, n «,.k1 dnsiic snrfm ,| ,i„,p|ifi,„ ,h„ prelinii'imrv
preparation. A ,„r,c pie., of cle.ii, „„„,,„„,. ,h„i.hl .. p, , iLiJliiiM
under the ,,„r( of the niiiteriiil tliiit is hei,,. „. „ci|Ic,l. Thi. will „r „• colour
that otherw..e mi«ht .pread in the materia! or .oil t urf 1h. ,|, „ "

The heKt hru.h for the p„rpo«. hiis .1 i rather .tiff liristle-. \ clean
mueilaKe hru* can 1m. u^-d with r^\ re: ult... When the stcid has li„.n pinnr^
firmly in place on the stretched cloth, the hr.isli should Ih. filK.,1 with ,.ol„,'r andthen pressed out till it is almost dry hefon. it is applied to the stencil. If ,hecolour spreads, the hrush is not dry eno,i,-h. The lirush should he held in avertical ,™,,tion so that only the ends ™mc in cntact with the cloth, while thepaint IS nibbed in with a rapid, sti,.plin« movement until the colour is evenly
distributed over the whole sha,H.. One ...irner of the stencil should lie lifteil to s,,,
hat the edges are cWr and sharp before the stencil is removed, .Ml paint should

-T'^tv ? *''.^/'™"' '^^'"^'' » " P'B^"' in P""Hion for the painting of he ne,t
unit. 1 he stencilled material should he hung up to dry for a few days h ore it i.

T;*.. * I ^•
'''""'' ''''*'' ''" '"'*' "" "'" "' '"' ^'•"^- ""h « ^ry cloth over

It and the ntiaterial is pressed with a hot iron through this until it is dry the
colours will be more permanent. Stencilled materials require as great care inwashing as coloured embroideries.

i n -t" care in
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An effective finish 'is given a Ptencilled pattern by outlining it with culoured

floss, which is darned into tlie material su as to have the appearance of a woven
thread. The ti»e of this embroidered line will give the pupils an opportunity to

introduce a contrasting loloar into their designs.

Pupils in this Form arc ex[)6oted to know how to make and use a stencil, but
its application to woven material-is optional. Explicit instructions in the art have
l)een given here, that the desire to make the home attractive may lie encouraged in

the pupil.

Other ways in which the stencil may be applied in school if it is deemed
desirable are; l)lack-hoard decoriitions in chalk; black-board curtains of denim,
factory cotton, or unbleached linen, etc.; sash curtains of cheesecloth or cotton voile

to regulate the light.

BLOCK-nilNTINO

Block-printing, like stencilling, is an easy

and convenient method of repeating a pattern

but, unlike stencilling, it is the background that

is usually cut away, leaving the pattern in

relief.

The most interesting way of making the

block is to carve the design on the face of a

piece of soft, close-grained wood, such as pine.

The wood should be from one to two inches in

thickness. The accompanying book-plate was
printed from a block of this kind. Wood
carving is difficult, however, and requires a
well-sharpened knife and plenty of time, there-

fore an easier method of producing the block is

desirable for use in school. When the cutting

and printing are to be done the same day, the unit of design m'iy be traced and
carved on the flat section of a potato. The surface patterns facing p. 274 were
made in this way by the boys of Fonn IV, Junior Grade. A better and more
durable substitute for the wood-block may be made by glueing a piece of heavv
linoleum or cork carpet of the right size and shape to a smooth block of wood and
carving it as desired, or a design may be cut from hard felt and glued to a block

of wood.
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8and-paper. """^ ''"*" » «" "•en surface „„ a piece of fine
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'-'' "-V he'
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Mock^LSitlX^i^t^:;::^;^^^^^ --- p-- <- w„..

block SS"tr;s;::'trsrm"ir" r";-
'-' '^^--^ *- '--'-

««n.e way a, for stencilling, and the ratrriIl!L''
•'?'"''" "" P™?""" 'n the

evenly and then stretched on a smttTeTst e ™H ''"TT' ""* "^ "-""P^"*^
flannelette or Canton flannel.

P*^ '""'' "' '"^""l thicknesses of

OPTIONAL PB0BLEM8 IN APPLIED DESIGN
BOOK COVER
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instead of two. The paper which in to forni the leaves of the book must be chosen

before a cover can be planned to "t them. The paper for looseleaf note-books,

which comes in different sizes in packages, will be found convenient for an ordinary-

sized book. Note-paper may be used if a smaller book is desired. The following

materials are required to construct a cover that will fit a leaf 6|" by 8f" in size

:

«.

\

i

/ .
V

-j
I

BOOK WITH hingi:d cover

1. Roady to hare thn laps pasted; 2, ready for the lining papers; -1, with lining papers pasted
in position; 4, front of cover of finishod Iwok; 5, hack of cover of finished book

A piece of cover cloth 16
J" x lOJ"

A piece of cover cloth 4" a 8J"
Two pieces of mill-board 5}" x 8f

"

Two pieces of mill-board }" x 8}"

Two piei'es of lining-paper 5J" x 8J"



BOOK COVEB :«r

Also a rulor, a well-sharpened pencil, a pair of scissors, a newspaper to protect
the desk, paste, a damp cloth, and a dry one for wiping paste from the fingers.

The steps to be followed in making the book cover are given below:

1. When everything is in readiness, place the ISJ" by lof piece of cloth the
long way across and wrong side up on the desk.

8. Lay the }" by 8}" strips of mill-board one-half inch apirt down the middle
of the cloth, so as to allow a three-quarter inch margin at top and
bottom. Care must be taken to keep them the same distance apart for
their full length.

:i. Place one of the r,f by 8}" pieces of mill-lmrd one-quarter inch to the
left, and th,- other one-q>iarter inch to the right of the two narrow
strips of mill-board, keeping the space between of the same width for
the full length, and allowing }" margins at top and bottom.

t. Tfold the four pieces of mill-board firmly in position and in a straight line
at top and bottom, while the cloth margins are folded up and creased
all around.

5. Remove the mill-boards and measure the two sides of the creased inclosure,
also the top and Mtom. to, see that they match pro[)erlv and are correct
in length.

6. Paste the two larger pieces of mill-board in the places creased for them.
keepmg the space between them even at top and bottom.

r. Paste the narrow strip, of mill-lward one-quarter inch in from the larger
pieces, keepmg the space between even from top to bottom. '

8. Cnt across the four <>orners of the cloth one eighth rif an inch hevond the
outer corners of the mill-board.

9. Paste the long laps firmly and snugly up on the mill-hoard, keeping the
edges between the boards even with them.

10. Paste the ..hort laps firmly in jilace. tucking the corners in well with plentv
of paste.

11. Paste the 4" hy S}" strip of cloth in place down the centre of the inside of
the cover. .«o as to conceal the narrow boards and lap over the inside
edges of the larger ones. Smooth it well between the boards with plentv
of paste, so that the two thicknes.ses of cloth will sdbere to each other
and make a firm hack and neat hinges for the hook.

18. Paste the lining papers in place, so as to cover the laps to within one eighth
of an inch of the outer edges of ihe cover.

13. W the cover flat nnder a heavj- pressure until it is qnite dry.
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When the design is being planned fur the IxxA cover, the pupil should not be

allowed to lose eight of the fact that good spacing and a well-lettersd title have

mere to do with making the cover attractive than any amount of decoration.

Because of this fact, the margin and the size and placing of the title are the first

things to be conaiilored. The marginal line may he developed into a simple border

or may be widened into a strap, which may be le * plain or may have the comers

strengthened by a unit which should be a natural development of the ntrap and in

harmony with it. Frequently the marginal linn in diBcarded after it has helped to

determine the placing of the title.

Any decoration that is added should be of such a nature and so placed as to bo

subordinate to the title. It is not necessary that the decoration should indicate thu

nature of the subject treated within the book, but it should not he at variance with

it. We might with perfect propriety have" a landscape or a figure composition in

flat tones on a Book of Addresses or on a Post-card Album. A fruit composition or

a composition of utensils or dishes suggesting a pantry shelf would be suitable on a

Book of Recipes; while a Sketch Book would have a wider range of possibilities

in this sort of decoration. The use of a more conventional decoration is calculated

to produce a more sedate cover design which will not be likely to be out of harmony

with the contents of any book. The ideal cover is one which awakens a desire on

the part of the observer to investigate the book and leaves with him no subsequent

sense of having been imposed upon. The instructions concerning book covers that

have been given in previous Forms should he read for further suggestions.

The designs should be planned on paper the exact size of the cover, after a

number of small trial sketches have been made, and should be criticized by the

class and corrected by the individual pupil I)efore they are traced on the covers.

The colours to be used should be tested on a piece of the cover cloth, to see that they

are in harmony with it and yet of sufficient brilliancy to enhance the design. Black

with one colour is the combination that is most generally found satisfactory.

The leaves may be laced into the book as the envelopes were in Clipping-case

No. 1 in Form IV, Junior Grade, or brass paper fasteners with rounded points may

be passed through small crosswise slits in the narrow boards at the back of the

cover and through the leaves between them to hold them in position. Small brass

discs may be obtained that will keep the ends of the paper fasteners firmly in

place on the under side of the cover.
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WA«Ti:-|-AFER BAHKKT

The illuitntioni ahow a banket that ma}- he made to fill vtrioui ttm. lU

dimenaionii will depend largely on the purpone for which it ii intended. The larger

it is, the heavier xhoiild lie the mill-lioard of which it in coniitructed. Seven inche*

high, by iieven inchea wide at the top and Ave inchet wide at the bottom, ii a con-

venient aize for a small waate-iujier baaket or for a icrap baaket for ua< on a aewing

table. The baaket may be made with alightly more or leta apread than thii at

the top, or it may be made of the aame aize at top and bottom. Can ahould be

taken to uae dimenaiona that will reaiilt in a baaket that ia both uaeful and of

pleaaing proportiona. Any thin, rather atrong cotton or linen fabric, even in

texture, of a plain colour that ia of low intenaity. and light enough in value to take

paint may be naed in covering the mill-board. A very light-weight linen canvoa of

the kind iiacd for atiffening the lollara and lapela of coata ia a very aatiafactory

material for the purpoae, aa it ia aerviceahle and agreeable both In texture and

colour.

WABTK-PAPra BARICET

1. Mill-hoard for one of the four airlea of the baaket; 2, mill-hoftrd for the bottom of the

basket : 3, one aide with lining ready to be paated down (cover ploth cut double) ; 4. aide

and end ready to be laced together

The mill-board pieces are "overed separately and may be lined with paper as

the two pieces ii. the clippinjr-cnse were on page 279. Only the lapa, however, need

pasting. If there is sufficient material to make lining and cover alike, the cloth should

be cut double, so that the fold will come at the top of the basket. To cut the cloth

double, lay two of the mill-hoord sides on it, top edge against top edge, and mark

around them. Allow three quarters of an inch all around for laps and cut out four
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PMcet of th* ume .up. Th.. -qu.n- button. ..r the l».ket may Ir covorrd with lh«
cloth in a similar w.,- or with pajK-r of the «nie colour. Tho lap. ,|,o,ild be well«id e«ctly crea^d. the cornerH cut u. expUined in previou. leMon., and aVnhaped piece cut out of the lap* at the middle fold. A» the lap. only are to Ih.
PMted. the mill-lH«rd -hoi.ld Ik- fitted in pl»..e very accurately and kept with it-
top edge .nugly again-t the middle fold while the lK,ttom «nd -ide lap« are pa-ted
upon It. The lap. of the upper half for the li„i„K .hould Im- well flattened down
against the hnii.K with pa.t,. Ix-fore it i» brought -n.oothlv ,|„w„ .,vpr the mill-
«ard M. a. to f,t it exactly. The edge, should then be pasted firmly in place «,
that the inside of the basket will In, a. neat as the outside. When the four sides
and the tattom of the basket have U-en covered, they sboul.l I- put under pressure
.11 they are dry. The dcoration should the., he applied. The basket is l«ce,l

together by means of eyelet holes which are punched at regular intervals along all
cxcep the top edges of the basket. Silk cord, narrow braid, or brown shoe-lace-
may l« used for the lacing. 0.„. or two Indian l^ads of g«Hl ,«lour on the
fringed ends of the lacing cords will give a pleasing touch of ,^l„ur to the ba-ket.

The decoration „f the basket may be done in water-rolours and may be in the
form of a liorder so placed as to divide the height of the basket into well relate.!
spaces, or in the form of a panel that will allow undecorated margins of it.»,l
proportions.

"

LETTERING

The lettering for Form IV, Senior Grade, need not differ from that in the
.lunior Grade, hut. as the pupil should he able by this time to letter with a certain
amount of facility, a class that as a whole is able to do good lettrrin.' might b..
permitted to use Roman capitals and the small, or lower case, alphaliet

'
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EFHILTT
AKMN
VWXYZ
BCDGJO
PQB.su

sm



LXTTEBINO

tioM, OMj Be planned m

to jt> attractivenem b;

l,-*nth neript ahould be in

nony with it. and muni
thereforp he M-mi-fomial in

character and readily drawn
with the pen. It may he in

hiack . "olour and may be
outlined with the name or a
contracting colour, or a row of

evenly-spaced dot« may take
the plaw of the outline.

1 .1. V-r " •" - r 'monogram ia not diflBcult, and the average Form IV
ctaia ii keenly mtercted in working out >uch a problem. Some example, of the kindof monogram that might be attempted in thi. cl.« are given in the U ",1™t^Jn.
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